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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 14, 1972

Mr. Eugene J. Suto
Pre sident
The National Classificatior. Management Society Inc.

Dear Mr. Suto:

I should like to take this occasion to thank you for cxtanding to

Ambassador John Eisenhower and myself the invitation to attend
the Eighth National Seminar of the National Classification Man-

agement Society. Unfortunately, neither of us will be able to
attend the Seminar but I would like you to convey to the partici-

pants our interest in the work of the Society and extend to therm

the following greetings.

No doubt you are aware that the government has embarked this

year on a new and progressive classification system. On March
8, 1972 President Nixon signed Executive Order 11652 which set

in motion the first major overhaul of the classification system in
nearly 20 years. This reform was the result of a study which be-

gan in January 1971 under the chairmanship of the Assistant
Attorney General William Rehriquist. It involved personnel at

all levels in each of the departments dealing with national secur-
ity information. When Mr. Rehnquist was nominated to the

Supreme Court I took over the chairmanship of the working group
and after the promulgation of the new Executive Order and an
National Security Council directive thereunder the new rules went

into effect on June 1, 1972.

The new Order is a concrete and straight forward atteml' to
create a more rationale and credible basis for classifying ma-

terial relating to the national security. Three basic objectives

underlie the new system.

- The first is to reduce the amount of material that

is classified.
- The second is to provide for speedier declassifica-

tion.
- The third is to provide a monitoring mechanism to

insure the above objectives are carried out.
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The problem which is faced is most clearly dramatized by the
fact that it is estimated that there are in government archives
over 760, 000, 000 pages of classified documents from the period
1942 to 1962. The sheer magnitude of the problem is over-
whelming. In the words of the President in his statement on the
signing of the new Executive Order on March 8th

"The many abuses of the security system can no
longer be tolerated. Fundamental to our way of
life is the belief that when information which pro-
perly belongs to the public is systematically with-
held by those in power the people soon become
ignorant of their own affairs, distrustful of those
that manage thermi and eventually incapable of de-
termining their own destinies."

In an endeavor to support this fundamental belief in concrete terms
the new Order specifically pro-vides as follows:

Tighter rules have been instituted to determine
what is qualified for classification.

- The number of departments originating classi-
fied information outside the Executive Office of
the President have been reduced from 24 to 12.

- The number of individuals in these departments
has been reduced by over 50%.

- The individual classifier must be identified on
the material which he classifies.

- A General Declassification Schedule ranging from
6 to 10 years has been established for automn-,tir
declassification of all documents except those which
fall into fur specifically defined categories.

- Sanctions have been authorized to prevent over classi-
fication and abuse of the system.

- An Interagency Classification Review Committee has
been established consisting of the General Counsels
of the major departments involved with national se-
curity information and under the Chairmanship of
Ambassador John S. D. Eisenhower. The Committee
will oversee, monitor, hear complaints and generally
act as a watchdog to insure the implementation of the
new Executive Order - not only in letter, but in spirit.
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Needless to say the implementation over-night and education re-
quired to make the new system work Is a major undertaking.
This to my mind, is the area in which your Society can be most
helpful and we would be most appreciative of any steps you can
take in this direction.

Finally, I would like to close by saying that we are under no
illusions about the difficulty of getting control of the whole plo-
blem of excessive classification. However, we do believe that
we have set the framework and policy course for a flexible and
progressive system that is evidence of and in keeping with the
President's pledge to have an open administration.

Sincerely,

David R. You g
Executive Director,

Interagency Classification
Review Committee
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_ ___The reaction in Congress was expressed
';TATV-S OF' LEGISLATIONr AF1'ECTINC variously by different irnembers. Many
CLASS IFICATION MANAGEMENT Senators and Representatives introduced
BY resolutions and bills designed to assure that
WILLIAM G. FLORENCE (NCMS) Congress would have information from the

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. GREETINGS Executive branch as necessary to exercise
ThaNk you, .its judgment regarding the course of action

this nation should follow in world affairs and

It is truly an honor to be invited to talk domestic endeavor.
with the National Classification Management
Society about security classification matters, Tour House bfillvegardig the subjtco of

I expect to spend only a short time with security classification. They were sponsor-
these comments. My hope is that there will ed by about 50 Representatives. There are
be ample time for questions afterward. at least two Senate resolutions and twobsSenate bills on the same subject. A third

Discussion of legislation affecting bill is being considered for introduction.
classification management Is the best possible Most of the legislation was a quick-
way to open the Eighth Annual Seminar.
Publication by the New York Times, the reaction proposal to (1) Investigate Executive
Washington Post and other papers in June branch security classification practices, OR
1971 ME t -Vietnam Study, known as the (2) Make studies of laws and regulations, OR
Pentagon Papers, showed clearly how (3) Establish a commission to monitor the-
damaging the PresidentIs secui Ity classifica- Executive branch classification system.
tion practices had beome in the life of this
nation. For example, on the Senate side is

Senator Muskie's draft "Truth in Government
Those practices wer,ý revealed as con- Act", S-2965. His bill would establish a

stituting a denial of truth to the American seven-member Disclosure Board to promul-
people about Executive brLnch operations gate a new classification system and monitor
which the p..ople had a rigiit and a require- its operaition.
ment to know, according to the Constitution,
They also showed that the more secretive the Senator Javitsb resolution of May 5, 1972
Executive branch became, the more repres- possibly could be acted upon during this
sive it became in relation to Congress and the session of Congress. It would establish a
people. Senate Committee to study existing law and

Executive secrecy, and recommend whether
Members of Congress, as a group dam- classification markings should be viewed as

onstrated a feeling of urgent need for cor- having any validity.
rectivu legislation. Many of them participat-
ed In and supported 14iJgtion initiated to A third Senate action of particular
compel the Executive branch to cease attempt- Interest to this Society is the proposal to up-
ing to substitute Executive preference and date the Federal Criminal Code, including
administrative choices for established law. the Espionage sections. Senator McClellan's

Subcommittee of the Judiciary on Criminal

Members of Congress suddenly realized L.aws and Procedures has been holding hear-
that they had been victimized, on a continuing Ings on the Brown Commission's recommenda-
basis, by allowing the fantastic hoax of tions for Reform of the Federal Criminal
security classification • es-s-'einal Laws.
knowledge from them. Congress had been
denied access to information central to A bill incorporating the Subcommittee
exercising its constitutional legislative and Version of the Commission's reconimenda-
surveillance functions. tions was prepared more than two months

ago, but was held for further review.
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It had been recommended that to mis- (4) Provide for people to appeal to
handle "National Security Information"-'b the United States Court of Appeals

maea crime. The information would n- for the District of Columbia if themaue aaborimeveyTheinfomatin would e sin- commission itself refuses to de-
elude about everything that could be classi- classify an item of information

fied under Executive Order 11652. held in secrecy by the Executive

As one witness who testified before the branch.
McClellan subcomittee, I urged that no It is my opinion that the majority of
penalty be established for mishandling in- Congress is not in favor of establishing any
formation unless there is intent to injure separate commission to operate in the area ofthe Unilted States. eatcomssntooetentharaf
Sclassification and government secrecy.

Two House bills merit discussion. The I also developed a Bill for introduction
first, H.R. 9853, known as the lHebert Bill, in the Senate. It would be known as the
would provide for a 12-me!mber "Commission "National Defense Data Classification Act".
on the Classification and Protection of
Information". The commission would review My objective would be to legalize a
classification rules, observe classification classification system that would be operated
practices, and make reports and submit by the President, not a commission. The
recommendations to the President and Act would:
Congress. Act would:

The Hebert bill was discussed during (1) Limit the legal classification of
hearings held in March 1972 by the Nedzi Information to a single category.
subcommittee of the House Armed Services Restrictions on the routing of
Committee. Representatives of NCMS especially sensitive information

commented on the bill, somewhat unfavorably, could be prescribed administr.tive-

when they testified before the Nedzi ly.
Committee. (2) Establish "Would damage the

The other House bill, Ii. R. 15172, was National DIefense" as the basis for
introduced May 24, 1972 by Representative class Ification, not "could danmge".
Moorhead, chairman of the .House Sub- (That cls the onlsriterion, if anty,
committee on Foreign Operations and that could be consonant with tie
Government Information. The bill is known First Amendment.)
as the "Freedom of Information Act Amend- (3) Set two years as the normal limita-ments of 1972". It would:(3 ttw_.yerashenrllit-

tion on classification for an item of

(1) Establish in law the authority of information. (The head of an

Executive branch to classify agency could extend the period of
"National Defense Information" cla-•sificathiOn to e years, or in"Naston SeretSeret, Iormati" the case of er yptologie informationas Top Secret, Secret, or and certain Intelligence items, heConfidential. could permit i: a-]:ossification to

(2) With certain exceptions, limit to remain for 12 years.
only one earthe assignment of an Senator Gravel Is actively interested in
Item o in ormnnation to a given filing a bill along the lines of the one I
classification. suggested. Ilowever, he Intends to obtain

(3) Establish a nine-member Corn- support fronm other sen:otors at the outset to
mission to prescribe standards an agre(ed version of the bill. There is no
and procedures for handling point In introducing a bill and then starting a
classified information, and to de- search for someone to disagree with it as
classify information that an submitted.
agency is holding needlessly.

I'
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As for the future, let me explore with believe that the Vietnam Study
you what would be more certain to affect could injure the United Sates or
classification management than any other be of advantage to a foreign nation.
action pending at this time.

(2) Ellsberg is not charged with giving
I am referring to the Executive branch the Vietnam Study to the New York

prosecution of Dr. Ellsberg and Mr. Russo Times or any other paper. He is
in Los Angeles. If you do not know what the not charged with ay public dis-
trial is about, here are some facts: closure of the Study, either direct-

ly or indirectly.
(1) Ellsberg and Russo were indicted

30 December 1971 for violating (3) Ellsberg is charged with dis-
184. S. C. 370 in conspiring to closure of portions of the Vietnam
defraud the United States by inter- Study to three individuals in viola-
fering with and defeating its lawful tion of specified contractual
governmental function of controlling Security procedures applicable to
the dissemination of classified RAND. Also, he is charged with
Government Studies, not docents, having retained a copy of the
during a period ending in September Vietnam Study in violation of the
1970. That was over eight months same contractual procedures, even
before the Vietnam Study was though the record is clear that he
published. Dr. Ellsberg was an had signed for the copy as an
employee of the RAND Corporation "authorized person".
at the time.

(4) The Executive branch has alleged
(2) No one ever heard before that that Security procedures applicable

section 371 of the Criminal Code to RAND also applied to Ellsberg,
could apply to something called and that the alleged violation of
classified. certain of these procedures by

Ellsberg and Russo constituted a
(3) Also, Ellsberg was charged with violation of law.

violating 1S U.S.C. 793(e), an
espionage statute, by having un- If the Executive branch can get
authorized possession during 1969 Dr. Ellsberg and Mr. Russo punished for
and part of 1970 of certain volumes criminal violation of administrative pro-
of the Vietnam Study, and by dis- cedures included in a contract with a corn-
, losing the documents to a person mercial firm, with no charge of bad intent,
not entitled to receive them. bad conduct, or negligence, we shall have

be-come a Police state of the worst sort.
The thira basic charge was that during The First Amendment guarantee of free

the 1969-1970 period, the theft statute, 18 speech will no longer exist.
U.S.C. 641, was violated by converting
certain volumes of the Vietnam Study to pri- I cannot believe that the jury in the
vate use. Ellsberg-Russo case will agree that any law

was violated. But if they are convicted, I
Let us pass over the distorted theft predict that Congress will-g"finiteiy act to

charge and consider the case the Executive demolish the Executive branch classification
branch has made under the two statutes. system as we know it today.
Of special interest are the following facts:

Thank you, very much.
(1) Ellsberg is not charged with doing

or intending to do anything injurious
or prejudicial to the national
defense, or with having reason to
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EFFECTIVE DECLASSIFICATION AT THE NATIONAL "Confidential" or "Secret," we were given our
ARCHIVES first lessons in handling classified records.
EDWIN A. THOMPSON
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE Official researchers appeared in our search

rooms in growing numbers to analyze historical
I want to thank Mr. Eugene Suto, your president, antecedents to the "new" problems facing
and Mr. George W. McRoberts, seminar chairman, Mr. Roosevelt's government. After all. some of
[or inviting me to appear here today. I bclieve these same problems had been faced by Mr. Wilson's
this is the first time a representative of the government just a generation earlier. But access
National Archives has addressed you. I am sure for official researchers to records marked
that my appearance here at this particular "Confidential" or "Secret" was not a problem
seminar reflects the newly recogniaed rale of the because they came with authorization for inre-
Archivist of the United States--my boss--in the stricted access. After the war the National
business of classified records management. Archives was approached for the first time by

considerable numbers of unofficial researchers
Executive Order 11652 mentions the Archivist of seeking permission to examine classified material.
the United States in three sections while its They were encouraged to believe that vast quanti-
antecedents, Executive Order 10290 of 1951 and ties of recently classified material would be
Executive Order 10501 of 1953 with their half- made quickly available. An example of the
dozen amending Executive orders did not once liberal attitudes can be found in the statement
mention the Archivist. As many of you know, by Chief of Staff of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhow(r
this did not mean that the Archivist and his on November 27, 1947:
staff and the National Archives and Records
Service as an institution has not been deeply the historical record of the almy's operations
involved in the management of classified records as well as the manner in which these were
for many years. accomplished are public property, and except

where the security of the Nation may be jeop-
Thirty-eight years ago when the National Archives ardized, the request of the citizens to the
was created, the classification of documents was full story is unquestioned.... The American
still in its infancy. We were busy taking in public therefore should find no unnecessary
from the agencies the records of the American obstacle to its access to the written record.
Revolution, surviving records of the early busi-
ness of the Federal Government, large blocks of But the hard facts were that the volume of
Civil War records and some more recent ones. classified records was immense and the manpower
Classified documents were no problem largely which could be diverted to declassification re-
because few made their way into our custody. view was severly limited. Further, in some parts
Sensitive records most frequently remained of the government itself, some subjects--partic-
closely locked up in the offices of origin until ularly those affecting foreign policy--were
World War II. recognized as increasingly sensitive. As we

plunged deeper Into the cold War and then into
Archivists were also developing in those days the a hotter Korean War, awaren ss of these sensitiv-
techniques (and fostering the proper attitudes in ities grew. Subversion, the loyaltv questions
the agencies) for making the nation's records of the late 1940's and early 1950's, questions
available to the public in general and to histor- of trustworthiness, and finally questions of the
ical researchers in particular. The National requestor's real "need to know," also conspired
Archives, we argued, was created not only to to change the initial post-war liberal attitude.
receive, preserve, and provide reference service A more security conscious position prevailed and
to the Federal Government on its own records of became embodied in regulations and finally In
permanent value, but also to make those records President Truman's Executive Order 10290 of 1951
accessible to all citizens, and President Eisenhower's Executive Order 10901

of 1953. Even Executive Order 10816 of 1959,
World War 11 changed the character of some of the which permitted outside access tinder certain
records transferred to the National Archives, the conditions represented only a slight relaxation
size of our holdings, and the uses made of our from the strictness of the original order.
collections. As the emergency developed the old President Kennedy's Executive Order 10964 of
line offices of government disgorged more and 1961 amended 10501 to require that each agencv
more of their recent records to make room for develop a schedule for automat it' downgrading
the enormous increase in new records. Because and ultimate declassification of ,ome- ma~erial
these recent records were sometimes marked created after enactment. While sutch sctethtiles
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could have been applied retroactively, no serious In eithe.r aipproach tie- National Archives role
plan was considered to apply the schiedules to all, in the dtec lassi tivat (on process hais largely been
the classified records in the National Archives that of agent-t for the original classifying
nor those in records centers. oftfice. Implementing directives and regulations

of the Departments net the requirements3 and we
To the National Archives the reijuiremetit of were obli gedl to make them work. Notalle examples
these orders meant that large quantitiles of of lExn'cQt l orater implementinag instructionR
classified records acquired from war-time emer- were D~epatrtment of Defense Direct ives 5200.9
gency agencies and similar records originated by (0010501) and 52010.10' 0I0f10964) . Mner these
the military and other D~epairtments were effec- lDirect iv.es we were authorize'd to dec lassify
t ively closed except to the more persistent nap- informati(on unless it lit into any one of the
of ficial scholars who conyvinced the responsible several broadlyv-stated exemption categorieN.
agencies that their access was In the hest tBut our expeir ence ham been that many researchers
interest of the government and that they were nook I nformattio n precisely In those a1rea~s replete
trustworthy. The strict clearance requirententa w. nt ex~np~pund categories of Information anal that
and procedures imposed meant that atny free- -i"Ctainn Mcdc hss ificat Iinn of Group 4 materialI
wheel ing and wide-ranginog research by outs;ide na-i, .10 nt Iho rep i rentent ot the scholar.
scholarb wan neveriy curtailed if not cut afft (CnqequnUtort we A re aib! iicod to advise many
;alItogether. These same Executitve orders fitmlib resaaarche'rs to seek seen rItv v clearancem.
establ ishi the principle that the or iginator of
vlass if led records was also the pr imtirv a rhit or 4o~ rpoin-no t h.t Exyecunt ive. Order 11692 does not
for purposes of declassI f tat ian. Trhese two ot i rid'. Pimi inite thu noont 

for cant inuing some
pr inc iples- governed the Natijonal A*rch i ves ' proviams ftr r~ noirchvrs to obtain secur ity
management of the c lass ifiled records whitc h were 4I araint--) I" thonse' rises whore access toa large
transiorred hi Its custody. -1tintitfI-. ni n-la'.sifled ntitenial or itnfi'rmat ion

I-uril '.0:1'. in mittn% Mp Io;Is fnvolv'ad. We
In i ect., we were mnnade' the mn iddle-tran bnetween Qiil iL t i - 1koy Iv* iawave r, that researchers
Liii schlatar seeking accens andt the agency mafti- wil t v IIhrimsel ve' &f thi' mandnitory review
go tiling .iot'nse information. In this role wi' provis'ion, in 4--'t ton (1M) and (ii, Qt those

cro iv direncteil the reseaarchier toi the appro.'- ci--c- nhi-na 1'> taini'-t cAn roeanlIlv intenti'v
pri itc offl te where heo coul Ma 'iniin i nfiormationi t lin' mit or,,i i nn?,(Iu-ti''; iant It - in he re-' ewe d
aiti toirms to submoit- for clearatce'. I he e~rai-- ith t ik-,'a'ni - amounnt o~f 't fart.1 V l ."lel

tttcthnr evolved whe'reby Archive\s qpoui-td It-, tAt 5 nit I" itht, "i':rov.i'f- w'' r rese;archters
wrorking wirh thte agency's r.'preseittat. i'i'5 h'tfn - wiil nied n

t
t-iu ohi li 0-'l-arnci'. tint

mined fir'tt if the researcher'm ('ipii wt-i son -hi h~ r t it will ',- a~ tivl cliingp In this
vomlnruhpns he or complex tha~t he ineenli t. ,,~ i crA 1 1 o 1 i nipoin tn-in nopo'rit (inn ind

mnaty dtiffereont classifiead filas. In mvh- As-' 1i-nQ Wt itt M! <i-';it nit ii imanagers 'n-11a

hie was required tn obtatin securitv clear-inn -- n-ý %on-i..ivr-. rot Mi'r n-la~sl;ii &d iterial Itt

Irom all rc :, '"n, agencitem. Onvca such Mtiriai" .- v ,~ " .1.,:! i ;n Iv,-it t hAt whitIch jire-atis-
wore gt-anU4n, archivists ve're antthoti.'.od to tiak-h .in---n Ail . n.t"it n. 0 P, r at Ia A r. -. i I a--
certaitn ittlrutmition avail~able to himt. Na.t i ma~l t wnat; -oa wil I. s-I I ,w iie't tin t'm-t itv tt'.itti-

Artchives piersonntel lo-aidl the' Iit! rnat ion, t I-JItan- ttt i. it art -a-..

,crei.tioni the f Iles tn hie ~r-thint the- ra--;, ar. h.

eaw only'. thar which heto~ 'as nhtiarf',-i ito i':inii itin . ii .\ .... .i no pthort~t Vii It.ý onit

tnoinitiredl his use of thei tiles In 'jpvc ii -"Htft. -5K. t t ei*- A, io- A-ýtnt -. or de- i sI It. Iii.'"-

ipes,'. al raioms; attd f inally :ootiro- his rinAli - ! It 1, li.an *n't!t , t oilt hii appl I lrt lion of

notets attnd rfna..&W~ Lhem to the ap'rarprlirn ic--n v th ii -- j-1 'I Ion- ,n ,it slflint dhoatni'aintt

iff IInIit s for revieow and ievenitual r - 10to I- tin- iyi4 "w-aa I i-n hiK~nt -,iit iyitittaI,' whin ovii O I-
re i--no i , lion. .~ d t1 .-. X, rho-~ t .Iialt tenis have pnuanrem-

ý!,I a lt, tani t, !ni-i'-ts hive hi,'n iliv tin

Anonithor tyvpe of ronseiarcher want 'ing Yar- upi-cit I ah Ai~ illabihi to - h. hin,tnnmia a"t *tlnttia'ttni

oir limi ted information, could he treated ditffet- ttimi'nthan rii 'vI-i m v . las';lf ii tninpitmot'. Htin

ontly. Archivists would attempt tio locate the tn'o't , a..tl 'vý fo, lii-vini-ni n tit.- Natitonal
stiiaaingl otiunet air fuw doicuments n--'tltit't'' ina ?K, inn. hf no i- t -i-i' i f ihr-h Phn, q.'''ii

infnotrition he desired, ieteiamOlR. then It flh. lbrld it- rtulni Inhvis --t l'irtal claMssficst itt.

agency's regaltati ens permittint; or forw.ardit hem
toi thii ~appropriate officilts for delanaiha VU,'ni. it ai' t-- 1 it 1 o --it Alt. maid "m I p Mi

teview andl release. indo tut -i1.1t inn- ttf-7~ :-.,t I- WA r- It Ate iV1

cnint f rin,'it-I r -dt~ia Imil''
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They are located either ir' the National Archives require 1,136 man-years at a cost of just under

Building; in the Archives Division it the Washing- $11 million. We saw too, that unless the im-

ton National Records Center, Suitland, Maryiand; peding procedural requirements were changed;

in the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, unless we could remove some of the inhibiting
New York; in the Harry S. Truman Library, Inde- and restrictive criteria and/or obtain more

pendence, Missouri; and in the Dwight D. Eisen- specific guidelines from all agencies whose

hower Library, Abilene, Kansas. Their total classified records were among our holdings;

volume is approximately 260,000 cubic feet. and unless we could secure a significant change
in the overall approach to classification and

Cf these, a considerable number are still classi- declassification; expenditures on L similar
fled. We estimate that they total about 49,000 scale would continue indefinitely. Even as we
cubic ,e,- of paper records and some 18,500 rolls prepared these preliminary statistics, we
of micro JImed records. These represent approxi- learn,-d that changes were under serious con-
mately 160,000,000 pages of classified material. sideration by the Rehnquist Committee studying
Table I aiso shoes the estimated quantity of revisions of E010501. We were encouraged to
Spermanently valuable recorc '-emaining under the think that simplified marking and labeling
control of the originating Department whether in procedures would be permitted; that better

record centers or in other agency holding areas. guidelines would be developed which would

Notice, too, that as we move towards the present, permit us to survey certtcit, records and "bulk

the number of permanently valuable classified declassify" numerous files ot low sensitivity;

records slowly increases, while the number re- and finally, that meaningful agency assistance
t •ined by the agencie:i increases dramatically. would be made available to eliminate the need
You who are classified records managers in such for constant referral of problem documents and
agencies have your work cut out for you in this questions to many agencies. Such changes in

area. procedures and requirements we estimated, would
reduce the cost to about $6,350,000 for a five

Aboui: eighteen nonths ago, we began to compile year program to declassify the records pre-

statistics on the size of the declassification dating 1946. The National Archives and Records

problem facing the National Archives and began Service of the General Services Administration
analyzing the scope of the problem. We concluded submitted an appropriation request in line with

again (as had our predecessors) that the pre- these estimates last fall and again this spri.ng.
vail 4 rg procedures would require slow and conse-
queasitly very expensive declassification review. Executive Order 11652 was signed by President
This was because the procedures were designed to Nixon on March 8. Section 5 (EN (2) provides:
effect the declassification of individual

dccuments .)nly after the most careful indiviltal All information and material classified bi~orescrut iny. the effective dpo• of this order and more than
thirty years old shall be systematically

Among other things, those procedures required reviewed for declassification by the Archivist
that classifination stasp marl~s on nearly every of the United States by the end of the thir-

page be methodi.cally cancelled. They also teenth full calendar year, following the year

required that a decla,,slflcation authority stamp in which it was originated. In his review,

be placed on documents indicating the authority the Archivist will separate and keep protected
for the action, the date of the cancellatioa, and only such information on !aatprial as is spedo-

the name or initials of the person taking the fically identified by the head of the Depart-
action. ment in accordance with (F) (1) above. In

such case, the head of the Department shall

Furthermore, if we were obliged to use existing also specify the period of co,.t-nued classifi-
agency regulations and critprfa, dedlassifica- cation.
tion review would require detailed gage-by-page
examination of nearly every document. It would Instead of a five-year program we faced a re-
also involve almost constant referral of docii- quirement to accomplish the same amount of work

ments to the agencie"t since the criteria were in about three-and-a-half! (See Table I1) Our
often broadly stated fir ambiguous. Fiscal Year 1973 proposal was before Congress

.ind could not be readily chnnged. As we

Sixteen mont~hs ago we prepared some preliminary struggled with the budgetary problem we also
estimates of the cost of deolassifying the 160 studied the order itself, reexamined our

million pages of records predatinp IQ46. Under statistics in the light of more recent experi-

existing regulations we concluded that it would enve and became convinced that we could Indeed
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accompl ish the task assigned us under the new Lthe types of assistantce we taust have fromt 2ach
order. But it. Would require Lthe fullest: coop- agencv to attain out goal and meet the obliga-
eration of all the agencies concerned - coopera- t lou hItiosed on uis all by the Executive order.
tion such asq we have received from The Adjutant
General of7 thle Army and thle Assistant Chief of Brit--(t inlori-ial presentation using Table Three]
Staff (of the Army) for Intel ligeaco, the D) rec-
tor of Naval History, ONI, and thle office of tile We have heen discussing exclusively the most
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the lDepartment- of Diefense sig~nificantt sect ion of the new Executive order
Historian, thle Historical Office of Lthe D~epart- sol far a.- tite Nati[onal Archives declassification
ment of State and others. proj-ct I!; .oncernekl. It may be helpful to make

l Iow rmaist ab sout thle oth~er two sections in
Dtetailed declassification reviews coniducted 17y. which thev Archi~ 1st of the United States is
Army reservists on Army Int.-lligencc lFileF, weot Lotted.
broad surveys conduc!ted by special consultants A
to thle Adjuitant General, arid File sampling, work Sect in -9 (Ei) provides that the Archivist, as
performed onl JCS records provided u,; with new tho custodian of ;I large quantity of officially
stat istical astitnates of the man-hiours requ ircAi t roust cocit- and acecessioned classified records,
to perfortm various tasks, ha~s thle aitithort'y to downigrade and declassify

suid. masteriali In accordance with the order,
Tisble il. indicates the estimated number: ot N..S.C. directives, and pertinent regulations
records. wc are required to review s 'vste'st i- of Lite liipartmentS. In the past much time and
ciSliv each year. By December 31, 1975' we si~ot lit MuIch 'apr0i was expended in obtaining authoriza-
liae re~viewed all 160 mill1ion pages [Ilni ateil Lt[itz Irol, hid ividuai agencies to declassify

r o . ' e1(111. records of those agencies. Now,
tlltippii with the declassification guidelines

1o el05icr that all 1if fecteti OselicIlele. UIdrs Ltoe whitclh will 1,le provided to us by the agencies
what Lit, .t %,t oiki Archivi'.. dcleelossif [cat itl 11)d t1h0 Thit lonal Security Council, 'ii ong with

pitfram vould entail, we invited ce:;icesonL~iL ives thoso, aizeiidy spelled out in the Executive order
ot tlinot,,n algencies to1 a !fleet uný; at tnItself , we can take the action of declassifica-
Nioutil tAta1rh ive, oen Apri1 28. TheL Ar,"I'.' ts t ion, onI ourl own.

itt III Vlt ited S Lates, Dr. limes 3i. lhoad!,,

operueti tile meeting with these words: Sect ion 11 di rects the Archivist of the United
ýLitvts to review and tdeclassify information and

touperat lol. .. is thle name ot tin, gli1t: ... fhi sri I or ial in tueL ,\ccluives or Presidential
new C'xecstit e O~rder . .. places uipon u.m I)O L! .1 ,1tM IVii W111:1 hi 'sas heto cl assifiled by thle

itoa'y reipiusihil ity. Ill addihiti.~i tio' inT- PeIrt-sitt 1,l's Citite hfouse staff, or any Spkeelal
r~ib ic fol. tile per fo rranct ali these taiki tit 01. idlilit toi< or comm m stun appointed by him.
dloctiTInets wh iCh are ai rondy 30--vearsý til,, '1, 1Censt ia I ait soil that au tilority' incluide any pro-
thev wi destpread p)lbith Icon,lern for otelitl p i: It~is in I donotr's5 deed ill gift which governs
-itChI documen~ts, l~end a part I cilar urll I0-:rettl palleis, a requirement to consult
o.ut task. lThe Nationail Archives n ths i wIllit til i~t~iirtinetIits hiving a primary sub~ject-
co('Iitrut ion Of aill of ithe ageric Its w!,itO' ii~l- tT i 't ltr,ýsl, anti] the prtovisionis oif Section

ciaslI etrocoIils art-' itt ousr 3ttjcsl i.i) cart.t oI liii orer. 1,it lou 11 Is of maj~or importance
oit tihe l'r.,stient 's niindate. I Ittlie .'e t it lt t, ýIi.: it f inallys clarifies the declassificatioin

%,olt, ageti-y will find our, review Itro)ýrarn it;- ;,iif !lii ý \ tot nill iotns tit pages of highly
valuiatle--perhapai evenT estsentu at--lu i-arriry hi it ii~zin' lI,> II ld records in our custody.
ot iti l liiff1 cult ut ~k wIt hh the Orider pki-t
si1sOlt 1)i* 5r A'PI ssiti'ihlev u both thle rest of the

Covrts>ii I.oo t lie publ) ic--MakesH us part icularly
1*h-e lheputy Archivist , Drt. 1,ui.es I. i..lItt viriiik to ti~e problem of restrictions on

ul luweth wi th a brtfir fIK W l tite 3-p sIteildll ire 1- t '., Io resttsis . We are well aware of andI
of t het problems lacicn1g is, using flt'e itret tuhbl .' lhitre t'o convict ion throughout the Government
shitwi here. ihat i 'oe f confidenrtial itv Is essential

; or tat lli otto I se~uirit y and for the proper
I otichidcdi ý;it p toesetitit ju with, I o. tiI~i tp'.i it Ion of ~i'-o rulnnt . We are also well aware
oin th pie I ic't-Jres we will vitiphiy, poidt'Iedi til ic1111 ie it thie pairt of historians and

u.0t.ilcy repreksnt-ita ive with loformut io'n o'n ,lau- i- ovtier l',it rs that they receive access to
I ti.i rv'urids of their iugvncv'ý osir igi whlýi iit lt recotrd,.. fir we irte most, often the first to
tin ili' Nat im ''til Arch fivu,, andi poitrI' s ot "If I roi oi ht' ii t'u t's nd their compl aints.
(Ii't vp of .,;5 1st tit '. 4V' isitivi C-1 ' : -it 1
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From our point of view, Executive Order 11652 is
a decided improvement over the earlier Executive
orders. It shifts the burden of proof from the
researcher, who wants to see documents, to the
agencies, who must justify their continued
classification. We see it as an attempt to
strtke a new and better balance betwen the
Government's need for confidentiality and the
people's right to know--a balance in favor of
greater access.
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ON COMMUNICATING utility and a fact that only one person knows
S. J. LUIKASIK has limited utility. As dissemination in-
DIRECTOR, ADVANCED RLSEARCI! PROJECTS AGENCY creases so does the utilization. It is gen-

erally recognized that dissemination is a
Before I get to the subject of communications, I good tning.
will take the long way round and look at some of
the fundamental aspects of classitication. First Our problem today is really in the area of the
of all, in tae classification literature, one dissemination of facts rather than in the parti-
always hears of information. I would like to use cular impediments to dissemination that are
a somewhat shorter word that focuses one's atten- imposed by the classification system. Thus I
tion where it should be; the word is "fact." I would like to talk first about how facts are
think that one should concentrate on facts rather disseminated and then see how the classification
than on the more inclusive category of "inforna- interacts wi .a the problem.
tion" because in what follows I will talk about
classification and control at a more detailed Facts are bsuallv disseminated either in written
level than we conventionally consider, and facts or spoken form, and these ways tend to be mutu-
are the basic units of information, ally exclusive; each has unique advantages and

unique liabilities. For example, documents are
1 think that it is useful to measure the value ot particularly good for wide dissemination. Many
a fact by its utility to society. For example, people can receive them. The accuracy of
the laws of electromagnetism are facts and thieý dissemination is very high, too. You can say
are useful in ganerating power and for communi- precisely what you mean and to whatever depth
cating over long distance. But the laws them- is needed. The recipient, in turn, can take as
selves have no value except insofar as they are much time as needed to study the document. Also,
applied for some purpose. Following that thought, a high degree of physical control is possible.
one can ask, what is the relationship between the
value of a fact and the degree of its dissemina- in terms of these four characteristics, verbal
tion? For general scientific facts, it is fairly commnunication is very poor. You really can't
clear that their value increases monotonically converse with too many people, they may misunder-
with dissemination. There is, of course, a point stand, you don't remember what you say, the con-
of diminishing returns. You eventually run out versation goes by and you can't study it in
of people who can understand and/or utilize the depth, and you can't control who talks to whom,
fact; it is not necessary that all two billion really.
people on the earth today know all about Haxwell's
equations, but certainly "enough" people should On the other hand, documents also have some major
know about them. disadvantages. For example, there is no immedi-

ate interaction between the source and the recip-
Facts about specific technologies like the charac- lent of the information, no way of larifying
teristics of an engine, the details of a radar, ambiguities or exploring areas in more depth.
etc., also have a monotonic relationship between The effort, the tine, and tile cost involved in
value and dissemination. It is clear, for example, preparing documents are very high. Further,
that everybody in the United States ought to know documeents leave a potentially embarrassing
about performance and safety characteristics of record and thus may, in fact, inhibit communi-
automobiles, cation. But talk is cheap, verbal communication

leaves nt. record, allows interactios, is easy,
On the other hand, there is a class of facts for and :-) ntn.
which dissemination beyond a certain point de-
creases value. Take the case of a military oper- Now what I woold like to do is discuss a third
at ies. If only the commander knows about it, tim possibility, a third approach to comnmunication.
troops can't even move out; a certain number of 1his approach uses the technique of recording
other people have to know about it. But, obviously, information, data, facts, in computer memories.
if everyone knows about it, then tEie element of The method has many attractive features and I
surprise is lost and the utility of the whole would like to discuss some of them. The use of
operation is in question. For some kinds of fact computers can radically change the way we communi-
then, beyond a certain point, the greater the cate. It will also raise a number of problems in
dissemination, the less the value, the management of classified information, but I

think that, in the long run, computer techniques
We can infer that one should deternine dissemina- will make it possible to achieve the two almost

tion st rat',gy in accordance with the expected inconsistent goals of Incrasing the security o?
utility. in general, an unknown fact ha-; no information while at the same time enhancing its

dissmi Inat ion.
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On May 17, as part of the announcement of Ambas- Let ine describe what I have In mind and some of
sador Eisenhower's appointment as Chairman of its capabilities. So that you don't think I am
the Interagency Classification Review Committee, too "blue-sky," let me point out that many of
President Nixon's statement contains the very the capabilities that I am going to discuss are
interesting passage: "Under a directive issued available today; the rest will be availabit
by the National Security Council, each department w.thin the next five years. So this Is a very
originating classified information, has been real thing that I am talking about,
asked to set up a -,,orputerized data index system
for classified material and to compile a name First of all, I will note that in this system
list of all persons with authority to classify the cost per executed instruction is trivial;
documents. This application of computer tech- that is always possible by economies of scale.
nology across the board should lead to a much rhe system has remote entry terminals, perhaps
more manageable classification system and greatly located hundreds of miles from the computer.
enhance the flow of infon,tation to the public." Since I am not restricting the system to collo-
The particular applications of computer technol- cation of computer and entry terminals, I am
ogy that are cit-ed here are really purely account- eliminating the possibility of simple fences
Ing in nature, Ibue I think if one looks toward and wall., to provide physical security.
the broad application of computer technology,
taking as a start the increase of dissemination Most importantly, the input and output to this
of information to the public, then some really system are flexible and convenient. Perhaps
revolutionary possibilities appear. Some of you have seen that before, but I am not referring
these are things that ARPA is working on now so to keyboards, but to the ability of the computer
that I have some definite information. Others to recognize cursive script; I am talking about
represent unsolved problems that I will discuss, free form English language, perhaps of a re-

stricted vocabulary and syntax, but generally
The present classificatlcn system is oriented the simple declarative sentences that we use in
either to controlling paper or to controlling everyday speech; I am talking about graphic
physical access. When we put classified intor- displays and, if desired, a hard copy capability.
mation into a computer now, we control access to All this requires cheap rapid-access mass
the computer. Input to the computer and output memories, but t> it's not all that complicated.
from the computer are in written form and are ARPA has just bought a trillion bit memory, and
marked and controlled as conventional documents, there is no reason why one cannot build 1015 hit
Of course I include punch cards, reels of magnetic memories. (1015 is an interesting number.
tape, discs, and that sort of thing. 1,000,000,000,000,000! This is equivalent to

the total amount of information assimilated in
Suppose we look at the way we run our present an entire lifetime by the total population of
offices, yours and mine. there is a very wide the United States - assuming that no person knows
gap between our current practices and the theoret- anything that anyone else knowsl) Finally, we
ical capabilities of computers. How do we work can envision that many computers will be ilnter-
today? We write or dictate, but out words are connected so that inforp ition that is in one can
nearly always typed, typed on a keyboard virtually be accessed by anyone connected to any of the
identical with the keyboard conventionally used other computers. Thus we do not have to ship
to enter material into computers. Often we edit files aro-,nd the world; neither do we have to
our words, retype them through several drafts, mas;ter the details of other people's computer
reproduce and distribute them to various locations, systems.
The recipient sometimes reads them and sometimesfiles them. hut usually -;vmoletnc eventually re- Now# whait does 1,h1is do? How does this change the

trieves our words for study. Finally, we engage operation of an office? If all the typing that
in a very eld-borate exercise called "records is presently done by secretaries is put into
management" in order to purge outdated material computers at the beginning, the editing andfrom our files. Now I assert that this whole formatting can he done Iby means of a few further

Sprocess is characterized by enormous cost and instructions to the computer given by the author
Senormous inefficiency. or his "secretary." The intended recipients of

the "documents," are simply notitied of their
Imagine, instead, that we have a computer system, existence since the document is already in the
It is not the kind of computer system that you computer and, hence, is already "fIled." It. is

may be thinking of, the one that does the payroll filed in one copy and everyone can get to it.
or theft engineers use for desigi calculations. The recipients cal access this material at their

S. . .



leisure; they will presumably have some sort of hard copy report, but nothing necessarily re-
a computerized scheduling algorithm on the bais quires this when you come right down to it.
of their interest and current needs. Thus, on You have to read the stuff but you do not have
the basis of some estimate of importance the to have a hard copy report.
material will be presented to recipients and it
will thus eventually be read and appropriate What capabilities does such a system offer for
action will be taken. Quite possibly the action classification management? I think there are
will consist of entering a response into the two really important capabilities. First, you
system to be handled similarly, keep track of the right unit in this business.

The unit is the fact, the basic item of infor-
If the document is not read, it will remain in mation, and not the document. Currently, we
the system to be discovered by someone in response wrap up everything in a thick document and con-
to a computerized information retrieval request. trol the document, but the information in the
The material can be scanned, if its syntax is not document may have a complicated set of classi-
too complicated, and used automatically to update fication characteristics. If you focus attention
users' files. Thus, one can benefit from the in- on the classified fact you eliminate the problems
formation in the document without actually having related to the accumulation of a mixed set of
to read it! facts into a single document. For example, only

classified facts will be denied to uncleared
Now let us return to the subject of classification. requestors or to cleared requestors who lack a
What does this computerized mode of operation do valid need-to-know. They can get everything
to a classification system? First of all, note else within large classes of access and only
that much of the information I have been discus- specific things will be denied.
sing, the kind of things we handle in our offices
all the time, is classified information. One of Computerized systems can easily control the time
the things that one would have to do to attach to character of classified information. While the
each fact in the computer all the instructions present idea of attaching a date to all documents
that are necessary for its proper handling. The and saying that it becomes unclassified on this
item can have its classification, classifier, any date is all very well, there is still a fair
special dissemination Instructions, all the need- amount of bookkeeping involved in the process.
to-know criteria, declassification schedule, etc., In our present filing system the document is
attached to it and carried along with it in all often put in with a lot of other documents of
subsequent processing. All those details can be different classifications, different declassi-
handled, essentially from cradle to grave, by the fication dates, different levels of security,
computer, from the origination of the information etc., and problems arise. For example, while
until the information is either eliminated, or one may be willing to declassify a set of
dumped on a magnetic tape and stored in a ware- reports that are in a big file or in a warehouse
house. The point is that however dull and tedious somewhere, mixed in with a lot of other things,
is the bookkeeping, however involved the questions one may not be able to get to them easily.
asked, however mixed the bag of requests or access
authorizations and information classifications, The second important capability is that now you
requests can be filled without the need of human can trace the access to information by individuals
intervention. Classification management will be with a degree of detail, up-to-dateness, and low
reduced to what it should be: to policy deter- cost, that is impossible now. One can actually
mination, and all of the external mechanics of record who has received or requested information,
the process will be virtually eliminated, what unusual characteristics are involved in that

search, etc. This capability is a powerful
Note that only in those rare cases where hard copy counterintelligence tool.
is requested will our present classification
management procedures come into play. But on the What are the problems? While this all sounds
other hand, why should one ask for hard copy? very attractive, there are some problems too,
Then you have to file it, you have to keep track or we would have it now. First of all, the idea
of it, you have to destroy it when no longer of interconnecting computers is fairly recent
needed, and so on, Instead, you can simply leave and one that is just gaining acceptance as the
it and all the files you create in the machine, result of some work that ARPA is doing. It is,
The important point, then, is that most classified however, realized today.
information will never see the light of day as a
hard copy document. You may object that beyond There is a very major problem, however. In fact,
some level in the organization you must have a it is the problem which, if not solved, completely
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invalidates the concept I have jus.t outlined, that is a current problem. It is being worked
I expect it to be solved, of course. Because on and I am very confident that it will be
of the Interconnection of widely separated com- solved. And once it is solved, it will provide
puters, the various classification levels of the the key to applying the concepts that I out-
Information that will be stored in them, and the lined for the generation, control, and dissem-
wide range of access authorizations that will be ination of classified material.
exercised via remote terminals, it is not now
possible to control access to the information. There is one other area that I will mention,
There is no equivalent of the security officer although not in great detail. It is useful
keeping track of who goes through the door and when thinking about the implicatious of all
what his clearances are. That will have to be this to take iý one step further. I have dis-
designed into the computer system; it is partly cussed this third option of putting all the
a matter of hardware and partly a matter of information into a computer at the earliest
software. One will have to prevent unauthorized stage possible and how the computer can assume
users from gaining access to information that the role currently played by documents. One
they, according to their clearances, need-to- might ask, what is the impact on verbal communi-
know, and so forth, should not have. cation? I will only point out that there is a

much further-out technical possibility, one
Of course, we have this problem now in a crude that is also part of the ARPY research program.
way in time-shared systems. Everyone has a pass- I am very sure that one will be able to program
word which is supposed to ensure privacy, But a computer to recognize speech sounds, digitize
the same considerations that drive us as national them, encode them, have the computer record
security people also drive the whole industrial them, put them back together again as words and
and commercial world. It is just as important understand them, do a syntactical analysis, and
that Corporation A's marketing plans be not known thus understand free speech. I think that in
to Corporation B, as it is that the Soviet's do the long run we will be able to apply the same
not know the full capabilities of our weapon type of computerized approach to verbal communi-
systems. There have been a number of experiments cations as we will to written communication.
concerning "breaking into" time-shared systems.
In fact, you don't even have to think about It obviously would have a lot of advantages.
experiments; just consider the way high school The system would produce a record of a conversa-
and college students working in their school tion that could be useful for study and analysis,
computer centers delight in determining what the and, incidently, for determining the classifica-
passwords are; it has been done over and over tion of the conversation, for notifying the person
again. It is possible largely because the people after the conversation is over what classified
who design computer systems really do not know as information has been transferred, and so on.
yet how to insure privacy. That problem is the There are, however, some very serious problems
subject of another ARPA research program. dealing with surveillance because of the possi-

bility of misuse; that is something that will
Nevertheless, I believe that it will be compar- have to be straightened out before speech-
atively easy to make a system fairly secure; operated systems of this sort are used.
what is really hard from the standpoint of the
security officer, is not merely to guarantee But, at any rate, the same general principles
that the system is secure when it is operating can be applied to the computerized management
properly but to account for its eccentricities, of written and spoken information transfer. In
We know enough about computers to know that there that way one could possibly combine the advantages
are disappointingly frequent instances when they of verbal and written cownunicatlon. When you
do not operate correctly. The security officer have done that you have gotten all the informs-
quite properly insists that, for all failure tion transfer advantages of documents as well as
modes of the system, classified information shall of speech. Thus we will eventually get to the
not end up in the wrong place. That is a much point where we can communicate significantly
harder job. It is hard enough to design an better than ve do now. Along the way, of course,
operating 9ystem for a computer that works; it there is no reason, in principle, why one couldn't
is very much harder tc design one all of whose simultaneously take care of all of the problems
failure modes can be predicted and understood, of translation so that speakers need not even use
This is a problem that needs to be solved. The the same languages. I passed over that because
"solution is probably a combination of some it is conceptually unimportant. I also passed
specific hardware design that will prevent over the whole question of encryption but obvt-
certain things from happening and a more organized ously at some point classified digital data has
approach to the design of software. At any rate, to be encrypted if it is to be transmitted over
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open lines. But, again, that in something we
understand and which poses no conceptual problem.

This is perhaps a good point to stuiv. I think
that these are things that we must really con-
eider because they are going to change the way
we manage classified information. These will be
the technological ground rules. These will be
conditions of communication in the future. It is
incumbent upon the security management establish-
ment to rise to the occasion.
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PANEL ON IMPL0E4MTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652. the Government. Tho President has pointed out,
MR. C. DONALD GARRETT, Panelist however, that there is a quantity of information
Classification GanageTent wranch which requires protection in the interests of
Information Security Divisaon national security. The DoD Information Security

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense Program it established to assist In meeting

(Comptroller) these requirements.

COLONEL KENNETH C. CASSELS, Panelist Classification Policies
Chief, Security Division
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for With the signing of Executive Order 11652, the

Intelligence President issued a statement in which he set the
United States Army tone for the new Program. The theme of the new
MR. DANIEL F. RANKIN, Panelist program is to classify less, declassify sooner

MR. ANIL P.RANINand protect" better that whilch truly needs pro-

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations tectlon.

Navy Department

MR. LAWRENCE C. MYERS, Panelist The basic policy of E.O. 11652, is to classify
Classification on.-gement only to protect the interests of national
Office of the Inspector General defense and the foreign relations of the United
Headquarters U.S. Air Force States, which are combined and termed "National
Washington, D.C. Security." An important new policy is stated:
MR. GEORGE MACCLAIM, Panelist Whenever there is a doubt as to the proper levelDirector, Information Security Division of classification or whether classification is
Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense necessary at all, the less restrictive action

(Comptroller) is to be taken. There is a companion policy
that is always good: "When in doubt--find out."
Get from all sources the best possible advice

PRLSENTATION BY MR. GAP.•ETT and assistance and then make a sound, reasoned

The Executive Order un•or which we are now opera- Judghent, using the leas restrictive action
ting is Executive Otilr 11652 issued on March 8, when you still have a question.
1972, entitled "Classification and Declassifica- There are a number of "don'ts" found in E.O.
tion of National Security Information and
Material." Supplementing that is a National 11652: Do not overclassify or underclassify.

Security Council Directive issued on May 17 Do not classify to conceal error or administra-

entitled "Directive Governing the Classification, tive inefficiency. Do not classify to prevent

Downgrading, Declassification and Safeguarding of personal or official embarrassment. And, do

National Security Information." From these two not classify to restrain competition, because

there was developed and issued on June 1. 1972 a of personal prestige or interservice rivalry,

provisional DoD Directive 5200.1 which estab- or to stifle independent initiative. These

lishes the basic responsibilities and authorities "do's" a..d "don'ts" are very important with the

for the administration of the Information Security emphasis on classifying less, declassifying

Program in the Department of Defense. The Assis- sooner and protecting better that which is kept

tent Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), classified.

Mr. Robert C. Hoot, has been designated as the When determining whether information is to be
senior official responsible for effective com- claosified, it is absolutely essential that we

pliance with the Executive Order and the NSC
Directive. To implement the E.O. and NSC Direc- consider not only the reasons for classification

tive, Secretary Moot approved on July 15, 1972 but whether there are some good solid reasons

Program Regulation, for not classifying. For example, if you know
DoD I200.1-1r thich provides full details on the that dissemination of particulsr information is

D o n of thich Provides fldt sot going to be very widespread, thcre would he a

operation of the Program. question as to whether a document should be

I The philosophy behind the new program is exeIpli- classified Top Secret. You would consider
fied in the beginning of the Executive Order--to what would happen to it--is it possible to pro-

make available to the citisens of the United tect it. There are many circumstances, partic-
States as much information as possible consistent ularly in the development of weapon systems,

with the interests of national security so that where information can be used to good advantage

they can be readily informed concerning the in the private sector. It is important to con-

operations of the Department of Defense and of aider whether or not the values to ht obtained
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from open use exceed the values which might be on the "classified by" line by title or position,
obtained by the DoD by continued classification, so that we can go back to him and find out the
We also have to consider the effect on mission, reason why lie classified if it is appropriate or
or on operations resulting from classification, to request that he reconsider his classification
and to consider all of the factors together. determination. If the original classifier can-

not be determined, the classifier of the source
Classification Authorities material or a complete identification of the

source material itself should be stated. If
The authority to classify has been considerably there are a number of controlling sources or
reduced. Under E.O. 11652 there are only 4 guides it would then be appropriate to show the
officials in the Department of Defense who can signer or final approver, remembering that who-
designate others to exercise Top Secret classi- ever signs or finally approves a document or
fication authority. They are the four Secre- record or other material is responsible for its
taries, the Secretary of Defense and the Service content, for the classifications assigned within
Secretaries. They can designate certain of their that document and for the dotngrading and
senior principal deputies and assistants and the declassification determinations.
heads of major elements of the Department of
Defense and certain of the senior principal The main idea is to maintain records from which
deputies and assistants to the heads of those anyone can determine the classification responsi-
major elements. On May 31 after canvassing bilities going back if necessary to an original
all of the DoD components Secretary Rush issued classifier. The party who prepares a document
a list of 592 officials in the Department of must keep whatever records he needs to show who
Defense who have Top Secret classification classified what and on a rapid response basis.
authority. A few have been added to meet This is extremely important and requires partic-
specific operational requirements. ular consideration when there are many items of

information classified at varying levels and
For Secret classification authority all those who based upon several different sources of classi-
have Top Secret classification authority can fication determination.
classify at the Secret level and at the Confi-
dential level. Certain of them, the designated Classification Standard and Categories
senior principal deputies and assistants to the
Secretaries, can also designate certain of their The classification standard established by
subordinates to exercise Secret classification Executive Order 11652 prescribes that official
authority, information shall he classified when unauthorized

disclosure could be reasonably expected to cause
Confidential classification authority can he a degree of harm to the national defoense or
exercised by any of the designated Top Secret or foreign relations of the United States, collec-
Secret classification authorities, or by certain tively termed national security. This is the
subordinates designated by them. only etandard for classification. It appliesto the three classifications which are the same
Many classification determinations will not be as we have had, Top Secret, Secret and Confiden-
based upon an original determination but instead, tial. Top Secret would be assigned to informa-
will be based upon source material or classifi- tion the unauthorized disclosure of which could
cation guidance. In that case, it is necessaiy reasonably be, expected to cause exceptionally
for everybody who works with classified infor- grave damage to national security. This slide
mation to pay attention to the classification shows some examples of the types of information
determinations made by the authority who orig- which would qualify for Top Secret classifica-
inally determined it in the form of a source tion. You will note that the President has saiddocument of some kind or in the form of a classi- that the classification of Top Secret shall be
fication guide. These classifications are to be used with utmost restraint.
followed unless it is felt that they are not
correct in which case it is necessary to go back Secret would be applied to official information
to the original classifier to obtain a review the unauthorized disclosure of which could
and a change if it is appropriate, reasonably he expected to cause serious damage

to national security. This slide shows examples
Later on when we talk about the particular stamps of information which would qualify for St cret
that are going to be used, there is a line which classification. The President has said the
shows the authority for classification. Whenever Secret classification will be used sparingly.
possible the original classifier will be indicated As an example of the distinction that is to be
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made between Top Secret and Secret, Top Secret certain bodies of information like cryptography,
could apply to intelligence information leading coumunications security, intelligence sources
to an enemy attack, while Secret could apply to and methods, which require indefinite classifi-
intelligence iniormation on vital military cation and a specific determination on downgrad-
actions in progress. Top Secret is to be re- ing and declassification. That type of informa-
served for use in matters of extreme importance tion can be exempted. The third category is a
to national security. Secret would be usad for little bit broader but it is to be used much
matters vital to national security. The Confi- more sparingly than we have used Group-3 in the
dential classification would be applied to any past. It would apply to any system, plan, in-
information the unauthorized disclosure of which stallation, project or specific foreign relations
could reasonably be expected to cause some degree matter when it is determined that continued
of damage to national security but less than classification is essential in the interests of
Secret. national security. The fourth category is a

rather rare one and would pertain mainly to
Downgrading and Declassification intelligence records which would identify a

person who, if his identity were disclosed, may
With each classification determination, the be placed in personal jeopardy.
classifier is required to make a downgrading and
declassification determination. Any higher The determination to put information in the exempt
authority in the chain of command can also make category can be made only by a Top Secret classi-
a downgrading and declaseification determination. fication authority. This applies to all levels
Additionally, there will be certain designated of classification, Top Secret, Secret and Confi-
officials within the military departments and dential. Then you are preparing material and

DoD components who will be given authority to your classification determinations are based on
consider downgrading and declassification of a source document or on a classification guide,
specific bodies of information, you take from that source material or from that

guide the exemption category which is stated. If
The first consideration is to establish dates or there are differences in the exemption category
events on which downgrading or declassification which you obtain from source material or from a
will be automatically effected. These dates and classification guide, in the material that you
events must occur sooner than the thme periods are currently preparing you would show each of
of the General Declassification Schedule. If the appropriate exemption or exemptions, or show
you cannot establish a date or event for down- the most restrictive one. There is one exception--
grading and declassification, the next step then if you are dealing with material that warrants the
is the General Declassification Schedule which designation of Restricted Data or Formerly
establishes a particular schedinle for downgrading Restricted Data-that is the only designation that
and declassification. Under the General Declassi- you have to put on it, you do not have to show the
fication Schedule, Top Secret goes to Secret in exemption, although a "Classified by" line shlvuld
two years, to Confidential in two more years, and be added.
to unc~assified in six more years foi a total of
ten years. Eight years for Secret and six years Classification Markings
for Confidential, This is considerably shorter
than the former Group-4 material which was three- There are some new marking requirements. The
three-six years, or the Group-3 material which first stamp some of you may recognize as being the
was twelve-twelve.-zero. Most of the material optional Group-4 stamp. It is used when you
that we classify now should fall within either decide that there is a particular date or series
the date or event class or under the General of dates or events on which downgrading and de-
Declassification Schedule. clacsification can occur. The second stamp is

used when the General Declassification Schedule is
If we cannot establish a date or the GDS, it is appropriate and in that case you would show in
then possible to exempt the material from the the last line the year on which declassification
General Declasaification Schedule. There are is appropriate, that would be ten, eight or six
four categuries of information which can be years in the future, depending upon the classifi-
exempt. Foreign origin Information over which cation level. And the last one is the exemption
we do not have classification control would be stamp that you would use.
exempt. Certain information whi,,Ai is exempt or
covered by statute, for example, Restricted Data Now you will note, in each one of these instances,
and Formerly Restricted Data, are exeirpt from the that there is a line which says "Classified by" on
General Declassification Schedtu.e. There are each one. On that line you will enter the identi-
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fication of the original classifier if he is Declassification Schedule or whether an exemp-known, or you will identify the source material tion is appropriate. It will then have to be

by designation of the document or by designation redesignated and remarked accordingly. That
of the classification guide. The important thing does not have to be done on a current basis
is that anybody who picks up this material must but whenever the material is brought to light
have a base upon which to go back and to identify for any kind of use.
the official who can give them a fast answer on
downgrading and declassification of a particular There are many cases in which aew material is
document. Now if any of these are not applicable, being prepared and class.fication, downgrading
then the signer or final approver of the document and declassification are based upon a source
should be shown on the "Classified by" line. This document or documents or a classification
would apply in cases where there are many sources guide which are stated in E.O. 10501 terms.
of classification used in a document being pre- In such cases, if the source material or guide
pared. called for Group-4, the newly prepared material

would be marked with the GDS stamp, using the
There are also some additional markings which are date of preparation of the new material as the
considerably different. You will note that the date of origination unless an earlier date is
Restricted Data/Formerly Restricted Data nota- stated. If the source material or guide calls
tions are shorter than those we have seen using for Group-l, 2 or 3, if possible, the original
but they say essentially the same thing. The classifier should be requested to provide a
national security information notation is con- determination based on E.O. 11652. If that
siderably shorter than the espionage stamp that cannot be done, then the new material will be
we were using. It will be used on all documenta- marked "Excluded from GDS" and, in addition,
tion for which Restricted Data or Formerly the former Group marking will be stated and a
Restricted Data is not applicable whenever the reference made to the controlling source
document leaves the Executive Branch. Finally, material. Later on, more detailed instructions
there is another notation prescribed by the on treatment of Group-l, 2 and 3 material will
National Security Council Directive for sensitive be provided.
intelligence information. If applicable, the
sensitive intelligence notice will be shown in Classification Reviews
conjunction with one of the other notations.

Now, we come to the reviews specified in Exccu-
Remarking Material Marked under E.O. 10501 tive Order 11652. If any person makes a request

for a document or a record and that document or
What 'a we do about information that we now have record is more than ten years old, and it can
which is marked Group-l, 2, 3 or 4 under the E.O. be identified and located with a reasonable
10501 system? If the material on hand is marked amount of effort, it is mandatory that the con-
Group-4, it becomes automatically subject to the trolling agency make a current review of that
General Declassification Schedule. This means document or record to determine what its current
that any Confidential document that you have in classification status should be. If it is de-
hand toda) that is marked Group-4 and is over six classified, then it would be considered for
years old will be declassified at the end of this release unless it is subject to exemption under
year. Any Secret document more than two years the Freedom of Information Act. If it is not
old will be downgraded to Confidential at the end to be declassified or if it cannot be declassi-
of this year and will be declassified at the end fied for a particular period of time, then it
of this year if it is eight years old, and so on. would be remarked accordingly and action taken
The only way that this can be stopped is for an in that respect. It would not be made available
original Top Secret classifier, having proper to the general public if it remains classified,
jurisdiction over classification of the informa- of course. This would apply to anything which
tion, to make a determination that the information is more than ten years old as of today.
in that document warrants exemption and to notify
all holders before the scheduled date for down- There is another review prescribed by the Execu-
grading or declassification under the GDS. tive Order on material. which is thirty years old.

If the material is created after June 1, 1972,
Former Group-l, 2 and 3 material i% excluded from the material is automatically declassified after
the General Declassification Schedi-le, for the 30 years unless the head of the agency personally
time being. Sooner or later, all L this documen- determines that continued classification is
tation will have to be reviewed and a determina- essential to national security or a person would
tion made as to whether it falls unner the General be placed in jeopardy. Material which was created
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before June 1, 1972 and is now 30 years old is is composed of senior officials of tile Army,
to be reviewed by the National Archivist with Navy, Air Force, Joint Chiefs of Staff, DDRfE,
the assistance of the responsible agencies to Assistant Secretaries for Intelligence and PubliL
determine whether or not it can be declassified Affairs, the General Counsel and the Defense
or whether or not classification should continue Supply Agency because of the latter's interest
for a particular period. If classitication is in industrial security matters. This Board will
to continue beyond the thirty year period, it advise and assist the Assistant Secretary in the
requires personal action by the head of the development of policies, procedures, standards
agency, in this case, the Secretary of Defense. and criteria for the betterment of the program,
We are currently assisting the National and will generally evaluate the effectiveness of
Archivist in reviewing World War II records, the program through whatever means are appro-
The Archivist estimates that there are approxi- priate.
mately 160 million pages to review. Much of
this material has already been downgraded and Monitorship
declassified by the Department of Defense under
our mass declassification action which began in We will make greater use of existing inspection
1958, but it is necessary to review some of the processes and resources of the military depart-
information which was, at that time, exempted ments and other DoD components including the
from downgrading and declassification. Office of Industrial Security in the Defense

Supply Agency. We will expect these inspection
DoD Committee and Board resources to supply us with information on the

administration of the program. Inspection teams
To assist the designated senior official of each will be going out to gather information on
department in carrying out his responsibilities certain operational phases of the program;
for the administration of an effective program, certain reports will be obtained. DoD, in turn,
a Classification Review Committee is prescribed is required to prepare and submit on a quarterly
by the President. Mr. Robert C. Moot, the basis, reports to the Interagency Classification
Assistant Secretary, Comptroller, chairs the Review Committee in the National Security Council
DoD committee. The members are the Assistant on the operations of the program.
Secretary for Public Affairs, Mr. Daniel Z.
Henkin; and the General Counsel, Mr. J. Fred The Interagency Classification Review Committee
Buzhardt. This Committee will consider sugges- was established by the President and is chaired

, tions and complaints from any source concerning by Ambassador John S. D. Eisenhower. It is
the administration of the program throughout the formed of representatives of the Departments of
Department of Defense. It will also consider State, Defense, Justice, the Atomic Energy
appeals of denials of requests under the Freedom Commission, the Central Intelligence Agency and
of Information Act in cases wherein the Depart- the National Security Council. The DoD represen-
ment of Defense has considered that there should tative is our General ,asel, Mr. I. Fred
be no release because of the need for continued Buzhardt.. This Con., ee will consider sugges-
classification. This Committee will not con- tions and complaints concerning the administra-
sider appeals on requests where the denial was tion of the program throughout the Executive
based on one of the other exemptions of the Branch. It will also consider appeal, of denials
Freedom of Information Act. It will also con- of releases of information. It will consider and
sider appeals of actions by the Classification develop means for improving the program, prevencing
Review Committees of the military departments, overclassification, assuring proper classification,
when they denied a request for a particular prompt declassification, facilitating the release
record on classification grounds. They will of information to the general public, and so forth.
also consider and make recommendations to the
Secretary of Defense on any abuses and violations Special Access Programs
of the administration of the Order which are
brought to light, or which are reported to the Another important provision of the DoD Regulation
Committee. concerns Special Access Programs. The National

Security Council Directive indicated that there
In addition to this Committee, there has been should be a minimum of cases in which special
established a Department of Defense Information access requirements are imposed, with the exception
Security Advisory Board to assist the Assistant of certain information such as sen:.itive intelli-
Secretary in the administration of the program. gence, communications security, and the like.
Mr. Joseph J. Liebling, Deputy Assistant Secre- Current programs will be revicnied to determine
tary for Security Policy, chairs this Board. It whether or not they should be continued as special
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access programs. Any program in the future will to revihew Army's siecur'ity reg'ulat ions and in-
have to be reported, properly subistanit iated and ;t ruct Ions to di' turl'ifiie WlIcI, re as~onabl Ic di 'wors
approved before any special access requirements to eXist-iia probliiis in ccuriaa'ty could he clevel-
are imposed. By special access requi rements we oped to aetthe obilect ivv:. of tie imipending E-0.i
mean additional security clearances, special.
access lists, or special procedures for the I':xlliiiuat loll o he linfolarmat ion developed by the
dissemination of information. Finally, renewed study as well ;I,, informat ion received frorn Army
emphasis is being placed on thle control of field act ivities fIn response to the Chi ef of
classified information, u.. the needI-to-know Stifl t's illre -tion led to) whla.t was considered
principle. No classiftied in format ion is to bev the I I , k I Ii I .Io I t rIi' I II i I~ I lo onI o r fe i -k Ier f or Ihe w
released to anyone unless they neced It in Llthi' Il hi'ew l .O* could ht' Imlp Iinainted eoa ~al Army-
course of their of iic iil business. Witde i Hlt;i t ooik the form of C hilef oh

S t~ I' Ie'kcilict.ion 180-i' whiich Is, suabmi tted to you
On the whole, E. 0. 11652 beginq a new era. I'he I ci our 111Y iionIsa tilou ian eva I nat ion. I realiize
emphasis is on accurate classifications, limited that S011e of YOU will1 agree wi th thuis pub 1lie-
in duration and proper protect ion where and wheni t ion, %411!wI di sapt,'e, ,.and othiers nilt just
It is needed. Closer watch will be. undertaken thin [iIahout Iit. Ill anly event, and, as we' ilnn--

*to ensure thiat the provis ions of the Oirderi and tit Ilk d cL'II. IleUtI, aI NVtpos f Umn ciai biv I I kecne (I t
the NSC Directive are effticiently and ef feetivlyel a hvcibd.'' IfOthe lI;)'l~raAIi We took WithI thiSi
applied. rcl:1iiat lon plantsa a tic.' veeds, it willi then have'

wceomnp iI Isd Its; piiurpise. It. i.;s tresised that
ciii' (0 tie cl'g 1 oni the (hi et of 'Staff waIs

PRESENTATION BY COL. CASSELS to lie rt~ti l.Som0IlW-i's wi-iciuri tv peop le
luo;e (hic iLd aid loriget ibiiii? real i t, sucli

As I ndicated by previous speakers, Execut ive is Ini Ii cc'oilplI I slwiziii , shiort supens;e
Orde r 11652 d id not just happea . Its Coneep- re(ijii i-ellict.S oil actio cii o f ict r.,4, etc . Som,'
lion can be traced back to January 1971 when hal inceA iiilgi:.nt muas t 1ie reached bet ween allI
thle President initially directed tile National I - thle I.es irtabIic chli-areie ii ristcs toe be incleIuded
Security Council (NSC) to r- ,xew and revise III anl el feetiv visecur it v re-itla lit on.
certain aspects of tile tlic, current E-0t. 111501 .
Subsequent developments affecting national. It hiloiil ali iIo be st~reseild tiall tiii 1' iif ,f
security led to additilonal Presidential direc- St-al Iei ( ion ;I,') J80-8 i1 snot tppi i cab Ii.
tion in Julv 19-'l to completely rev ise E. P. Army wi di. It:; provis;ions ipp lv on ly t c the,
10501. It was cJearly evident at thlis point. Headquiarters, Depsl-i tiut t i tile Army 'Stif .t
thilt thle inten~t of a now E.O. inI Safeguard tug iecidiii it ptsci'lýrfs sputc if ic' poli cije
official iiifoi-mation would be! to cls,-;; lfy les:; iii, liriiei'lics lii' the .\rn,- 4talt cot eo nlin'i b
inftormat ion, down ýa-ade and declaiss ify nicre, and access Lit, cla:,i a i -I -- t in minagemle:.ct ,l cand
protect better th~it classific'd infor!i'-tlon soc'iiiit-v c'ontrolsa for oil 1 (cIl inlo~mat ion
which remains. Trhis then bee one thei major t-IqilI Iing prim! ect ionil I h ~I liltetest kit [tt ollcmIii
objective of h.0. 1 1052 signed b~y the pres ident dtet cisc'
on 8 March 1972.

Aý n,' tmcl thricil,' ii ý, I -5 'titml I-h d I
With this its a basis and fIn anticipation ol I, si iic Immi li 1,1mI)'i'c'lit Poý'timar ci ir tie, Army,

thngs to come certaina actions; were ilit (aticd St.ill wit.1I\I m ol .ci'lip Iis the pm (int III oiit
by the Army to improve its security posture'. ipi lie i i pi-ivId iný .14viiv ai ndhas 'ac

First, the Chief of Staff uif the Army dirteteil ti t-lc A m St ii I igicilviis onill (1 su a flj tI i'l5
Army field commanders to uxaniine tle ir securi Lv Pi'spciis (liii ii Ii' ol atilel ' nm art.' cleat iv
practices and to correct detfic'ienct los iUncoveirecld II -iii'it.'d ill till' u',gi l 1 ii.pirto iftsuance oif the( new F-0c. Enlipias is wasý
placed on reducing classi fled holdlings, as Wit 1 ep 1 r toý 1-1Lclmtiicli IonII' 1 011O I'[as ' I IfCIi I n I(i -
appropriate by retirement, des trucut ]oni or trails;- nlat ion,* we lia.I . I littIi- jitob 1cm with the con'i'itrolI
fer of records. Documents should not lie allowed of' repromulut. itl Au-e I i'..It 111)'hiial a tiproduc t I ,it
to gat~her dust in files at a cost to thle Ltax" moiicl n ciii i iicr;ca-ic' i I I(ivilcnv if it Is; usedl
payer a fter they have 4erved thue it pui'pcse . 'cpr' r Iv It wascla v i;i t ha: mi.ichiInc's Used

tot such piirpmimac ,hociildl 1I m-- ih'o desn-itd and, at
Secondly, the Assistant Chlet cit St aft tor least, !wi uniter thii' silotvi iionl tft i;t' f ~ageii'i-
Intelligence (ACS I) who Is charged withi oiverll me souiiei
General Staff responsibility for !4ceurity in the
Army, formed a Study G~roiip of ahmoiit tel iipeoplei
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Effective until 20 December 1974 unless sooner rescinded or superseded

*CSR 380-8

CHIEF OF STAFF REGULATION) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NO. 380-8 ) OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF

Washington, D. C., 20 December 1971

SECURITY

Security of Classified Information

1. PURPOSE. This regulation sets forth specific policies and procedures
applicable to the Army Staff concerning access to, classification manage-
ment of, and security controls for official informaticn requiring pro-
tection in the interest of national defense.

2. REFERENCES.

a. AR 380-5, Safeguarding Defense Irformation, 26 March 1969.

b. AR 604-5, Clearance of Personnel for Access to Classified Defense
Information and Material, 29 December 1969.

c. )A Message 311215Z Aug 71, subject: The Army's Security Posture.

3. GENERAL. Referenced Army Regulations and DA Message are expanded to
address specific aspects of information security.

4. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. The Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence will--

(1) Establish and maintain a Classification Management Program for
the Army Staff for the purpose of providing clear guidance, improving
understanding, assuring correct application, and -tressing supervisory
responsibility for the classification, downgrading, declassification,
and timely destruction of classified information.

(2) Appoint a DA Classification Management Officer to--

(a) Act as the DA single point of contact on matters pertaining to
claseification management.

(b) Represent DA on the Department of Defense Classification Review
and Advisory Board.

*This reguIlntdr supersedes CSM 71-380-72, subject: Classified Reproduction,
dated 25 August 1971 and CSM 71-380-102, subject: The Army's Security
Posture, dated 21 September 1971.
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(c) Provide advice and assistance to Army Staff agency and activity
clas'ification managers.

b. The Adjutant Genetal Is responsible for the downgrading and
declassification of records transferred to the custody of the
Administrator, General Services Administration.

c. Heads of Army Staff agencies will--

(1) Implement and maintain an effeccive Classification Management
Program within their agencies.

(2) Review on a continuing basis the requirement for TOP SECRET
clearances.

(3) Limit access to all categories of classified material to those
cleared individuals determined to have a need-to-know.

(4) Appoint from existing resources a properly cleared and qualified
officer or civilian employee as the agency or activity Classification
Manager to--

(a) Act as his principal assistant on matters coiicerning classifica-
tion management.

(b) Advise supervisors on individual classification problems and
in development of appropriate classification gt!dance.

(c) Insuri preparation and maintenance of classification guides for
assigned classified plans, programs, or projects.

(d) Conduct periodic review of classifications assigned within the
agency to insure that clasoificatio., decisions are based on the proper
criteria and that downgrading and declassification is accomplished as
soon us practical.

(e) Initiate a program of document review to destroy, declassify,
downgrade, or retire classified holdings.

(5) Provile the name of the agency Classification Manager to the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Iute.llgence, ATTN: DAMI-DOS, OX5-5892.

(6) Establish proceiures to control the reproduction of classified
material on equipment under the control of the Staff agency. As a
minimum, procedures will include--

(a) Designating, by position, the individuals authorized to approve
the reproduction of TOP SECRET and SECRET material, providing reproduc-
tion of the material is not prohibited by the originator or higher
authority.

2
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(b) Designating specific reproduction equipment authorized for
reproduction of classified material. Equipment designated will be in an
area under visual observation of agency personnel. Rules to minimize

human error inherent in the reproduction of classified material will be
posted on or near the designated equipment.

(c) Restricting the reproduction of classified material to
designated equipment and prohibiting the use of other equipment for that
purpose.

(d) Posting appropriate warning notices prohibiting reproduction
of classified material on equipment used only for unclassified repro-
ductions.

(7) Establish a security indoctrination program to insure that
assigned perdonnel are aware of established security policies and pro-
cedures and their individual responsibilities concerning security of
classified iLiformation.

5. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

a. Working Papers are documents accumulated or created to assist in
the formulation and preparaLion of a finished document. When the papers
directly contribute to the course of action taken, they become essential
background material for the finished document and should be filed with
the appropriate related functional records described in the AR 340-18-series.
When they do not directly contribute tC, the course cf action taken, they
will be handled as reference papers in accordance with the AR 340-18-series
and will be destroyed as soon as they have served their purpose. Working
Papers containing classified information will be--

(1) Dated when created.

(2) Marked with the highest classification of any information con-
tained in the document.

(3) Marked "WORKING PAPFRS" beneath the classification at the bottom
of the page. (Finished controlled documents or reproductions of controlled
documents will not be marked "WORKING PAPERS.")

(4) Protected in accordance with classification assigned.

(5) Accounted for in the same manner prescribed for a finished
classified document of comparable classification when--

(a) Released by the originator to an agency or activity outside HQDA
with no intent to retrieve, or when transmitted through message center
channels.

(b) Placed in functional files.

3
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(c) Retained more than 180 da-s from date of origin.

(6) Marked with appropriate group markings when placed in functional
files.

b. Non-record copies of classified documents should be destroyed
as soon as their intended purpose has been served. To expedite timely
destruction of controlled SECRET documents, agencies using DA Form 1203
(Classified Document Mail Control Record and Receipt), or appropriate
substitute, as the accountability record are authorized to use it as
the RECORD OF DESTRUCTION in the following manner:

(1) Annotate one copy of the DA Form 1203 as indicated below:

DESTRUCTION CERTIFICATE (Check Appropriate Block)--Material described

hereon has been: [ Destroyed; [j• Torn in halt and placed In

a ciassified waste container (CSR 380-8). Date

Destruction/Certifying Official

Witnessing Official

(2) Execution of either option indicated above constitutes a record
of destruction snd active accountability oi documents described on the
DA Form 1203 is terminated. The annotated for- will be filed in
accordance with the AR 340-18-series.

(3) Documents placed in classified waste containers will be pro-
tected and committed to the destruction fa illlty in accordaz'ce with
established agency procedures.

(ACSI)

BY DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF:

DISTRIBUITION: WARREN K BENNETT
A Major General, GS

Secretary of the General Staff

4
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Also, the CSR recognizes for the first time DATES OR EVENTS
that there is something called a "working
paper." Parameters for the use, control, and
accountability of working papers were set forth Downgrade to SECRET
in very definitive language, on

CONFIDENTIAL
In order to reduce volume and to make it easier on
to destroy controlled SECRET documents, the CSR Declassify on
permits Staff agencies to use DA Form 1203 Classified by_
(Classified Document Nail Control Record and
Receipt) as a Record of Destruction under pre-
scribed conditions. Under this procedure, an GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE
individual could commit a SECRET document,
after it had served its purpose, to the destruc-
tion process, normally a paper bag which would Classified by.__
be protected and destroyed in the Pentagon Subject to GDS of EO 11652
pulping plant. The individual certified only Automatically Downgraded at Two
to the action taken. At this point, accounta- Year Intervals
bility of the doeument ceases. It is protected Declassified on December 31, --
in the same manner as classified waste unti! it
is destroyed beyond recognition.

EXEMPTION CASES
CSR 380-8 reflects current Army staff pi,1icy
for security of classified information. We've
had considerable success with it. It has in- Classified by_
creased communication, thereby enabling us to Exempt from GDS of EO 11652
set the stage for rapid expansion in fully Exemption Category
implementing E.O. 11652 on an Army-wide basis. Declassify on

PRESENTATION BY MR. RAN4KIN In addition to these three basic stamps, we will

Thank you George, ladies and gentlemen, the have some stamps for markings that will be

other day I was talking to a friend of mine who applied to messages, and I will get into this a

was a toastmaster and he told me that the for- little later.

mula for a good speech was an attention getting The top stamp is tha.t stamp that will be used
opening and a conclusive ending - spaced not
very far apart! Unfortunately, I do not have when a Date or an Event is appropriate for down-
the attention getting opening, nor do I have grading and declassification. Heretofore there
the conclusive end~ig. Hopefully, I will be was a provision for the use of the Date andbrief. Event, and as Don pointed out, sparingly' used.The Ekecutivc Order required that after yoL
Don, in his customary grand style, has provided classify a document, the first consideration
you with a good rundown of the significant should be: Can I use a Date or an Event for
aspects of the new Executive Order. Unfortu- downgrading and declasqification?
nately, Don has done such an outstanding job -
he has just about completely covered the subject When using the specific Pate or Event, it is
matter that I was about to speak on. Namely, essential that the date used will be less titan
The Downgrading and Declassification Stamps. that found in the general declassification

-'iedule of 2, 2 and 6 years.
With thle threat of being somewhat redundant, it
would be beneficial to cover tile material again. In the &bsence of being able to use the Date or

Event, the second marking will be the one you
As you can see there are three basic stamps see in the center, th, ;rneral Declassification
that will be used on the classifitd documents: Schedule marking. You will notice on the very
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last line that in the General Declassification Let's look to the General Declassification Stamp.
Schedule, you will declassify on December 31 of Again, the original title of classifying authority
the appropriate year. If you want to protect should be used in the "Classified by" line. In
information beyond the 10 year period, you have the absence of having that information, then the
to go to the Exemption Stamp which you see at Security Classification Guide would be appropriate.
the bottom. In the absence of that, the Source Document. The

reason for all this, is to be able to establish

The Exemption Stampi requires two aspects of some sort of audit trail in order to trace the
consideration. document.

It requires original top secret classifying Another problem area, is what do you do in the
authority, and case of multiple sources. In other words, what

do you put in the "Classified by" line if an

In order to put it in the exempted category it individual compiles 10 or 15 documents? In this
has to fall within one of the four categories case you would not have the original classifying
Don outlined before. The first category covers authority. The individual who compiles this
foreign government information, information would place his title in that line:

Classified by the individual who compiles this

The second category includes cryptography; information. Again, in this case he is not the
intelligence sources and methods; information original classifying authority. In the case of
covered by statues, namely: RD. the contractor, if the contracting activity has

provided the information, the original classifier,

The third category and I think this is the cate- has provided the security classifying guide, he
gory that is going to create the greatest problem, should insert that in "Classified by" block. If

covers material dealing with systems, plans, in- the user agency has not provided it, he should
stallations, projects, foreign relations matter, put: Apply the 254 in the "Classifirl by" block.

Category four is that ares where that information I did overlook one thing. For a Date or Event,
might place someone in immediate jeopardy. I mentioned that I would cover mark-ings on

messages. lieretcfore, all messages would have

Let's look at the markings again, one of the following Group 1, 2, 3, 4. In the
case of the advanced declassification schedule,

In the "Classified by" block the title of the which is the upper block, at the end of the text
original classifying authority should be inserted, in the message, you would put ADS and the Date or
Many times you will oct have that information an Event. ADS representing the Advanced Declassi-
available so that your next thought should be, fication Schedule.
what security classifying guide applies? First
however you should look to the original classi- Returning to the center stamp, General Declassi-
fying authority. In the absence of having that fication Schedule, in the declassified block you

information, you use the Security Classification will notice again where everything is declassi-
Guide. If it developes that you have neither, fied on December 31 of a particular year and you
you shoulh look to a source document. By a insert 6, 8 or 10, whichever is the appropriate
source document, we are talking about a letter, year. For example, if we classified something

a message, or any other document which really TS today, the declassified block would read,

assigns the classification. "Declassified on December 31, 1982." If it were
Secret today, the declassified block would read

Another aspect to consider with the Date and December 31, 1980, and if it were Confidential,
Event Stamp is that it normally will he down- it would he December 31, 1978.

graded to Secret, and then downgraded to Confi-
dential before it is declassified. There is no flow, if you have a message and are using the

reason why you can't declassify the document General Declassification Schedule you will, at
from Secret. Ihat is, you cani have a document the end of the text, use GDS, and the last two

stamped Secret and go right from Secret to digits of the year. The reason that you can use
declassified. Again, it is important that you the last two digits is because it's always on
don't tly to extend the Secret category beyond December 31 that declassification is effective.
the two year period which is provided in the
General D)eclassitication Schedule.
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Let's move on to the Exempted Stamp. In the With respect to all the Group 4 information that
"Classified by" block of the Exempted Stamp, you falls into the General Declassification Schedule,
should insert the original top secret classify- there doesn't seem to be any difficulty with the
in# authority, Again. in the absence of that overall concept. However, two problem areas are:
would be Security Classification Guide or some
source document. Next to thle last line on the ... If a document was originated in July 1965 and
bottom atamp you should insert the proper cate- was marked Confidential, Group 4. theoretically
gory of exemption, 1, 2, 3, 4. In the event you it would be declassified now. However, there is
have more than one, you put all of the exempted a provision that no action will be taken to
categories. declassify the material until 31 December in

order to provide the originator an opportunity
Finally, the last blor.k--"Declassify on." In to review the material and to decide whether or
some instances you will not know when or what to not an exemption is justified.
put in for "Declassify on." If this information
is unavailable you leave it blank. Another example is:

if a document includes information from several ... A document is created in July 1969 and assigned
types of documents that have different down- to Confidential Group 4. This document would be
grading declassification instructions, you would declassified on December 31, 1975. You will
use the most restrictive. For example, if you notice that this is approximately 6 1/2 years.
had Date and Event, General Declassification I don't believe it was brought out too clearly
Schedule and Exempted Stamp, the Exempted Stamp that we are talking about calendar years.
would take precedence.

I think in situations like this where there has
Another thing to consider is if your command or been a new Executive Order and drastic changes
activity holds a large volume of material and in policy, that all of us have to accept the
you receive some downgrading declassification fact that we will be going through an interim
instructions. If it would unduly interfere with period where many questions are going to be
your operations, you are permitted to take the raiced and some of the answers are not readily
instructions and attach them to the storage unit available. I think this particular group, hope-
and downgrade and declassify the information as fully, will surface some additional questions
you withdraw it from the file. and perhaps some solutions.

To this point we have been talking about Infor- I think the theme of the President's Executive
mation which was originated suhsequent to 1 Juno Order, which has been said many many times here
1972. What I would like to do is to go back already, that we would like to see less informa-
over, as Don has done, and talk about information tion classified and more declassified and protect
that was created prior to 1 June 1962. All the only that which requires protection. I think the
information in the old Groups 1, 2 and 3, and Executive Order provides the necessary tools for
the information that was marked, will be placed us to do the job, and it behooves us to follow
into the Excluded Category. The Excluded Gate- the Executive Order as well as carrying out the
gory is a special category frr that information spirit of it.
that was originated prior to 1 June 1972. Mtany
people have raised the question, what is going
to happen to all this material that's excluded? nI'RMIrATION BY MR. MUERS

How lung is it excluded? Theoretically, it
could be excluded for a period of 30 years, but The .ubJect the panel assigned to me is Classi-
this does not relieve the original classifying fication Considerations and Criteria. I'll be

authority of the responsibility to review it, short because the considerations don't differ
to declassify it, put it into the general de- much from thone in the past. The main points
classifying schedule or exempt it. If you are are that you Ihave to identify specific informs-
preparing a message and it involves excluded tion, that you have to take into account specific
material, this particular aspect was not criteria: the U.S. advantage in terms of opera-

covered by the OSD Fegulation. The Navy decided tional, strategic, Intelligence, and tactical
to mark excluded material on a message by using matters, foreign relations-,-the possibility that
the abbreviation XCL. Whether or not OSD will the information that gets •ut may lead to a
adopt this, I don't know, but iti the interim the military threat, international tensions that
Navy will use XCL. could he contrary to security, disruptions of
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foreign relations, hostile political and would be apparent that you would be more
military action; things that would weaken the interested in having airlines around the world
U.S. ability to wage war; things that would able to clear the weather when you land. So,
compromise some of our intelligence capabilities to come back to where I started--first, you
not heretofore known to other countries; war have to have a positive reason to classify;
plans and the information that would let another then you have to take into account all tile
country plan its counter measures against our other considerations to decide whether or not
war plans. These are the categories of informa- to classify.
tion that warrant classification.

I visited a corporation yesterday and one of
All of you are fairly well familiar with the the officials there asked me: what is the major
criteria for classification and I think the impact of the new Executive Order? I told him
difference that has come about is primarily one that I thought probably the main impact was not
of a different attitude on the part of the any specific words but a general atmosphere or
classifier. The term "balanced judgment" has attitude that's created by it. You've heard
been mentioned several times. What it boils tile points I've mentioned here. You've heard
down to is that first you must find a positive before about resolving doubts in favor of not
reason for classification, and having found it, classifying. You know that the definitions
you still are not permitted to classify until require that you determine that disclosure could
you've taken a look at the other side, what are reasonably be expected to do damage. In many
the pros and cons, what are tile possible reasons other ways, it's clear that people want less
why we should not classify. And some of the classified and will have it that way, but the
tnings that may be considered there are dissem- biggest thing is that throughout the Department
inacion, the fact that you have to disseminate of Defense people are talking that way. I go
widely doesn't bar you from classifying, but it to sit in on a meeting and someone who would
may make it so impractical that you should start ordinarily have no conmment will say: "Well,
over and reconsider your desire to classify. Executive Order 11652 says you can't do it."

Or 1 [iear: "The new Dol) Reg says you can't
Another consideration is: how much is already classify." There is a tide moving and for those
known elsewhere. If country X is ahead of us of you who don't want to see too much classifi-
in this field, it's foolish for us to classify cation, this is your chance--Jump on the tide
as we catch up. If our intelligence people can and ride it, because people who up to now would
tell us that foreign nations already know certain have held out for undue classification, have
things about us, then it's time we stop trying to been impressed enough by publicity in the press,
hide the information, in the government, and elsewhere so that they're

taking a more reasonable attitude.
Another point that seems basic is this: What has
already been released? The new directive is very
clear on this point. Information that has been I'RYsEN2TATION BY MR. M{XC CLAIN
put out in an official, authorized government
release will not be classified. It seems obvious, About two years ago this audience brought to our
and its been true right along, but its been made attention certain imperfections in the Industrial
clearer now than at anytime in the past. Security Manual that ought to lbe changed, and I

promised to do something about it. I can now
Basic research: the general position is that you say we have.
don't classify it. Sometimes people come up with
the question as to what is and what isn't basic You may recall that there has been considerable
research data, but if its research and its in the interest in permitting a prime contractor to
basic sciences, it would be a rare situation sign nfi a D)D Form 254 for a subcontractor of a
where you can classify. If that happens at all, so-called "service" contract. The policy to
It would have to be something related very closely permit that has been adopted. There was con-
to naticnal security and have direct defense siderahtle pressure also to permit a prime con-
implications. Then we get back to tile question tractor, upon receiving notice that his classi-
of balan ed judgment. What gain can there be to ficatitn guide had been reviewed and left
the country from not classifying it'? There can unchanged, to send out a notice to his subcon-
bie many instances where such gaiin will he found, tractors over his own stgnature. That's been
If someone finds a way to break up bad weather approved. Anv sub who serves as a prime to a
at an airport, this might be finJe as a means of lower stilt can do the sam,' thing.
carrying on military operations, but I think it
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Another policy which has been approved is to is a period of uncertain duration, but we hope
authorize and require a commercial carrier who it will be short. This Industrial Security
is authorized to carry classified material and Letter is the first step along the way.
who at some point in his trip has to place it
in, the custody of an authorized temporary In his talk today, Don used the word, "deriva-
storage facility, to execute a 254 for that tive." As far as our official position is con-
storage facility over his own signatureý cerned, that word is taboo. We're not going to

use it. You know the meaning we have always

There was considerable stress two years ago on given the word officially when we said it, and
the question of whether the "tentative" classifi- I expect that you may continue to use it among
cation marking, which is part of DoD policy, yourselves. But the process of following
could or could not be used in industry. Well, guidance is the same process you've always
it was pretty clear at that time that the followed. If your guide says to classify the
language of the Industrial Security Manual did information in your paper, then you mark your
not authorize industry to use a protective paper accordingly. So please don't be upset if
marking which would include the words, Confi- we don't say "derivative."
dential, Secret or Top Secret. We have now
approved for use by industry a new protective Something else that is mentioned from time to
marking which reads "Classification Determina- time that may disturb you is that the new
tion Pending: Protect as Though Classified Executive Order and National Security Council
Confidential, Secret or Top Secret." Anyone Directive come awfully close to saying that upon
who now contends that this new marking is declassification, information is publicly re-
evidence of actual classification is fighting leasable. That is simply not true. The words
the plain meaning of the English language, in used are that upon declassification, information
my opinion, is releasable to the extent required or permitted

by law. Let me illustrate.
So, you people in industry who from time to time
generate information on your own that you believe ... If you have information which is classified,
might justify safeguarding by classification are but also is within one of the other exemptions
requested to mark it in that new way and send it of the Freedom of Information Act, then, upon
in for official evaluation. You may think there declassification, the other Freedom of Informa-
are too many words, but sometimes we have to use tion Act exemption is still there. It still has
a lot of words first to say NO. I can say to to be considered. So don't assume that declassi-
you that if you do this, we'll do our best to fication automatically means release, It simply
get the evaluation promptly made and notify you does not.
of it.

You have heard the word "excluded" versus the

Two years ago there was considerable discussion word "exempted" today. The President did not
about classification in connection with inde- provide a stamp for the "excluded" category.
pendent research and development. The new So, we have been working to provide a proper
regulation now makes it very clear that the marking. An "excluded" item is subject, upon
product of independeut research and development anyone's request, to review for declassification
cannot be classified unless it incorporates 10 years after date of origin, and 30 years after
classified information to which that party was date of origin it Is subject, without request, to
previously given access, or unless the DoD first mandatory review by the Archivist for possible
acquires a proprietary interest in it. If declassification.
there's any doubt now in anyone's mind, let him
read the regulation. It speaks very plainly. With respect to exemption, I want to mention the

fact that not all exempt material has to be Top
A recently approved Industrial Security Letter Secret. It can be either Top Secret, Secret or
which is now, I think, in the course of distri- Confidential. But the only person who can grant
bution, will give you some interim guidance on an exemption is one who has Top Secret Classilfi-
marking under the new Executive Order and new D)oD cation Authority. Even if I have Confidential
Reg. It says a little and it leaves out a lot. or Secret classification authority, I still have
As one of our speakers said, while you're waiting to have someone with TS classification authority
to receive more, please do what the User Agency to consider and act on my recommendation for an
asks you to do, and you will be doing the right exemption.
thing. The period before the Industrial Security
Manual and Industrial Security Regulation can be In connection with exemptions, we have it in the
totally revised to reflect the new regulation regulations that those persons who have Top

C.. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
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Secret classifying authority are authorized not
only to grant exemptions but also to issue
specific guidance on exemptions. But any such
guidance must be very specific as to the infor-
mation covered, the exemption category, and
whether a declassification date earlier than 30
years is to be used.

Yesterday in a discussion, it was brought out
that in the 2541s which you will be receiving you
may be told specifically how to complete the
"Classified by" space. We do not yet know
whether that will come to pass.

Another point I want to mention is that the new
regulation 5200.1R did become effective on June 1
throughout the Department of Defense. No addi-
tional words from anybody within the Department
of Defense are needed to make it immediately
effective. However, the Military Departments
and other components may wish to issue supple-
mentary guidance, consistent with the regulation,
to meet their own particular requirements.

It is a fact that effective June 1, 1972, former
DoD Directives 5200.1, 5200.9, 5200.10 and
former Instruction 5210.47 were cancelled.
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SALT AGREEMENTS something that people have difficulty under-
standing. They are much more familiar with the

MR. RALPH STUART S ADITH traditional concept that if you want to enhance
ACTING PUBLIC AFFAIRS ADVISOR national security you build up armed forces and
U.S. ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY add to your stock of weapons and so forth. So
WASHIYIGTON D.C. we have to point out that although this was
Thank you Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. indeed the traditional approach, we have now
I was privileged to attend one of these semi- learned that this can lead you into a blind

alley--because in the arms competition between
ears a few years ago, and ever since then the United States and the Soviet Union, what one
I've had a deep respect for the practitionerso had adeepy respect a or outhe pacttioners side can do, so can the other, sooner or later.
of the very complex and occult science of
classification, so I'm particularly happy to Another thing which seems to have a long life, in
be here with you again, spite of all that's gone on, is the concept of

In treating the SALT agreements, I'm planning nuclear superiority". This was something which
Junt to use a very light brush stroke and be we thought had been laid to rest some time ago,

brief about it. Also, I go at this with a when the new Nixon Administration came in and

certain measure of humility because I think adopted the policy of nuclear sufficiency; but
there are a number of you gentlemen who still there are a number of people who cling to
probably know a great deal more about the the idea of nuclear superiority. Of course, you

obcablk as greats dealtmere about then I do; have to point out to them that although this was
technical aspects of these things than I do; soehn tatxiedton-tm-weculy

but recently I seem to have found myself in something that existed at on, Lime--we actually

the rol- of a traveling SALT witness, talking had it--in the present condition, when either

to rewspap e a d t raveliog SaLTwn es te s ion g side can devastate the other no matter which one
strikes first, it's a little bit difficult to

people and members of the public. So I establish who is superior to whom.
thought maybe the best thing would be if I
just tried to share with you briefly some There is also still prevalent the idea that
of the things which interest people, some somehow the United States Government, more or

of the things which trouble them, and some les os the pov ition o r

of the problems and the explanations we try less purposely, gave away the position of nuclear

to give in putting the SALT picture into superiority that we had and deliberately headed
toward a condition of parity. Well, here I think

perspective, you have to point out that this movement toward

I think, first of all, I might just mention parity was not something we chose; it was some-

the fact that the public, by and large, seems thing that happened. There was really no way to

to have a rather strong instinctive feeling prevent the Soviet Union from building up a
strategic force commensurate with its own

that things like this are a good idea. You srtgcfrecminuaewt t w
mayhave t notickedrecentl th erar ea wd da. H s advanced technology. If we had tried to maintainmay have noticed recently there was a Harris

a condition of nuclear superiority such as existed
pole on this. It was rather loosely worded, before, we would still have ended up with parity,
unfortunately, but in affect it asked, "Doyou approve of the SALT agreements?" Inter- but with considerably higher levels of armaments.

Anyhow, we now have what has been called the
cisely the sane as in 1968 at tne time that nuclear stand-off, which, while not an ideal

the Non-Proliferation Treaty was launched: condition, would probably be livable if it were
80% in favor, 12% against, and 8% no opinion, stable enough.
Well, the polling people will tell you that So here we get into the question of the stability
80m is an exceptionally high figure on of the mutual deterrent situation. And this leads
Salmost any subject, us straight to the SALT agreements. There have

Notwithstanding this instinctive feeling of been two increasing potentialities, over the past

approval that people seem to have, I think few years, for destabilizing the strategic equation,

there are some basic concepts which people and, the SALT agreements deal with these in a
ther ar soe baic oncptsdirect manner.

find difficult to grasp at first.

To begin with, the idea that in going into The first of these potentialities relates to Anti-
Ballistic Missile Systems, ABM's. Until fairly

international arms control negotiations our

major objective is to enhance the national recently g you recall, myny people considered that

security of the United States: this is ABN's, being a purely defensive weapon, should be
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"harmless," and after all, if ABM's might was hit could still retaliate with its bombers
possibly save lives and cities, maybe we and with its submarine-based missiles. Neverthe-
should have them all over the place, regard- less, even the apparent threat of building up a
less of the cost. Well, oi course it has missile-killing force is an unsettling thing,
become increasingly apparent that if either and you will recall that our government expressed
side had a large-scale nationwide ABM system, concern a number of times, prior to the SALT
it could in a crisis situation be tempted to agreements, about the build-up of large Soviet
launch an attack against the other in the missiles like the SS-9, which seemed to be
belief that its ABM's would blunt the retal- destined for this role.
iatory blow--at least enough so that on
balance it seemed to make sense to go first. Well, the Interim Agreement on offensive strategic
This, in other words, puts a premium on systems does limit the SS-9, as well as other
striking first. In a way this is a theoretical intercontinental ballistic missiles. Although,
consideration, because there is no ABM system, as mentioned, I think the ABM Treaty really is
no conceivable one, which could actually offer the most significant thing to come out of the
adequate protection against an all-out nuclear SALT agreements, ironically, much of the public
attack. Nevertheless, it is perfectly demon- interest seems to have centered on the Interim
strable that the existance of AHM systems or Agreement on offensive systems; and I think the
the prospect of ABM systems is a consideraile reason for this is quite plainly that this was
impetus to the other side to build up his the target of most of the criticism which has
offensive forces, so that he can be absolutely taken place. The criticism is leveled at the
sure of being able to overwhelm the ABM system, fact that the Interim Agreement allows the

Soviet's to maintain a lead in the number of
In this connection, you may recall that in ICBM launchers and SLBM launchers. Now, I think,
the late 1960's some of our American worst- that if you are faced with this question and you
case planners predicted that before very long want to explain it to someone, you can point out
if we wanted to launch a retaliatory strike that both sides gain certain advantages in the
against the Soviet Union it would be necessary offensive limitations, and actually we come out
to penetrate thousands of Soviet's ABM's. extremely well.
Well, the SALT ABM Treaty, which was recently
signed in Moscow, limits the Soviets, as it To begin with, the Interim Agreement on offensive
does us, to 200 ABM launchers. So you can systems limits two major Soviet offensive systems
see this is a considerable difference. which have been rapidly building up: their

ICBM's and their SLBM's, and it does not affect
Now, I think that this is really the most any on-going or planned American program.
significant thing which has come out of the
SALT talks. This limitation on ABM systems By the same token, if we did not have the SALT
to a very low level means, first of all, that agreements, the Soviet's would have been able to
our retaliatory deterrent capability is assured; build up to a very much larger number than they
it means that a first strike is no longer a are allowed to retain under the 5-year freeze.
rational concept; and finally, the existence Other advantages, from the American point of
of the ABM Treaty means that the stimulus to view, of the offensive agreement are the fact
build up offensive forces is very considerably that the SS-9 is limited; the fact that we have
diminished. As a result, it should be possible a considerable lead in missile technology and
in the follow-on negotiations not only to accuracy, and perhaps most important: in MIRV
broaden the offensive limitations which we technology, multiple warhead technology. We now
have already placed in the first round, but have a lead of about 2 1/2-to-I in warheads, and
perhaps, even to start thinking of certain by the time the 5-year freeze is over, it's
reductions. expected, I think, that we will have more like

a 3-to-i lead. Another advantage for the American
The other potentially destabilizing factor In side: the Interim Agreement does not cover
the equation which I mentioned is the possibil- bombers, and we have an advantage in strategic
ity that one side might try to nulify the bombers about 460 to 140. And finally, although
retaliatory capability of the other, specifi- they are not central to the main strategic equation,
cally by building up a missile force which I think it is relevant to take into account that
would destroy the land-based missiles of the over antd above these central systems we have about
other side before they have a chance to leave 2,000 aircraft overseas at bases and on carriers,
the ground. of course, even if such a strike which also have a nuclear capability.
as this were a 100% successful, the side that
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We see certain advantages in SALT, and the The reasons are simple. If you are going to
Soviet's do too; and what it all boils down have a successfu. negotiation, you can't have
to is that these agreements are in our mutual each government going public on what its posi-
interest. Without wishing to seem simplistic tions are, for then it is obliged to defend
or rhetorical about it, I think the first them. Also, if you're dealing with another
advantage, ac seen by both sides, they reduce delegation and you want to get people to talk
the likelihood of nuclear war. Over the long rather frankly, it is hard to do that if they
run, also, we can expect rather considerable suspect that everything they say is going to
savings. wind up in the press the next morning. So I

think that, given a number of fairly important
Now in the matter of savings, I've found in leaks to the press which did take place, our
talking with people that there is a good deal director, Gerard Smith, head of the U.S. SALT
of confusion. It is a little bit like the delegation, must have found himself in an
Viet-Nam story. People were expecting some awkward position visa-vis his Soviet opposite
rather radical drop in expenditures on stra- number. As for the degree of permanent damage
tegic systems, and of course this has not which resulted, I don't know really if anyone
happened. Secretary Laird testified recently could assess this; but I do recall one article
that, as a result of the ABM Treaty, the which caused us particular grief because it
Pentagon projected a saving in this fiscal even gave a fallback position; and that's not
year of about $650,000,000, and over the next very helpful in negotiations!
several years of somewhere between 5- and 9-
billion; which of course is considerable. But I will ask my colleague Dick Durham to correct
at the same time the people have difficulty me if I'm wrong on this: it has been decided
understanding that the Administration has that since the negotiations were private and
asked for the amount it has for modernization the general record of the negotiations has been
of strategic systems. It is a bit difficult kept classified, it will so remain; because, of
to mbke people understand that this is a course, these negotiations are a continuing
reasonable stance, that we cannot guarantee thing.
in advance what the result of the follow-on

negotiations is going to be. Well, if i may end on a philosophic note, I
think one of the most interesting things about

Another positive aspect of the SALT agreements arms control is that, with these very sophisti-
is the way they handle the verification question. cated means of surveillance, we are finally
This is one of the most significant steps beginning to control technology with technology.
forward that we have aiade. As you know, the
agreements provide for national technical means
of verification. Of course the idea of on-site
inspection has become a kind of symbolic thing,
and some people can't understand how can you
really expect tG monitor these agreements with-
out on-site inspection. However, all the
intelligence agencies involved are satisfied
that we can monitor the agreements adequately
with technical means. In fact, we can monitor
them a great deal better with technical means
than we could ever have hoped to do with on-
site inspections.

The corollary to this verificaticn provision
is that neither side will interfere with the
other's technical means of verification. I
think this is quite a significant opening--
really a very important political and psycho-
logical step in international affairs.

I did want to say something about the classi-
fication aspect of the SALT talks. As you know,
we tried to keep them very private. We had
agreed with the Soviets that we would do so.
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WORKSHOP ON TRATNING OF CLASSIFICATION MANAGERS classification decision is a judgment, based
SMR. JAMES BAGLEY, Moderator on information available at :he time a decision
. JaMssifiaGLEo , Modeatoret is needed. Therefore, what qualification or

Classification Management qualities should people need in order to make
U.S. Naval Research Laboratories judgments?
Washington, D.C.

MR. ROBERT GREEN, Speaker PRESENTATION tIX1 b1R. ;R:E:;
Classification Management
U.S. Naval Materiel Command No one associated with the business
Washington, D.C. of securit.y classification will deny that

MR. JAMES MARSH, Speaker there are insufficient numbers of qualified,
Classification Management expetienced Classification Managers to
Sandia Laboratories properly handle the Job of determining what
Albuquerque, New Mexico information requires protection and for how
M long. A brief look at the evolution of the
MR. JACK ROBINSON, Speaker Classification Management Program will
Classification Management provide sonic insight into this condition and
Center for Naval Analysis why it. exists. While the principles of
Washington, D.C. protecting information are probably as old

Ps nan, Classification Management as an
INTRODUCTION BY 1R. BAGLEY identifiable program dates back only to

14b3. The programi was and still is
Looking at this assemblage of interested people, coisidered to be a logical function of
I am struck with an important fact - this is not s&c'ctritv, al'hotlugh tlie•e are sound argumenLs
a young group - certainly over 30 years of age, and some, precedents for divorcing the
although I will not attempt to define young. It classification decision from the protection
is apparent, however, that there is a need for of information once it is classified. Like
(untired blood) young people in Classification so many fledgling programs, Classification
Management. There is also an urgent need to Management had to be achieved within
develop a career ladder with appropriate curric- existing resuvces. Theretor,, in an over-
ula for education and training. whelming mnajotity of cases, persons trained

and expotiencaed in various other facets of
I have long contended that Clast it ition Manage- security became Classification Managers;
ment is a good career field for ,, and it is suddenly and miraculously endowed with
gratifying to see the number of wu,.,en attending instant expertise. Again. a majority of
this Seminar - a greater number than in any of thes, individuals entered or remaned in
the past Seminars. tie security program on tilie hasis of

mi litairv or civilian dtiiie.,e during World
How can we induce more people to enter Classifi- War II. It iiight be interesting to
cation Management? What types of people do we speculate, at sithe onte pportune time, as

want? What kind of backgrounds should they have? to why they have remained In a program
What personality characteristics should they which perlpetual y has been s;bjet to "the

have? I'hese are some of the questions the Panel slings nnd atrows of out lage'ous fort ttLno".
will start to address. Each of tile speakers will imt'nitalihed lv Shakin'sl',are and now cast
address the subject from his own point of view - hb III increaisinglv v,,iil and generallv
Bob Green from tile viewpoint of a major conmmand uiinfoilied s'.mient of scciety. Effect ive-
where management skills are a primary require- ness of tile' pi ogram thus fat. can ie related
ment; Jim Marsh will speak from experience with directlv to the aiility and desire of these
AEC classification requirements from the vantage captive bodies to acti tire new skills and to
point of an AEC contractor with Dol) responsibi- accept new philosophies which were, in many
lities; and finally, Jack Robinson will take thea cotracor wichhas avy-ide way.s. contta rv to thoelr previous training
viewpoint of a contractor which has Navy-wide and experience. Forton~ately. many have
responsibilities. ebecoimie the ty'pe of plr'g iri managers nc'.t.led

; to fulfill Classification M•inagefent

It will lie apparent that Classification Manage- olfl l Classifecat n agwment
ment is a field so broad that no single set of of reasons. Frot this brief backward look.

answers is possible or even reasonable. But one yery clear and tomIstaknhle fact
there is a single thread that runs through the
entire spectrum of CM activities - that each
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disciplines. As a last ingie-dient,
Industry cannot afford to ignoru. TlieF plansfrlaiicto Mnae

current body of ClassIfication Managv'rs experience has yet to he surpassed sis the.

repesets geeraionwhih, oweerultimate teacher for those willing to learn

approaching retirement age. Thew exodus is positions will1 come equipped~ with all of the

already notiL,',ahle. It will Increase desired qualifications. Those with the

significantly over the next five years or s greatest potential must be trained in the
0areas oif terdeficiency arid all recruits

and with it will pass a great deal of the must he trained in specicfic classification
knowledge and expertise that has been

developed out of need over tire past years.mngmn ehius
As most of you know, a number of the most'heporcmbntnofuaic-
knowledgeable and effective members oif thistonantrnigmybiflecdyth

Society are no longer active in classifica- nature of' the organization in which the
tion management, to the great loss of the

profession they served so well. The point ostehionl iess loatdminslargeversu smahll,
which should concern us all is . . wheretehilvrssamntaie, ihy

are hei repaceent? Wht qalifcatons specialized versus multi-faceted activity

arul e lo thei elcmn ts? Whatc qualifictions and, to some extent, Government versus
shoud w loo fo inthe earh fo fuureIndustry. The operational concept applied

Classification Managers? How can young men
and ome hemotiate toente ths feldto Classification Managemient is also a

andwomn e mtiate toener hi fildfactor. In the central staff concept, In
~nd ursu arers n clssiicatotiwhich all classification decisions are

management? These are questions which must md tasnl on ihna ciiy
ansere and anwea sooe.ntwthnanatiiy

be aswerd ad anwerd SOTI.personncl must he hignly skilled and
knowledgeable in 6ll areas which influence

hasfypoucin accounting, contract

establish career deve lopment p,%,rams which dnitrtopblcafrs oeain,
wiltI attrtact arid retair tha rromisinu4 young etc. On thre other hand, the de-entralized
people needed to continue an effective cnetmnmrstesil eurdo

Thisep isime ah loilg termre invsten
progitam. Tiisilogtrinemntthe Classificatioin Manage:- by placing the
and perhaps one (If the reasons it hans not rmvrepniltyfrcasiaio

poerenvu.ironmen at whi stemaks tromainee - on the originator of documents, subje,:t to
tiowe nvipronmnhibit toestaie guidance Issued and poIt-audit by Lthe
posiiorl; prhbtv, luxury. Needless to Classi fication Manager. In a third concept,

sa y v, th e p e n n y w I s c , p o u n d fo o lis h a d a g e t h e m e f r , wh c s p o a b y t e m s
affets vrmn rmaiy . a widely used, all filct~or hearing on

I npctso I~emndutprmr il, bus tae lacme classification ;~ro add ,osoed by indiidual
,'c'enj Ionof lasi fiatin mnage~en as subject, expertsa and a joint declut.on is
iv,-miloriof lasifiatin mnagmen as reached. Thme Classification Manager

1 caIreei field and hie absenco of specific fntosa h eiilae n
jobh standards for classif!cation managers. fucrionsats the Lacton oeaf tb tan ,whd

tUnt il this is corrected, a sound and codntsteatoso h erk hc

i'i-t inu~ing basis for career dvehiJpsiient will Ma - a o esrcue omly
o 4 'xis an an n~ne' rpte flo ofIn thise coincept ( lie Classi ficat ion Manager
ii~texis rndLinitn~~etrpte flo ofninral IN pri'vid!s tie security input,
c~li ifiedpet iloe Iintomor i ~po~ I I Calthbough there a tre tinstances in whicit his

Classified Management posi dons sill beroeipulytt crdniri-

m~ii 1-v chance than by desi-;gn. tolakir punfind1 tat ,I hiodi r tie-

t'nI i P loosy, 411' "'Just growed" and i hekre a rd finrponot fir ac o tes

somie c lassi f Id in ,,frmation, which wits hoin iilraepoont o aho hs

'sit ay, ~a sI f caton Maager mus be iiipt s. Ho weve'r, sinuot mv expier ience
hatway Cls-fictio Maagrs usthehas i ent primarilv ,iithI thle t Lam concept,

civoted fiom at combination of native I will limit my final comiment s to that
ablilitiles, cqulred skills and experience. c ncp vflo atlsswl odib
Ci lain id oitiftniab traits must he present addre-ss the other areas. Let us asfnumo

(,,t tin cqu re .4<11Is rt.higiv e-trabe. I hiat we have I io ,pptiiiunity t,) recrult
s,.rwL ims prt-iv(luiilit,, in p7,si t bus

in-ovin clssiie~on i inormtin i it new blood for tie Class ificat ion nriag-mnent
Vaitq (inf classi. spciaioneo Leformat-gin i l Progiam. What basic quaiiIficat ions are

iei V needed?~ Whrit t iairlni4 sholuld bie p ro i ded

va~~ of .~hl .pecializ.d.t.c.inu.i.lc.
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for the recruit? Remembering that in the acquired, the Classification Manager is
team concept the Classification Manager, as isolated And cannot function effectiwoly.

a team leader, has available all of the
technical expertise in all disciplines with In my opinion, the importance of
which the agency is concerned, I would formal education or training in cite 01 Mar'e

place heavy emphasis on the Management in of the technical disciplines is not as
Classit.,,ation, Management. I would look for great in the team concept as it is in the

iability or -potential in tile following areas, central si~aff concept. Obviously, an

th(,ugh not necessarily in this order: interest in, and affinity f.ir, things
* technicalf is a valuable asset even in the

Initiative: This is a natural trait which t eam concept. It does woniders wheu

can he found in every successful manager. communicating with the technical members
In the Classification Management business of t'ie teem, but it is not essential, as Is
,:.r" little will be done unless the manager iauaezrent skill.
initiates actions voluntarily and purs.'s
them a-gressively. This characteristic In the line of formal education I
:tads to the establishment of solid an! would look for a Business Administrati'an
constructive working relationships with major with a minor in one of the natural
Other technical experts, which are an sciences. A second choice would be LIIeral
essential element of the team concept, Arts i', the trad'tional ,ense of scL'nce

and bh'minities - not a currict,lum la•.d
Native Intelligence: While thit merits of with music appreciation, literature and the
formal education cannot be denied, its like. Based on. my experience, I would he
application is sometiinen handicapped by mote inclined to scrutinize more carefully
lack of "horse-sense" and the ability to the other quolificati, 'is of a straight
aoalvze, a situation in terms of logic and engineering ot sc i erce major to insure 'hit
renlity. No derogatory inference is mnaotgement potential is iAdicated.
intended; but we have all heard of rt-11
ttt.-,ir minded professor who it, a genius in Having found tihe individual with aill
his field but cannot cope with reality. ot these desirablh. qualifications, he must
Classificat ion Management mu~t, above all still be induced to enter the Classifica-
else, be free of dogmatic theories asd tion Hanagcoment field. If he is g jod,
practices which cannot be d.fended in the many respected and recognized fields w!ll
light of current reality. This type of he open to him with the promisi' of
"horse-sense" may I,. sharper4.d hv Formal ýinancial arid professional rewards.
education buý cannot he repfaced by it. Cla ;sification Management will h- hard

pressed t, compel.e for this kind of ta'tint
Dilooacv: t'he Classifica.tion Manager must until. the program has m,,re to offer in thei
als,' he a people ma oager. He must know ; ty of tolsa ciarver detelofmtnt.
when to listen and respect the opinions hr Pinging olbrosf's arn' personal dedication
sak even though he may iot agree. When will not fill tihe void which can !.e
o doecisin 'nust b- made he nust he firtm pr'ditc'7 d in the not L.oo di.at nt futuore

ta.t ont atbitrary. When his powers of
persuastion have 'een exhansted witho tai;t aS'nt-nlit: id unexpected at r•ke of ltick.
£trceCels, tipre c''es a trifcle when tic itust 6c the pZ , Pfa('it 'ocr'tllt accepts an oiEfez of
In:imstin' wit.h',ut destroving his wirking 'mploavi',ont as a traln.e men,'er of lhe
i''l it i'isbips. '1'iv timae ,pent In t'lassificatinll tenal. Ther.' most ioll',w
coltivatlintg these relat'nsiships can be an e'Y.tts.iv, periokld af on-the-Jotb training
rewarding In a p' sonel as well as a during which tihe tri'nee will learn tie
husirnets sense. phil-Asoplav and spt-cific to..hni qucs of

classifying infC•rmation, and how to use his

C'nmmaUnication: Thiis myV he tile .,'st management. skills ito this envit omi-nt0
important qualification of all. The During this perilod he should be expoised to

1lI itI v !., rend ''r hear and and'i SLand, and ial I nd':ct r I 'nat I on by each (if the expel ts
t,, spen; 'ir write ila a mannei wlich eb onvoys with wham re must r.uhsequentlv work.

) p 'ci ý meanrivg and intent would prohahbl ivrinina sesaiona should Se arrengvd with
,ol t i( more saoloti(,ns than any itheti expelts in each ma)or tE"chnica! discipline

snolo broutaghglt t i~ear ani a pa'les. invoalved, conttact administratots,
an ' thit , a't i tv, whetihei natttraI O'r personnel who will he the litallnmlle t1siaa
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of equipment and systems. undvr dovelopment Certainly I am acquainted with the subject.

in short, any group whose function could I have been directly involved in classifi-

influence the classification decision, cation at Sandia Laboratories for fifteen

When this initial phase is completed the years. Over that period I have developed a
trainee should begin to participate in number of unconventional views on this

actual working sessions under the subject, as well as others. Only after Jim

supervision of a senior classification assured me that he didn't mind my displaying

manager. It would be useful and informative my prejudices, did I feel comfortable in

if the trainee could visit the site of accepting. What you are going to be exposed

major [,&D or Production projects or to now are Marsh's personal views; no one

contracts to witness, first hand, the else should be saddled with the blame.

impact of the classification decision on
those who must use, handle and protect Perhaps a few words about my own back-

classified information. At the end of a ground will put these remarks in better

yea!-, if the initial evaluation of the perspective. I attended a number of univer-

recruit was sound and it the training hies slties from Ann Arbor, Michigan, to Tuscon,

been effective, the trainee should he able Arizona, and acecunulated degrees in Business

,o operate independently in selected areas. Management and Economics along the way. I
even attended law school at the University of

It is importent that provisions be Texas for a short time, I successively taught,

made for periodic cefreshers, particularly worked in accounting, and wrote engineering

)n technical areas so that the Classifi- procedures before, quite by accident, I

cation Manager is at least aware of changes became a classification analyst (AEC termi-
in state of the a rt which might influenceh nology). I explain this background because

cthi elaisi'ication decision, what I am about to tell you about selecting,
educating, or being a classification analyst

tihýn I started to record some thoughts is in direct contradiction to my educational

for :his paper I had no intention of taking background and natural interests.

a "Devil'.3 Advocate" position. As it turns

out, I sv-em to be leaning that way. There With this as a base, let us take a look

is much we might have done, but have not at what security classification really is,

done. No matter how sound our reasons, the and how it relates to security - physical

res'jlts are the same; Classification security, document security, personnel

Hanagement has been painfully slow in clearances, or whatever. I have worked in

achieving recognition as a profession, if the Atomic Energy Commission environment for

in fact, it has outside of our own the past twenty years. The Atomic Energy

community. It is time for this Society to Commission was established by the Atomic

develop a formal position on Classification Energy Act of 19hh4, as amended in 1954, so

Management Jolb standards and career you see that classification under the AEC is

development patterns which can be applied a requirement by statute. Ibis results in a

in Government on a mandatory basis and in situation that is quite different from that

Industry on a voluntary basis. This is an which prevails in the DOD where Executive

Sover-due first step in building the Orders ccver classification and security

Sfoundation for the viable career field procedures. Perhaps this is one of the basic

necessary to support the program, reasons why the AEC and the DOD find them-
selves at odds in some classification matters.

With increased emphasis on classifi- Perhaps another reason for the difference in

cation management evidenced by E. 0. 11652, attitude or philosophy is that much of the

"other legislative proposals and current information classified by the military

public expo3ure, the challenge and the establishment is operational data which tends

opportunitv is here. It is our responst- to he fluid or transient. Most of the

hility to answet it. information classified under the Atomic Energy

Act, on the other hand, is technical des'gn
PRESENTATION BY MR. MARSH inf'rnmation of a more permanent nature. At

any rate, under the net, information

When Jim Bagley asked me to join this concerning design, manufacture, and use of

panel, I had serious reservations about the nuclear weapons Ir "born" classified as many

sub.ject, ostensibly the selection, training, of you are well aware. Of more than passing

care, and feeding of a classification analyst. interest Is the fact that Restricted Data and
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Formerly Restricted Data are exempt from the To put my remarks in perspective, let me
declassification provisions of the new tell you something about Sandia Laboratories.
Executive Order. Sandia Laboratories was established in 1945

as a part of the Los Alamos Scientific
I believe that a classification deter- Laboratory (LASL) to handle future weapons

mination is a quasi-legal judgement based on development engineering and bomb assembly
the best relevant technical information for tne Manhattan Engineering District, the
available, together with the pertinent code name given the original atomic bomb
classification guidance derived from the project. The facility was a branch of LASL,
Atomic Energy Act or other authority. operated by the University of California,
Classification decisions or judgements, of until 1)94,, when the University asked to be
course, impinge on security and security relieved of the nuclear ordnance engineering
regulations. When the classification analyst Job. President Truman asked the Bell System
makes a decision that a body of information to assume the responsibility for operation of
(usually technical) requires security pro- Sandia, and Sandia Corporation was formed as
tection in view of approved local or program a subsidiary of Western Electric to operate
classification guidance, security becomes the Ltiboratories under a non-profit, no-fee
responsible for determining the means required contract as a service of the Bell System to
to protect the information. Note the two the Atomic Energy Commission.
distinctly different functions and responsi-
bilities. For this reason, I feel that it is Sandia L'boratorles consists of two major
fundamentally unsound to have the classifica- ordnance engineering and R & D facilities:
tion function reporting to the security the headquarters laboratories at Albuquerque,
director or to have both functions repo'cing New Mexico, and the laboratories at Livermore,
to the same administrative head. California.

So, what place in the organizational Sandia's principal responsibility is
structare should the classification official research and development on nuclear ordnance --
occupy? At Sandia, the Classification all the non-nuclear aspects of U. S. nuclear
Division, which I supervise, reports to the bombs Rnd warheads. Together with the
Technical Publication and Art Department, and necessary development engineerinp, ee tire also
I feel that this is certainly a reasonable responsible for monitoring production, assuring
base from which to operate. My division, quality, and providing training courses and
however, Is also staff to the Vice President manuals for the using services. 7here has been
who serves as Chairman of our Classification a marked trend in our laboratory to concentrate
Board and who is our top corporate authority our efforts in research and development, -s
on classification matters. In accordance contrasted to engineering. As a result,
with the new Executive Order, I also will Sandia hae acquired ki highly qualified
serve as staff to the President of the technical staff.
Laboratories on matters relating to Top Secret
authentication and control. ln the AEC family, The Classification Division personnel are
including contractors, I don't, believe that members of the laboratory staff. The job
there is any orgauizational slot specified structure consists of three levels of classl-
f'r the classification function. The only fication aninlystc and a supervisor designated
requirement is that security and classifi- the clssification administrator. Jobs are
cation not report to the same administrative evaluated under the position evaluation plan
head. This is a fundamental point; obviously (PEP) which establishes the relative worth of
it would be most undesirable to have the various administrative positions. The rating
auditors of an organization report to the Is bhsed on Job knovledge, problem solving
accounting people, or vice versa. No organi- ability, and dollar accountability. A person
'attonal structure should allow potential -,ith proper qualifications can enter at any
conflict of interest. On the other hand job level commensurate with his qualifications
being too rigid is not rewarding either. I and ,1ob experience. Fortun-itely, our wage and
believe that the successful classification administr:ative people rank our pisitions high
officer must wirk with both technical and in both 01b knowledge and problem solving
admini::trative people constantly, and as ability. Hence, we have a point rnting which
h,,rmnonioucly 4,s possible, to minimize allows us to have a good salary range. I feel
se,'rity time and dollar costs, particularly also that oar people contribute substantially
in placing clgsaifled contracts, to dollar nrcountability because of their
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proven ability to point out means of cost a potential analyst have the ability to
savings to the operating people. Incidentally, communicate well both on a person-to-person
I feel that many agencies do themselves a basis and in writing. Age is not necessarilygreat disservice by submerging the classifica- a consideration, although I have avoided

tion Job in the security structure thereby hiring young candidates just out of school.
reducing its importance and thus pay scale or W the same •oken, older folks with no par-
00 level. Wia happened very recently at ticular skills or applicable background
Kirtland Air Force Base and the job level of usually do not fit our requirements. It is
the classification manager was reduced two helpful if the individual has what I would
grade levels. The AEC, by using considerable call a quasi-legal inclination, as I feel that
care in establishing job requirements and job the process of making classification deter-
descriptions, has been able to establish a minations ir somewhat akin to the judicial
flexible job structure which attracts and process.
retains professional level people.

It is absolutely essential that the job
Before I discuss the qualifications and candidate have the patience and forbearance

training of classification analysts, let me required to deal with the frustrations of
briefly list the activities performed by my classification. It !a difficult to really
division: assess personal characteristics during a short.

interview, but while discussing the positive
1. Provide advice, counsel, resolution and negative aspects of the position, you can

on classification problems and usually determine how the candidate wouldquestions, react to the job situation.

2. Prepare, coordinate, and justify Another characteristic that Is difficult
new and revised classification to evaluate is Judgement. Obviously, classi-
guidance. fication managers or analysts do not last lon,'

if their Judge ent is poor. The prime requi-
3. Review documents, work projects, site for making good decisions is a thorough

material, and hardware as they evaluation of all relevant inforr'ation before
are generated, making a judgement. Another factor is

individual motivation. In this current era
4. Conduct classification education when good positions are hard to find, many

programs, both general and on engineers with Bachelors and even Masters
specific subjects, degrees are finding it hard to compete in an

environment which caters to PhD's. Tais,
3. Prepare subcontractor/consultant together with the growing professionalism in

guidance, education, and liaison, classification management, prompts the scien-
tist or engineer to consider it more seriously

6. Review older documents and projects as a career than used to be the case. Of the
for downgrading or declassification. percons I have interviewed or hired, the best

candidates have been those with rather broad
7. Carry on intercontractor/agency educational backgrounds, skill in technical

communication. writing, and the ability to elicit technical
information from the engineer or scientist.

One of the classification administrator's Many outstanding candidates for classification
most Important Jobs, as I am sure you recog- management were young ex-military men who had
nize, is to recruit and maintain a capable been connected with the then Field Command,
staff. This is quite a trick in view of the DASA Weapons School. These young officers
tight dollar situation, particularly In a generally bled a good technical background plus
laboratory such as Sandia which is continually a basic knowledge of weapons, .hich of course
reducing the ratio of the administrative staff was of great benefit in our work. In empha-
to the technical personnel. Over a period of sizing the importance of a technical degree
twelve or fourteen years I have hired about a (which, in fact, ABC requires for its clussi-dozen classification analysts and interviewed ficatinn officers) it would be an oversimpli-

many more. Basically, what I look for in an fication to indicate that the mere fact that
applicant is a broad educational background an individual has a technical degree assures
with strength in the pure sciences or either interest In or skill at classification.
engineering areas. It is most important that
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The classification manager to be most effective 3. He should participate and meet with
must have some knowledge and understanding of other organizations including in the
every project at his installation. Obviously, case of the AEC, the Operations
no man has enough technical information in Office, and the headquarters people
depth to be able to answer any and all and the integrated contractors. He
inquiries. Early in my career in classifica- should attend working sessions on
tion management I learned that the best way to joint programs with various using
survive with a limited technical background was services and visit contractors with
to obtain information from qualified indi- classified subcontracts.
viduals in the various technical fields at
Sandia -- to ask questions and more questions. 4. He should try to acquire a general
Experience has shown that most technical people familiarity with the many related
are glad to expound on their area of expertise security regulations such as
if you ask the right questions in the right security clearances, mail channels,
way. It doesn't pay to be bashful in asking and report/document marking. ibis
questions. Especially, the trainee should is not to say that the classification
learn that there are no "8umb" questions if he analyst should presume to make himpelf
is honestly s':eking information. 7be other an expert in security matters, lit
side of the coin is that no one should try to almost inevitably during my
bluff his way by trying to give the impression classification orientation seasson
that he understands complicated technical questions are raised which have
problems. Laser technology, for example, is a security overtones. I have found
new and extremely complex aren which should be that my classification organization"off limits" to all but a very few well in- is being drawn more and more Into
formed individuals. I recall very vividly discussions relating to security
working for a man that was proud of his "nickel markings as well as classification
knowledge" which he frequently tried to stretch per se. Some recent examples of
to 2-bits or 4-bits worth. The number of times this have been the implementation
I was embarrassed for him when he tried to of CNWDI, the revision of ABC
climb in off the limbs he had put himself on Manual Chapter 2108 on weapon
are more than I care to remember, data reports, retention periods as

they relate to the ABC's crash
Once you have hired a candidate whom you declassification program, and

feel will make a top flight classification most recently, implementation of
inalyst, how do you train him to optimize his the Executive Order 11652 which will
cnpabilities, and therefore his worth to your be reflected in revised ABC Manual
organization? The first few months in the Chapters 2105 and 3401.
classification business are frustrating to
many people because there are really no 5. He should be involved in face-to-face
courses tauft in classification management, office discussions whenever possible,
and skill in decision making and problem attend orientation and technical
solving is learned only by exposure and briefings, and as soon as possible
experience over a lengthy period. But, there be given small projects under the
are a good many things that the supervisor can direction of a senior staff person.
do to make the break-in period both more
palatable and more useful. I will list n few 6. He should learn to use available
of the tools and the means of training a new tools in the office -- guides, files,
dlassification analyst. manuals, and outside agency infor-

mation. He should be acquainted
1. He should be given a broad knowledge with the drawing files, the central

of the basic classification policies technical files and their contents
and procedures of the ABC (DOD) and the computer facilities. It is
including a working knowledge of clear that an analyst with some
the Atomic Energy Act or Executive programming bkill will find that
Order(s). this ability is very useful. Dots

processing will undoubtedly receive
2. He should have or acquire a general greater emphasis in the future, e.g.,

knowledge of all active progrHms at. the growing use of indices by the
his installation with particular ABC.
emphasis on the classified
activities.
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T. He should meet members of the company turing and production agencies, the ABC, DMSA,
classification couittee if one exists. NASA, and the using services and their con-
At Sandia, the Classification Board tractors. It is fair to say, at least as far
is made up of senior members of the as the ABC is concerned, that the moat success-
technical staff (ABC designates them ful individuals have been those with a broad
as Responsible Reviewers with Indi- technical background and an outstanding
vidual areas of expertise) who are ability to communicate. Surprisingly enough,
available for advice on classification the most frequent technical background is
matters. chemistry, and a number of the classification

peopile possess advanced degrees in the subject.8. He should attend and participate in

all classification education sessions In summary, I emphasize that classifi-
conducted by the Division including cation and security can and must be treated
new staff briefings, new supervisor as two separate functions, and the difference
orientation, secretarial refreshers, must be understood by management. Classifi-
and special topic presentations, cation and security must be separated in the

organizational structure. Further, the judge-
9. The weapon contractors of the AEC ment that information (including material)

have a rather unique group known as requires protection should be made by a
the Weapon Contractors Classification knowledgable classifier based on a competent
Conference which includes all the ABC technical evaluation, as well as the appro-
weapon contractors and meets three or priate classification guidance. It is not

four times a year. At these c<infer- clear that there can be specific rigid quali-
ences we air mutual classification fications listed for a classification analyst,
problems, listen to technical but certainly a broad educational background
briefings, and tour the various AEC with emphasis in some technical area such as
facilities. It is useful for people physics or chemistry is desirable, nlong uith
new in the profession to attend these the capabilities to communicate effectively
meetings and listen to the sometimes and exercise good judgement. Although no
heated discussions which result. It field of formal course study is available
is also useful for new personnel to for classification managers, there are means
visit other contractors as individ- that any organization can improvise to supply
uals for a general orientation end the necessary "on-the-job" training.
philosophical discussion. We welcome
visits of new classification people In closing, let me digress briefly to any
from other contractors or government that it is my hope that the new Executive
offices. Order, although imperfect, will be implemented

as uniformly as possible by all agencies, with
I have already emphasized some of the the result that there will be great improve-

personal attributes, skills, and education ment in classification and declassification
that I feel are necessary for success in policies and procedure. Frankly, I feel that
classification management. Let me once again in recent montlhs the classification management
emphasize the Importance of oral and written function has been badly mnligned by a few
communication. All of you appreciate the fact over-zealous critics. I believe that through
that particularly in classification, any rules our classification function and our society,
or guidance that can be mirunderstood will be we can demonstrate that we are real pro-
misunderstood. Therefore, it must be a pri- fessionals.
mary aim of classification management that all
written guidance must communicate the same PRESENTATION BY MR. ROBINSON
ideas to all users. In essence, a guide is a
means oV formalizing and communicating judge- As the third speaker, one always has some
ments made for use by others, trepidation - especially being the third man

on such a prestigious totem pole as this;
oaring the years I have been associated one can either face the situation thlat you're

with classification, I have had the pleasure completely free to comment since what the two
of knowing people like Don Woodbridge, Union previous speakers have said or didn't say
Carbide - Y-12, Les Redman and Bob Krohn of doesn't overlap what you plan; or, you may
LAOL, Dean Warner and Art Thomas of LLL, and find that you've been preempted completely on
many other fine gentlemen from the manufac-
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what you had intended to present. In this central office is not actually different from
instance, fortunately, neither of these extremes that. The application differs somewhat as I
is in fact the case. will cover.

For those of you who may not know about the As one examines a group such as ours, we find
Center for Naval Analyses, I should identify a very broad spectrum of things with which we
that it is one of those unusual organizations must deal. They range from the quite techni-
called a Federal Contract Research Center. If cal, as Jim Marsh would describe, to essen-
you have read about them, you are probably aware tially the abstract; covering most of the
that recent Congressional activities are not points in between. Such as examining new
necessarily designed to ensure their perpetua- weapon technology for application or exchange
tionl However, the kind of organization we are with existing weapons - What could you do with
does bear on our approach to Classification weapon IN if you had it? Would it be more
Management matters. effective to have a few more of such and such

or a few less? What will we do in Europe in
Considering the 2omnents of the two previous 1985, and with what? What plan is the most
speakers, we might say that Bob's presentation effective for achieving a given end; and, again,
was in the more general approach, as befits with what?
their supervisory responsibilities, and certainly
Jim's critique, as would be expected, was tail- To operate in such an environment one needs not
ored in a very specific fled. With our organi- only a foundation of plans, one needs also the
zation, I suppose one might characterize my capability to understand and examine the impli-
approach as the generally-specificl cations of technology. Recognizably, technology

infringes on all of us, and it does have a
We are examining the field from the point of view: bearing on some comments which I will make later
"whom does one get into it," and then "what does concerning people.
one do with them." An aspect affecting the first
part is found in the new Executive Order 11652 We also must contend with a variety of guidance -

and its implementing program. I should like to let us recognize that a group operating on
quote from the NSC implementing directive of matters such as these gets classification
17 May since it presents for the first time in guidance sometimes in rather weird ways - and
writing, to the best of my knowledge, a piece attempt to use that "guidance" correctly.
of information very useful to all of us. In
Section 10, entitled "Departmental Implementa- There are two basic conditions in connection
tion and Enforcement," "Action Program," I read: with guidance that exist either in government

or industry. I think one can recognize that in
"Those departments listed in 2A and B of industry, to address it primarily, either it is
the Order shall assure that adequate person- principally paper producing (with possibly an
nel and funding are provided for the purpose ancillary production in hardware or software)
of carrying out the order and directives or it is essentially only producing hardware.
thereunder."

In the case of the DD 254 issued for hardware
This seems to be the very first time that an production, I think it generally can be said to
"official statement has recognized that funding contain fairly good and complete guidance. In
and people are quite important in having an the case of the DD 254 issued for the paper-
effective classification program. I call it to producer, on the other hand, is rarely complete
your attention since you may not have had the and that is perhaps an understatement.
opportunity to see it yet. It will be found also
in the forthcoming DOD Instruction 5200.1. In this connection, ours could be characterized

as a fishing license or a hunting license -
Having noted a potential source of support for either one. We're authorized to seek any
the program, let me proceed to outline some of guidance we can get but guidance, as I commented,
the elements of whome we try to get and what do does come in some weird ways and some of it is
we do with them. First, what is our approach? very bad indeed.
We have taken the central office approach, as
described by Bob, and I think it is important to An illustrative example of current bad guidance
establish a few of the facts as to why this was issuing under the new Executive order shortly
chosen. Bob characterized the CNM effort as a after it became effective: we were regaled with
team effort principally, and in some ways the a message from a fleet commander who classified
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as Secret, Exemption Category 3, the mere face judgment is not always so easy to make as fall-
that he wanted aid in planning an exercise. ing off a log. Authors are prone to unthinkingly
Exemption category 3, as you may remember, stick in phrases in the weirdest places, complete-
covers plans. His use of that category for this ly forgetting that a single phrase may indeed
purpose wouldn't have seemed intended by the make the paper restricted data. In many instances
Executive Order. However, if someone writing in this kind of thing has happened. In fact, papers
response to this measage had to directly incor- we receive from places which ought to know better
porate some of the text, the Secret classifica- are sometimes similar and in our particular case,
tion would have to be used, when, in fact, it we have to protect our clients as well as our
should have been Unclassified. If one were in a authors.
superior chain of command, one could change the
classification, of course, and one could reclana Then in a central office you are able to use more
an inappropriate classification. On the other effectively, because you have concentrated on the
hand, it's not always convenient to reclama to pattern, official, formally released information.
higher authority. Note the emphasis on official because official

release and publication are quite different
This kind of case is helped considerably by a matters as I'm sure all of us know. But, official
"#central office" approach where there can be a releases can be used very effectively for quick
bit better capability to steer, guide, and changes in classifications. When the Secretary
select an appropriate course of action without of Defense, who is the principal authority for
having to perpetuate a bad classification-an classification if you are in the defense business,
individual author in a technical field may not makes a determination that certain pieces of infor-
be able to perceive how best to solve such a mation are now to be released, they are then
problem. unclassified. A u'-itten guide in hand, covering

such information, uould not be able to be changed
In this connection, what other kinds of things until much later, recognizing the time necessary
could we expect a central office to field? We for rewriting, printing, and distribution. I
must recognize, as Bob quite rightly observed believe the impact here has often not been fully
and so did Jim, one cannot expect to have appreciated-authors in their respective fields
expertise in all fields. One, therefore, could could hardly be expected to keep up with this body
really quite properly question whether a of information. As an aside, it seems hard to
"central office" covering the spectrum I have imagine what Congress would do with any more in-
described could be feasible. Such a question formation than it now has; despite this fact, one
I shall attempt to cover as I then get to, "Whom does hear still about denying information to
does one select." Foc the moment I will discuss Congress. Returning to our point, under these
a bit further how one approaches the problem of circumstances a central office, being able to
coverage of many fields, focus attention, can help the authors in very

practical ways. An additional element, not only
If you are examining a cloth, a large cloth, and are they not able to pay attention to many of
you are concerned with classification matters these matters, but also they are prone to forget
within it, you in a central office can examine where they have learned some fact and whether it's
and focus your attention on differences in the classified. In our group we have been able to
pattern. Which parts of the pattern are changing protect both the client and the author.
and which continue. What are the pattern ele-
ments that cause something to be classified or Granted that this may be true, still the question
not as the case may be? If you are the author, exists, how can it work? As we know, it must work
your point of view is necessarily much different. or obviously it would not exist for very long. The
Irrespective of whether you are thinking in terms question of what would you do if you wanted to
of budgets or technical matters, I suspect your create a central office would hinge importantly on
primary concern is the logic of your arguments people. That brings me to one of the two main
and points which you raise, points we are trying to address: Whom would you

choose?
In this connection, gO 11652 does not eliminate
judgment. Fven yesterday, for example, when the Our group, and those which are oriented towards
new statements were being explained, George military activities per me, seek a foundation in
MacClain commented that one case - RD or FlD - or an inclination toward military matters. It's
"was clearcut and therefore needed no further important that an individual selected have this
amplification. In come papers the question looms for a number of reasons; some evident and some not
as to whether RD or FRD is in the paper. That so evide,t. Questions arise where an understanding
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of the background aids significantly in assess- After one examines requirements, these can be
ing whether certain information need be classi- considered primary elements; any one of which

flied. Understanding the employment of tanks, is substitutable for any other to some degree,

for example, or, indeed, that they are employed but a blend of them is needed. That leads

in certain offensive operations; what one does logically into the question of "What does one

with a destroyer; how one considers the use of do with them?" How does one integrate them

nuclear weapons to achieve an effect; how one into an operating office?

structures a force and some of the ramifications

of its support; all may be standard and unclassi- It's reasonable to say that there cannot be a

fied, or they may contain elements requiring single program to train a classification analyst.

classification. These are the kinds of things There is a spectrum of programs because there

to which I refer in military operations. There- is a spectrum of qualifications; some of which

fore, understanding them is a great aid when will exist in any given individual but no two

establishing classifications in a spectrum of individuals are likely to possess the same.

military operational matters. After one has selected an individual it is very
important and necessary to sit down and figure

Then what else? As I've already inferred, and as out, between the two of you as a matter of fact,

Bob and Jim so aptly emphasized, a tectinical what are the principal strengths, and then which

foundation is certainly critical. You can hardly are the principal weaknesses or fields in which

avoid having at least a working knowledge about ie needs to do further study. Here we address

what lasers are if you want to talk about them, a very important key to the program. Study is

You must understand enough about nuclear physics critical and an inescapable part of the program

to recognize when you are encountering restricted for anyone selected as a classification analyst.

data--which is current and which is not. You Such has been both inferred and stated by both

must be able to talk with electronics people about Bob and Jim; I hope to have augmented the reasons

a function and have an understanding of what they and emphasized further just how important it is.

are sayi.ng; I would say at least to the point of

recognizing the differences being described either This is also a kind of limitation, in a real way,

in technology, or fine timing, or the basis on on the selection process. The person who is not

which one expects to obtain some advantage in oriented to study would not fit into this kind
operations. Operational advantages, after all, of classification management scheme - would not!

are at the heart of the classification system. Some simply do not like to study. They would
not fit Into an application of this kind

Since this is so important, a technical founda- irrespective of how bright they were. They

tion is necessary. It doesn't really matter much, could bave technical expertise in a given field,

however, in what. Whether the background is in for example, and be able to give expert advice

physics, or chemistry, or any one _f the others in that field. Beyond that field, if they are

is not critical. This is so because whomever Nzu disinclined Lo study, they would be likely to

find will not have complete knowledge of any given be "bad news" in your operating program.

field much less all of them. Just as in milit.rAy

operations, it doesn't matter whether the found.i- After mutual examination of the case, you decide

tion is Air Force, Navy, or Army; any one of these on an appropriate program. There must be a

will do nicely since you will have to learn sori,- foundation in the technical areas. How does one

thing about the others in any case. get this? Basic texts in such fields as electro-
magnetics, for example, even to include the

Is there anything further to seek in the indivi- excellent Radiation Laboratory series of MIT

dual you are trying LO select? Certainly common frowa World War I1 vintage. Also from that period,

sense - the horse sense type - is equally neces- the Physics of Sound in the Sea is excellent and

sary, as well brought out by Bob Green. A candi- very understandable for a background in acoustic

date who is too far o,'t in theory will not neces- phenomena In water. In the area of nuclear

sarily be your best bet for getting a practical physics - particularly in the weapons applications
solution to, "what is this fact classified as?" area - (;Uasstone is a prime piece of guidance and

So, the application of common sense and under- very understandable if one does not dwell unduly

standing, and the ability to cr'municate both on the technical parts. Other items should be

orally and in writi'ig certainly must he judged selected appropriately to augment the foundation

highly when considering the qualifications we the individual has, including military-operations-

seek in a person to be in classification - as type material.
such - or its management.
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How long does this go on? A newly arrived Then, mutually develop a training-study program
individual will have to study for at least two tailored to cover the areas of information on
months before he begins then to thirk in tcrms which the individual needs further work.
of, "What does this mean In reference to classi-
fication?" Until such a point, his time is Then break the individual in gradually into the
spent essentially in organized study; not that clascification of information continuing to
he or she is completely isolated, but the time study as points meem to require.
Is needed for study - it's critical for your
program. Then he should begin to do some Lastly, provide for continuing study in order
application of his study in an actual claseiti- that your program remains up-to-date.
cation sense. He should begin examining some
classified things - some well done and some
poorly done. About concurrently in tine, he CONCLUDING REMARKS BY MR. BAGLEY
should bejin also in classifying things which
you would consider relatively straightfordard It is obvious from this disciassion that the
or easy. From that point forward the individual most urgent priorities should be (1) the eatab-
gradually does more complicated things under ýishnent of job standards for Classification
guidance, while continuing to study applicable hanagement personnel; (2) the development of
fields, education and training programs at all levels;

and (3) recruitment of new people, hopefully
The studying part, as Jim Marsh rightly cormelits, younger, into Classification Management.
con be deadly dull; ho-wever, !.t Is critical to
success. here encouragement and opportunities ta we well know, the only body of literature
to see the applicability and the relationships which exists in this field are the Classifi-
which evolve should help make the program some- cation Management Journals and Bulletins. The
what livlier. As I have mentioned inferentially, Journals are a'ailable through the Defense
study is a coatinuing responsibility. In order Documents Center. This is not enough, however.
to be reasonably up-to-date, approximaLely 30 Steps shoulc be taken uo astablish courses at
per cent of the total time is required for study, the college and univers~ty level. Finally,
This neeG not be programmed in a formal way but the title of the new DoD Directive is "Infor-
che need is very real. You who are responsible matioýn Security Regulation." This states that
for the program have to ensure that you obtain we aýe dealing with informat~on and the security
thiotgs that bear on the operations of your of information. Should we now consider read-
respective groups - irrespective of whether your justing onr focus to bring into this field
field is very narrow or quite broad. Technical Infonrjýton and irchnical Information special-
things, guides, and the like must be sought out i%ts? They too are concerned with information
since there xarely Is the case 0' being enaured which may Le released and information which
that they will arrive in hand without effort on must, for a time, be pr,-te'ted.
your part. Your selection of materials should
be ferward-looking to the best of your ability
to learn about impending operations of your
organization.

One further point regarding the capability of a
"ceatral offixe." It is, of course, true that
no given individual at any given moment will
have absolute answers for any question that
arises 1.n the Department of Defense. However,
the central office is in a better position to
keep track of where to go to find the answer to
the quest'-on.

The points which I have tried to cover may be
rentated. Seek someone with a background appro-'
priate to the field as best one can find. In
our application, a technically oriented, mili-
tarily trained or inclined person is the best
choice.

V4
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USER AGENCY SECURITY CLASSIFICATION contracts recommend claosifications but the
MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM SECURITY contracting command (user agency), to be
WILLARD N. THOMPSON effective, must make the decisions as to what
HEADQUARTERS SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS must be classified and what level of classifi-
LOS ANGELES AIR FORCE STATION cation is necessary.

Classification management's greatest contribu- Classification management personnel must be
tion to the U. S. security program must be more involved from the start of a program to its end.
accurate, realistic, timely security classifi- A security classification guide for each program
cation guidance to all concerned, or project is prepared at the earliest time

possible. This guide should be staffed, pub-
I am concerned with the operation and responsi- lished and controlled by the classification
bilities of a classification management office management office. The security classification
at the level of a user agency; how one is guide for a program is the most important

* organized, its association with contractors security document pertaining to the program.
and/or higher headquarters, how it operates and All classification guidance and actions for a
some of the problems that evolve. The greatest program has as its base the classification guide.
problem, I believe, is the indiscriminate classi- Classification determinations can differ because
fication direction that is issued by individuals of different interpretations of the guide and
to individuals. To be truly effective, classi- may require resolution, but at least all con-
fication guidance must be coordinated and con- cerned are working from the same basic document.
trolled by a central office. The most important The DD Form 254 (Contract Security Classifica-
function of and necessity for a classification tion Specification) is the contractual document
management office at a user agency is the furnishing classification guidance for a contract
development of classification guidance. The but to be really effective it must be based on a
second most important function is that there classification guide. No matter how we look at
must be one central place where all guidance it, the security classification guide is the most
funnels through. Classification decisions that important document pertaining to the security of
are made between individuals leaves the rest of the program. Therefore, it is mandatory that it
the world in the dark and, in many instances, be as accurate and timely as possible.
causes the use of different classifications for
the same information. The organization of a classification management/

program security office must vary with the
Initial classification determination---what mission of the Command. As an example, a
needs protection and at what level---in my research and development organization, by the
opinion is the most important factor in the nature of its mission, will be involved in more
security of all projects and programs. Classi- original classification actions than a command
fication of information generated during the that monitors contracts. Regardless of the
life of the program is based on this original organization, if it is necessary to develop
determination. The part security plays as to classification guidance, a classification manage-
time, costs, etc., is based on the original ment office is warranted. To efficiently perform
classification decisions. These original their mission, the classification management
classification determinations for a specific office must have qualified personnel. Only with
project or program should be developed by the complete knowledge of the program can the classi-
System Program Office and the Classification fication specialist properly assist the program
Management Office at the user agency, office and assure that the best possible classi-

fication decisions and guidance for the program
Following the principle that the final authority are being made. The number of people varies vith
for classifying, regrading and declassifying of the mission, volume of work and expertise of the
information must be subject to control from a individual classification management specialist.
central source, I believe this control must be Based on my experience, I would estimate one
in the classification management office. The specialist for every five programs--programs such
System Program Office (SPO) is responsible to as the DSP; while a program such as the Mi.nuteman
the Commander for the program including all requires almost all of one specialist's time. A
aspects of security, but classification manage- program file is next to qualified personnel in
ment is the Commander's representative to assure importance. The file should contain basic docu-
that the best possible classification decisions ments that originiated the program, a program
and actions are taken for all programs under development plan or technical development plan.
his command, Higher headquarters provide guide- The name is unimportant --- the what, why, when,
lines; contractors performing on classified and how of the program is what is important.
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The files must contain a record of all actions c, Determine necessity for special security
pertaining to classification and security of the requirements; asuist in impletixntation of
program or project. Also, current operating special requirements. A good example of
instructions are necessary. Itstructions that special requirements is known as the
provide guidance to all corcerned as to who does Special Access Required program.
what and when. A current list of contracts in
programs and at contractors is necessary. A d. Continuous study of security requirements
sufficient number of qualified clerical person- and changes necessary to maintain neces-
nel of course is essential. The organization sary security at a minimal cost. This,
must be such that programs and/or projects are of course, is a continuing requirement of
assigned to specific specialists. The special- classification management at all levels.
ist must be closely associated with program All sorts of conflicts, t'egrading require-
personnel for his assigned programs and/or ments, changes, additions or deleti:ons in
projects. The Chief of the office must have security requirements arise during the
the confidence of and access to the Commander life of a program and must b6 resolved.
and other individuals with decision-making Classification management is not only the
responsibilities. To be effective, he must be best way to control the security require-
the individual the Commander depends upon for me||ts of a program, but I believe the only
all clasaification decisions and development of workable way. Coordination between
adequate security procedures for all programs government and industry classification
and/or projects. Specialists of the Classif.- specialists is mandatory. Mutual respect
cation Management Office must have a close and consideration of the problems faced
working relationship with their counterparts at in both areas result in better security
higher headquarters and at contractors. The for our programs.
goal is to have qualified people, complete and
current program files, and operating procedurec Other agencies are responsible for monitoring,
that result in the Classification Management inspecting, and, in some inbtances, advising
Office being the focal point for all classif[- bvt the user agency and the contractor involved
cation and program security actions, are the organizations spending the tax payers

money and are responsible for the necessary
In the concept that classification requirements classification and security.
and guidance must be funneled through and con-
trolled by a central classification management It is emphasized that the initial security
office, the following actions are considered classification decision for a program is the
ntecessary during the life of a program: most important security consideration per-

taining to a program. Classification manage-
a. Prepare and publish a cLassification guide ment must be responsible for developing the

for the program. Contractor classification initial classification requirements of programs
personnel expand as applicable this guidance and projects, must provide a central control
for their personnel. Much controversy of all classification matters, all decisions,
exists over what a guide should contain, how all guidance, all changes In classification,
much detail it should contain, etc. I and the resolution of classification problems
submit to you that if a guide covered every as they arise; must have qualified personnel:
item that everyone involved was interested must be properly organized with the backing
in, it would not be ?ublished before the of the commander and/or management; probably
program was completed. All areas needing most important---.must be completely familiar
protection must be covered in a guide but with all aspects of programs supported.
too much detail negates its effectiveness. Classification is a command responsibility;
Room for interpretation as it applies to all classification management's job is to see that
concerned must be available, it is carried out in the most efficient vyay

possible.
b. Continuous review and evaluation of security

requirements for a program; processing
requireuents for additional security guid-
ance and bringing to a conclusion necessary
changes. I consider it to be classification
management's responsibility at the procuring
agency to see that proper guidance is
furnished and industry's to complain if it
is not.
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5ST5LL~KGMI )AIAZNA~A~jj'X ITON (4) Review of

HANACENNT PROGRAM - PANEL DISCUSSION kao un.lsesc~fied Information proposed
S.K. nOTSOV# CLA•S$YIV~AT0 W644116U NX ,IL

WS.APONDT,CENT 09 8 W5 V %A LF,.1A' for public release &o a member of the security

As we all ktiso, the success of a Claess- errviay paQUl,

ficaicion Hanagememi. Office An'0pmndsnt not (b) pap.rs. classified/unclasuified

only on knowlidte of the ee a"blished rules to be 99ceen•od at 87aposil/seminari. and

d to b e t) documetitation requested by fore-and ýVgul~ttonsp but the *bZlity Of SQIILý16

ladvification to r-he t~cttical community. igi firms/gavernments anrd make recommends-

* feel that T am congtsnta, selling i• tions for relrase or denial. This is done

r mtechnic c, after coordination with the cognizant techni-
order to make oar &eh Ia comwuntty awar

of the importance of proper clas4ification cai/seiditific personnel, and

anid that my office it a place whure help Is (5) Naintaining constant review of ape-

available in pvoblth solving, no mAtter how cial programs assigned to the Naval Weapons

slight or great they may feo. that problem Center and insure that each recipient has

migsht bi. been properly cleared and briefed prior to

Ssteall tell you of some of the dutiem having access. Special briefings and debrief-

assigned to my office and how we at the Naval itag are dependent upon the particular type

Weapons Center uttoapt to achieve our goal! of program.

For instance, we are involved inki In all cases, we must constantly sell

(I) Preparation of proposed claeuiifica-. the classification management of the projects

tion guidance which is foerardad to our apon- we are working on. The Naval Weapons Center

soring activity in Washington for review and is engaged in a wide variety oi activities

approval, ranging from climatic research programs to

(2) Preparation of all phases of t.,e DD weapon system development and, as you know,

Form 254, people of Scientific, Technical and R & D

(3) Providing direction for proper clas- Climate are particularily prone to losing

sifLcation, reclassification, and declassifi- sight of all but the end result of what they

cation, for cur military and civilian team, are involved in. It takes an office such as

ours to more or loes hold the reins and guide

them where classification is concerned.
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In order to accomplish these things, we the ultimate proposal and needed justifica-

must have direct liaison with our technical tions - other than, "When in doubt - 1 clae-

and scientific personnel. This is accomplish- sily" - or "It is easier to handle if it K

ed by the technique of direct interaction with unclassified."

them. During this interaction, the technical This same approach is taken when dealing

personnel may become so enthusiastic over with future technical prog.rams anL when devel-

their program and what we are trying to ac- oping a 254 - however, in preparing the 254 -

complish that they will actually draw me pic- it is usually just the perdon cognizant of a

tures of how a system mates together, as well particular proposed contract requrement and

as explain in terms so that the average per- myself who meet and work. out the classifica-

son can comprehend the mission of that prog- tion requiremen'-' for that contract.

ran. As an example - To prepare a proposed There are approximately 236 active/iemi-

classification guide to be forwarded to our active pcograms (437 active contracts stem

sponsoring activity for approval - the Naval from these) currently on going at the Naval

Weapons Center Program Manager of a particular Weapons Center which involve access to clas-

weapon system, myself, and primary individuals sifled information. My office is currently

responsible for sub-components of that weapon staffed with three people: one typist, one

system meet and discuss what they feel should assistant and myself. How is everything ac-

be classified or declassified. My role is not complished? It is difficult, but by assigning

to tell them what level of classification priorities everything gets done somehow, some-

should be assigned to a particular item or way.

piece of information but to give them the Success? How is it accomplished? By

when, how and whys for classifying, as well comunication, coordination and the gaining

as, ask what their justification is for pro- of confidence between a classification manager

posing these recommendations. This usually and the technical and scientific community.

leads us into various opinions and begins the Not the "pounding in" of security rules and

analysis of what their goal is - what thay are regulations, but the esLablisbment of rapport.

trying to protect - and why they feel it This is how we operate with what, so far has

should be protected. This analysis provides proven to be successful at the Naval Weapons

Center.
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LUNCHEON TALK the countries involved, the potential gains,
CARL HAUSSMANN and the potential problems. I know we are all
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR PLANS & LASERS following the Arms Agreements that have been
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY arrived at, and those that may be, with great

"interest and hope. I think my one disappoint-
INTRODUCTION OF MR. HAUSSMANN ment to date in regard to the agreements is

that more information hasn't been made available
Carl has a varied and sundry educational back- to the public.
ground. He graduated from the Military Academy

Sat West Point in 1946 with his B.S. degree in I noted also two very interesting topics scheduled
military engineering. He is also a graduate of for today. (1) The Training of Classification
the U.S. Naval Academy Postgraduate School at Personnel, and (2) Establishing and Managing the
Annapolis, Maryland. He got his Master's degree Program. Those are two very important topics but
at Pennsylvania State University. He has held I'm going to address today two other pertinent
various positions in the AEC community including issues that I have been involved in over the
nuclear supervisor at the Armed Forces Special last several years. The first topic is on
Weapons Project, Sandia Base in New Mexico. He setting M policy. The second is on implementing
was a physicist team member in the Matterhorn the policy. I was our Laboratory's senior reviewer
Project at Princeton; as an army officer, he was for quite a number of years, and in that role was
invited to work at the Livermore Laboratory in one of the advisors to the AEC on classification
weapons design in 1953-1955. After he resigned policy. Classification policy formation is just
from the Army, he stayed at LLL and has served another part of the whole jig-saw puzzle. It fits
as physics group leader, division leader, and in nicely with the topics of training personnel,
the Associate Director for Military Applications, and managing the program which you are discussing.
Currently lie is the Associate Director for Plans Recently, for the last year or so, through having
& Lasers at LLL: Mr. Carl Haussmann. been in charge of Livermore's Laser and Laser-

Fusion programs, I've been on the rcreiving end of
PRILSLNTATION BY MR. IIAUSSMANN a certain amount of classification directives.

Although I won't allude to those inLtractions in

Of course all of that was when I was working for detail, some of the thoughts which I will express

a living! I am very pleased that I've been in- a little later on have obviously flowed from

vited here. I was looking through your program those relationships.

brochure and noted your theme, "Classification,
A National Responsibility," and particularly a There is a great deal of interest in classifica-
subtheme by George McRoberts--that of "Partici- tion, or perhaps I should say declassification,
pation." With regard to classification, or any right now. The DOD requested a blue ribbon
other important issue, I think that's the real panel, a year or two back, to give it declassi-
characteristic that identifies the "doers" in fication advice. To the extent that the DOD feels
thle country; participation. it is feasible, it is trying to order and reducet cur prc othe classification associated with its programs.

In leafing through the program for tme first day, Congress is continuously interested in reducing

I realized that you fully understood the needs the amount of matetlal that is classified.
of your position because you had an invocation 1Pr. Edward Teller, who is at the Livermore
by a Navy chaplain! And then I read further. Laboratory and is also University of California

I'tm sorry to have missed Steve Lukasik's talk. Professor at Large, has been stumping the country

After hearing a thumbnail sketch of what Steve for several years arguing for declassil Ication.

covered it sounds to me like there is a need to I don't know whether his talk to you stimulated
hreed classification officers with the usual hi,, to do this, or whether it was Just a continu-

large brains but with very small bodies, so ing mission of his to he doing this s-tumping.
that they can fit into the mainframes of computers Edward sometimes tends to overstatement to make

as we enter the era Steve describes, his points. In this instance, he states that
things shouldn't be classified unless they are----- -'•sensitive o erationall -related issues. I think

I also noted that Mr. Smith gave a discussion on
the SALT Agreements. I can't think of a topic if you talk to him in detail, Edward might back
that (1) is more important, and (2) provides a off slightly from that position.

better reason for disseminating more information. I don't knou whether times have really changed
Any agreement between the United States and o just my whether tiew he rea s a
"foreign countries certainly should be based on a or just my point of vie,, but when 1 was a
broad understanding of the relative positions of senior reviewer and advising on policy, things
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were going very smoothly. Now that I am receiv- this situation, one of the things that typically
ing those policy directives, things are a little happens is that the next echelon down must do
more tedious, rather more than they should in the way of deter-

mining classification policy. There are some
I'm going to deal a little bit with my recent additional things that flow from this arrange-
experiences. While these are specifics, they're ment.
generalized specifics. If you recognize some of
the actors involved, so be it, but they won't be At this next lower echelon, when they attempt to
named. (This approach reminds me of our laser set policy they get pushed and pulled by various
program's attempt to improve our Image relative interests, either above, at the side or below
to bringing in minorities. My program has been them in the scheme of things. In the AEC you
looking for a one-eyed Jewish Negro female Ph.D. might have a Commissioner who is very conserva-
laser expert. Although she might remain nameless, tive, and who would say a great many things are
it's a small group so sometimes you can surmise classified. We may have a Commissioner sitting
the identity.) next to him who feels that very little should be

classified, because if that were the situation
One of the things that I have run into recently we'd get even greater participation from industry.
is there seems to be a connection made between Since by default people now are trying to set
classification and what I might call, sensitivity, policy at too low an echelon, they are vulnerable
I don't think it's a good arrangement. I asked to these pressures. They soon turn a little bit

my bosees in Washington if they could define schizophrenic. There are real implementation
these sensitivity issues and they gave me a good, problems created for the working echelons, where
but useless, definition. It is a retrospective one day it's one way and the next day it's an-
and retroactive definition, that is, when the other. This sort of life gets a little tedious.
Washington maragement gets clobbcered because of
something we've said, then that's a sensitive '['here art, some other important issues, I don't
issutel There have been some programs recently know whether they are policy or procedural. This
which, in fact or seemingly, have had paths and second echelon has to, by default or intent,
goals which crossed or clashed. On such occa- settle on such things as, do you have a central-
sions it is easy for some people Lo believe that ized policy? Relatively speaking, the AFC not
their favorite ox Is being gored. Such issues only has a centralized policy but a stronger
aren't classification issues, but they are real centralization of its classification implementa-
issues. Unfortunately, in the weapons side of tion procedures than is the DOD situation.
the AEC, these issues are a little bit foreign
to us. Yet with some of the programs we're This second echelon has still another decision
undertaking now, we're being introduced to them. to make. Once you and your bosses have made
We haven't yet learned to cope with these sensi- sure tile policy is correct the classification
tiviLties very well. I think In the long term manuals must be written. You can request lower
that sensitivity issues should be handled by tlh echelon help in writing up the classification

r programmatic side of the house, and the classifi- manuals, or you can concentrate on doing the
cation Issues should continue to be handled by classification manual wItflin lleadquarters.
"them lascstfication fside. (Lp to the present there
hasn't been tils separation, and that is causintg My experience within the AEC Is that it's a very
some problems, good Idea to ask the field officers to give you

detailed advice in how to write the manual that
()One of the problems with AEC claass Ificat Ian revihw will, implement the established policy. The
Is, ýnd I doni't know bow typical the Al.C Is, that reason is that those field officers over the

in order to have a good enuhic CaLt lou o I policy It years have learued what is necessary in ;i manual
V is necessary to get the attent ion of senior people in order to make it usable on a day-to-day basis.

witlttn that organIzat Ion. These ltadte rin must I've seen classification guides written both ways
spend some time thinlklng ,about thi cl.i oslf:catist and when all Is said and done, It is extremely
policy, or review the thoughts of the lower eche- important to get the field officers feelings on
lons who have ordered the options for them. the subject. They have the vast wealth ol
That's a very difficult, albeit necessary, re- expt l'levtc.
quest. Senior personnel arte very very busy, and
they woul-I rather put any ;pare tine, en thi •gs ol Sline I've toiuched on the field classi icataion
programima tic Interest. The senior peopIti tt'ld iti petrsoenel, let mte say that I have nothing but
view classiflcaLtlon as ant adiilnist rat lvit ott', admilrat n for tHIe people I've rtln Into, at
and it's difficult to get their t'e. lBecitsu•; of least wittin the AFIC mode of operations. 1The
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number of regulations and the number of pieces are individuals speaking and not the Laboratory
of background information, both programmatic and speaking. But if you're from LLL you quote
guidance, that must '>e remembered are very large, policy whenever you talk, according to some
Consider someone who runs a program like I do. I people.
know generally what the guidance is, but I cannot
remember all of the details. It is just grand to Another thing in the sensitivity area that we've
have pevple who can keep us straight on these run into recently in the weapons side of our
details. Quite often, not only do classification house--I'm sure its old hat to you people--has
people keep us squared away on the details, but to do with legal issue. For example, much of
they are able to point out other things. First, my current program is unclassified. We there-
they note any trouble they're having, and we act fore have to go out of our way to submit patent
when we can as intermediaries to address those applications, and submit them early. Also, the
problems, if possible. Secondly, in chatting AEC in Washington is dealing with some companies
with our classification representatives (and which provide them with company confidential
others), sometimes it becomes apparent that some information. Under such circumstances you run
things have gotten a little out of date and the into a very interesting dilemma that I don't
guidance or the policy needs changing, know the solution to. If the AEC passes the

information on, perhaps it is compromised. If
Incidentally, when it comes to a change of policy, they don't pass it on, maybe they are 'trying
I guess over the years I have grown to favor to make a judgment in Washington while being
block changes rather than piece by piece changes. cut off from the technical experts in the field.

To me, that's an unsolved dilemma. Perhaps some
Let me review again some of the difficulties that of you that have had more experience i% this
I, a representative program leader see. There's sort of thing could give us some advice,
the desire to have more senior level thought on
setting policy. If the most senior level would The problems I have mentioned have shown up
set the policy, that would help avoid the next from time to time in various programs. I want
lower echelon from being pushed and pulled by to talk about a program, which shall remain
conflicting pressures. With time, I'm sure the nameless, that seems to have them all. Some
AEC will square away its hard to handle "sensi- unfortunate special administrative procedures
tivity" issues, hopefully sooner rather than have been instigated because of this. I think
later. Anotlfer thing that makes policy setting this is a transient situation; I certainly
a task to be revisited with some frequency is the hope it is. Normally, in the AEC policy and
observation that sometimes our policy, or France's detailed guides are sent out for us to follow
policy, or the Soviet Union's policy are quite in the field, and within the framework of those
different. AfILer they differ enough, you had guides, most of the actions can be handled in
better acknowledge that somne things are no longer the field. Well, in this one program the classi-
classified. Maybe there ought to be an inter- fication situation is in transition and the seiusi-
national association like this one (suggested in tivity issues are more intense than the AEC
jestl). Wnshington is used to, at least on the weapons

side of the house. So the interim procedure in
With regard to the sensitivity issues I mentioned, effect right now is that not only do we go
they are real i3sues. One of the things we run through the normal procedures which we've
across is that ý,re have something like 5,000 people always had, but also much more. Additional
at Livermore. There's one director and about ten echelons of intensive document review at the
associate directors. Many of the 5,000 employees Laboratory have been ordered by the AEC. For
seem to have a gift for gab and just look for instance, the program head involved must read,
(unclassified) ojportunities to exercise it. and comment on, every document generated--for
Seemingly also, ,henever they say something that both classification and sensitivity. Advisory
doesn't set too well, it is requoted as "Labora- memoranda commenting on the classification and
tory Policy." What is worse, it's not only quoted sensitivity aspects of each document are re-
but frequently miaquoted, the worst inferences of quired. Then all of this is sent to Washington.
what was said are focused on. As the head of a, A full set of reviews and decisions are then
for the most part, unclassified program I've made in Washington. In addition, all talks
been in the midst of that kind of situation. It that might hit the various media ..iust be written
takes very mature people in Washington to calm in advance and it's been suggested strongly that
their more reactive people down and to remember they be read verbatum.
that it is only an individual who is speaking.
LLL's "popular lecturers" usually say that they
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Incidentally, you know the propensity of people
to wait until the last minute. Physicists are
among the worst offenders. So all in all thi1
procedure is sort of a tough one to have to
implement. One of the unfortunate aspects of
all of this is that at least two-thirds of the
documents that have gone through this rather
complex procedure are detailed technical physics
papers with no sensitivity and with no real
classification issues. This example is, again,
very close to being a worse case because of its
nature.

Now, other than all of the extra work involved,
one of the reasons you want to square those
types of situations away as rapidly as possible
is that it creates a credibility gap. Perhaps
this typified by one of my people who just came
back from visiting a conference in the Soviet
Union. He had been through an awful lot of this
sort of thing in preparation for his trip. His
introductory phrase to me, "Now that I'm back
in this erstwhile free country . . . "

I have reviewed some of the things that would be
desirable. Perhaps some of these just pertain
to AEC business, some are common between the AEC
and DOD, and some the DOD probably is doing
already. In summation: it is very important
to attain better policy definition, and from the
highest levels. Senior people, whether in the
AEC or the DOD, should spend just a little more
of their time on classification policy. It would
be very helpful.

With regard to the implementation of classifica-
tion policy, my conclusion over the years is that
this should be as decentralized as possible. My
observations are that the DOD is more decentral-
ized than AEC. Certainly the AEC has not gone
far enough.

One of the things that I have learned over the
last year is that I have a much greater appre-
ciation for the merit of being consistent. When
I was advising on policy, sometimes I fretted a
little bit about not making changes sooner. Now
that I'm on the receiving end, what I notice is
that inconsistency, whether in allowing exceptions
under the guidance or in interpretation of the
guidance, is the major cause for friction between
the field and the people in Washington.

While this talk portrays, perhaps, that "a foolish
consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds," I
think you could reverse that saying and note that
a reasoned inconsistency is also the hobgoblin of
little minds, and is the creator of a great deal
of trouble!!
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T141L'F. AEhC DCLASSIVICATRON PROGRAM'CasfctinGiac
_____________________Class lii' cation Guidance

Most of you are familiar with the DD 254
A. BY form as a vehicle for providing classification
-A.E. BARBER guidance. The guidance on form DD 254 is nor-

TCLASSIFICATION SPECIALIST emally provided by a program or project manager
SATLANTIC RICHFIELD HANFORD COMPANY of a user agency and is based on his determina-

tion of' what information involved in his pro-

Introduction gram or project should be safeguarded in the
It is a pleasure to be here. I have interest of national security. The basic pol-attended three previous seminars, but this is inestonaoalecry.Tebs p-
d tiree upherevion themfinars, luhine My icies and criteria on which he makes his deter-{•iImy" ri- -st time up here on the firing line. ,My renations are stated in DoD) Instruction

topic is "The AEC Declassification Program". 5210.47, "Security Classification of Official
I hope that this report on the things the Information," and in implementations of that
Atomic Energy Commission and its contractors instruction. Downgrading and declassification
are doing to reduce the huge inventory of isutn. Doradin and desftionclassified documents in our files and vaults of Defense Information based on an event or on

a time schedule may be determined at the time
will be of interest to you and perhaps gen- the initial classification is made. The person
erate some ideas which may speed up the gen- making the initial classification determination
eral declassification program. I think we are on the DD-254 is normally also responsible for
all aware of the pressure from both the public dotermining how long the information shall
and the administration to get on with the job. remanlasifed Some ision pracii wil mntin Excutve rde 1l,52,Clasi- remain classified. Some revisions in practice
Iwill mention Executive Order 116t52, Classi- will result from E.0. 11652.

fication and Declassification of National

Security Information and Material, only to In the AEC, the system is quite differ-
state that information classified by law such ent. The Atomic Act of 1954 defined "Restric-
fts AEC Restricted Data is exempt from the ted Data" as "all data concerning (1) design,

provisions of the order. Classification in manufacture, or utilization of atomic weapons;
the AEC complex is based on law. The same (2) the production of special nuclear materials
law that defines "Restricted Data" and makes or (3) the use of special nuclear material in

ort(3)athefusd ofsoppraovnuclearamaterialti
it classified also provides means for its the production of energy, but shall not include
ýieclassification by the AEC. When the Comn-

data declassified or removed from the Restric-
mission, the five Commissioners, decidest
thatted Data category pursuant to section 2 of

longer requires protection in the interest the Atomic Energy Act of 1954." The Atomic
ol aon alr securisprotyitin h the uthoristy tEnergy Act also provided for special protection
of national security, it has the authority to of Restricted Data. Thus, all information fal-
declassify that information. The Atomic ling under the definition of Restricted Data is
Energy Act of 1954 not only provides the means born classified and will remain so until a spe-
for u(classifyinf inf'ormation classified as cific act of the Commission declassifies it and
Restricted Data, but requires that the Com- removes it from the Restricted Data cat~egory.

mission frequently review its files and its ft is exempted from jutomatic downgradln, fnd

-lassificatlon rules and that it declassify declassification.
Information no longer requiring protection.
Under the law, the Commission has the sole This br'ings tw• to the AEC systv~y ou r
authority and responsibility to declassify fati •'uide:;. First and most lmp)P-

st t t Where the DoD has iterest, tant ar,- the Policy Guildes. These ar- propured

such as weapons use, military or naval reactor
Aeveopmntair raf nulearproulsnnby the AFtC Division o' Classification allowing

, the~ n air craft nuclear propulsion, consultations with many specialists wid Author-
tc., thdeclassification decisions are made [ties and aftor much deliberation and onsid-

only with concurrence of the l',partment of red judgment. 'bt, guider must be opproved
1efense. by the Atomic 1':nergy Commission and cunstitute

the tasic clansification policy. They describe
There are three basic require.meni s for

,onductine a declassifiration program. They in a roneral way the information which the Com-
mission has deplassi•oid and that which must

are: remain classil'id. In approving the Policy

I. Specific and detail•,d classflieat~ion Guldes, the Commission makes the statutory
guidance. determination that is required to dec itsnify

2. dualiried and authorized reviewers to Restricted Data.
apply the guidance.

4. A not ti rcation system, in']) dini, man- Using t approved Policy fuido' f.;

power t~o assure, thait all 'ci o a Ibas.s, the Division or cl asmi,,ication i.sio:;
declaisi fled document are marked.
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several of a second type of guide called Pro- d. information identical with that con-
egram Classification Guides. These guides pro- tained in previously declassified
vide specific detailed guidance for each of the documents.
major technical or production programs or proj- e. purely administrative information
ects, e.g. SNAP devices, nuclear propulsion, revealing no technical or program-
military reactors, source and feed material, matic data.
etc. These guides implement the Policy Guides. 3. When a document is not declassifiable by
They do not require the approval of the Commis- local authority as listed above, it may be re-
sion. ferred to the Division of Classification,

Headquarters. What this boils down to then is
The third type is called a Local Classifi- that only the Director, DeC and those to whom

cation Guide. These are usually issued and he delegates authority may declassify docu-
controlled by the Classification Officer at a ments, and then only accordink to approved
Field Location or AEC Operations Office, al- classification guide topics. Only the Commis-
though they may be issued by AEC Contractors. sion, itself, can declassify information.
'['he guidance in Local Guides is very detailed Those delegated declassification authority can
and specific for the activities at a given site declassify documents only if they contain in-
!tnd is based on the guidance provided by one or formation determined to be unclassified
more Program Guides. Local Classification according to approved guides.
Guides must be approved by the Director of the
AEC Division of Classification. Role of C. 0. D.

Declassification efforts of principal AEC
So, in the AEC classification guidance contractors are normally directed by a Coordin-

system, we have three levels of guidance: ating Organization Direcior (C.O.D.). This is
general Policy Guides, detailed Program Guides, a key official appointed Ly the AEC Assistant
and more detailed Local Guides. The guidance General Manager for Administration upon the
in them is ill derived from law or direct 9c- recommendation of the Director DoC. The C.O.D.
tion by the Commission and the guides are all is responsible for initiating classifioation

issued or approved by one authority, the Direc- reviews of documents originating within his or-
tor of the AEC Division of Classifination. The ganization and for preparation of Local Guides,
five man commission sets tile policy--the Direc- if needed. lie maintains direct liaison with
tor of the DeC implements it. the Director, DeC in developing new alissifica-

tion guidance topics relating to his uontrac-
Applying the Guidance for Declassification tot's activities. lf, is not authorize-d by vir-

Now that we have our guidance syc tem in- tue of his position as C.O.D. to declassify
stalled, how do we apply it for declassifying documents. lie does make the ini÷+t4  review ant
documents? The AEC Manual 340i Appendix de- recommttds deciani'iifcation of slecific docu-
scribes the authority to declassify documents ments.
and materials as follows: 1. the Director,
ivision of Classification, Healquarters and In addition to th, d'clptsnificati ot el'fort
those to whom he may delegate authority are at the local levly, thic AEC hao a continuing
a uthorized to declassify documents in accor- declasn-ification tnviyw program. As s,hlit[onal
iance with F'ommission approved policies and areas of' int'ormintion !ire removed from tite He-
-uldes. ". liiroctors of' lleadquarters Dlivi- stristed lDoti't '-,O ry by th, Commissiot, new
:itons and OffO's, Hell Office Managers and guido topic- art' den oped to define the ac-
those whom they maly designate are authorized to tion. Revi.own of dotumetnt fli leeire ihen con-
declassify documents and materials genratt'd duct',d by declatti fiot'tioo review teams who ap-
,uinder the supervision of the particular Div - ply the new topics in declassifying documents.
-ion or Office Director or Field Office, Mana- The to:•ms are made up primarily of AIC t'cchsi-
'-'r if the documents disclose only: flout ion Officers, Re tponsible Reviewers, 'ttd

a. information falling wholly within the Analysts but may a•is include AEC contractor
i ~ ~unclRSs i file, topics of the Guide, to cl]assi fi cation !perso ine] who are familiair wi th

Uncla:dirieti Fields of Research. AV'> programs. Yours truly participated in a
b. information identified as un'laessi- team review of A-V' fl,,'s at Oak Ridge, ';'ente:i-

fled ]it an approved Propram ,4uido or ', wt, re tit,, A"(''l-' ohnical Informatllot ''titer
incul luite. an'! ovs-•t',. L othel'r Al' t' AE' contractort' t,'-

c. infor, tition spe ifiically l't'nti'led l'l, or ' 'r, loct,,' . lqitin" thir, review we;h
as d '',lissifleI 1,y th.e Dir..tor of r'e' , in l'optomb r l')'1, a milli•n o I ji- t it:
Divisio'n of Clans!'i cat Ion, lteal- wer,' revI ,w.'' in n eiFi lt-month peroud. Over
S0 'tort.' rt ti •l,, it) ' tli,':nt, wer, ' !' I.l ol, s let' ,. This
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review was on a Go, No-Go basis, i.e. there was report of classified report accessions to all
ro downgrading, no declassification with dele- AEC and AEC contractor document transfer- ac-
tions, and no evaluation for retention. The countability stations. Included in this report
documents were either declassified as they were is a listing of all declassification actions
or no action was taken. The review team of reported to TIC. The transfer-accountability
about 20 men was supervised by two to five mem- stations use this listing as their authority to
bers of the DoC staff. Several complete sets declassify, i.e. mark copies of the declassi-
of Program Classification Guides and several fied documents in their accountability system.
Local Guides were provided for the reviewers Following a comprehensive team review, such as
use. The AEC DoC staff members were available the one at Oak R•idge, a special report listing
for assistance and counseling and made final all declassification action is distributed to
decisions on declassification where questions all AEC and AEC contractor transfer-accounti-
arose on the application of the classification bility stations. Distributing such a listing
guides. The review at Oak Ridge was the first for over 1,000,000 documents constitutes a siz-
phase of a comprehensive review of the 7.5 mil- able reporting job in itself. This is part of
lion classified documents in AEC controlled the co;t of declassifying documents. Perhaps
files. Reviews are currently being held at the this is a good time to mention another impor-
Albuquerque, N. M. offices. It will probably tent aspect of document review--evaluation of
take another two years to complete the AEC-wlde the document, itself. Evaluation is primarily
review. This will take care of the backlog, a records management responsibility, but it
then we will proceed from there. Review of also has a bearing on the declassification pro-
classified information will continue after that gram. We should not have to go ýu the troubletime. Much document declassification is per- and expense of declassifying a document if it
formed at the local level by AEC Field or Oper- is of marginal value and might just as well be
atioss Office Classification Officers and Ana- destroyed as classified scrap. It would seem
lysts using approved classification guide that the best approach would be a review for
topics. retention value or current worth of documents

prior to any consideration for declassification
AEC Manual Chapter 3402 provides that review.

authority may be granted by Field or Operations
Office Managers to AEC contractors to designate Summary
qualified personnel approved by that office to In summary, review of all classified docu-
declassify documents generated under the super- merits for declassification is an enormous un-
vision of that contractor or for which the con- dertaking in the AEC and DoD complexes. Thetractor has retained custodial or record re- systems are different, but the needs and the
sponsibility. Under recent AEC application of problems are similar. The most important need
the provision, this authority is being granted is timely, precise, authoritative classifics-
to additional AEC contractors. It should help tion guidance to be applied by reviewers. Inspeed up the declassification program, the AEC complex guidance is controlled by a

single authority, the Atomic Energy Commission,
Notification and Marking through its Division of Classification. 'Tie

If all classified documents were single second need is qualified reviewers who have
copy items, our task would end with the marking authority to declassily documents. If ade-
of each document as it is declassified. How- quate, detailed classification guidance is pro-
ever, there are normally multiple copies and vided, a reviewer need not be an expert on thet
distribution may be rather extensive. Because subject with which a document deals to declas-
classified documents generated by AF'C and its sify it. He must be technically oriented and
contractors are given alpha-numeric identifica- knowledgeable in the security classification
tion numbers (document numbers) when issued, field, but needs only a t'envral knowledde' of
the copies wherever they may be, can be identi- the subject matter of a docweunt to re.view it
fied and declassification markings applied by for declassification. The third requirement
the custodian. It is the responsibility of the for a dclassification program is a system for
person who declassifies a document to assure notification and markinR, and the manpower to
that custodians of' all copies and tVe AEC Do- implement it. This last need may be r major,.
classification Branch are promptly notified. problem with the current budget squeere and the
In addition to direct notification to document order of priorities, but it, is essential to
recipients, the Deelassification Branch re- completion of the job.
ports all declassification action to the Tech-
nical Information Center (TIC), formerly DTIE, Classi!'ication Is a national responsibil-
at Oak Ridge. The TIC distributes n bi-monthly ity. Declassification ,ippeo•rs to be the order
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of the day. The ARC and its contractors have
begun a concentrated program to carry out the
order. Our Job Is to complete the task. And
that Gentlemen (and Ladies) it the AEC Declas-
Ssifiecation Program.
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PRESS PANEL the establishment of an inner departmental
committee under the National Security Council

Mr. Ralph SMITH, Moderator, Public Affairs as a watch dog committee to check on the Exec-
Advisor, U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament utive Branch agencies, we have top level focus
Agency, Washington, D.C. on the problem. Also, a redefining and a

slight narrowing of what is top secret, secret
Mr. Abraham MELLINKOFF, Spreaker, City Editor, and confidential has been accomplished in the
San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco, Calif. new Order. I would hope that, with this new

system, you gentlemen of the fourth estate will
Mr. Kip COOPER, Speaker, San Diego Union, see much more information made readily avail-
San Diego, Calif. able. Again, I would be kidding myself to say

that utopia is here. I think only time is going
Mr. Louis FLEMING, Speaker, Chief Editorial to tell how well those of us in the audience,
Writer, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles, Calif. and myself, exercise our judgments under this

new system.
Mr. Donald TOLLEFFSON, Speaker, Editor,
Stanford Daily, Stanford University, Palo Alto, Mr Smith. Perhaps a member of the panel could
Calif. give us an opinion about this new system that

we have as a result of the Executive Order.
Mr. Richard DURHAM, Speaker, Classification Does it give you the kind of confidence that
Advisor, U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament you would want in contemplating the principal
Agency, Washington, D.C. that the press should be hele responsible and

prosecuted for a violation oj! classification?Mr. Smith: In the course of the argument which Do I have any volunteers on this subject?
took place on the television film we saw yester-
day, it seemed to he assumed by both sides that Mr. Fleming. I'd be glad to seize the oppor-
there could be a thoroughly satisfactory classi- tunity to say that it doesn't take Vice Presi-
fication system. One of the sides kept refer- dent Agnew to project the diversity within the
ring, in this connection, to "an independent press in perceiving what is truth and what is
federal commision." The concept of a more or the national interest. It is inconceivable to
less ideal system really wasn't disputed by me that a precise formula could ever be worked
either side, and so I think this raises a out so exactly that all the press would agree
double question: First of all, could there be that anyone who violated it would not be acting
such a generally accepted and satisfactory in the public interest. I would like to go a
classification system--so that the press would step beyond the evident disagreement within the
be willing to accept the principal of a news- press itself on an acceptable standard as what
p ~per's being prosecuted for violating classi- should and should not be printed, and to argue
fication? That's the first part of the questiont that I don't think the United States government
Secondly, does the new system of classification would ever want to see the day come when the
that we have under the new Executive Order press would be punished in the court for the
constitute such a system? publication of secret documents since most of

the secret material given to the press is givenNow in this connection, I want to ask our deliberately and on orders of the highest
distinguished colleague Dick Durham if he would authorities of government for a particular
give a very brief resume of what is different purpose.
now, under the now system of classification
emanating from the Executive Order--what is Mr. Smith. Mr. Mellinkoff, do you have any
different now from what existed before. Perhaps thoughts on that subject?
he will do that now for the benefit of the
panelists in particular. Mr. Hellinkoff. I think anyone who violates any

law should be prosecuted. I don't believe inMr. Durham. Mr. Donald Garrett's excellent prior censorship of the press, but if we violate
briefing on the first day has made us experts a law, a security law or any other law--speed
on the new Executive Order 11652. For the limit, the income tax, failure to have an
benefit of the panel, utopia isn't here yet; elevator in order, anything else--the violation
however, this audience is all looking f-rward should be weighed by the judicial and adminis-
to tomorrow when utopia will arrive and the trative procese.
scales between over classification and under-
classification will come into balance. With Mr. Smith. Mr. Cooper, do you have any thoughts

on this subject?
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Mr, Gooper. 1 have some thoughts on it. In Major Givens. My intent is to inform the public
the first place, as Military Editor of the San rather than to pass it to a foreign intelligence
Diego Union, I becoma privy to a lot of Infor- organization.
motion that is classified. I don't print this
in all instances. In some instances I do. I Mr. Tolleffson. It truly does effect the
think thi" io tar as prosecuting the press is national security and again I focus on that issue.
concerned, it is not the press that has When you come out, whether it's a newspaper or a
violated a law. The duty of the press is to person who does this, they should be prosecuted
publish news. for violating espionage, because if it really is

going to jeopardize this country, I don't think
Lt you have a home and you want to guard it it should be done. I think anyone who does some-

against burglars, then that Is your responsi- thing in that area should be prosecuted--should
bility. That's the responsibility of the answer for it--because I think it's a criminal
government. If you have somebody who leaves act.
the window open and if somebody in the house
hands something out to you, you haven't stolen I thin't the important part is the one section
anything, it was given to you, so I don't see that talks about: In no case shall any infor-
thqt the press has committed a crime by pub.- mation be classified in order to conceal ineffi-
lishing something that is given to you anymore ciency or administrative error, to prevent
than any other information you get from any embarrassment to a person or department, to
other source, restrain competition or independent initiative

or ior any reason which does not require protec-
Major Richa .ven!_LSEPace and Missile Svstems tion in the interest of national security.
Organizatioiq. For those of you who feel the
press should be prosecuted for publishing I think that the major issue that the press deals
classified information, the First Amendment with here is, "What truly does effect national
applies to not: only the press of course, but security?" In that program--and I hope that
to freedom of speech. Now, if I were not a most of you here did see "The Advocates"--it was
government employer, or otherwisc under con- clear that there was a big disagreement over
tract to the government, and I obtained classi-- whether or not the press can have knowledge of
fled information, . night take that information what really does aifect national security, and
and mimeograph it and pass it out to people, the whole Pentagon Paper issue. I'm sure some-
stand on the street corner and shout it to one is going to raise sooner or later, so I'll
people, or walk ,wn to any individual or any do so right now: it was the judgment of the
nationality and pass it on. Informing the Jurists of both the New York Times and Washing-
nation is not the sole obligation of tho press, ton Post and all the other papers that followed

it, that this information was being classified
How would you support my position as a private end continued to be classified mainly because
citizen if you say that I would not be prose- of this embarrassment thing that is mentioned
cuted in that case? in thia classification order. The former

administrations were afraid that if this infor-
Mr. Ralph Smith. Mr. Tolleffson, do you have mation was brought out into the open it would
an opinion? Would you like to handle that one? make them look stupid and this is namely why

the information continued to be classified, and
Mr. Tolleffson, The way I understand the not that it had an imminent worth to national
Espionage Act in this case, if a private security.
citizen were made privy to classified informa-
tion that truly did effect the national When the Pentagon Papers were first released in
security--you see this is the crucial issue the New York Times that Sunday last June, there
when we talk about classification--he could was a lot of action, to say the least, in
be prosecuted for committing an act of espio- Washington, in both the Justice and Defense
nage. I think that's the crucial point. If Departments and John Mitchell and Melvin Laird
he goes out and .omeone leaks to him informs- were running around trying to figure out what
tion that really , going to effect our should be done. According to a number of reports--
national security, I think there are ways to the credibility of which I think has been estab-
prosecute it and not under the First Amendment lished--Bob Doyle, who is one of Nixon's top
as you're looking at it as Freedom of the advisors and has a lot to do with Republican
Press. strategy, proposed, as did a number of other
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Republican advisors, that the publication of be true. The point is, had this gentleman come
these papers oe allowed because it would to you, what would your approach have been to
-mbarrass Democratic Administrations primarily, that particular story? Would you have printed
,sut it was thought won't, in the future, some it as Ramparts did?
)euocratic Administration do the same to us
and make us look stupid? So I think this is Mr. Mellinkoff. I wouldn't have published it in
the whole issue which the press has a big the way Ramparts did. I would have first checked--
interest in-seeing that classification is which the papers did when they finally got around
done truly, almost solely, on the basis of to it--to see what the situation actually was. I
national security and not just to protect had that written down to speak about. When the
politicians, military people, or whoever, from story broke, we called the Air Force in Washington
getting egg on their faces from a mistake to find out if the man actually ever served with
they've made. the Air Force and we were told that was classified.

However, cooler heads prevailed and we got a call
Question from Audience. Would the gentlemen back which said, "Yes, indeed he had served with
agree to that on the panel--that the press the Air Force. He served with the Air Force in
should stand the risk of being prosecuted? Turkey," where he said he had. You listen to
And I wonder what the sit-ition would be to people and you try to see if there's any credi-
the private citizen playing the same role. bility at all to the story and then only do you

publish it--not the way Ramparts did it.
1r. Durham. I think the press has accepted
this view ever since Peter Zanger. This is Mr. Cooper. The San Diego Union would not publish
nothing new. anything that could not be substantiated. When I

was speaking of classification a minute ago, I was
Mr. Fleming. the only point I would make is thinking of a particular instance in which, as a
that if it's regarded as the ultimate standard member of the Navy League, I was invited out to a
that any violation of the classification Research Community in San Diego to visit the base,
procedure is automatically a case for the and I was shown a movie on something that was very
courts, this would be unacceptable on both interesting to me from a military point of view,
sides, both for the press and the government, and when I went back the next day to ask the Public

Affairs Officer for an interview with the scientist
But clearly, there's no exception of the press involved, I was told it was classified, so then I
from any legislative remedy to protecting the went to Washington and I was told it was classified.
national security. Then I went to the White House and I was told that

if I had seen it, then it obviously couldn't be
Mr. Mellinkoff. I didn't say we should be classified! If I had seen it then it couldn't be
tried. I said we should De subjected to the classified because I didn't have the security
administrative, judicid, process. They may clearance. Well, to make a long story sthort, it
decide that it's not very good for the country all boiled down to this: I got the story that the
to try and put into jail 1,787 editors in the project had been unofficially "classified" when
country who approved a publication of parts the scientist wes working on it, because he wanted
of the Pentagon Papers, but I do think that to retain publication rights for a professional
every newspaper, if they've violated a law, journal. This is the type of classification I
should be subject t, the process. Whether think the journalist has the right to violate.
they should actually go to court or not is
another question entirely. Major Givenb. Perhaps I misunderstood you. I

think I heard you say that if you were passed
Mr. Smith. If these gentlemen on the panel information by someone out the window, you thought
should decide to write anything about the you had the rieht to publish this information with-
morning's procedings, they do not plan to out any prosecution for doing so?
,,.sote anybody by name, so I hope that nobody
will feel inhibited about what he says. Mr. Cooper. If I could substantiate it.

Mr. Robert D. Donovan (United Technology Major Givens. Right, even though it was classified?
Center. I would like to address this to the
gentlemen members of the panel up there. In Mr. Cooper. I don't take everything at face value.
the last few days there has been a story
published by Ramparts magazine by a Mr. Beck Mao. .Ivvens. Well, the reason I say this, you say
which makes certain allegations which may not you shouldn't be prosecuted; however, I want to say,
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every day you read in the paper where someone _Mr. Mellinkoff. It's obvious trom the differetc
who has received stolen goods is being prose- meoia and independent journalists within enycutod. Evidently the material--though it may particular branch that every editor sees it in
not be considered stolen--if taken out of a a highly subjective and very different way.document control center, or out of a set of Generally, I think most media--and specking nowfiles, mimeographed, or in its original form for newspapers--try to sell their products. Onis released to someone else, this is stolen the one hand part of that judgment is popularitycopy. or general interest or what we assume to bo that

general interest, I think the differenA:e betweenMr. Cooper. I think that you misunderstood me. the medio-rit) and the superiority in the pressWhat I said was, if you have property that you then is the degree to which, rot only that Judg-want to protect, it's your responsibility to ment, but a more sophisticated judgment is appliedprotect that. It's not my responsibility to to the new4. the aim Is to try to gresp what mayprotect it. Now in my case, and on my news- be of educational or historical cr imaginativepaper, we do protect classified matter; but valuei beyond just simply wbat is pupular orI think that the burden of the protection for sensation;il or titilating for the day. But wethe property you have belongs to you and not have to a*h: does it get into a highly subjectiveto me, not to the receiver, area? In that area, I think, each of us would
require a half hour to outline our own judgment.

(Unknown). It's a very interesting point that
the last question was made by Chief Justice Mr. Tolleffhon. I think one thing I would likeBerger in the Pentagon Papers. He felt that io raise here is about what defines "news worthli-it could only be construed as "hot goods" in ness." I think it's important to look at, aseffect and should have been returned to the there are very few journalists who can make by
source. It's interesting that in that patti- themselves a single determination as to what iscular case that in the 6 to 3 decision, the news. I know that my paper, a lowly, humble
court really split 9 ways. I think Mr. Berger student newspaper, tries to follow what I thinkalone cited that particular point only. Two most good newspapers do--the whole concept ofof the ustices saw this whole affair as the collective news judgment. Most good newspapers--First Amendment, pure and simple, and there the Los Angeles Times of course, the Saint Louiswere really 9 different opinionr that strayed Post Dispatch, whatever, drew many collectiveall over the map, which is a reflection of how judgments. So it isn't like one person with anunclear the highest Judicial thinking is on incredible bias and incredibly irresponsible who
this problem, let alone ours. is going to make a judgment in his own warped

mind about what may affect the national security.(Unknown). I'm a little curious listening to I hope that you people would put a little moreall this. You're all talking about the govern- trust in the collective judgments of the experi-ment. I wonder what my company would do if enced journalists who work on most newspapers.
the same thing happened to some proprietaryinformation--if such material had been released Jackie Anderson is the exception, and it's going
or stolen by one of my employees and been to be a sore spot but here is an individual whogivwn to a publisher, pretty much has free reign over what he can do,

o and obviously he's not answerable to anyone butS(Unknown). When I talk about security, I'm good ole Jack Anderson. A lot of people in here
not talking about the security of your company would disagree with some of his judgments aboutor of my company. I feel that security, as what the national security is, hut let's rememberr we're discussing here, only refers to the that there are very few people with the freedomsecurity of the Country. Now if we study this and the power of Jack Anderson. The major amount--document that somebody slipped us and thought almost all the decisions in journalism are collec-it hurt the Country, I'd return it to you. If tive judgments of people who have a lot of exper-I didn't think so, I would feel free to use it tise and are not a bunch of crazy people trying to
ani take the legal consequences of doing it. hurt the national interest.

(Unknown). I wo',ld ask the question. You Mr. Smith. itren't there more objective criteria,
would accept the legal consequences? so to speak, as to what is newsworthy? Abe, do

you have some thoughts on that?Mr. Smith. What criteria do you use in deter-
mining whether something is newsworthy?
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Mr. Mullinkoff. I have to agree it's a very Mr. Fleming. Yes, I think I understand what you
long question. I spoke about this at a con- are saying. in other words, we learn something
ference at Stanford for two hours. To summa- off the record--what you call "backgrounder."
rize it in a very flip way, it boils down to Then you learn about it from another source.
this: news is what people want to read. In What is your obligation? If you want to keep
other words, the readership determines the your sources--forgetting morality now--you go back
news value. If you people don't read some- to the person who gave you the information off the
thing--if enough of you don't read it--we record, tell him the situation and you're forced
won't publish it. to abide by his judgment. That's the danger of

accepting information off the record.
(Unknown). There was a television program, I
think it was called, "The Selling of the This is a very complicated question. The question
Pentagon." Do you feel that television or a of protecting the source of background meetings,
portion of it can hurt the credibility in which I think you were also asking about, and
the newspapers? there was the recent spectacular in which the text

of a backgrounder was published in the Congressional
Mr. Fleming. Well, I'd be glad to say no. I Record attributing it to Henry Kissinger while the
haven t seen that program but in part of it, reporters, up until that moment, had respected the
the quotes were used out of context. There's source as confidential and contributed only to high
no question that a different meaning was American sources. So there's always that dilemma
attributed to one of the people on the program posed with reporters of the background when someone
and I think this is a very serious error, and olse learns who gave the backgrounder and publishes
most unfortunate that the network never saw the name in the press. It has become so muddy that
fit to acknowledge and apologize for this one of the large Eastern establishment papers (that
particular defe(t. But the general feeling we're not going to mention), I guess, has now
of our people .,mo aid see the program and who declined to send reporters to backgrounders in
reviewed it, was that it deserved the rewards Washington.
it received despitp that defect. I think, in
general, the public affairs functioning of (Unknownj. Yes, but they don't mind printing AP
television, sparse as it is--it compromises and UP stories of those backgrounder meetings. So
something like 4% of their network time--has I think that ý what you might call a cheap shot!
often been outstanding in a way of communi-
cating very complicated subjects. A recent _(KpnownL• . I would like to turn the conversation
one on the politics of Chile, for example, to around a little bit and ask the panel for their
a broad and popular audience which we cannot opinion on proposed government merger of confiden-
reach. tial sources that you are using. Has the govern-

ment elected to )ublish it' What would you feel is
(Unknown). I think it, een pretty well the government's responsibility in that kind of a
publicized that there - such an institution contract?
as "backgrounder" reaching newspaper people
by government, and that there is another Mr. Fleming. You are aware that this is the subject
iather well publicized activity that goes on, of a recent Supreme Court decision. My own news-
the eager search by reporters for information paper felt that the decision was widely construed
wherever they can find it, and sometimes, I as written to risk some element of the First Amend-
suppose they pursue this information that the ment. We do feel, for example, that our reporters
government considers to be classified. Is would have to risk imprisonment rather than have to
there a position that the members of the press reveal sources under a wide variety of circumstances,
here would like to find, whether a backgrounder but we do not argue that absolute immunity must be
type of briefing if it does occur, establishes granted to reporters on the revelation of sources.
in the newspaper audience a responsibility for There are all kinds of new answers to this. The
the protection of that information from that reporter who observes a crime, for example, as
time on until they have knowingly been informed opposed to a reporter who becomes involved in a
of release without restraint, because the same confidential arrangement to obtain information.
information might be leaked unofficially. You
might hear about and you might feel that now Mr. Durham. I wonder if this may not be a good time
that is out of the bag, my obligation, if I to bring to your attention a current situation at
had one, is gone. Is that question clear? the Stanford Daily which is germane to this issue.
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Mr. Smith. Right. If Don Tolleffson will tell He refused to do that. His newspaper obviously
us about that. wanted him to refuse. Also, he personally, didn't

think that they could violate the confidentiality
Mr. Tolleffson. I hope you can bear with me of those sources, so he didn't. What happened is
for a few minutes while I try to give you a a case which was argued by a Stanford Law Professor.
little background on the whole issue. I don't
come here for an opportunity to attack the The Supreme Court ruled in essence that the press
Nixon Administration. I come for a two-way is not immuned from Grand Jury Subpoenas and they
dialog and I first want to thank all of you have to answer them, and there are many key men of
people because I think what you are doing is the press that may become unwillingly aid to the
very good. I think there is obviously a need government because they will be forced to compro-
for more professional management in the work mise confidentiality and lose a lot of sources,
in which you deal, and I think you're to be and I think this can only hinder the role of the
commended for coming together each year and press, and what we are talking about here is the
working together to try and improve the situ- press classicly can be considered sort of an
ation, and 1 think we would both agree, it adversary of government.
can use improvements.

Now Mr. Agnew claims that the press has a liberal
However, I hope you'll bear with me for just slant, when it's just attacking the Nixon Adminis-
a moment. 1 sat in on some of your panels and tration. You need to go back in the early '60's,
heard some of your problems and I would like in the Democratic Administrations; and just look
to take a moment and just run into it with the at the Pentagon Papers, for that embarrassed
mention of the Caldwell Decision in court. Democrats. In 1968, 80% of the papers incompassing

80% of the circulation in this country, endorsed
Let's look for a moment at some of the problems President Nixon for election to Presidency. The
we have and maybe, hopefully, you can get a statement that we had this overwhelming left liberal
little bit of understanding cf what I think is bias in the press is kind of wrong you know. It
a bad thing that has been happening to the surprised me because the press has to fill an
press in this country recently, adversary role no matter what administration is in

there.
My impresiirn., of Presifdent Nixon, and I have
studied the ran quite a bit, and obviously The press has a responsibility to the American
I've been a'o,.nd that long, but from what I've people to act as a watch-dog, not only on the
studied of niim I think everyone believes that government but everything else going on in soc.ety,
President Nixon takes a strong anti-communist and hopefully, I think for a pursuit of truth.
position and he has traditionally done this as It's my nature to amend that most journalists who
far back as the McCarthy days. One of his have any integrity are committed to this truth
major complaii &s about communist nations and factor. It's a long introduction and I apologize
this was raised recently when Congress had to for that.
fight over whether to maintain funding for
Radio tree Europe, or free pres.! ideas in What our case involved was back about a little over
eastern Eur:,1.ean countries, and President Nixon a year ago. There was a demonstration at the Stan-
was saying, "Vell, we need to keep a second ford Hospital and this involved the firing of a
voice, ycu know, and have some kind of alterna- janitor. A number of local radical groups rallied
tive to the propaganda machine to these to the cause and it ended up in a sit-in in the
counrerse, at least for their presn. And I hospital here.
think it is kind of weird here that in essence,
if you look at the Caldwell Decision--and now As a result Qf this sit-in, the police were called
I'm going to lead !nto a case where we are in to evict demonstrators one night and it was a
currently involved in Federal District Court-- major tactical plow the wsa the police went in.
we have sort of a strange moving possibility Obviously, they would never do what they did again.
of the press and th,,t model of the press propa- They sent too few officers and one got overwhelmed
ganda of the governments. The Caldwell Decision by the number of demonstrators and it was very
concerned Earl (aldwell, reporter of the New York tragic because a couple of officers were hurt very
Time.i, who had done some articles on the Black seriously, and one policeman had to end his career
Pantlers and was subpoenaed by a Grand Jury to rather early. The people responsible for that
isclose inlor:.iitton about his sources and about should be prosecuted, definitely.
e information they had given him.
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What happened was that a few days subsequent to an over-kill of information. You have a lot of
that we had had photographers and reporters on facts and they Come In one ear and out the other.
the scene. The powers of the Police Department In the development in journalism, af'd I think all
came to the offices of the Daily and for the of my colleagues would agree, over the past ten
first time in the United States the files of a years this ha-; been a realization that you not
le itimate newspaper were searched by a law only have to ieport facts but you have to put
emi rcement agency. The Search Warrant encom- then into perspective, and also, try and make
passed negatives. They wanted negatives we things more readible, more understanding, so that
had taken there, but they not only looked for you just don't present straight facts, that as I
negatives, they went throug!) everything in our say, a lot of times go in one ear and out the
newspaper office, through files, through garbage other. You talk about the mmportance of the
cans, through everything and made a complet.ely feature story. Now I just want to give you one
thorough search, example of how searches and subpoenas which would

end a lot of our use of confidential sources and
Now, what we have done is gone into court for our ability to have them would really cu~rtail
violation of a number of different Amendments: free press in this country and curtail democracy.
'jur First Amendment right, and our Fourth Amend-
ment right against an unlawful search, In Drug prohlems are things I'm very aware of, being
essence we feel they went in and searcL~ed witha- in the under-30 generation. I think there is a
out going through the normal channels such as serious drug abuse problem in this country. I
getting a subpoena. They had no assurance think there is a lot that has to be done to
other than hearsay fron one person that we would correct it, but let's talk about trying to bring
not honor a subpoena. In fact, our policy has this across to people that heroin addiction is a
been, and continues to be, if we are lawfully major problem. I think you know this has to be
subpoenaed we are going to honor the subpoena, done. Now the one way that Ias. been done is to
There's not much choice about that, sit there and say we have all these figures about

heroin addiction and we can say 1.2% of this number
Now the whole question here, this kind of govern- of people in this geographic block has used heroin
sent action against the Iross is very dangerous one to three times etc., and those kind of facts
because if you can alo h oermn ocm are going to go like I say, to readers and a lot
on into an office and go through ever'Miing in of them are 'just going to disregard them. You get
your office, and have the right to conduct such so many damn facts every day from your newspapers
a blAnket search of newspaper offices, it I.; andi your media. Now the way to handle a story
just rea~lly going to inhibit what the press can like that, I think, should be like a lot of news-
do and curtail the role: of free press in our- papers have done very success futlly--to reduce. it
country which is really vital, to making this~ to a feature, say on one heroin addict,* so that
the best country in the world, you see the tragedyv that is involved to heroin

a~ldiction by only one human being. You can really
It just has terrible connotations and I hope understand the problem a lot more vividly than
you can understand that we are fighting seeing at lot of statistics. Now it's very arguable
vigorously against this, becsuse confidentifal to say a heroin addict is- commit ting illefal, acts,
sources are important to newsmen. No journali1st thec mere pos~sess ion of heroin is makingp him into
would deny that , and I t hink that, people ought it criminal, and it thIis devision to search against
to realize that we have to have cond idential af Daily is all owed to stand up in court, and if
sources. I argue to lawye rs and doc tor-, Iit the we sayý that then pres;s shoti Id have no imimunifty to
client confidentiality relationship. A lot of maintain tine conifident-lility of their sources--
people in tine press huns mess argue that we, like thnis heroin addinct--what would he in It I or
should have simil~ar privileges. I thIink t mis h im to conit and talk to you on any sort of level,
is crucial to understand. If your sources anonymously or not, init wich thle police could
start drying up because police and law entorce- come in and sunh~poefia youir records, all your records,
ment agencies have a righit to cameV in and searchn, search ' ouir off ice's and f inid out who he Is and put
you are really goinug to see an end t o whant I the guty in jail. I would like to present to youi
think in a vital part of a Inemlocracy, this free peopep that these kinds of searches are kind of
press.* like thi.t recent Suplreme Coutrt decision. T tic N

pl ace' the p~ress In major jeopardy, in its cont inual
Just one more point I want to make'. All Of Yen effort to fuilfill its role as a &tee press. I wan t
have to read at lot of newspapers. I read about to thank you ioT hearing witin me on that,
six a day in my oh) And I 'n Just inundated wi th
information. All1 of- us, are, aware that there Is. Mr. Smi t~h. Would anybody he so hold as to exprness

at contrary point o1 Vi ,'w!
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(Unknown). I just have a question. Would you Mr. Fleming. I sense a certain hostility to the
be willing to submit to me a list of all your press here. I! have the impression that all of
confidential sources and allow me to decide you must have had extraordinary experiences with
whether they should continue to be protected? the press on the question of breaches of secuvity.

I would like to hear some of the specifics that
Mr. Tolleffson. Now, are you spea~ing of you have troubled you. I prefer presenting a loaded
as a government official, or, what role are case, for example, the restraint exercised by the
you saying, "Give them to you," just as a press at the time of the Bay of Pigs. Had the
private citizen? Do you want me to give my press neen less restrained on information, it
sources to a ptivate citizen or what? lust might have saved the United States from an extra-
what I'm asking, "Who am I giving these to, ordinary error. On tile other hand, I think of
first of all, before I answer the question? the difficulty the press would have encountered
I don't think the private citizen has a right had it respected security in the General Lavelle
to know what my confidential sources are. As case, or in the My Lai case, and not published
I said before, I don't thine the government any of the data when it was leaked on those
really has the right to know who these sources particular events. We do not see ourselves in
are. the role of obstructing justice. A person's

photographs, which we have taken, would normally
(Unknown). You're trying to say that the press become available to anyone who comes into our
should determine what is sensitive and what is library or purchases them from the conmmercial
not. What makes the press so eminently quali- section. We do not keep from the District
fied to pass judgment on confidentiality? Attorney material that we would sell to the general

public. We are very keen on supporting the law.
Mr. Tolleffson. Now all I'm 5aving, and let me The delicate area dealt with in the recent Supreme
bring it down to a sense as to why the Pentagon Court case had to do only wl:ere confidentiality
Papers were publishes. is this In essence I was essential to obtain material used in criminal
think it is a disagreement as to whether or not cases, not in government security matters. I
the press has any brains and could figure out really wonder what has leaked out of your opera-
what is really valuable as far as national Lions to the press?
security is concerned Alat tue press is doing
in the Pentagon Papers, i essence, in publish- (Unknown). I come back to the point I made earlier,
ing them, was trying to get , ts which in the I bet 99% of the stuff is deliberately given by
judgment of the press clearly had newsworthy senior government officials, whether it's the
value, and in the judgment of the press were Secretary of i)efense, Secretary of State or within

, by proof of the national security, because the White House complex, for purposes of policy
the press has a lot of expertise available. We control, particularly at appropriations time.
have former military men I have two of them
right here with me. We nave all sorts of Mi. Mellinkoff. It seems to me we are confusing
sources who have a pretty lear picture of the two subjects: One is the security of the United
national security available to us. You just States vis-a-vis enemies abroad. I think we're
have to put some sort of trust in a free press all agreed here that nothing should he printed or
to make 4udgments about these questions, published or anyway broadcast that would hurt the

securitv of the country. Now there i1, the other
The reporter is the one, or the photographer is problem about the security of individuals. If I
the one, who is going to be held in contempt of were to talk with this gentleman and lhe told me
court, in essence, it that subpoena isn't something off the record, and then I were to print

Sanswered. is going it bhe is body who goes it and attribute it to him by name--and let's say
to jail tor five days or itteen days, or how it has nothing to do with national security, but
many days they decide to put him away for. We only with the. profits of bhi company--he would

Sallow the reporter or the photographer to make have objections. I'm sure he would want me to
that decision based on whether lie .-, committed respect his t'onfidence, as if lie was talking to
to maintain that individual notes on that issue, another businessman on a confidential basis. This
or those particulars, whether or not he thinks is just human decency and people should do that.
it's worth going to jail or answering the It just so happens that we in the press are given
subpoena. It's up to the individual person in more secrets than most people and have to hold more
that case. in, that's all.

Now we feel it's only fair to the reporter that Mr. Smith. Kil, you have something on that?
if he's the one who is going to have to spend
time behind bars that hle have some say in whether ,ir. Colper. Yes, I wanted to clarifv b),cause I
or not lie's going to do that. think there may bt. '-,oe mi,;conception about what

I mean about publishing classified information.

t
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I spent 23 years in the military and I used to Mr. Tolleffson. In the instance of the policy
classify some information and I know reasons investigating a major crime and you have infor-
why some was and was not classified. I think mation which you did not get from confidential
that so far as the type of companies that you source, which could aid them, it's newsworthy,
represent are concerned, that there are many and ought to be published because of that, and
many sources of information from within your the police can use it when it's published.
companies and I think that you underestimate
the intelligence of a newspaper man to get this But I think that if you went and called up the
type of information when it is presented to him, police and that became known to confidential
and I think also that sometimes you insult his sources you have, you'd lose them pretty quickly
profession by some of the things that are said because they would fear that you are cooperating
about it. with the police in that way rather than just on

the basis of news judgment.
I want to cite two examples. Most all of your
companies have house organs. You publish news- (Unknown). I have not yet arrived at any
papers or little things and you send these out definition of people's rights.
to the press, and I'm quite sure that most
people read them. Now when you have something, Mr. Smith. The definition of people's rights to
say for example, in recent case there was a know. Does anybody want to take that one?
very beautiful article in a house organ about
a new missile that is being developed for the (Unknown). I think that is what we arp talking
U.S. Navy and it was in very great detail. So about today and everybody that has spoken here
far as I'm concerned, when something like that has been talking about that subject. Somebody
is published, in that type of a publication, has to decide what the people are going to know.
where everybody who works for that company in- No paper has the facilities to print everything
cluding the janitors, can get it and take it that comes to its attention and we try and make
home, drop it on the streetcar or on the street our best judgment on what the people should know
corner, that when I call up the public affairs in any given case. I don't think it can be
officer of that company, and eventually to the summarized briefly in one sentence.
vice-president, and he tells me that he can't
discuss this because it's classified, I feel Mr. Durham. In the Erecutive Order that was just
that I can take the information from the house referred to, there is an exhaustive reference to
organ and use the company as the basis for it. this, and the further reference in the Preamble

to sections of the U.S. Cods which shows the
Now another instance of classification which President and Congress have sought to define the
happened a couple of years ago. A manufacturer people's riglt to know.
saw fit to put a very large device on the back
of a flatbed truck and take it down a public Mr. Smith. I wonder if I could throw out a
street, and I saw it, and a lot of other people question now at the members on the floor, and I
saw it. Having been in the Navy I had some idea hope somebody can answer this one. There has
as to what it was for and when I called up the been a fair amount of discussion of covering up
company about that, they said it was classified, things in government, using classification to

"avoid embarrassment," and I wonder if someone
Now these are the types of instances of classi- could offer an opinion about: "How often does
fied information 1 feel a reporter is free to this happen? To what extent do you think that
use, stuff that you carelessly let get out into people have classified things for that type of
the public domain and then try to deny that it purpose?"
exists.

Mr. Durham. It's happened. We all know its
Now if somebody brought me something on a piece happened. We've all seen it happen. At least
of green paper or a piece of pink paper, I most of us have. We all hope that tomorrow will
wouldn't use it. I wouldn't even read it. I be a new dawn and it won't happen again.
have been in briefings where people would say,
"I'm going to tell you something that is classi- I can think of an instance of a professional
fied," and I told them, "I don't want to know seminar where the sunject matter of the seminar
it. Don't tell me. I might forget where I was embarrassing to one government agency and the
got it from and publish it." papers being presented by the University complex
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at that particular seminar were classified by through the history of this country the kind of
that government agency to preclude the public tension and confrontation that has always existed
knowledge of that particular subject matter, between those in power and out of power, an6 the
That's a classic case. citizen and the government is unavoidable. The

press is seen by this audience, I think, as hostile
I think my colleagues in the audience are now to government, but there are large groups in this
older and wiser and hopefully these type of country that see the press as part of the estab-
things will not happen again, but obviously lishment or oligarchy who is hostile to the public
we're not utopia. I would like to hear if some interest. It is a curious dilemma trying to find
of my colleagues agree with me or not. a balance.

Mr. Tolleffson. Ralph, may I get in here for These are broad generalities to say that I don't
just a minute? I have a study here which says believe you can write a precise rule book and the
that in 1970 a special task force on secrecy courts will one by one in different ways deal with
set by the Pentagon's Defense Science Board these as the whole history of the Supreme Court on
reported, "The amount of scientific and techni- this has shown in the past.
cal information which is classified could
probably decrease perhaps by as much as 90% by One of the reasons, frankly, that we were appre-
limiting the amount of information classified hensive about the decision of the New York Times
and the duration of its classification." and the Washington Post to publish the textual

material of the Pentagon Papers, is that we thought
In essence the Pentagon is saying here--is this action would invite court action. We would
admitting--that a lot of stuff gets classified, have preferred to avoid that kind of a legal con-
for reasons other than national security. I frontation and to leave the ambiguity that I
think the most vivid -example of this is in the referred to previously which would have been the
Penrtagon Papers case. When it was being argued case had mere excerpts or references to content
in Appellate Court, the Solicitor General, been used by the papers that had the material, and
Griswold, was speaking and lhe was drawing sip a which has in the past been the usual way in handling
complaint to try to show how much of this stuff highly classified material that became available
was really important in national security and in this way.
they were trying to cite specific examples
within them. It says here that "Griswold took (Unknown). If government or major companies wefe
reams of notes on a yellow legal pad as three to release everything that could be released witli-
of his advisors reeled off a total of 41 items out violating the nation's security, I don't think

Sthey were most concerned about in the Pentagon then there would be riearly the pressure from the
Papers, and after reading each item in the a media to get information.
papers, Griswold found that in his judgment
many could lead to a situation of political in all the years I've had contact with the military,
embarrassment, but would surely not endanger boch as a member of it and as an observer of it, I've
national security. It was perfectly plain to never heard of anyone who was reprimanded for over-
him that the papers were over-classified in classifying something.
places according to one high ranking Justice
Department official. I think that's the kind Although this new order says that overclassification
of problem I'm talking about when we talk about can be penalized, I would wait to see the first man
classification be based on national security who was publicly chastized for cancelling uumething
interests and not on political embarrassment, or overclassifying it. When that happens, I think

the media will have a greater belief in this Execu-
Now I want to find out from you what is wrong tive Order and how it is going to affect us.
with the secrecy reports. I think most of us
agree that there is a problem with overclassi- Mr. Cooper. There have been several statements made
fication and political emarrassment and that about the adversary role of the press, the govern-
is the thing I think your Society is really to ment and various people. I would like to say that
be commended for, because it seems, what I can when I was in the Navy, many, many moons ago, many
see, you are trying to lessen that and that of the officers who were Ensigns and Second Lieuten-
should be done and that's what we're talking ants then are Admirals and Generals now, and I can
about, say that we have remained friends even though I am

now in the press. They don't tell me any secrets.
Mr. Fleming. My paper has argued, and I ?Many of the people in Defense Industry, people who
certainly agree with them, this has to be left have formerly been in the military that I know and
as a rather ambiguous proposition, and that particularly in public affairs, and I don't think
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that there is any adversary relationship and brought up in connection with that more than it
there should not be one in my job as a military is with classification and is a constant problem.
reporter dealing with people like you, because I'm glad that Dick mentioned it.
I think that when you become an adversary of
the person with whom you are dealing, when you I would like to suggest as an observation that
are confronting each other, then you are not it always bothers me a little bit when I read in
communicating, and if I can't communicate with the newspaper that the following information,
the people in your business and in government, classified by the government, has been obtained
then I don't have anything to write about, and here it is. Would it rot be in the spirit

of cooperation if the press could say that we
Mr. Tolleffson. May I speak on that for just have obtained the following information and here
a minute. I use the term, "adversary," and a it is, rather than saying the government says
lot of journalists use that, and I just want it's classified. I would like to solicit the
to explain what I mean. I have a few friends cooperation of the press once it publishes, while
in government, locally here in student govern- at the same time explicitly accusing the govern-
ment, city government, whatever, and it does ment of stupidity.
not imply hostility but in the way in which
the free press would envision in this country, (Unknown). Doesn't it enhance the interest of
part of its major function should be and is a the readership though if the newspaper can say
watch-dog function toward the government. This this was classified?
does not mean that necessarily everything the
government says, I, as a journalist have to say (Unknown). Yes indeed. Everyone else does it
something different or try to contradict what too.
they are doing. That's not true. I think the
word, "watch-dog," is sort of a loose term but Lorry McConnell, System Development Corporation.
its meaning is a little bit better than I have a question on a little different tack
"adversary" which has its connotation in clob- here. I have the impression that there is a
bing each other over the head. rather large volume of press copy released by

the government. My question is: To what extent
Hr. Smith. I think I can confirm that there is does the press take these releases on face value
a change. I know, in my own case, when the new and print them, and to what extent does the press
system came into effect I had to do a memo, and do a little investigating on its own before it
finally I decided I did not know how to classify publishes them?
it; so I went and delivered the message verbally!

Mr. Tolleffson. For our policy I think we are a
Mr. Durham. I think Ralph's point is well taken, little unique for being a college newspaper,
The Executive Order, if you read it closely, says, we're not very big and we don't have to worry
"The preferable method of transmission of top about just putting out 50 pages a day so that we
secret is orally." I trust though, under the new don't publish any press release verbatim. We
definition, what you said earlier wasn't top take all press releases and they are read by
secret! people who have specifir areas to cover. If

it's newsworthy then they'll check it out and do
(Unknown). The problem of what to do about de- a story using that as source material, but we do
classified information is still with us, and I do not do what I think is a grievous sin in jour-
not think that we have a completely ready answer nalism--running anybody's press release verbatim.
for you. Whet I am trying to say just briefly, You see snme classic examples of this; some news-
more specific is, classified information some- papers, to get something out quickly, will run it
times contains proprietory information, patent verbatim ond look really stupid.
information and when you take the wraps off
declassification, there is a problem about publi- Mr. Ralph imith. This is very discouraging to
cations. Now on the other hand, if you have writers of press releases!
technology, let us say, valuable, and it doesn't
deserve classi' 4cation and nevertheless there is Mr. Cooper. I think you do get a great volume of
a law in this country that says that some of that press releases from the government and from the
technology will not be exploited without a military everyday. I think that both the mili-
license, the problem then is always one of evalu- tary and industry save the best stories for their
ating whether valuable technology should be house organs because they don't want their own
protected because of a statutory desire that it publications scooped, so I read those more care-
be protected, and the silver platter concept Is fully than I do the press releases; but I think
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that any newspaper, at least a daily, a credible Is this a valid charge that Defense contracts
newspaper, will not take a handout at face value, will up the classification if they can possibly
You not only call the person who originated it do that to make it seem more important for their
to be sure that he did, but you also try to benefit? Can somebody answer it?
check out the facts to be sure they are as he
has presented them. Now I just want to get back off the track for

just a minute. We are all human beings and I
(Unknown). Recently with the new Executive think we should have mutual respect for each
Order we are looking for new and great things other. I think there's a lot of similarity
in classification management. We've received between government and the press. Most of the
so much publicity that members of Congress are people in both businesses are really truly
rushing to get on the bandwagon by introducing interested in the society, improving that society
the main bill which would take security classi- and helping the people in that society. We do
fication out from under the Executive Order. I it in different ways. I think you can see that
wonder if the press has considered this or for so many people seem to go from the govern-
reviewed this with any alarm or determination, ment to the press, one way or the other. I have
or have you had an opportunity to consider this? the upmost respect for many many career govern-
How do you feel about it? Do you have any ment people many politicians, but there is also
feelings about an Executive Order or law? Would the problem you have to realize on our part, that
it be more of a problem to you in the long run? there are a lot of politicians who are just out

to raise themselves quickly in the public light.
(Unknown). I would throw out one comment that I When this gets into classification, that's where
think it would be in the interest of the Fourth our problem comes in and that's what we're talking
Estate to see it stay as an Executive Order about.
because laws usually become more unflexible and
difficult to change. Hopefully, Executive Orders I think in "The Advocate" show yesterday they
are a little more flexible. pointed out that in the case of the career govern-

ment official, you can easily trust his judgment.
(Unknown). It's easier to talk to a Congressman He doesn't have a vested interest in keeping his
than to the President! name as the "white knight in shining armor," and

that sort of thing. Some of the politicians we
Mr. Tolleffson. This is a question I would like have to watch out for, and I've worked with enough
answered by anyone of you people for my own of them to realize that. But I want to say again,
benefit. I'll get back to a source which is not T really respect you people for inviting us here.
confidential. This is a book by Stanford J. I've learned a lot from this session and I hope
Unger from the Washington Post called, "The you have. You know, we're all human beings and
Papers and the Papers," which I think would make committed toward improving society and if we just
good reading but I work neither for the Washing- give a little bit to each other, look through the
ton Post or E. P. Dutton, so I'm just saying on other guy,: eyes (which is what I've been doing
the baaii that I think it's a good book. There this morning) I think it's really going to help
are a lot of things in it that people won't everyone in the long run.
agree with but it's good because it details the
whole legal issue we are talking about in light Mr. Smith. Ladies and gentlemen, on this note of
as they apply to the Pentagon Papers. It says understanding I think I must point out that we are
in here something I would like to throw out about to run out of time. I think I speak for all
because I think the majority of you. if I'm not of us in saying that, notwithstanding so-called
mistaken, work for corporations that handle "adversary" relationships, class feelings, and
Defense contracts rather than working directly things of that sort, I think everybody has had an

P for the Federal Government. Unger says in here, opportunity to look at the other side of the
"In some instances the worlds of derivative problem. I hope I can speak for all of us, also,
classification requires that any compilation of in saying, that notwithstanding problems that
documents, such as the Pentagon Papers, receive come up from time to time, we all are grateful to
the highest classification contained in any of the press for many things; and in particular, we're
its parts, resulting in putting secret stamps on grateful this morning to these representatives of
newspaper clippings, public speeches and other the press who have been kind enough to come and
material that is circulating freely in other share their thoughts with us.
parts of the government. Occasionally defense

* contractors employ this technique and extreme
extension of it in order to direct more serious
attention to their work from the upper echelon
In the Defense Department."
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CLASSIFICATION: SYSTEM OR SECURITY BLANKET? He enjoys a national reputation as a wit and
AMROM H. KATZ humorist about science, government and bureau-

cracy and he is a much sought after speaker.
INTRODUCTION OF MR. AMROM H. KATZ

Mr. Katz is now a consultant to several agencies
Mr. Katz is quite a distinguished gentleman, a of the United States Government, to industry and
native of Chicago, raised and educated in to some other institutions and we want to express
Milwaukee. He has done graduate work in math- our appreciation for him. Yesterday afternoon he
ematics and physics at the University of Wis- was in Boston. He cut his visit to be sure and
consin. He started his work in the area of be here for our luncheon today.
Aerial Reconnaissance and Intelligence in 1940
with the United States Air Force Aerial Recon- PRESENTATION BY MR. KATZ
naissance Laboratory in Dayton. He was Techni-
cal and Scientific Advisor to the Air Force It is a good thing that I attended only the last
Photo Commander at the 1946 Bikini Bomb Tests, hour of the morning seminar because I am sure that
leaving the Aerial Reconnaissance Labs as Chief had I attended the other meetings I would have
Physicist, he joined the Rend Corporation in realized that my entire speech had been preempted.
1954 where he became a member of the senior
staff. At the end of what I laughingly call my formal

presentation I will be happy to entertain questions.
He is a senior member of the American Institute I offer no guarantee of answering them, but I will
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, a Fellow for entertain them anyway.
the American Geographic Society, a Fellow of
the Society of Photographic Instrumentation However, it is quite apparent as I look around that
Engineers and a member of several other pro- however you classify this society, you cannot call
fessional groups, and is a member of the it a society of male chauvinist pigs, for which I
Institute for Strategic Studies in London. am glad!

Long active in public and international affairs, Now we begin. A funny thing happened to me on my
he was a long-time regular panelist on a weekly 30 year journey through classified bureaucracy
TV program sponsored by the Dayton Council on en route to this meeting. I got to know both
World Affairs in the early 50's. He is a mem- Dan Ellsberg and Tony Russo very well. More on
ber of the National Planning Association Com- this later. First, I need to ensure that you are
mittee on Security Through Arms Control. He wide awake and paying attention.
helped draft the widely circulated pamphlet
"1970, Without Arms Control," as well as the Whenever I hear the word "classification" it
committee's other publications. reminds me of an experience I had in 1946 which

is getting increasingly remote in time and space.
He is on the board of sponsors of the magazine,
War/Feace Report. He is consulting editor of I was at the Bikini atomic bomb tests. We were
Arms Control and Disarmament. He is on the out a few months early arranging markings on the
Advisory Board of Technological Forecasting and target ships we were going to bomb, and installing
on the Editorial Board of Remote Sensing of photogrammetric markers on the islands. Things
Environment. were quiet (it was well before the tests) and we

took a cruise among the hundred or so odd ships
Mr. Katz is listed in American Men of Science, of the doomed fleet. While we were there we saw
World's Who's Who in Science, World's Who's one ship lying a few miles off with much activity
Who in Commerce and Industry, Who's Who in around it. The Navy chap who was driving us around
Space and Who's Who in the West and we are in a little Navy craft, none of whose names are
going to listen in a minute to "Who's Who at familiar to me, told us, when we asked, "That's
NCMS!" the USS Nathaniel Bowditch."

He has published numerous articles on disarma- Now Nathaniel Bowditch, I remembered from my
ment and arms control. He is a consultant to student days, was a famous navigator and astronomer
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, to of the previous century. I said, "What the hell is
the United States Air Force and to the Depart- going on there?" He said, "That's where all those
ment of State. long hairs are." I said, "What long hairs?" "Well,

MEOOE
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you know, you've heard about the strange fish 2) There is too much classified material and
they've been catching." And indeed we had much, if not most, of it is overclassified.
heard, because this was the first American
marine expedition in that part of the world in 3) The classification system is a self-supporting
the previous half century. and growing bureaucracy that costs too much

for what it does and in fact, far from doing
I said, "Drive us over there." About an hour anything p.-mitive it incurs costs and produces
later I climbed aboard the ship wanting to see negative effects.
the strange fish they had caught. Right next
to me on deck as I got aboard was a clam of Now do not get hostile. I am not asserting that
some kind, about three feet thick, the biggest these propositions are true. (Nor am I saying that
damn clam ever caught. these propositions are false.) What is important

is the widely held belief that they are true. The
The Captain asked, "What can I do for you?" objective fact does not count as much as the per-
We said, "We want to see some of those strange ception. I will not "answer" these statements,
fish you've caught." He said, "Stop!" "You but I will comment on them and on other matters,
can't see them!" "Why not," I said. "Well," trying to illuminate the subject. While I am
he said "we got an order to classify all fish making light of the subject, I hope that at the
we caught and we classified them secret." same time I will shed light on it. I believe that

this audience of conscientious professionals will
Absolutely true. pick and choose from among such insights as I

produce and reject others as they will.
Now you know when you hear a story like this
that you are confronted with one of two options: Is it true that the classification system costs too
whether it is a made-up story or it happened, much for what it does? I suspect it is true. But
and a story like this is too preposterous to on the other hand I am old-fashioned and I believe
have been made-up! It has to be much easier everything costs too much.
to have happened. I am sure you find the same
thing that I notice - the preposterous things First let us examine the charge, made under various
are what's happening. guises, that the system costs too much or that it

is not cost-effective, to use modern up-to-date
Clearly there are other meanings to the word jargon. Similar arguments were made that the
"classification," than the automatic response Hanson trial cost too much. That the Sirhan trial
I got on board the USS Bowditch, but we are cost too much. No struggle is required in order to
not concerned with them here today, believe those statements.

A phrase frequently heard in the audience and I believe them too. There is, fortunately, however,
in the panel (during the last hour this morning) no way to measure just how much a trial and an
is the "the state of the art," I argue that it attempt at justice should cost and such discussion

Sis not the state of the art that should concern is properly out of order.
us here so much as it is the art of the state.
That is really the subject matter we are talking Take a moment to consider Viet Nam as an exercise
about. in cost effectiveness, or cort ineffectiveness,

as it turned out. Our maximum rate of expenditure
Allow me to state what I believe (without support in Viet Nam was of the order of 30 billion dolla&s
from a scientific sampling of opinion) what many per year, that's with 9 zero's after it, 30 x 10
"people" believe about the "classification The maximum estimate of the enemy order of battle,
system" or problem. the enemy facing us, was 300,000 which Is 30 with

4 zero's after it, 30 x 104. Now dividing the
It is interesting that these two words are often first number by the second number, yields that
used interchangably - system and problem. By we have been spending $100,000 per year per enemy"O"people" I include lay people such as the press, dead or alive except we have not gotten delivery!
members of the House and Senate, ex-government Now it turned out that the $100,000 which we were

classification experts, the Defense Science spending per year per enemy was say, about 15 or
Board, you know, just plain folks. They 20 timea the maximum life expected income of the
believe -- average enemy. We were spending 20 times per year

what lie would have been expected to earn in his
1) The classification system keeps information lifetime if we had left him alone, so clearly

from Americans and their friends but not something i,P wrong.
from America's enemies.
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Obviously our negotiation process was not In the first place there is a fierce asymmetry
working and still is not. It would have been between the penalties and consequencies for
cheaper to buy them and put them on an annuity. underclaasifying and those for overclassifying.

Suppose someone classifies a document TOP SECRET
This is an example of what often happens when when it should have been classified no more than
you invert the whole problem. In this case, CONFIDENTIAL. I lay aside without comment the
inverting the problem would have made every- implicit argument that correct classification
thing different. Now we go to a hell of a lot caa be determined objectively, like weighing a
of hard work to capture a guy and persuade him pound of hamburger (or should I have said
that he is a VC and make him talk. Instead, by bologna). The "correct" classification is a
offering him an annuity, we have inverted the subjective thing at best, and there is no way of
problem and made him prove he is a VC! measuring. weighing and so on. To detached

observers, of whom there is none in my audience
Furthermore, this idea has the additional today, I state that, like a fish hook going in,
advantage that instead of having open season on it is easier to stump a document than un - or
the enemy we would have a closing date. More restamp it.
advantages will occur to you if you think about
this proposal for a few minutes. Of course Now back to the asymmetry. If one overclassifies
there are certain administrative problems you a document he may be regarded as foolish or
run into such as ensuring they remain bought, stupid. But if so, he joins a multitude and the
you can do this by using partial payments, for epithet is neither lasting nor heinous. However,
example. But I happily turn this over to the if one underclassifies some information, or
administrators with the observation that I am distributes, say unclassified, some SECRET or
only a technical type. TOP SECRET data, there are penalties.

Back to the Sirhan Sirhan and the Manson trials, There is, therefore, a built-in bias to play
about which I argued that the remark that they safe, a bias that argues in favor of overclassi-
cost too much is inappropriate. fying.

We wish they had cost less but we cannot scale I can illustrate this from another field,
justice by cost, intelligence estimates. Many feel that a similar

bias exists in the intelligence estimating process.
However, another aspect of those two examples, If we overestimate the enemy, it may cost us money,
and the criticism that they called forth, does to buy defenses against the estimated threat. If
have an analogy in the continued brouhaha going we underestimate the enemy, it may cost us blood.
on over the classification system. The two We can print money but we cannot print blood.
trials were certainly lengthy, (and therefore (Although you can type it!) Clearly this example
expensive) and they tied up the system, delaying is a caricature but I think the bias works in this
trials of other people and other cases. The general direction. This does not mean that a
analogy with the classification system, is that conspiracy is at work, rather, I conclude forces
everyone affected by the system, not involved in are at work.
monitoring it but in complying with it and work-
ing within this system finds it to be an imped- Of course there are other reasons to overclassify,
ance, a nuisance and that it never facilitates sometimes operating at the subconscious level.
one's work. It is something you have to take One may want to shield and Insulate his project
time out to do: to get something classified, from criticism, be it literary or technical.
registered, receipted, or declassified, unreg- Literary criticism is usually needed and deserved
istered, unreceipted. But you have heard all the higher the classification of the document.
of this before and you have been insulted, down- This occurs because such documents do not have to
graded and attacked by genuine experts, so I bow meet the test of open publication, and have highly
t6 them. restricted readership. Although one may desire to

insulate his project from criticism by hiding it
Were I not already convinced that too many as best as he can, such protection by insulation
projects, reports and other artifacts of our does not work very well. But as long as people
defense establishment and foreign policy estab- think it works, that is what counts.
lishment are overclassified, and were I approach-
ing the discussio-' today armed with only plain Some, fortunately few in number, worship classi-
logic and fancy psychologic, I iould artue that fication, and regard any attacks on it as an
overclassification is inevitable, assault on religious principles and theology. I
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am reminded here of an old New Yorker cartoon. Others made, and still make, the grievous error
Deservedly a classic, this cartoon showed a of equating contingency pl o with marching
monastery high in the Pyrenees. In one room a orders. This error is not new. Some of you in
monk was working at a safe marked "Sacred," this audience may be old enough to remember that
and in another room one was working at a safe The Chicago Tribune, on or about, December 4, 1941,
marked "Top Sacred." three days before Pcarl Harbor, obtained and pub-

lished the United States War flans. Everybody
Now, about the charge that the classification knows we did not have war plans. A little earlier,
system is a bureaucratic apparatus? Of course Lt. Col. Eisenhower was drilling in Louisiana with
it is. What is not? As soon as you get more wooden rifles. But they published our war plans
than two people, one has to be the boss and with the claim, based on a semantic inversion,
issue orders. You have the beginning of that because we had war plans, we were planning
bureaucracy. In the system we are here to cuss war.
and discuss there are many more than two people!
A paradox inherent in bureaucracii.; (this one To anyone who has been an even moderately careful
as well as all others) is that as ýJhey grow, newspaper reader, the Pentagon Papers offered
they get more joints, nodes and branches. But absolutely no surprises. Details - yes;
they become more rigid; this is a paradox, surprises - io. The trouble is that many who will
because one would think that they would get not, or do not drink from the highly potable flood
looser and more flexible. Alas, they become of unclassified Information are dying of thirst
more rigid. fcr secrets.

Another gratuitous truism about bureaucracies This suggests that a titillation factor coupled
or other large collections of people is that with an a priori commitment to various conspiracy
as they get bigger, intellectual level decreases, theories is hard at work.
That is a cumbersome way of beating around the
bush and I would rather say -t plain: they do With that as an introduction, I turn to a memo I
not get smarter, they get dumber! wrote on the Pentagon Papers case on, July 1, 1971,

about two weeks after the New York Times started
Another, perhaps minor shift occurred when we publishing the Papers.
shed the old category RESTRICTED. My impression
is that when we had the categories RESTRICTED, To keep the memo short, I confined myself to some

CONFT1hNrIAL, SECRET and TOP SECRET, there were predictions which, like fall out, will descend
very few TOP SECRET documents around. When the upon all of us.
lowest classification was abolished, what we
used to call RESTRICTED became marked CONFIDEN- First, and most important, we must recogni.ze that
TIAL, and there was a general upgrading, hence Dan Ellsberg invented something. What I mea, is
the proliferation and liberal use cf the TOP that, as the guy who kidnapped the first diplomat
SECRET stamp. This is only a partial explana- set the stage for other kidnappinge, as the first
tion, but I think it is ov. the track. contemporary airline hijicking set the stage for

other hijackings, so thlz.t event will serve as a
Let us turn back to the Pentagon Papers case. stimulant and a model for future similar events.
Tons ind reams have been written about this (Remember, I am quicli!,. from the memo of, July 1,
historic episode and much more will be written. 1971.) Ellsberg has received mniny accolades, has
The matter is now before the third branch of achieved martyrdom and will likely get off free
our government, the judiciary, and I will there- and clear, (the prediction I made -hen still holds).
fore say (what is for me) comparatively little. Any book he writes will automatically be a best
The disclosures did satisfy, for many, the seller. He is portrayed by many as a patriot, a

opportunity of voyeurism, permitting a peek super hero and so on. lie is on TV frequently and
inside the government, but I wondered at the will be known and commemorated as Saint Daniel!
time, and I ask again, who really read the
Pentagon Papers? Of the thousands who pointed I argue that this general rearion will inspire
at, commented on and bought the Papers, at best, further disclosures by others aho aspire to some
a microscopic minorit) has really read them. I collection of similar statuses. We had better he
have satisfied myself about this truth by going alert to this. My own favorite and incomplete
around and asking detailed questions. But all list of subjects which can make for embarrassing
of these people have streng ideas of what they and exciting dioclosurva, include Information rela
think was proved, what was revealed, what was related to our atomic weapons and strategic
flushed out and what was given to the American delivery systems, information .,Iout intelliltenckc
public. People pointed at them and some writers operations, semo. of our transactions in the *1iddle
made headlines by saying things that you cannot East between thv Ulnited States ind Russia atd
find in the Papers. between the Unitted States .iid Isarael, drtall
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about strategic contingency plans, a subject Let us look at the practice of secrecy in the
that was earlier remarked upon. (Everyone knows United States. What is open and what is secret?
that a contingency plan is never used, because To do this we will start with a short review
you are always conf~onted by a new contingency course in the theory and practice of deterrence
and when you look around at a lot of your plans, in a nuclear era. Being well armed in the face
there are none that fit. Besides, contingency of a threat from an opponent is necessary, but
plans are guarded by their preparers and owners, not a sufficient condition for protection in a
like the library books are guarded by an old nuclear era. The fundamental requirements of
maid librarian. They are to be kept &nd not be deterrence, if we want to deter the Soviets, and
removed.) they want to deter us, is that each side has to

know what the other side has, and be suitably
So I predict, therefore, (July 1, 1971) we should impressed by it. In other words, a truly secret
expect further disclosures in other areas. I weapon is completely valueless for the purpose of
predict and expect further polarization between deterrence. This is so obvious that it is
the press and the government, which cannot be usually forgotten and has to be remerbered. A
good. The press equates secrecy with secretive- secret weapon, that is a weapon whose enistence
ness. Adding to this is the well-known phenom- is not known to the other opponent, may be gooA
enon of overclassification in some areas. I for something, but not for deterrence. So how
might add, parenthetically, that as pointed out do we tell each other?
in the earlier discussion that the press defends
its right to secrecy, and its right to confiden- We have an elaborate disclosure apparatus in
tiality of 5ources. I understand this, but I this country, in spite of all of us working with
cannot reconcile it with the implicit denial of the classification system. To a member of a
the government's right to secrecy. Back to the Soviet intelligence apparatus studying the
memo. United States, the job of drawing the wiring

diagram of the United States disclosure system
These events will only launch the press on the would be a snap. He would have the following
warpath for more scalps and kudos. Any writer ingredients: the brothers Stewart and Joseph
who wants a Pulitzer Prize will eAert diligence Alscop, Bill Beecher of the New York Times,
to come up with further disclosures. I noticed Mike Getler of the Washington Post, Aviation
that Neal Sheehan did not get a Pulitzer Prize, "Leak" as we call it sometimes, the annual
and this created quite a storm. Perhaps he Secretary of Defense Posture Statement and the
should have gotten the Olympic medal for fencing! enormous collection of green books and brown

books published by the Senate and House respec-
A third prediction concerned further and possible tively, the institutional advertising, Lle free
loss of confidentiality internal to the govern- commercial reports, the available data .......
ment which I estimate will contaminate much He would be drowning in information. In truth,
communication on policy matters. A guy will be you would cpuse great mirth among the Huss!.ans if
writing classified messages with an eye on the you told them how we really work. We do not have
possibility that they are going to be published, a system. fie would have this all wired together.
not 30 yeare later, but maybe next week. Every once in a while I suspect he might not be

all wrong.
A fourth point is that we are still in a growing
anti-defense mood in this country. Most people I want to makc a plausible retrospective case
will not read the Pentagon Papers (I confirmed that there is a system and it is wired together.
later that they did not), but will only point at I say this because certain secret information h1s
them, and will use them as a further weapon to to be given out without declassltication or else
belabor and attack the defense establishment, is declassified by the process of leaking it.

I concluded my memo by remembering that in older, We need not detail any further what we all know
and hopefully former times, the messenger who is an elaborate disclosure system. If anybody
brought bad news was sometimes shot, because of wants to find out how many weapons we have, how
misidentification of the bad news with its big they are, how well they work, where they are
bearer. In this case, clearly I am only the located, roughly what our strategic doctrine is;
messenger. I want everybody to understand that! etc., can find out all that information. Most
That is what I predicted. I leave it to you to people who want that information do not even tap
evaluate these ideas. the flood of free in.'ormation to get it.
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Nov let us look at the Soviets' disclosure There is a built-in assumption (hardly even

system. Remember the symmetry here is that they subjected to careful analysis) that more communi-
have to tell us what they have in order for us cation bet•ieen one nation and another makes for

to be scared and impressed by what Lhey have. more friendship and understanding. Clearly, the

How do they do it? Well, they are not set up existence of a pipeline is not alone what counts.
very well to do it, because over there when they What is coming through it? is it dessert or

say a telephone directory is classified, they do sewage? What has been communicated counts for
not mean it has yellow pages. They mean it is more than the fact of communication. As I recall,

secret. We do not understand that. We cannot it was not until we seriously listened to Hitler's

cope with such a thing. So they are not set up communications that we took him seriously, with

at all to reveal anything, but they do reveal, unpleasant results from Hitler, so it depends
How do they do it? entirely on what is being communicated.

By and large they do have two systems; one is My wife, as usual, hit at the heart of the matter.

qualitative and the other is quantitative. About She makes remarks, out of which I make speeches.
15 or 18 years ago I wrote a paper suggesting She once pointed that the trouble with modern
that the Soviets were going to have to exhibit communications - referring to TV, radio and the

their missiles and that they were going to have press, is that it brings you, at high speed, in

to constitute what I named, "The Moscow Drag- great volume, from all directions, 24 hours a

strip," to give us a look at them. A moment's day - bad news! And the more you think about it,
thought will confirm the administrative incon- the more you realize this has nothing to do with

'venience of flying missiles by in parade. This what I am talking about today, but since I am
is not a very handy business, so I thought they talking I will finish this interesting diversion

were going to have to drag them by, and indeed by noting that most news is bound to be bad,
they did and do! And we are impressed, as we because most news is a discontinuity, and a dis-

are supposed to be. That is the purpose of it. continuity is something breaking, something
busting, something blowing up, and something

But nobody is deterred by quality alone. You catching on fire -- it is bound to be bad news.
ire deterred by numbers. Here comes a fairly

fancy word that I find describes what is happen- Earlier I suggested that inverting a problem will
ing: symbiosis. To achieve credibility in the often provide a clue to a solution. Why classify

number of missiles and aircraft and defensive documents, projects, or activities? Only to

systems: in the state of the art; to impress protect them. What is the precise meaning of the

China, West Germany, Italy, France and the United phrase? Crudely put, we mean to see t, it that

SStertes, to back up and exert their political the wrong guy does not read the report. Of course

leverage and muscle around the world, the Soviets this result can be obtained if nobody reads it.

depend on the United States National Intelligence This is known as the Captain Kidd effect, after
System and the disclosures set forth in posture the unlamented pirate who was supposed to have

statements, reprinted, elaborated somehow by the shot his fellow pirates after they helped him bury

Institute of Strategic Studies in London, printed his treasure. The net result was that the secret

apparently independently in Aviation Week. These of the treasure died with the Captain. The non-

estimates all come from the same place. We are pirates among you might prefer to call this

doing the Soviets' work for tl0em. We are part of "throwing the baby out with the bath water."
their disclosure apparatus. I leave the implica-
tions, most of which should be obvious to most of FHowever, 1 have previously observed and communi-

you, for you to draw, or to the question period. cated to high officials of the 0oD, that in 10
years we may expect to have great difficulty in

The practice of secrecy in the Soviet Union is hiring people to work on classified projects.

not a dirty conmunilst trick but is rather, an If so, this is going to cut down on the reading

old Russian habit. It pre-dates the advent of problem and the protection problem. If you cannot

ccommunism, which is barely a half century old, hire any workers for your projects it is going to

and goes way back. It is truly an old Russian be tough to produce any classified reports. No,

habit. You cannot expect to have that changed I am not basing this on in expansion or expected

with regime or modification of the regime. continuation of the wide-spread anti-defense mood
or reluctance to work for the Dol), rather I argue

It is often alleged by some of these lay or plain that very few will be able to ýiet cleared. Th ink

folk I referred to earlier, that we should about it.

communicate ore internationally, cotmiunicate
all our Information, declassify everything.
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Project what is happening. By 1984, a felIci- Moderator. Never again wil.l you ask me, who is
tious choice of dates, practically everyone in Amrom Katz! Any questions?
the pool of potential new employees will have
smoked pot, have been arrested, have been (Unknown). You sound like Art Buchwald. Do
plunged deep into one or more kinds of so-called you know him?
therapy, have been a member of one or more kinds
of subversive organization or have deviated from Mr. Katz. Art happens to be a good friend of
the sexual norms of the then current establish- mine. I had him at my house for lunch one day.
ment, thus making clearance difficult, perhaps We were discussing something seriously. He said,
in most cases impossible. This solution (when this reminded him of the story of a woman who
no one reads anything) may be coming, but never had two pet chickens. One of them got sick so
fear: I have the cancellation orders in the she killed the second one to make chicken soup
next sentence. for the first one.

The supreme and over-riding commandment of a There is a universal moral there somewhere.
bureaucracy is, "Thou shalt not go out of
business," and therefore, that is sufficient to Moderator. Thank-you very much. It is pretty
ensure that you will not allow yourselves to go obvious we thoroughly enjoyed your presentation.
out of business. Criteria will have to be Someone wanted to ask Amrom: What is a con-
changed. Clearance criteria will be changed as sultant? You will recall we had a little query
needed to ensure a steady flow of employees, about this in Washington last year.
and grist for your various mills.

Mr. Katz. Long before I became a consultant I
I fear, and you probably rejoice, that I have used to tell this story and although I still
not really solved your problems. Not all prob- tell it occasionally, I usually wince when I do.
lems are soluble. Coping with them is fre-
quently the best we can hope for. We have It seems that Farmer Jones had an unusually fine
examined some of the differences of opinion and bull. A mighty stud animal. Jones earned about
Interpretation that occur. This does remind me 75% of his monthly income from the services of
of a closing story I must tell. A friend of this one bull, with negligible work by Jones
mine who travels from the east coast to the west himself.
coast fairly frequently, once or twice a year,
got fed up with driving the turnpikes. He He kept the bull in a corral, about 20 feet
aJways drove. He said, "Damn it Katz, I want square, surrounded by a high fence.
to drive across the country and see the country
while there is still country to see." He drove One day the farmer moved in a black and white
across the country on old U.S. 30, through Iowa. Holstein cow into the pen next to the bull, to
It wao summer and It was hot. lie stopped at a be serviced, as they say, the next day. Some-
sail town of no more than 120 people, and the thing snapped in this bull's mind. He thought,
temperature was about equal to the population. "Those are the most beautiful horns I've ever
He got out to get a coke and refuel himself and seen, the most beautiful sway back, the nicest
so forth. Looking down the two blocks of the hide, prettiest eye lashes and beautiful purple
main street of town, he noticed two huge eyes. I'm not about to wait until tomorrow,
churches facing each other across the Y axis in I'm going right now!" So he backed off about
the nain street. He asked, "What is that?" 15 feet and made a mighty leap -- but lie did
"Then are our two famous churches," the filling not make it! He got wiped out on the way over.
station man said, pointing to the first one, He lost, as we say, his credentials.
"That's the Fundamental Church of Christ." My
iriend said, "What's that one?" "That's the So Farmer Jones bemoaned this tragic accident.
Fundamental Church of Christ, Reformed." "What's With one fell swoop, or better one foul swipe,
thei difference?" So the guy says, "Well, a vast he lost 75% of his income. His neighbors, who
theological gulf separates these two churches." were, of course, completely uninvolved in this
"The hell you say," my friend said, "What is it?" episode, came around, laughed, and said, "Jones,
"They," the attendant said, pointing to the first what are you going to do? Shoot the old bull?"
one, "believe that Adam's fall was caused by his He said, "Hell, no, I'm going to keep him on as
eating of the apple at the hand of Eve." a consultant!!'"
"Really? What do the believe?" My friend
asked, pointing to the second church. "They
bel i.ve he was a son-of-a-bitch from the word
g').
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A WOOK AT CASUAL CLASSIFCA¶TION -to the DD 254 Specification and Not by the
13Y INDUSTRY Contracting Officer.
BY
jO8EPII1 C. WINGERD, 1243C, INC. Industry's responsibility for the

claosification of informration or the safe.-

Forn!wrd guarding of such classified information
only cones into beingý at such time aE the

I would like to stati. at this Contractor involved enters into a Contract

toime that this paper which T am going or some such proper agreement with the United

to Ijresent Is to be considered in States Government and fohen requires access to
L~tr"*ctly an academic light and in no already classified -Information or generates
way reflects the position of the such classified in~formation in accomplli::hing
Wokel--ted Aircraft Corporation. As his contractual obligations for the U. S.
you -dl must well know, there are Government, primarily the Department of'
mnany Divisions and parts, of Lockheed Defense. Since this responsibility is estab-

a~id I an, speaking as an individual lished solely by ti;:: existence of this Con-

wi Lu rather extensive Contract Admin- tract or Agreement, we must look then to the
istratien ex - erience and the analyses contract for, the extent of his obligations
an'd tho opinions stated here today by in complying with the classification of in-
me are irly own and are for the purpose formation which is spelled out in the DD 254

of raising questions and pointing out Classification Specification for this partic-
what I can~ider ore areas requiring ular contract or agreement.
closEr contractual adminictrative
attentioýn. The Industrial Security Manual for

SafeguardInCg Classified Information assigns
rcýr: tile viewpoint of the Contrac- to the Contracting Officer the responsibil-

drd!, buuiness with tht. United Ities of fur-nishing neces8sary classification,
j'Aitcn Govurnment, Casual Classifica- authorizing retention of classified material

;ion liar inany* fact-ts, both frc.ij a legal fand certifyinC contractor'L; neeid to attend
,tpreach under the many Executive Or- classified mexetingrs.

lor-r, Fedural Statutes and Department
(,-' lkt'enee DIrectives arid f'rcrr, a basic The Manua.l states Uvtt "Fec the jurlon'

C11!rUCt,1Ua -CCceMPiishtnent. Fnr the of' tmot 14-nual, the tory", Contracting Officer
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In this light it very clearly
falls under the "Changes Clause" of
the contract and :J1 its ramifications.

The "Changes Clause" reads as
Sfollows: Now, let's consider Casual Classifica-

"The Contracting Officer may tion Area No. 1 in light of this contrac-
at any time, by a written order, tual requirement.
and without notice to the sure-
ties, make changes, within the 1. Casual Classification by the
general scope of this contract, Government to Protect Private Data as
in any or more of the following: well as Data which would be Determined
(i) Drawings, designs, or spec- as Injurious to our National Defense
ifications, where the supplies if Disclosed to Unauthorized Personnel.
to be furnished are to be spec-
ially manufactured for the Since the DD 254 Specification that

Government in accordance there- is included as part of the Contractor's
with; (ii) method of shipment contractual obligation contains a refer-
or packing; and, (iii) place of ence to the Industrial Fecurity Manual for

delivery. If any such change Safeguarding Classified Information as part
causes an Increase or decrease of his obligation, and since we must take
in the cost of, or the time re- it in its entirety, the type of classified
quired for the performance of information considered here would have been
any part of the work under this generated by the Government, its handling

contract, whether changed or not and protection wouldI be in accord with the
changed by any such order, an requlirements established for the handling
equitable adjustment shall be of this level of classified information
made in the contract price or without exception. Nowhere in this contrac-
delivery schedule, or both, tual relationship is the Contractor given
(fand the contract shall be mod- the prerogative of analyzing such classified
ified in writing accordingly. information and questioning the reasons that
Any claim by the Contractor for the Government-authorized personnel classi-

adjustment under this clmase fied such informtion to the level which he

must be asserted within 60 days ~ received It. It muist be recognized and ac-
from the- date of receipt by the cepted as an assumption that when classified
Contractor of the notification information is subnmitted to a Contractor for

of chwige, provided, however, use under a Government contract, that It has
that thP Contracting Officer, been properly clasoified by an authorized in-

if he decides th:at the facts dividual who has access tc backgxounJ infor-

justify such action, may re- mtion that probably is ,.t available to thw
c,.-vw ,uid act upon any such Contractor and thetrefor, his Judgwitit should
claim asserted at tiny time prior not be subject to question. In this in-

to firial payment under this con- stance, if the Contractor takes it upor

tract. Whe-re the cost of prop- himself to disagree with tie' level of clitc-
" wdrty o•de bsole.te or excess as sification or the fact of ciiusirication at

reisud t ,f a change is included all and discloses this informntion to unifu-
i, th,, CntrLct)r's claim for thorized individuals, he is, at the least,

14dJusBD.rit, the' Contraeting In default of his contractual obh igntlonS

0(lTcfa•r alwll have the righL arn the Government shou)ld honve every right
to prt ,scribe th' muwner of dis- to teminate such contract for default and

i'ositio, (ýf question of fact withdraw the security cleartnct' 'tnd -ill
within the anIng of the clause classified material fromT that Contractor'r
of this contract "ntitled possession. The (F,terJn,%ti,,n (,f hic Fgult

""iu"iputes". However, nothing in or his innoceroce under tht Hatiorvi'l `A-curlty

this clause shall excnF- the Act is a problem for tc,. Courto to d.cide

C,,ntrctor from proceding with based primarily (,i wi|-t|l.r tlrr,r O wat; *
the contract as changed." cogigromie ,of inforawtion i rkUriou(f t•l the
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National Defense. judgment factors peculiar to that individual
responsible to exercise the particular au-

The effect on the Contractor's thority applied to this area of interpreta-obligations by the classification of tion. What then happens if the Contractor,
the Government of data for reasons in his judgment, does not classify certainother than the protection of our information which he considers is ro
Nat.>nal Defense information, is to in the DD 254 specification and which, in
impose upon him a heavier burden of his judgment is in no way injurious to the
classification than he originally National Defense if disclosed to an unau-
would have anticipated because the un- thorized individual, when on the other hand
derlying connotation throughout the the Government User Agency determines that
Industrial Security Manual is that in there is a possibility for such information
addition to that information stated in to be injurious to the National Defense and
the DD 254 Classification Specification, feels that such information should be clas-
that the Contractor is also responsible sified to avoid this possibility and that
to ensure that classification is applied these two actions happened independently of
to all information which is the same as e-ch other, is the Contractor in danger of
or similar to information that he has a security violation if he has knowledge of
knowledge of that has been classified such Government interpretation after is-
previously. This poses a question: If suance of the information and does nothing
such volume of classified information to resolve the opposing interpretation? If
beco•,es burdensome or costly, who should such classification by the Government, ifbear such costs? While it is true that complied in by the Contractor, should in-
there is always the channel of request- crease the Contractor's cost since ho de-"" ii a review by the original classifiers pended on the type of Interpretatir-n that
to .otL.-innine the applicabiLity of this he h'ud made and expected to operate under

t:i ,i,-[y rrmisclassifled informntion and at the tin.e such specification was original-th, •o,-vt of tie handling and classifica- ly reviewed, would this increased cost be
tln of similar information creates, paid the Contractor through a C(,tract
ther-' may st-i.l be in the final analysis Change for compliance or would he have to
much unnecessary cost imposed upon a absorb it through his misinterpretation of
cutitractor by this method. In this par- the security specification? It would seem
ticular aruea it would seem that the only in this type of instance that it was anrel answe.- is a close working relation- obvious unbiluity or lack of specific dir-
shi. with the User Agency to apply down- ection in the security specification, toin every instance that is possi- such an extent that a chantge to such Spec-

i'., ificaticn should be issued through the,
Contracting Officer to the Contractor car-

Now, from a contractual standpoint, rying with it the Contractor's right under
i.•i(Ider Casual Classif!cation Area the Changes Cltuurse to submit a claim for

k " "-'" additional cost ýand fi,- which would then be
neg!otiated thru,•gh the, 1proper contractua•l

Caisual Clas[Lftcrtion by the channei L;.: ~~(;,_,- rn;,:-,nt and Industry, When a% Question
, I' , uP t Exists as to the Level of Now, l(-t'-, c(lnsider Casual C]Assif'[c.a-
C! •,:ification or that an Ite-m 7hould tion Area N.. .
I Classified at all, but is tien
2!',v.;1fied as the Easiest Wpy to 'golve k. Casual Classif'ication lirc-i.ctlim

''t,.l ExJst~rLL Dilemma. to the Contract( r 1y Word (T Mouth or in
Writing uit Not bY ;a Cotritcfet Change to

PeopLe beitLo what they an- and the P 25)1 * 'iflclt14 a and Not by tht
,ci ,clfication by interpretatioln ' , a Contrnctinc Officer.
IT 4 - r whrtt typv of Inforrwtt Lon

, i b, I uriJu'lous to the Natio,•tl Mcw thlu r -ai.. . 1,, c, r (1Ui t, c-,1(is i ., t.,) vary from individual versial beoause of thr IK-01 sc'"14 ()f ["i•eU-
' l ,v~idu[1l]ecrucs,. imuch of the irnter- rity r,,sponniblIPs lb,1!Ii or.d utoon i Cr li -

I "i-tztiti n al ilied to thrce lir-rt of jw's- t, r when h•, '•to A*!t' Gi vorunein .t Conti'*,
i,,. •.mbl i ty rc- stirJotly within thfe It is reo#;i ,.d t., -!.sslfit!,n d,.L-
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sions are made by the User Command and Classification Specification and the general
trained security people and not by the responsibilities imposed upon him by the
Contracting Officer; however, in~snuch Industrial Security Manual, the argument of
as the Contractor's channel of respon- a security violation would require complete
sibility for contractual compliance analysis of the facts involved in each sit-
1ies solely within the contract docu- uation. The argument of cost would depend
ment, it is important that any changes upon the type of contract involved. In the
to his responsibility are implemented instance of a Fixed Pr:lce Contract, such
through such contract document. As we casual classification direction would be
ail know, this is not necessarily a.l- strictly on the Contractor unless he could
wayo done. When such course is fol- convince the Contracting Officer to give
lowed so that each direction in clas- him a Contract Change to implement such
sification of upgrading or downgrading direction. In the instance of a Cost
the Contractor's responsibility are Reimbursement Contract, such direction
implemented by contractual change or could be considered as being within the
written direction signed by the Con- general scope of the DD 254 Specification
tracting Officer as a Contracting and the general intent of the Industrial
Officer, there is no doubt of the Con- Security Manual and such additional cost
tractor's responsibility to comply would then be allowed as overrun to its
fully with such direction and to be Cost Reimbursement Contract. But on the
held fully responsible for his action other hand, if such casual direction was
or lack of action under his contrac- not interpreted by the Administrative
tual obligations. However, when casual Contracting Officer and the various Defense
classification direction is given to a Audit Agencies, to be within the scope of
Contractor either by word of mouth or the DD 254 Specification, then such addi-
in writing by someone other than the tional costs would be disallowed and of
Contracting Officer, what impact does necessity then come out of the Contractor's
such direction have in fact on the profits, a situation which is certainly in
Contractor's responsibility? In the no manner fair to tne Contractor and I am
event he did not follow such direction sure was not the intent of the Government
because of disagreement with the inter- under such circumstances to impose on him.pretation or because it did not come in In the event of such a happening, there is
throug, h the proper channels for dissem- of course a channel open to the Contractor
ination, and, because of this, issues which is under the doctrine of Constructive
information in that category in an un- Chomge to a Contract. This doctrine is
classified manner, is he subjected to based on those instances when a Contract
a security violation; or on the other Change is requested or impoLsed upon thl
hand, if he should follow such direc- Contractor by a person of apparent author-
tion and it substantially increases ity but who has not gone through the Con-
his cout for compliance with the secu- tracting Officer or the proper contract
rity requirenu'nts, does he get paid change document route. This ethod it; not
with fee for this additional cost? an accepted way of doing business and Is
This situation arises quite frequently frowned on quite heavily by the Government
an[d in many Instances Is of insuffi- and the Contractor as a method of revuoving
clnt impact cost-wise that such dir- these type of differences. It is highly
ections are accepted as port of our recommended therefore, both to Indust.ry
gene.-ral responsibility for Industrial and the Government, that in those ýn.rtnjces
Socurity atid which condoning action where casual classification direction is
tends to cre:tte a loose method of involved, that upon receiving some, the
opelating which should be guarded Industry representative should call this
against in all instances. The first immediately to the attention of the individ-
question of a possible security viola- ual giving such direction Lad request verif-
tion from a contractual standpoint ication by the cognizant Contracting Officer
w.uld appear to be in the negative as on behalf of the Governim-nt and in the -vent
long, as it stayed in the area as a such is not accomplished, the Industry Rep-
bordertin, catw? of a Judgment factor. resentative should contact his Contract Rep-
Since the Contractor has tn obligation resentative and have him imm'-diately fil a
tc protect classified information Im- Construction Chtage Noticfe to bring ou,'h
pot.'d upon him by his basic DD 54 istsue to the pr I&-r ii,'lht w ih-it at* delay.
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Pr•blems in this area can be avoided
by clearly stating in the regulation
that any direction from the Government
that chanes in ary manner the Contrac-
tor's obligations under a Contract must
be submitted to the Contractor by the
Contracting Officer through the proper
c catractual channels.
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THE BRITISH OFfICIAL SECRETS ACT Exclusion of public during hewing
An Examination Production of tatlreams

by S Accmodation addresses
* Extent of Acts and plae of trial

JACK ROBINSON S Laws of British poeesiions

• Communtcation of information 1mmin atomic

INTRODUCTION energy

The last provision is, of course, of more recent origin thanAll of us have heard comments about the British Official 1939. In this connection, it is interesting to note that the first
Secrets Act and have heard murmurs - not to mention outright formal act of this type,t contained only the following provisions:
recommendations - about adoption of such a law here.

* Disclosure of information
We are now beginning to operate under a new Executive 4 Breach of official trust

Order, with an extensively changed but evolving set of regulations. 0 Punishment for incitement or counseling to commit
it seems timely, therefore, to look more closely at the British Act, offence
to consider whether some of its provisions would strengthen proper 0 Expenses of prosection
application of Executive Order 11652 and its implementing * Saving for laws of British possessions
regulations. 0 Extent of Act and plce of trial of offenc

* Restriction of prosecution
The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to present the S Interpretations

available information on the British law, discuss some facts about its
relationship to our own, and offer some observations about Its Examining then the Act of 19114 which repealed the Act of
effect on operations. The paper is a "highlight," not Intended as a 1889, one finds:
discursive exposition.

* Penalties for spying
Another purpose of this paper is to make the Act available for a Wrongful communication etc., of information

easier access. Recommendations concerning the advisability of 0 Definition of prohibited place
adopting specific provisions of the Act are beyiond the scope of this S Power to arrest
paper. S Penalty for harbouring spies

0 Restriction on prosecution
THE ACT S Search Warrants

* Extent of Act and piece of trial of offence
The first point to establish is that the "Act" is not a single * Saving for laws of British possessions

law at all. Properly, it is 'The British Official Secrets Acts, 1911 to 0 Interpretation
1939."'l This point is not purely semantic, as anyone who reflects
on the range of years covered will agree. We shall examine the it is not surprising that the Act of 1911 added to the detail
major provisions as they have changed. and definition (e.g., the meaning of prohibited place) and added

provisions. Among the latter were: Power of arrest, Penalty for
The law is found in the Laws of England3 which Is the closest harbouring spies, Search warrants, and. the most notable from our

approximation to our Code (statutes ere not codified In the United view, the one establishing 'Wrongful receipt" as av offense. It thus
Kingdom). The following topics wre covered: became an offense under the Act for a person to receive prohibited

Information, lust as it was for a person to pass such information.
0 Penalties for spying unless the receiver roulh prove that the receipt was contrary to his
0 Meaning of prohibited place desire.'
* Effect of communication with foreign agents
0 Communication, oet., of information The Act of u92&• provided further extensions and
* Communication of informsation relating to munitions amplification. Its sections included:

* Wrongful receipt of sketch, etc.
0 Hatrloring of spie 0 Unauthornsed use of uniforms; falsiflcatio of reports.
* Gaining admisson to prohibited lce. etc. etc.
* Wrongful retention, etc., of officlal documents * Communication with foreign agents so be oviden, oet.
S Obstruction of police, eot., in prohibited places 0 Interferial with officers of she police, etc.

• Powa of polies to obtain inresetion • Powes to riuirte the production of taloepom
f Otes y c ns 41 gistration and regulation of personas.. receiving postal

S Attemptu. inltoments, oet. pealcs
P unaslasmant 0 Posses of p i

* Consent of law officer Attempn . inciteosents, etc.
• PUo • of ofr4111 ProWislon, N to trial and punishment of offensse

Foornu•rs Follow lhV le The main elements in thew sections relate to detailed
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definition of improper use of uniforms and identification in Authority shall be deemed to hold an office under
connection with obtaining information or access to a "prohibited Hor Majesty and a contract with the Authority shall
place"; a statement of details for establishing evidence of be deemed to be a contract with Nar Majesty.
communication with a foreign agent; establishment of a series of (2) For the purposes of paragraph (c) of section 3
records to be kept by persons In the business of receiving "postal of said Act of 1911 (under which the Secretary of

packets" for transshipment; end reinstitution of a section pertaining State may by order declare any place belonging to
to incitement to commit an offense under the Act. Such a Her Majesty to be a prohibited piece for the purpose
provision, it might be observed, had been in the Act of 18890 but of that Act) a piece belonging to or used for the
not in the Act of 1911. purposes of the Authority shall be deened to be a

place belonging to Her Majesty. (3) Subject to the
Undoubtedly, the changes reflected experience gathered in one following subsection no person shall, except with the

way or another during World War I, as was noted by Viscount Peat, consent of and in accordance with any conditions
the Under.Secretary of State for War, when introducing the bill for imposed by the Authority, be entitled to exercise any
a second reading in the House of Lords: right of entry (whether arising by virtue of a

"My Lords, this Bill is intended to amend the Official statutory provifion or otheed isn ) upon i piae which
Secrts ct f 111. f curs, geat hanes aveby virtue of the preceding subsection Is a prohibited

Secrets Act of 1911. Of course, great changes have place for the purpose of the said Act of 1911."

taken place in espionage during the war, and great

advances, if advances they may be called, have Them then, are the provisions of the British Official Secrets
occurred in that somewhat doubtful art, and the Acts, 1911 to 1939 as carried forward Into current low.
experience of countering espionage which Ac have
had during the war is embodied in the amendments UNITED STATES LAW
cnntained in this B8i. . . ."a

In this country the first of the Acts of this type was passed in
Further, it r appears that many of the amendments had 1911."3 It is perhaps not common knowledge that It was drawn

appeared as regulations under the Detenca of the Realm Act, as from the British Act of 1889, as the discussion in the House
reflected by Viscount Ournham during debates: atnato asg ftelwrvas

attendant on passage of the low reveals:

I quite see it may be necessary, with the "Mr. BENNET of New York. I would like to ask the
experience of the war behind us, to embody by way gentleman if the language in this bill is substantially
of Statute those provIsioni which have been in the form of foreign sta'utes. Mr. PARKER. It is
extremely useful during the war under the in the form o thrEgls st Atut We

Reguatins mde y vitueof te Dfenc ofthealmost exactly in the form ( I the English statute. We
Regulations made by virtue of the Defence of thehaesrcnoutepeuminofnet;w

RealmAct ..... have stricken out the presumption of intent; we
Realm Act .thought that was not fair." 14

The Act did not. however, basically change the pruvision pertaining An examination of the texts of the two clearly establishes the
the "wrongful receipt" although It did add a provision, subject to relationship even though the formats differ and neither "Her
considerable debate, pertaining to "wrongful retention." Majesty" nor the British possessions anter the discussion. In the

Finally, the Act of 1939'0 extended the provisions of tite comment by Mr. Parker, that the U.S. law ned "stricken out the

collective Acts to Northern Ireland and rewrote section 6 of the Act presumption of intent," he apparently refers to the Section of the
colciv cs oNrtenIrln adrwrt ecin61889 Act relating to poiigsc nomto oifmg ore

of 1920. That section describes the procedures to be followed in providing such information to a foreign source:

obtaining information from those believed to have it about offenses (3.) Where a person commits any act declared by this
or suspected offenses. section to be a misdemeanour, he shall, if he

intended (emphasis supplied) to communicate to a
Though no Secrets Act has been written since 1939, foreign state any.. or if he communicates the seine

provisions covering production and ase of atonic energy were addod to any agent of a foreign state ... s

to the Law by The Atomic Energy Act of 1946.1 ' Our law of 1911, on the other hand, says only:

Another aspect, worth noting, is that some provisions of the "SEC. 2. That whoever, having committed any
Secrets Act are incorporated in current laws. Two recent ones are offense defined in the preceding section,
The Rladiological Protection Act of 1970 and the Civil Aviation Act communicates or attempts to communicate to any
of 1971.'2 foreign government, or to any agent or employee

thweof, any . 6
An excerpt from the letter will illustrate the continuing

application: As evident from the fact that Public Law 470 psaad on 3

"Section 61 OfficiilSeciv Mardi 1911 and the British Act of 1911 on 25 August. they wer
at the time in the process of preparing the Act of 1911 which

(1) For the purpes of Section 2 of the Official repealed the Act of 1889. The relation between the Act of 1911
Scretls Act of 1911 (which among other things and our "Espionage Act" of 1917 is also evident, but so are some
relates to the wrongful communication of differences. For example, it is in the Act of 1911 that the
information) a member and an employee of the definition of "prohibited place" appears. By inferene, certain
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named places in the 1889 Act and in our own 1911 law certainly the interests of a Deparment.. when the Department
would be considered as intended of limited access. But, in the 1917 is acting for the true benefit of the State.. but
law we find essentially the addition of the "prohibited place:" looking at the way the Departments have bean

"Section 6. The President in time of war or in case managed lately, I do not think we should render It
"of national emergency may by proclamation designate illegal to obtain information as to that
ofnatnyplace eerg mhay byose petoromthion subsestignatemanagement... If the words to which I object are
any place other than those set forth in subsection (a) retained... A good many of the Departments will not
of section one hereof in which anything for the use be kept In that good order they ought to be In if we
of the Army or Navy is being prepared or do not obtain more information about them in the
constructed or stored as a prohibited place for fth futue than we hafembeen abl ut tain in the

future than we have been able to obtain in the
purposes of this title: Provided, That he shall
determine that information with respect thereto past...Swould be prejudicial to the national defense. ,,7
wl ' Then, with respect to effects on the press and in a not totally

Other portions of this Title are quite similar to those of the Law of dissimilar vein, in the deoates attendant upon passage of the Act of
1911, which was repealed by Title I of the 1917 law.' a Aspects of 1920, Viscount Burnham, the prestigious publisher of the Dmily
procedure under law and other matters included in the British Act, Telegraph, expressed the fol;owing apprehensions concerning a
in the U.S. are found in appropriate sections of the United States clause relating to "wrongful retention:"
Code. In major respects, then, the provisions of the British Official "... What I wish to bring before your Lordships is
Sfcrets Acts are found in United States law; one, of course, Is this. In the second subsection of Clause 1 a series of
no. - namely, the part that makes it unlawful to receive official new offence% is created, and the principal one is that
secrets.

any person who is in possession of any official

SOME OBSERVATIONS document, the return of which Is demanded by a
competrent authnrity, i s guilty of a

Clearly, the Acts are part of the fabric of current British law, misdemeanour.. He is, thlerefore, in a very grave

and aspects of orders issued under them can be found. Hoalbury's position. I do not know a single editor of a national

Statutory instrUment is similar to our Code of Federal Regulations. paper who from time to time has not been inOne portion is concerned with Official Secrets.' 9 possession of official documents... and which it may
be inconvenient to the Minister of the responsible

Of probably greater Interest. however, are views expressed Department should have gene out.. .I do not believe

over a period of time relating to the one notable aspect that does any editor would be safe if the Bill were passed in its
nove appeariod of timelatin- the tho notfbe r specipt oftpohibtedoe present form. . and I have not such unlimited faith in
not appear in U.S. law- the designatiom of receipt of prohibited Government Departments that I wish to give them
information as an offense. A few examples may be illuminating, the sort of autocratic powers that have no doubt

been exercised...in other countries, which have

In the House of Commons during the discussions and debates teed officiald as if the y were isie
treated official documents as if they were respired

incident to the passage of the Act of 1889. one Member and sacrosanct. 2

commented:

"Sir G. CAMPBELL (Kirkcaldy): I do not wish to It must be observed, of course, that while modifications were
oppose this Motion (reading the bill a third time made in some of these points, the main thrust was enacted and
preliminary to the final passale), but I must say it remains law. Clearly these aspects are matters of prime importance
seems to rne that the discussion of some measures in in the United States. More recent comments, much in point, were
this House is scamped. This Bill has not been made by Lord Shawcross, a former Attorney-General of the United
sufficiently discussed, and I venture to say it will be Kingdom, former member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at

of no practical use until the Government have the the Hague, and, at the time of writing, Chairman of JUSTICE, the
courage to go further and punish not only those who British branch of the International Commission of Jurists, in
steal Information, but the receivers of the stolin Encounter in 1966:
goods - the newspapers. Until the Government deals
with the press, nothing in connection with this State Secrets -I turn now to the publication in

matter will be satisfactory ... ,,,"0 newspapers of so-callod official or government
secrets: information in the possession of Departments

During the same discussion, and reminiscent of many cormments of State which they do not care to disclose or
heard in this country today, was the following: information about matters taking place within

"Mr. HANSURY (Preston): . .1 should also like to Departments. In Britain there is legislation known as

know what is meant by a "Department?" For the Official Secrets Acts, and there eae other satutes

instance, in the Admiralty, what is the Department? which have somewhat similar effect in forbidding

Is it the First Lord ... When we ae passing.• meacure disclosure in particular cas. This is not a matter

of this kind wfich inflicts punishment not only on which we can expect to be left entirely to the

the person who gives official information, but on discretion of t0% newapers . the fact remains that

those who take it, we ought to have the clearest not every newspoper editor can at every moment be

information as to what can possibly be contrary to fully informed in every case whether or not
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disclosure of some particular matter might be SUMMARY
detrimental to the State. There must, therefore, be
some degree of control by law. The Important thing At the beginning of the paper, the stated intention was to
Is to ensure that it does not go further than the present a prcis of the British Official Secrets Act. We have seen
necessity requires-end that indeed Is a danger, for that it apparently differs from our law in only one
the moment that it Is admitted to be right that some respect - namely, receipt of prohibited (classf led) information is an
things should not be published, the matter bocomes offense just as is obtaining, losing, or iassing such Information.
one of degree and those who seek to preserve secrecy
In order perhaps to conceal mistakes or inefficiency
in their Departments may push the restraint on
publicity too far. There are perhaps four categories of NOTES
cass in which it may be arguable that the public
interest justifies a restraint on disclosures: 'For the complete text of the Statutes, see appendix 0; for

the complete text of the Law. see appendix C.
1. Information prejudicial to the security of 2 Hlsbury'a Laws of England, Third Edition, Butterworth &
the State - for instance, matters relating to Co. Ltd., London, 1955.
defence or police. 3The Official Secrets Act of 1889, Public General Acts. 52 &

2, Information prejudicial to the national 53 Victoria, HMSO, London, 1889. For complete text, see appendix
interest - matters concerning foreign relations, A.
diplomatic negotiations and, perhaps, matters 'The Official Secrets Act, 1911, ,Halsbury' Statutem of
affecting banking, currency and commodity England, Third Edition, Vol 8, "Criminal Law," "Crown
reserves so far as they are matters for the state. Proceedings," Butterworths, London, 11169.

SThe Official Secrets Act, 1911 (O&2 Goo. 6 c. 28) s. 2(2).3. Information concerning matters of State, for 'The Official Secrets Act, 1920 (10&11 Geo. 5 c. 75).
instance in regard to an impending budget, the 7The Official Secrets Act, 1989 (52&53 Vict. c. 62), s. 3.
premature disclosure of which could provide a The Parliamentary Debatis, Fifth Series, 10 Sr I George V,
unfair opportunities for private financial gain. House of Lords, HMSO, London, 1920, Vol. 60, p. 736.

4. Information provided to Government gibid, p. 897.
Departments In regard to matters of State on '0 The Official Secrets Act, 1939, (2&3 Geo. 6 c. 121).
the promise of non-disclosure. ''The Atomic Energy Act, 1946, (9&10 Geo. 6 c. 8O).

'IHe/Ibury's Statutes of Englend Third Edition. Current
SIn regard to these four matters, the realities of Statutes Service, Butterworth&, London.

political life and of State interests justify a restraint 1336 Statutes 470. chapter 226. For complete text of the law
on publication or, indeed, even on receipt of see appendix D.
information without authority. In regard to these It is ' 4 Congressional Record - House, 6 February 1911, 61stlegitimate for the State to forbid disclosure or Congress, 3d Session, p. 2030.
publication. " The Official Secrets Act, 1889 (52&53 Vict. c. 52), s. 1(3).

"•36 Statutes 470, Section 2.

Lord Shawcross went on to discuss a means by which the 1'40 Statutes 24, Title 2.

system Is made workable. A system of advisories called "D Notices" 740bid. It may be observe that this was an omn1bus law of

is made available through the oftfcial press and broadcasting 12 titles; others dealing with such matters as Injuring Vessels
company. Thos provide warning on matters of which the preso may Engaged In Foreign Commerce, Enforcement of Neutrality,
learn or hear as to their sensitivity in the sense of The Official Disturbance of Foreign Relations, Passports. etc., were included as
Seciets Acts. He observes that these have no statutory or legal well
effect, but adds: I@'Halsbury' Statutory Insrumrents, Vol. 8, Part 4, Official

"...In practice this system has, at least in recent Secrets, Butterworth & Co. Ltd., London, 1952,
yearn, in general, prevented the Official Secrets Acts '"Hanisord's ParlianwntbV Deboate, Third Series, 52 St63
forming a serious restriction on the liberty of the Victoria, 1809, The Hansard Publishing Union, Ltd., London, 1I89,
Press in matters relating to National Security .. "2, Vol.337 p. 322.

"• ibid. pp. 320-321.He observed further that some Dupartmerits are still prone to cause 'The Parloamntary Debates, Fifth Series, 10& 11 George V,
problems: House of Lords, IHMSO, I indon, 1920, Vol. 50. pp. M-896 7.

"...But Departments not corcerned with military 2"Lord Shaw.-uss, "The Shadow of the Law," Encounter,
security sometimes %till continue to threaten the Press Vol. XXVI, No. 3, March 1966. Rolls Publishing Co., L tr, London,
with dire consequences under the Act . . ." o pp. 6788.

- Z"ibid., p. 08.
Thew problems appoe similar to problems of some U.S. agencies 3id

which had original clesifying authority, but whose operations could
be only remotely related to security matters.
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APPENDIX A State, be guilty of felony, and on conviction be liable at the
discretion of the court to penal servitude for life, •r for any term

Official Secrets Act. l189 not less than five years, or to imprisonment for any term not

An Act to prevent the Disclosure of Official Document.; and exceeding two years with or without hard labour.

Information. 126th August 1889.1 2-0.1) Where a person, by means of his holding or having
held an office under Her Majesty thre Queen, has lawfully or unlaw.

Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with fully either obtained possession of or control over any document,

the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and sketch, plan, or model, or acquired any information, enird at any
Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the author- time corruptly or contrary to his official duty communicates or
ity of the same, as follows: attempts to communicate that document, sketch, plan, model, or

1. 11.) (a.) Where a person for the purpose of wrongfully information to any person to whom the same oug!ht not, in the

obtaining information- interest of the State, or otherwise in the public interest, to be

0i.) enters or is in any part of a place belonging to Her communicated at that time, he shall be guilty of a breach of official

Majesty the Queen, being a fortress, arsenal, fac trust.

tory, dockyard, camp, ship, office, or other like (2.) A person guilty of a breach of official trust shall

peace, in which part he is not entitled to be; or (a.) if the communication was made or attempted to he made

6i.) when lawfully or unlawfully in any such place as to a foreign State, be guilty of felony, and on convic.

aforesaid either obtains any document, sketch, tion be liable at the discretion of the coutrt to penal
plan, modl, or knowledge of any thing which he servitude for life, or for any term not less than five

is not entitl¢i to obtain, or takes without lawful years, or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding

authority any sketch or plan; or two years, with or without hard tabour; and

(ii.) when outside any fortress, arsenal, factory, dock- (b.) in any other case be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on

yard, or camp belonging to Her Majesty the conviction be liable to imprisonment, with or without

Queen, takes or attempts to take without author- hard labour, for a term not exceeding one year, or to a
ity given by or on behalf of Her Majesty, any fine, or to both imprisonment and a fine.

sketch or plan of that fortress, arsenal, factory, (3.) This section shall apply to a person holding a contract
dockyard, or camp; or with any department of the Guvernment of the United Kingdom, or

(b.) where a person knowingly having possession of, or control with the holder of any office under Her Majesty the Queen as such

over, any such document, sketch, plan, model, or know- holder, where such contract involves an obligation of secrecy, and

ledge as has been obtained or taken by means of any act to any person employed by an person or body of persons holding
which constitutes an otfence against this Act at any such a contract, who is under a like obligation of secrecy, as if the
time wilfully and without lawful authurity communicates person holding the contiact aid the pPrson so employed were

or attempts to communicate the same io any person to respectively holders of ain office under Her Majesty the Queen.

whom the same ought not, in the interest of the State, 3. Any person who; incites or i:uonsels, or attempts to pro

to lie communicated at that time, or cure, another peoisn to crunoit an offence under this Act, shall be

I,:.) where a per,on after having been eintiusted ie confidence guilty of a misdemeanor , and on (:cnviction be liable to the same

by some officer under Her Majesty the Queen with any punishmeint as if he had umtitilted the offeorre

document, sketch, plan, model, , r information relating

to ony such place as aforesaid, or to the naval or 4 The expenses of the proseu:Urtroi of ,i itniiifneminu)r ifder

military .ifairs of Her Majesty, wilfully and •i breach of this Act shall be defiiyrr ii like mannci as in the coi,: ilf a felony.

such confidenc.' communicates the same when, in the 5. If by any law otade beforei or after the ieý.,inq of this Act

interest of the S'ate, it ought not to be communisiated; by the legislature of ,any British possession profvisions are irade
he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, arid on conviction bie lia ble to which appear sn Hei Maleuty toe 0-'• i to be of the, like effect as

imprisornent, with of without hard labour, for a term riot exceed those contained in this Act, Her Majeity nay, by Ordvir in Coonvil,

ing one year, or to a fiie, or to both imprisonment and it fioe suspernd the oper.raion within such British possession of this Act or
(2.1 Where a person having possession of any dcocument, of iny part thereof, ' loiq as %suh law continues in force theire,

sketch, plan, model, or information relating to any fortress, armenal, and tni lhlet, an i o-fIt mdir hihall have, effeut as if it were enorited
factry, dockyard, catmp, ship, office, or other like place belonsqiog ti this Act

it Her Majesty, or to the naval or military affairs of Her Majesty, in Piividfi th,ilI tii si s4ision of this Act, iii of any palt
whatever manne, the si;me has been obt,;x•ed or taken, at any tine thfeir•ir f in any British porisessittis shall not extend to the holdile of

wilfully communiocales the same to any person to whom he knows an offife undei Her Majesty the O jeen who is not aptuointed to

the same ought not, in the interest of the State, to be communi that oiflice by thu Goverinivi.ont of tlet possession

cated ,.t that time, he shall be guilty of a mnisdemeanour anc, be. The expression "British tossession" means any pit of Hei
liable to the same punishment as if he committed an offeu•ce under Matesty's dominions riot within the United Kingdom

the foroIne g provisions of this seton 6. 11 1 Thi% Allt shill apply to all acts made offences liv this

13I Whe.•re .1 person conmits any a~ct delared tiy this section A:iA.t when t(wfitintitei in .tiry pitt of Her Majesty's donilniLtins. or

to hIe f0 trisderieanour, he shall, if he intended to commilnicote to a wheti i ininiti d ley litIt ifft- ii subleti elsewhere
toreign State airy oniusei.ation. docunrwtot, sketch, pilatn, mod-l, on

knowledqe obtained or taken by him. or estruusiied to hint as th. Phi, Gt, A, t,

aforesall(. or if he commiu nicates the saime to atiy ivuent ft it foieign 5. & A "3 V. 1-3. 141VVr;t I ',,, 1F9R9
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(2.) An offence under this Act, if alleged to have beon com. APPENDIX B
mited out of the United Kingdom, may be inquired of. heard, and
determined, in any competent British court in the pi'ce where the THE STATUTES
offence was committed, or in Her Majesty's High Cou~t of Justice in
England or the Central Criminal Court. and the Act of the forty. THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT 1911
second year of the reign of King 6eo.'e the Third. cnapter eighty-
five, shall apply in like manner as if Or' offence were mentionrwJ in (1 & 2 Gao. 5 c. 28)that Act, and the Central Criminal Court as well as the High ,;ourt Arrangement of Sections

possessed the jurisdiction given by that Act to the Court of King's 1. Penalties for spying
Bench. 2. Wrongful communication, etc., of information(3.) An offence under this Act shall not be treed Ujy any court 3. Definition of prohibited place

of general or quarter sessions, nor bi, :.1lo sheriff court in Scotland, 6. DOwei to orrest

nor by any court out of the Unlted Kingdom which has not 7. Penalry for harbouring spies
jurisdiction to try crimes which involve tie qreatest punishment 8. Restriction on prose.ution
allowed by law. 9. Search warrants

(4.) The provisions of the Criminal Law and Procedure (Ire. 10. Extent of Act and place of trial of offence
land) Act, 1887. shall not apply to an', trial under the provisions of 11 Saving for laws of British possessions
this Act. 12. iterpratation

7.-01.) A prosecut'on for an offence agai, ;t this Act shall 13. bwrt title
not be instituted except by or with the consent of the Attorney-
General. An Act to re-ena•r the Official Secrets Act. 1889. with Amendments

(2.) In this section the expression "Attorney-General" means 122nd August 19111
the Attorney or Solicitor General for Eiig...nd; and as respects ISee Appenclix A for text.)
Scotland. means the Lord Advocate; and as respects Ireland, means
the Attorney or Solicitor General for Ireland; and if the prosecution General Note. This Act, the Official Secrets Act 1920. p.
is instituted in any court out of the United Kingdom, means the 294.' post, and the Official Secrets Act 1939, p. 337, post, deal
person who in that court is Attorney General, or e ,orciser the like with espionage arid the unauthorised obtaining or disclosure of
functions as the Attorney-General in England, fficial information,

Bank of England. The Bank of England Act 1946, s. 4 (4).8 . I th s A t , nl e s t h c o t e x o th r w i e r q~ i e s -(5 ), V o ý 2 . p . 7 6 7 , a p p lies th e p ro v isio n s o f th e O ff ic ia l S e c re ts
Any reference to a place belonging to Her Majesty the Queen Acts 1911 to 1939. to certain directions ind recommendations

includes a plaIr" belonging to any depaitrnnt of the given by the Bank under that section.
Government of the United Kingdom or of any ef Her Parliamentary Commissioner. Information obiiined by the
Majesty's possessioros, whether lh( place is or is not Parliamentary Commissioner or his officers in the course of or for
actually vested in Her Majesty; the purposes of an investigation under the Parliamentary Commis.

Expressions referring to communicaotins :nclude any com- sioner Act 1967, Vol. 6, p. 822. may be disclosed for the purposes
munication, whether in whole or in part and ;vhether of any proceedings for an offence under the Official Secrets Acts
the document, skr.tch, plan, model, or information itself 1911 to 1939 alleged to have been committed in rmspect of infor
or the substance or effect thereof only be communt marion obtained by the Commissioner or any of 'is officers by
cited; virtue of the Act of 1967 or for the purposes of an inquiry with a

The expression "document" includes part of a document; view to the taking of such proceedings; see s, 11 f2 (b) of the ActThe expressioi% "model" includes design, pattern, and specs of 1967, Vol. 6, p. 829.
men; Diplometic missions. The Official Secrets Acts 1911 to 1939

'The expression "setch includes mn photograph or other extend to a diplomatic grent dealing with documents of the diplo-
molde of representation of any place or thing; matic mission which employs him. see R. v. A.B., (19411 1 K.B.

The expression "office under Her Majesty the OQuee," 454
includes any office or employment in or under any Duties of chief officers of police. Chief officers of police must
department of the Government of the United Kingdom, report offences ,dllcqed to hove been committed aginst the Official
and so fa as regards any document, sketch, plan, model, Secrets Acts 1911 to 1939 in their districts to the Director of
or information relating to the nival oi military affairs of Public Prosecutions, se the Prosecution of Offences Regulations
Her Majesty, includes any offcc or employment in or 1946, S.R & 0. 1946 No. 1467. rmg. 6 (2) (6 Halsbury's Statutory
under any department of the Government of any of Her Instrtiments, title Criminal Law (Part 1A (i) 1.
Majesty's possessions. Official Secrets Acts 1911 to 1939. By the Official Secrets

9. This Act shall not exempt any person from any proceeding Act 1939. s. 2 (11). p. 337, post, the following Acts mary be cited
for an offence which is punishabl, at common law, or by military together by this collective title and are to be construed as one the
or navel law, or under any Act of Parliament other than this Act, to Official Secrets Act 1911 (this Act); the Official Secrets Act 1920,
howelver, that io person be puniitd twice for the same offence

HNesbuV s Si.,tr.e of Eb.ga.d,
10. This Act may be cited as the Official Secrets Act, 1889 Th,rd Editon. Voii,,'i'

fluii~tslwortth, I ondon., t169
,'i°terai sm-' efierenevs 4n teax refer to thfi vol,,ie I
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p. 294, post- the Official Secrets Act 1939. p. 337. post. As to any foreign power or in any other manner prejudicial to
construction see the note "Construed as one" to the Official the safety or interest of the State;I
Secrets Act 1920, s. 11, p. 302. post. (bW retains the sketch, plan, model, article, note, or docu-

Northern Ireland. This Act applies. As respects Northern Ire- ment in his possession or control when he has not right
Ian! s. 5 was repeaal.d and is. 6 and 10 were partly repealed by the to retain it or when it is contrary to his duty to retain
Criminal Law Act (Northern Ireland) 1967. Sch. 2. it [or fails to comply with all directions issued by lawful

authority with regard to the return or disposal thereof]
1. Penalties for spying for

il) If any person for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or (cW fails to take reasonable care of, or so conducts himself
interests of the State- as to endanger the safety of the sketch, plan, model,

(a) approaches finspects, passes overn or is in the neigh- article, note, document, secret official code or pass word

bourhood of, or enters any prohibited place within the or informationi :

meaning of this Act; or that person shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.

(b) makes any sketch, plan, model, or note which is calcu- 10A) If any person having in his possession or control any
lated to be or might be or is intended to be directly or sketch, plan, rmodel, article, note, document, or information which

indirectly useful to an enemy; or relates to munitions of war, communicates it directly or indirectly

(W) obtains, [collects, records or publishesI or communi- to any foreign power, or in any other manner prejudicial to the
catps to any other person (any secret official code word, safety or interests of the State. that person shall be guilty of a

or pass word. or] any sketch, plan, model, article, or misdemeanour;I

note, or other document or information which is calcu (2) If any person receives any [secret official code word, oi
lated to be or might be or is intended to be directly or pass word. orl sketch, plan, model, article, note, document, or

indirectly useful to an enemy; information, knowing, or having reasonable ground to believe, at tt e

he shall be guilty of felony ... time when he receives it, that the Icode word, pass word.! sketch,

(2) On a prosecution under this section, it shall not be neces plan, model, article, note, document, or information is communi-

sary to show that the accused person was guilty of any particular cated to him in contravention of this Act, he shall be guilty of a
act tending to show a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests misdemeanour, -mniss he proves that the communication to him of

of the State, and, notwithstanding that no such act is proved against the [code word, pass word.I sketch, plan, model, article, note,

him. hu may be convicted if, from the circumstances of the case. oi document, or information was contrary to his desire.
his conduct, or his known character as proved, it appears that his (3) (Rep. by the Official Secrets Act 1920. s. 1 7(2) arid &bh.

purpose was a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the 2.)

State; and if ariy sketch, plan, model, article, note, document, or
information relating tu or used in any prohibitid place within the 3. Definition of prohibited place
meaning of this Act, or anything in such a place [or any secret

official code word or pass word]. is made, obtained, (collected, For the purooses of this Act, the expression "prohibited p)lace"

recorded, published I, or communicated by any person other than a means

person acting under lawful authority, it shall be deemed to have [(a) Any work of defence, arsenal, naval or aii force estab

been made, obtained, [collected, recorded. publishedl or communi lishment or station, factory, dockyard, mine, minefield,

cated for a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the State camp. ship. or aircraft belonging to or occupied by or

unless the c:ontrary is proved, on behalf of His Majesty, or any telegraph, telephone,

wireless or signal station, or office st, belonging or

2. Wrongful communication, etc.. of information occupied, and any place belonging to or occupied by or

on behalf of His Majesty arid used for the pinillosp of
(I) If any person having in his possession or contrnl Iany secret buildinq, repairing, making, or storing any munitions of
official code word, or pass word, orl any sketch, plan, model, war, or any sketches, plans, models, or ihe)ismerts relal

article, note, document, or information which relates to or is used ing thereto, or for the purpose of getting aiy metals.

in a prohibited place or anything in such a place, or which has heart oil, or minerals of use in time of warl ; and
made or obtained in contravention of this Act, or which has been fh) any place not belongin4 to His Majesty where any

entrusted in confidence to him by any person holding office under [munitions of wvai I, or any [sketches, models, plans) or
His Majesty or which he 'as obtained [or to which he has had documents relating thereto, are being n .de, repaired,
accesal owing to his position as a person who holds or has held 1gotteni or stored under contract with, or with any

office under His Majesty, or as a person who holds or has held a person on behalf of, His Majesy, or oterwise on lwhalf
contract made on behalf of His Majesty, or as a person who is or of His MatestV. and

has been employed under a person who holds or has held sich an (c) any place belonging to (or used for the purposes oil His

office or convect.- Majesty which is for the time being declared Iby order
(a) Communicates the !code word, pas word. *ketch, of a Secretary of State] to be a prohibited place for the

plan, model, article, note, document, or information to purposes of this section on the ground that information

any person, other than a person to whom he is author with respect thereto, or damage thereto, would be useful
ised to communicate it, or a person to whom it is in the to an enemy, and

interest of the State his duty to communicate it, or, 1d) any railway, road. way, or channel, or other means of

Ifaa) Uses the information in his possession for the benefit of comminiation by land or water (including any works
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or structures being part thereof or connected therewith), hat reasonable ground for suspecting that an offence under this Act
or any place used for gas, water, or electricity works or has been or is about to be committed.
other works for purposes of a public character, or any (2) Where it appears to a superintendent of police that the
place where any [munitions of war], or any [sketches, case is one of great emergency and that in the interests of the State
models, plansi or documents relating thereto, are bein immediate Kction is necessary, he may by a written order under his
made, repaired, or stored otherwise than on behalf of hand give to any constable the like authority as may be given by
His Majesty, which is for the time being declared [by the warrant of a justice under this section.
order of a Secretary of State] to be a prohibited place
for the purposes of this section, on tie ground that 10. Extent of Act and place of trial of offence
information with respect thereto, or the destruction or
obstruction thereof, or interference therewith, would be 1) This Act shall apply to all acts which are offences under this

useful to an enemy. Act when committed in any part of His Majesty's dominions, or
when committed by British officers or subjects elsewhere.

4. 5. (S. 4 rep. by the Official Secrets Act 1920, s It (2) and Sch. (2) An offence under this Act, if alleged to have been com-
2: s. 5 rep. by the Criminal Law Act 1967, 1 10 (2) and Sch. 3, mitted out of the United Kingdom, may be inquired of, heard, and
Part I/1.) determined, in any competent British court in the place where the

offence was commited, or ... in England..
"6. Power to arrest 13) An offence under this Act shall not be tried . by the

Any person who is found committing an offence under this Act sheriff court in Scotland, nor by any court out of the United
or who is reasonably suspected of hraving committed, or having Kingdom which has not jurisdiction to try crimes which involve the

attempted to commit, or being about to commit, such an offence, greatest punishment allowed by law.
may he apprehended and detained ... 14) The provisions of the Criminal Law and Procedure (Ire-

land) Act, 1887, shall not apply to any' trial under the provisions of
7. Penalty for harbouring spies this Act.

If any ierson knowingly harbours any person whom he knows, or
ras reasornahle grounds for supposing, to be a person who is about 11. Saving for laws of British possessions
to comr'at or who has committed an offence under this Act, or If by any law made before or aftet the passing of this Act by the

.•n•w~i•y permits to meet or assemble in any premises in his legislature of any British possession provisions are made which
*'citp)tto, or tnder his control any such persons, or if any person appee to His Majesty to be of the like effect as those contained in
havinq harboured any such person, or permitted to meet or assem this Act. His Majesty may, by Order in Council, suspend the
ale in .,ny premises in his occupation or under his control any such

toperation within that British possessitn of this Act, or of any part
airsons, JwiIfully omits or refuses! to disclose to a superintendent thereof, so long as the law continues in force there, and no longer,

of police any information which it is in his power to give in relationt ~and the Order shall have effect as if it were enactedl ir, this Acti
to any such person he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour . . Provideo that the suspension of this Act, or of any part

. Rthereof, in any British Possession shall not extend to the Holder of
S8. Restriction on prosecution an office under His Majesty who is not appointed to that office by

A losecution fcr an offence undi. this Act shall not be instituted the Government of that possession.
e'xcept by or with the consent of the Attorney General:

I Provided that a person charged with such an offence may oe 12. Interpretation

arrested, or a warrant for his arrest may be issued and executed. In this Act, unless the i;,ntext otherwise requaS,
nd any such person may he remanded in custody or on b~ail, Any reference to a place belonqing to His Majesty includes a
notwithstanding that the consent of the Attorney General to the place Weronging to any department of the Government
institution oif a proi.'caution foi the offence has not been obtained, of the United Kingdom or of any British possessions.
htut no further or other proceedings shall be taken until that wfether the place is or is not actually vested p n His

consent has been obtained.S~Majesty,
9. Sear-A warrants The espressloan "Attorney-General" means the Attorney or

Solicitor General for Enqland: and as respects Scotland.
III If a iatare of the peace is satisfied ty information on oath means the Lord Advomatw. and as resects Ireland.
that there is reasonable ground for suspectinq that an t, fence under means the Attorney or Solicitor General for Ireland;
this Act has been or as about to be committed, he may grant a and. if then prosecution is instituted in any court out of
search warrant authorasing any constable named therein to enter at the United Kingdom, means the person who in that
any time any promises or place named in the warrant, if necessary, court is Attorney-General, or exercises the like functions
by force, and to search the premises or place and every person as the Attorney General in England,
found therein, and to seite any sketch, plan, model, article, note, or Expressions referrinq to communicating or receiving include
document. or anythir.g of a like nature or anything which is evi any communicating or receiving, whether in whole or in
dance to an offence under this Act having been or being about to part, and whether tbe sketch, plan, model, article, note,
ibe committed, which he may find on the premises or place or on document, oi information itself or the substance, effect,
any such person, and with regard to or in connexion with which he or description thereof only be communicated or
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received; expressions referring to obtaining or retaining "interests of the State" meant such interest according to the poli.
any sketch, plan, model, article, note, or document, cies of the State as they in fact were, not as it might be argued that
include the copying or causing to be copied the whole they ought to be.
or any part of any sketch, plan, model, article, note, or As to the obtaining of information concerning offences or
document; and expressions referring to the communi- suspected offences under this section, see the Official Secrets Act
cation of any sketch, plan. model, article, note or docu. 1920, s. 6, p. 299, post.
ment include the transfer or transmission of the sketch, Purpose prejudiciel to the safety or interest of the State. See
plan, model, article, note or document; the General Note above; and note the provisions of sub-s. (2) above.

The espression "document" includes part of a document; Enemy. This includes a potential enemy with whom there
The expression "model" includes design, pattern, and might be war (R. v. Parrott (1913), 8 Cr. App. Rep. 186).

specimen; Obtains ... or communicates ... information ... useful to an
The expression "sketch" includes any photograph or other enemy. Communication or attempted communication with a foreign

mode of representing any place or thing; agent is to be evidence that a person has obtained or attempted to
(The expression "munitions of war" includes the whole or obtain information of the kind mentioned in sub s. (1l (c); see the

:,ny part of any ship, submarine, aircraft, tank or similar Official Secrets Act 1920, s. 2 (1l, p. 296, post, and see also s 2
engine, arms and ammunition, torpedo, or mine, (2) of that Act, p. 296, post.
intended or adapted for use in war, and any other The falsity of the information given is not material except as
article, material, or device, whether actual or proposed, to a possible defence of intent to mislead IR. v M. (1915). 23
intended for such use;] T.L.R. 1, C.C.A.).

The expression "superintendent of police" includes any police Shall be guilty of felony. Thel distinctions between felony and
officer of a like or superior rank land any person upon misdemeanour were abolished, and the law and practice applying to
whom the powers of a superintendent of police are for misdemeanour were in general made applicable to all offences, by
the purpose of this Act conferred by a Secretary of the Criminal Law Act 1967, s. 1, p. 552, post See also, in
Statel : particular, s. 12 (51 of that Act, p. 561, post, as to the construction

The expression "office under His Majesty" includes any office of existing enactments.
or employment in or under any department of the The punishment is laid down by the Official Secrets Act
Government of the United Kingdom, or of any British 1920, s. 8 Ill), p. 300, post. See also s. 8 131-15) of that Act, p.
possession, 301. post,: s. 7 of that Act, p. 300, post (attempts, incitements,

The expressk'n "offence under this Act" includes any act, etc.); s, 6, post (power of arrest), s. 7, post (penalty for har
omission, or other thing which is punishable tinder this bouring); s, 8, post (restriction on troseciution); s. 9, post Isearch
Ac t. warrants); and s. 10, post (exlent of Act and place of trial of

offencel.
13. Short title The offence is excluded from the jurisdliction of all courts of

(1) This Act may be cited as the Official Secrets Act, 1911. quarter sessions; see the Criminal Law Act 1967, s. 8 (21 and Sch.
1, List B, para. 15, Vol. 21. title Maglistrates.

(2) 1 Rep. by tire S.L.R. Act 192Z) Definitions. For "prohibited place", see s 3, post, for "corn

nrunica ales", "obtains", "doctlntent", "mrodIl' itlnd "sketch", see s.

NO rES - ACT OF 1911 12, post

Section 2
Section 1

The words in square brackets in subss (1) and (21 and tlie
The words omitted were repealed, and the words in square whole of subss (1) all , (r0. (lAi, were added by the Official

brackets were added, by the Official Secrets Act 1920, ss. 10, 11 Secrets Act 1920, ss. 9 1) 10 anti Sih. 1.
(2) and Sch5. 1, 2. Extension. This sectiin is ,aprlied to iec:onmrendations and

Geneial Note. In Chd/edler v. Director of Pobirc Prosecutions, diiections miade under the fLank oif England Act 1946; see s. 4 141,
191341 A.C. at p. 777; 11962] 3 All E.R. 142, the House of Lords (5) of that Act, Vol 2, 1). 767.

held that on the true construction of this section: fal the aection Relates to . . . a piohibited place, etc. An offence under this
was not limited to offences of spying notwithstanding that its seclitio nay Ire irommitled lhoutih the! code word, etc. , does tnot
miarginal heading referred only to spying but extended to the relate in a trrohilhted place (R v Sirrirrgton, 119211 1 K.I 451,
sabx)teur as much as Io the spy, (11i "purpose" within the meaning C.C A.)
of this section was to bie distingiished from the motive for doing an Made or obtained in contravention of this Act. See s 1 (1)
,*.l. and the words "any irurpose" meant rr included the achieving (h), ante'.
of the consequence which a person intended and desired to follow Entrusted in confidence to him, etc. It is not necessary to
directly on his act, vir , his direct or imniediale purpospe as opposed prove that the ii if atirn,it ii, sets •, intrusted especially in conoidence to
to his ultimate aim, and even if a person had several purposes, his hint (R. v. Ctisjr aid Hciwwnoid (1919), 83 ,i P. 1211.
immediate purpose remaiied one of them and was within the words Office under His Majesty. See the diintion in s 12 post, and
"any purpose"' 'c) in tht phase 'interests of tIre State" the word the noti thereto
"State" meant (per Lords Reid and Hodson) the organised cioi Contract made on behalf of His Maleity. Any contract with
munity or (per Lords Devlin and Pearcel the orirns of governrnient the United Kinidri At out Ereily Aiithur ity is t lie eei'ed flii
Of a nalional tconm-mulny. and (per Lorl~s Deelin anrd Pearce) the
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the purposes of this esrtion to be a contract with Her Majesty; see Section 7
the Atomic Energy Aut. ltty Act 1954, s. a (41 and Sch. 3, Vol, The words in square brackets were substituted, and the words
37, title Trade and lIndiustry. omitted were repealed, by the Official Secrets Act 1920, se. W0 and

Mame Pejude 1to the wefety or Intefre of the Stat. Cf. 11 (2) and Schs. I and 2.
the General Note to s. 1, onto. Knowingiv. See the note "Knows" to the Perjury Act 1911, a.

hal be uillty ofa •tm semneur. The note "Shlel be guilty 1. p. 242,. ante.
of a felony" to s, 1, onle, applies subject to the modification that Wilfully. Cf. the note to the Perjury Act 1911, 1. 1, p. 241,
in the cnes of mnidemeanours the punishment is laid down by the ante
Official Secrets Act 1920, s. 8 (2), p. 3001 post. Superintendent of police. See the definition In s. 12, post.

Knowing. See the note "knows" to the Perjury Act 1911, s. Shell be guilty of a misdemesneur. The note "Shall be guilty
1. p. 242, aam. of a felony" to s. 1, ante, applies subject to the modification that

Reuonsle ground to bealere. See the Noa "Reseonable cause in the case of misdemeenours the punishment is laid down by the
to believe" to the Foreign Enlistment Act 1870, sL 8, P. 186, ante. Official Secrets Act 1920, s. 8 (2), p. 300, post.

Unless he pieves The burden of proof laid on the defendant
is less onerous than dht resting on the prosecution as regards Section 8
proving the offence, and may be discharged by satisfying the court
of the probability, or rather the preponderance of probability, of Attormny-General. For meaning me s. 12, post.

what the defendant is calted to prove; see R. v. Cart.le9rint, [1943!
K.B. 607; 119431 2 All E.R. 166, and R. v. Dunbar, (19581 10.B. Section 9
1; 119571 2 All E.R. 737. Definitions. For "document", "model", "sketch" and "super-

Definitions. For "prohibited place," see s. 3, post,- for "corm intendant of police" see s. 12, post.
municates", "receives", "obtained", "retains", "documerit",
"model", "sketch", "munitions of war" an "office under His Section 10
Majesty". see s. 12, pmt. See aloo, as to "office under His Majesty", The words moitted from sub-s. (2) were repealed by the
the note to s. 12, post. Criminal Justice Act 1948, s. 83 (3) and Sch. 10, hurt I, and the

Criminal Law Act 1967, s. 10 (21 and Sch. 3, Part I. The words
omitted from sub s (3) were repealed by s. 10 (2) of, and Part II of

The words in square brackets were sbstituted and added by Sch. 3 to, the Act of 1967,
the Official Secrets Act 1920, s. 10 and Sch. 1. United Kingdom. i.e., Great Britain end Northern Ireland; see

Pars. fc). Any place belonging to or used for the putrposes of the Royal and Parliamentary Titles Act 1927, s. 2 (2). Vol. 6, p.
the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority is regarded ia a t)20.
place belong to or used for the purposes of Her Majesty under this Offence under this Act should not be tried, etc. Offences
paragraph; ee the Atomic Energy Authority Act 1954, s. 6 (3). under this Act are also excluded from the jurisdiction of all courts
Vol. 37, title Trade and Industry. of quarter sessions; see the Criminal Law Act 1967, s. 0 (2) and

Definions, For "document", "model". 'munitions of war", Sch. 1, List B, oare. 15. Vol. 21, title Magistrates.
"place belonging to His Majesty" and "sketch". see s. 12, post, Criminal Law and Procedura (Ireland) Act 1897. 50 & 51

Orders under iars. (c). The Office Secrets (Miristry of Sup. Vict. c. 20; not printed in this work.
ply) Order 1947, S.I. & 0. 1947 No. 1357; the Official Seciet
(Ministry of Supply) (No. 2) Order 1947, S.R. & 0. 1947 No. Section 11
235t; the Official Secrets (Ministry of Supply) Order 1949, S.I. See all the Official Secrets Act 1920. s. 11 (1) proviso (a), p.
1949 No. 2315; the Official Secrets (Ministry of Supply) Order 302 post, as to the exclusion of that Act from application to the
1950, SI. 1960 No. 826; the Official Secrets (Prohibited Place) Dominions.
Order 1954. S.I. 1964 No. 243; the Official Secrets (Prohibited British possession. For meaning, see the Interpretation Act
Place) No. 2) Order 19564, S.I. 1954, No. 1482; the Offical Secrets 1889, s. 18 (2), Vol. 32, title Statutes.
(Cyprus) Order 1955, SI. 1956 No. 564; the Official Secrets Office under His Majesty See the definition in s. 12. post,
(Cyprus) (No. 2) Order 1956, S.L. 1956 No. 1410; the Official and the note thereto
Secrets (Prohibited Place) Order 1965, S.1 1965 No. 1497; the Orders under this section. The Official Sec"ts (Common-
Official Secrets (Prohibited Place) Order 1966, S.I. 1956 No. 1438; wealth of Australia) Order in Council 191., S.R. & 0. 1915 No.
the Official Secrets (Prohibited Place) Order 1958. S.I. 1958 No. 1199: the Official Secret% ý,wurisius) Order in Council 14116, dated
1935; the Official Secrets (Prohibited Places) Order 1959, S.I. 1959 12th April i916, the Official Secrets (Malta) Order in Council 1923,
No 705 % amended by S.I. 1964 No. 92; the Official Secrets S.R. & O. 1923 No 650. the Official Secrets (India) Order in
(Prohibited Places) Order 1980, S.- 1960 No. 1348 For the places Council 1923. SR. & 0. 1923 No. 1517, the Official Secrets
specified by these orders, we 6 i'albury's Statutory Instruments. (Straits Settlements) Order in Council 1936. S.R. & 0. 1936 No.
title Criminal Lai (Pert 4)A 409; the Official Secrets (Penamg and Malacca) Order in Council

1950, S.I. 1950 No. 1779; the Official Sectits (Jersey) Order 1962,
Sectint 6 S.I. 1952 No. 1034,

The Words omitted we repealed by the Criminal Law Act
1967. s. 10 12) and S-h. 3, Part Ill
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Section 12 fbil orally, of in writing fin any declaration or application, or
The words in square brackets defining "munitiorns of War" in anty docusment signed by him or on his behalf, know-

wereo added, and the words In square brackets relating to th igl makft or connivers at the making of any false
definition of "superintendent of police"~ were substituted, by the statement or any omission; or
Official Soicrets Act M92, ss. 9 12). 10 and Sch. 1. Wc foigins. alters, or tampers with any passport or any naval,

Unitd Kigdo. Se th not to~. ~. ~military. air-force, police, or official pass, permit, csrtifi-
Office under his Majesty. This also includes membership of an cote. licence. or other document of a similar character

office or employment under the United Kingdom Atomic Energ (hereinafter fin this section reiferred to as en official
Authority (Atomic Energy Authority Act 1964, s. 6 141 arnd Sch. 3. document). or uses or has in his possession any such
Vol. 37, title Trade and Industry. vonich applies;, however, only for forgild, altered, or irregular off kial document; or
the purposes of s. 2, ante), the Parliamtentarv, Commissioner for (d) personattes, or falsely represents himself to be a person
Administration and his officers (Parliamentary Commissioner Act holding. or in the employmnent of a person holding

1 967. s. I11 (1), Vol. 6, p. 829) and police officers (Lewis v. Cattle, office under His Majesty. or to be or not to be a person

119381 2 K.D. 454, 119381 2 All r.R. 368). to whom an official document or secret official code
word or pas% word has been duly issued or communi-
cased, nr with intent to obtain ano official document,

THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT 1920 secret official code word or pass word, whether for
himself or any other person, knowingly makes any false

(10 & I1I Geo. 5 c. 75 statement; or

Arrangemeont of Sections (W uses, or has fin his possession or Linder his control,

1 Unauthorised use of uniforms; falsificaiotkn of reports, w~otthe authority oofcer ed. anovdenseal, oprstampf or

forgery, personation, and false documents teatoiycnend n isao tm fo
2. Cmn~urrcatins ithforis~nagets o beevienc ofbelonging to. or used, mako or provided by any Govern.2. Cmmuicaion wit foei-4roagets t beevienc ofment Department, or by any diplomatic, narval, military,

commssin ofcerain ffecesor air force authority appointed by or acting under the
3, Interfering with officers of the police or member of

Ifis ajesy's frcesauthority of His Majiesty, or ainy die, seal or stamp so

4- Power to require the production of telegrams nearly resemhling any stiih (Jie, qeal or stamp as to be

5. Registration and regulation of persons carryorsq on thietds errv rcutret aysc isa
busiessof ecevin potalpacetsor stamp, or uses, or has in his possesion, or uider his

6. Superseded by Act of 1939 hsalbecontrol. anny skich cntrieddie. seal or stamp;
7 Attempts, incitements, et.h salb guidlty of a mtsdernerinour.

8. Provisions as to trial and purnishmnert of of fences (2) If any person
10. Minor amendments of principal Act (a) retains for aiiy purpose. prejudicial to the safety or
11. Short title, cronstriction, and repeal interests of the State any official document, whether or

not cuinpetiuie or issued for use, when he has no right
An Acr to amrend the Official Secrets Act. 1`911 to retain it, ot when it is contrary to W~s duity to retain

(23rd December 19201 it, or fails to comply with any directions isit~ed by any
Governmernt Department or any person aushorised by

See the lntrodiC~tory Note so the Official Secrets Act 1911, o such department with reqard to the return or disposal
250, afote. thereof; or

Oftika Secrets Act 1911 to 1939. This Act is one of the Acts (hl hllows any other person to have possession of any
which may be cited by this collective title; see the Introductory official doctirnient issueid for his uise alonq, or coinmuni
Nutr- to the Official Secrets Act 1911, p) 250, ante cates any set-rt official code word or pass word so

Northern Ireland. This Act applies. issueid. oir, wvithmut lawful artithioity mn excuse. has in his
prnsisetsiuri any official docuintont or secret oifficial urode-

1. Untathoorisad use of uniforms; fwlisification of reports, forgeary, worot ot pass ivord issued for the tise of some Iserson
personation, find fases documnents other than hirosel!.f, or on rohtairoinri p05-session nf any

(1) If any person~ for the purfoo-! of gjaining admission. or of official docuimen, by finding of othorwise., nequri4-ti, tr
assistipg any other person to gai adiso.oapohibited place, fails to restore it to the. pierson or authority by whon for
within the meaning of the Official Secrets Act, 1911 Ihereinafter for whnia use. it was i~siard, orf to a police constable. on
referred to as "the principal Act)ý, or fo; any other purpose preju (rc without lawful auithority or excuse, manufacture% no

dicial to the safety or interests of the Statw within the meaoning of sells, or has in histpossession for sale any such die, seal
the said Act- or starffii as aforesaid,

(au) uses or wears, without Iewfui authority, any noval, he shall be quihly (if a mnisdennaanot.r
mnilitaty, air force. police, or other official uniform, or (3) In the c~ast of anoy tiroseritiori tupt~e this section involvin'gr
anoy initorm so nearly resemblinli the san-ia as to hep thee Iwoof of a prtimx~ pint- iilitfi toi) in)t-n safety or intrie~tov of the
calculated to deceive. ar falsely represents hitnisall tu Iý Stat.11 tLIuheeC1ion I?) tif set"lioneioh of the 1w'iscipoal Act shaoll apply
a person who is or has been enitiikrrt to Lose of, wear any in liker rmanner ats it applies iii ltiriuseotions londer that section

stict. unitfoim, on
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2. Cossunictitiomn with forein agnts to be evidence of commis- warrant, the originals and transcripts, either of all telegiams, or of
slot_ of os•ifan offences telegrams of any specified class or description. or of telegrams sent
(1) In any prooledings against a person for an offense under from or addressed to any specified person or place, sent or received
section one of the principal Act, the fact that he has been in corr,- to or from any place out of the United Kingdom by means of any
munic.ation with, or attempteid to communikate with, a foreign such cable, wire, cr apparatus, and all other pap*rs relating to any
agent, whether within or without the United Kingdom, shall be such telegrani as aforesaid.
evidence that he has, for a purpose prejudicial of the safety or (2) Any person who, on being required to produce any such
interest of the State, obtained or attempted to obtain information original nr transcript or paper as aforesaid, refuses or neglects to do
which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be directly so shall be guilty of an offence under this Act, and shall, for each
ao indirectly useful to an enemy. offence, be liable on conviction under the Summary Jurivlictioi

(2) For the purpose of this sectioi, Lxut without prejudice to Acts to imprisonment with or without hard labour for a term not
the generality of the foregoing provision- exceeding three months, or to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, or

(a) A person shall, unless he prover. the contrary, be deemed to both such imprisonnent and fine.
to have been in communication with a foreign agent if- (3) tn this section the expression "telegram" shall have the

M(i( He has, either within or without the United same meaning as in the Telegraph Act, 1968, and the expression
Kingdom, visited the address of a foreign agent or "wireless telegraphy" shall have the same meaning as in the Wirelass
.onsorted or associated with a foreitn agent; or Telegraphy Act, 1904.

(wi) Either. withili or without the United King
dorn, the name or address of, or any other infor- 5. Registration and regulation of petsons carrying on the business
mation regarding a foreign agenit has been found in of receiving postal packets
his possession, or has been supplied by him to any (1) Every person who carries on, whether alone or in conjunction
other person, or has been obtained by him from with uny other business, the business of receiving for reward letters,
any other person: telegrams, or other postal packets for delivery or forwarding to the

(b) The expression "foreign agent" includes any person who persons for whom they are intended, shall as soon as may be send
is or has been or is reasonably suspected of being or to the chief officer of police for the district, for registration by
having bean= employed by a foreign power either diretly him, notice of the fact together with the address or addresses where
or :ndirectly for the purpose of committing an aci, the business is carried on, and the chief officer of police shall keep
either within or without the United Kingdom, prejudi. a register of the names and address of such persons, and shsall, if
cial to the safety or interests of the 3tate, or who has or required by any person who sends such a notice, furnisn him on
is reasonably suspected ol having, either within oi with paymnnt of a fee of [seven shillings and sixpencej with a certificate
out the United Kingdom. committed, or attempted to of registration, and every person so registered shall from time to
commit, such an act in the interists of a foreign power: time furnish to the chief officer of police tintice of any change of

(cit Any address, whether within or without the United address oi rew address at which the business is cairied on, al.d such
Kingdom, reasonably suspected of being an address used other information as may be necessary for maintaining the correct
for the receipt of communications intended for a foreign nets of the particulhrs entered in the register
agent, or any address at which a foreign agent resides, or
to which he resorts for the purpose of giving or receiv- (2) Every person who carries on such a business as aforesaid
ing communications, or at which he carries on any shall cause to be entered in a book kept for thp purpose the
businew, shall be deemed to bit the address of a foreign following particulars
agent, and communications addressed to such an address (a) the name and address of every person for whom any
to be communications with a toregin agent postal packet is receiver, or who has requested that

postal piwkets receive•' may tw dlelivered or forwaroed
3. Interfering with officenr of the police or membesrs of His Map to him,
elty's forces (hi) any *it'itri thins that may have been recived ;is to the

No person in the vicinity of any prohibited place shall obstiuct, delivery or fiirwartfitq of postal pac(kett
y('; in th c ase of every postti packet received, the placeknowingly mislead or otherwise interfere with or imp.,edfe, the chief from which the postal packet comes, and the date of

officer or a superintenrdent or other officer of police, or any postinq (an .hown by she postmark) inrl the date of
member of His Mafety's forces engaged on guard, sentry, patrol, nr receri's. and the name end address of the tende it
other similar duty in relation to the prohibited piace, and, if any ret, an the ntde of the se if

person acts in contravention of, or fails to comply with. thrs lici l paket o the dat e and ie of r eg on

provision, hehll be guilty of a miademearsour ,,rt ite numper ot the daten ofere c o pracket,

(d) in the tase of every postal packet deliveree, the date of
4- Power to reqluire he producticson of Wilaems I-dlivery ,and the name and andress of the perso, to

I1) Where it appears to a Secretary of State that such a courie is whom i is dt'lv-r'
espelaent in the public interest, he may. by vwrrant under his hand, (e) in thc sea 'of evefy ty)s'al 1uariktt forwarde•d, the flarns'
reduire any personr vwho own! (ir c'ontiols; any teltr~aphir. rhl? ir .nd aerlor"A to which ai"' lh" dlite wii which it is
wire, or any app.,atus for wireless telegraphy, used for tf sending lrwarftIid,
or receipt of tetegranm to or from any piase out of the Unit.d arid shall iurt ileliv•sit l'tt'r to any person until that ptersorn has
Kin(griom. to produce to him, or to ary person naned in the signued a rerils tfor the ari in sinuh taoik as afo•rsard, nir, if that
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person is riot tha person to whom the postal packet is addressed, 7. Attempts, incitements, etc.
unless there is left with him instructions signed by the last. Any person who attempts to commit any offence under the princi-
mentioned person as to the delivery thereof, and shall not forward pal Act or this Act, or solicits or incites or endeavours to persuade
any postal packet to another address unless there is left with him aohrpro ocmi nofne rad raesadde r
written instructions to that effect signed by the addressee, act preparatory so the commission of an of fence under the principal

(3) The books so kept and all postal packets received by a Act or this Act, sh-all be guilty of a felony or a misdemeanour or a
person carrying on any such business, and any instruction as to the summary offence according as the offence in question is a felony, a
delivery or forwarding of postal packets received by any such misdlemeanour or a summary offence, and on conviction shall be
perston, shall be kept at all reasonable times open to inspection by liable to the same punishment, and to be proceeded against in the
any police constable. sarrie manner, as if be had committed the offence.

(4) If any person contravenes or fails to comply with any of
the provisions of this section, or furnishes any false information o( 8. Provrisions as to trial and punishment of offenees
mnakes any false entry, he shall be guilty of an offence under this (1) Any person who is guilty of a felony Under the principal Act
Act, and shall, for each offenne, be liable on conviction under the or this Act shall be liable to penal servitude for a term of not less
Sumnmary Jurisdiction Acts to imprisonment with or without hard than three years arid not exceeding fou~rteen year!.
labour for a term not exceeding one month, or to a fine niot 11Any person who is guilty of a misdemeanour under the

excedin senpouds.or t boh sch iprionmnt ad fneprincipal Act or this Act shall be liable on convictionr on indictment

(51 Nothing in this section %hadI apply to postel packets to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, foir 3 term not
address to any ctffice where any newspaper or periodical is pub exceeding two years, or, on conviction under the Summary ,lurisdic-
fished, being postal packets in reply to advertisements appearing in lion Acts, to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term
such newspaper or periodical, not exceeding three nionths or to a tine not exceeding fifty5 pounds.

(61 Nothing in this section shall be construed as rendering or both such impirisonmernt arid fine:
legal anything which would be in contravention of the exclusive Provided that no rnisdlemeanoul tinder the principal Act or
privilege of the Postmaster General under the Post Office Acts, this Act shall be dealt with summarily except with the consent orf
1908 so 1920, or the Telegraph Acts, 1963 to 1920. the Attorney Generld.

(3) For the purposes of sne Ifial of a person for an offence
6. i(Ill Where a chief officer of police is satisfied that there is under the prinrcipal Act or this Act, the offence snail be deemed to
reasonable ground for suspecting that arn offence iinder section one have been comnmitted either ait the place in which the same actually
of the principal Act has been committed and for believing that any was comnmitted, or at any place in the United Kingdom in which
person is able to furnish information as to the offence or suspected the offender may be found.
offence, he may appiy to a Secretary of State for permission to (4) In additnrrn and vvitlhout prejudice to any powers which a
QXercise the powers conferred by this subsection arid, if such per- court may piossess to order the exclusion of the pub~ir from any
mission is granted, lie may autborise a superinteindent of police, or proceedings if, in the course of proceedirrgs before a court against
any niolice officer not below the rank of inspector, to re,~oire that any per sor, fur arn o ffernce under the ritiit. ipni Act or this Act or tire
Irerstrr tbelievyed to be able to furnish information to give any proceedings onr appeal, or fii the course of the trial of a person for
irnfurmnation in his powei relating to the offence or suspected fln rnidiiaorurc h nrcplAto hsAt pl
offence, arid, if so required and on tender of his reasonable ex catiorr is niade bry thre pi osercrrion, on thre qrounrd that' the riihlican
pennses, toi attend at such reosorrable timne arid place as rmay be ino n vdne oIegvno faysttrin ob aei
specifierd Iry thre superintendent or other officer, and if ji piersonr theours of th eidne tsorrerlgiven oroif aie strejuicia to the mait it)oa

rer~rrel ii tirsuncerifsuc ai arihonsatrinto liseinlrri~rt~n. safety, that ill or clry Iror nun of the public shall lbe exclkrder doiiirrg
or tn a ttendl as aforesaid, fails so corotly with any such requoiremernt iriv part of their hear itl, i he cour it nmay make~ an order tri that
or k iniwriqly gives false, informatior, lie shall be quiriltv of a miscle efet iitheiairlnIsrtieshlIirayrsprerleii

in ,onrrnrnr public.

IWthere a ch~ef officer of poliice has reasonable-rt Iriounds to I)WeeteprsnjrIt Iiio e r rifrtefrmi i

believe that the case is one of great emergenrcy oind ihat tit the Ar: (Ito this Act i% a nI-r party or ron pora tion, eve y rdirerctor and
interest of the State imnmediate actionl is necessary. he nimy exercise o i fterriirr rroju tinsnIIl j yo h n
the prowers iciiifetrr ex by the last foreg..ng su bsec tiont wi thouirt offence unless he pirove~s that the rect i r nroission rconstini trigi fbie
april yring for ori hying gran ted the tiernriel-;ian of a Secretary of State. rflictrii iiiw iiitIislncldqiiruts
hut if he doeres %co shr~all foriftwith rettori the torrnsvnn theiir
Secretary of State g IArnrniefls tre (lth, ri! Sos ,ts Art r7977 ss. 2, 12. pp 25?, 256,

f31 References in this seerion to a ch-ef rifficer Litt polirn !,r %I,1 dolte I
1e conrstrurthl as. inclriding r 'fc r,~ ,i airy other officer ,tili-
@xl~rressly airthorised, by a chief officer of protice itri acrt u1,rn is lirlirif 10. Minor amnendments (if peincipal Act
for the trortosrs rif this sechion when by reason of ilirrivss. III eiiu ati ,rni itI rot-iriis slii'of oin I oit, le %Pnis or rIt irr f r iT(f Ilhe I Itrt. S" tie.d
or orther i-arw he I% vireble Iii doi so riule if) tiis Atr I Is-shiIt i cl,ftrs iii ririrrr rftrrs hall Iw anrrde in the~
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provisions of the principal Act specified in the first column of that The punishment is laid down by s, 8 (2), post. See also s. 0
schedule. 13)-(5), post,- s. 7, post (attempts, incitements, etc.); and Iby virtue

of s. 11 (1), post) the Official Secrets Act 1911, s,;. 6-10, pp. 254,

11. Short title, construction, and reptal 255, ante.
(1) This Act may be cited as the Official Secrets Act, 1920, and Offences under this Act are excluded from the jurisdiction of

shall be construed as one with the principal Act, and the principal all courts of quarter sessions: see the Criminal Law Act 1067, s. 8
Act and this Act may be cited tugether as the Official Secrets Acts, (2) and Sch. 1, List A, Division IIl para. 5 (a), and List B, para. 15,

1911 and 1920. Vol. 21, title Magistrates.

Provided that- Definitions. For "communicates", "retains", "document" and

(a) this Act shall not apply to any of the following Domin- "office under his Majesty", see. (by virtue of s. 11 (1), postl the

ions, that is to say. the Dominion of Canada, the Official Secrets Act 1911, s. 12, p. 256, ante. See also as to 'offi:e

Commonwealth of Australia (which for this purpose under his Majesty" the note to s. 12 of the Act of 1911. p. 257.

shal be deemed to include Papua and Norfolk Island), ante; and note as to "official document", sub-s. (1) (c) above.

the Dominion of New Zealand, ... [India ... 1; and
(h) •plieT to Scottant). Section 2

(2) (Rep. by the SL.R. Act 1927.) Enemy. See the note to the Official Secrets Act 1911, s. 1, p.
251, ante.

f (3) For the purposesof this Act, the expression "chief officer Unless he proves the contrary. See the fir.,, note to the
of police,-- Prevention of Corruption Act 1916, s. 2, p. 291, ante.

(a) with respect to any place in England other than the city Principal Act. ie., the Official Secrets Act 1911; see s. 1 (1),
of London, has the meaning assigned to it by the Police PrInoipal Act, see s. 1 (nteAct, 890;ante. For s. 1 of that Act, see p. 250, ante.Act, 1890;

(hi with respect to the city of London, means the Commis. Section 3
sioner of the City Police;

(c) (applies to Scotland); In the vicinity of. This expression means "in or in the vicinity
(d) with respect to Ireland, means, in the police district of of", see Adier v George, [19641 1 All ER. 628.

Dublin metropolis, either of the Commissioners of Police Obstructs. Obstruction need not involve physical violence; see,
for that district, and elsewhere the district inspector of in particular, Borrow v. Howland (1896), 74 LT. 787, and Hinch.
the Royal Irish Constabulary. liffe v. She/don, r 19551 3 All E.R. 406. In fact there is authority

for saying that anything which makes it more difficult for a person
to carry Out his duty amounts to obstruction; see Hinchliffe v.

NOTES - ACT OF 1920 Jheldon above Yet standing by and doing nothing is not obstruc
tion unless there is a legal duty to act; see Swallow v. London

Section I County Council, 119161 1 KB. 224; 11914-151 All E.R. Rep. 403;
and contrast Baker v. E/lison, 119141 2 KR. 762; hut see Rice v.

Prohibited place. For the meaning o! this term, see the Offi Connolly, 119661 2 Ott, 414. 119661 2 All ER. 649.
cial Secrets Act 1911, s. 3, p. 253, ante, and the notes thereto. Knowingly. See the nole "Knows" to the Perjury Act 1911, s.

Purpose prejudicial to the safetW or interest of the State. Cf 1, p. 242, ante.
the General Note to the Official Secrets Act 1911, s. 1 p. 251, ante, Shall be guilty ot a misdemeanour. See the note to s. 1, ante.
and note sub-s, (3) above. Definitions. For "chief officer of police", see s. I1 (3), post;

Uses or wean, without lawful authority, etc. See also the by virtue of s 11 (I), post, for "prohibited place" mid "superin
Uniforms Act 1894, Vol. 29, title Royal Forces, as to the restric- tendent of police", se' ss 3 and 12. respectively, of the Official
tier of the wearing by unauthorised persons of naval, military and Secrets Act 1911, l)p. 2b3, 256, ante.

air force uniforms
As to wrongful use of the uniform or an association icor Section 4

|fxrated by Royal charter and penalties therefor, see the Chartered
Associations (Protection of Names and Uniforms) Act 1926, 1 United Kingdom. i.e., Greit Britain and Northern Ireland; see

(31. (4). Vol. 37, title Trade Marks and Trade Names. the Royal and Parliamentary Titles Act 1921, s, 2 (2). Vol 6. p.

SKnowingly. See the note "Knows" to the Perjury Act 1911. s 520.
•1.p 242, ante. Herd labour. Irolrisonocent with hard labour was a'iulished by

Forges . .. any passport. See also the Criminal Justice A1ct the Criminal Jussap Act 1948, s. 1 (2), it. 339, post
1925, s 36, Vol. 21, title Magistrates. Not exceeding three months. As the maximim tern) of impris

a False. See the note to the Perjury Act 1911., s 1, p. 242, onment is not moie than three mooths, trial by jury may not he
ante. claimed under th' Maqgrtrrtaes' C.owl.s Act 1952, s 25. Vol 21, title

Shall be guilty of a nidameacu r. 'The distinctions between Magistrates
felony and misdemeanour were abolished, and the law and practice Summary futisdictio.i Acts This espiession is defined by the
appiymiq to miaderseanoiur were in general made applicable to all Interpretation As,, 1889. s 13 (10l. Vol 32. title Statutes ltc
offences, by the Criminal Law Act 1967. % 1. p. 552. post See Acts have been hrqely consolidated iy the Magistrates' Courts Act
also, in paertitular s 12 15) of that ArIt, p 561, post, as to thet 1952, Vol 21, •tlh M rist rates, ai resiets En.iglimd and Wiles
construction of existing enactytments, Telegraph Act 1869. See Vol 35, title Teleqtaphs and

Telephone- "Tilitrim" is deliriii' in s 3 of that Act

K * •• -, l • •f r = • l -.= ,; -.. ... .•. ..• , ......= ... , .... ... ...... ..... .... .. ..
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Wireless Telegraphy Act 1904. That Act expired on lst June Felony: misdemeariour. See the first paragraph of the note
1954; for the nreaning of "wireless telegraphy", see now the Wire- "Shall be guilty of a misdemeanoir" to s. 1, ante,
less Telegraphy Act 1949, s. 19 11), Vol. 35, title Telegraphs and Principal Act. Defined in s. 1 (1), ante, as the Official Secrets
Telephones, by virtue of s. 18 (2) of that Act. Act 1911, p. 250, ante.

Section 5 Section 8

The words in square brackets in sub-s. (1) were substituted by Felony; misdemeanour. See the first paragraph of the note
the Miscellaneous Fees (Variation) Order 1968. S.I. 1968 No. 170 "Shall be guilty of a misdemeanour" to s. 1, ante.
(made under the Local Government Act 1966, s. 35 (2) and Sch. 3, Penal servitude for a term, etc. In the cases mentioned in
Part 11, Vol. 19, title Local Government), and the fee in question sub-s. (1) above, imprisonment for up to fourteen years h,.s taken
may be further varied or may be abolished by order made under the place of the punishment provided by that subsection; tse the
that power. Criminal Justice Act 1948, s. 1 (1), p. 339, post.

Chief officer of police. For the meaning of this term, see s. 11 Where each of several offencer charged in an indictment is
(3), post. separate and distinct the judge has a discretion whether the sen

If any person contravenes. "Any person" includes a person tences imposed should be consecutive or concurrent, and his discre-
using, as well as keeping, the accommodation address; see Stevenson tion is not limited so as to prevent him awarding consecutive

v. Fulton, 119361 1 K.B. 320. sentences which would be longer in the aggregate that the maximum
False. See the note to the Perjury Act 1911, s. 1, p. 242, permitted for any one of the offences by itself (R. v. Blake, (19611

ante. 3 Ail E.R. 125, C.C.A.I.
Hard labour. Imprisonment with hard labour was abolished by Hard labour. Imprisonment with hard labour was abolished by

the Criminal Justice Act 1948, s. 1 (2), p. 339, post. the Criminal Justice Act 1948, s. 1 (2), p. 339, post.
Not exceeding one month. Ci. the note "Not exceeding three Not exceeding three months; United Kingdom. See the notes

mr-onths" to s. 4, ante. to s. 4, ante.
Summary Jurisdiction Acts. See the note to s. 4, ante. Attorney General. For meaning, see (by virtue cf s. 11 (I),
Post Office Acts 1908 to 1920. All those Acts have been post) the Official Secrets Act 1911, s. 12, p. 256, ante.

repealed, as to the exclusive privilege of the Postmaster General, and Unless he proves. See the first note to the Prevention of
its infringement, see new the Post Office Act 1953, ss, 3, 4, Vol. Corruption Act 1916, s. 2, p. 291, ante.

25, title Post Office, Knowledge. See the note "Knows" to the Perjury Act 1911, s.

Telegraph Acts 1863 to 192%,. For the Acts which may be 1, p. 242. ante.

cited by this collective title, see the introductory Note to the Consent. There is authority for saying that this presupposes
Telegraph Act 1863, Vol. 35, title Telegraphs and Telephones. knowledge; see Re Caughey, Ex parre Ford (1876), 1 Ch. D. 5"1,

C.A., at p. 520, per Jessel, MR., and Lamb v. Wright & Co,,
Section 6 [19241 1 K.B. 857; 119241 All E.R. Rep. 220. at p. 864 and p,

The whole of this section was substituted by the Official 223, respectively. It is thought, however, that actual knowledge is

Secrets Act 1939, s. 1. riot necessary; cf Knox v. Boyd, 1941, &C. (J.) 82. at p. 86, and

Reasonable cause for suspecting; for believing; to believe. Cf. Taylor's Central Garages (Exeter), Ltd. v. Roper (1951), 115 J.P.

the note "Reasonable cause to believe" to the Foreign Enlistment 445, at pp. 449, 450, per Devlin, J.; and see also, in particular,

Act 1870, s. 8, p. 186, ante. Mal/on v. Alon, 119641 1 0.B. 385; 119631 3 All E.R. 8,13, at l

Knowingly. See the nota "Knows" to the Perjury Act 1911, s 394 and p. 847, respectively.

1, p. 242, ante. Principal Act. Defined in s. (1), ante, as the Official Secrets

False. See zhe iate to the Perjury Act 1911, s. 1, p. 242, Act 1911, p. 250, anti,

ante Summary Jurisdiction Acts, See the note to s, 4, ante.

Shall be guilty of a misdemeanour. See the note to s. 1, ante.

Definitions. For "chief officer of police", see s. 11 (3), po,;t Section 10

(and note sub-s. (3) above); for "superintendent of police", see (by Principal Act. Defined in s 1 11), ante, as the Official Secrets

virtue of s. 11 11), post) the Official Secrets Act 1911, s. 12, p. Act 1911, p. 250, ante.

256, ante.

Principal Act, Defined in s. 1 (1). ante, as the Official Secrets Section 11

Act 1911. For s. 1 of that Act, see p, 250, ante. The words in square bracke:s were substituted by the Govern

Northern Ireland. For modificatirons of this section in its ment of India (adaptation of Acts of Parliament) Order 1937, S.R
applicatio i to Northern Ireland, see the Official Secrets Act 1939, s & 0, 1937 No 230, arts. 2 and Schedule, Part II, as to the

2 12), p. 337, post constructirn of the term "India", wee the Indiani Independence Act

Section 7 1947, s. 10 (1), Vol. 4. p 327 The words omitted from sub-s, (1)
(a) in the first place were repealed by the Newfoundlard (Conse

Attempts. As to attemnpts, soee p v COlsson (1915). 31 T.L R. quential Provisions) Ai:r 1950, s. 1 and Schedule, Part II, ind the

559. C C.A, South Africa Act 1952, s, 2 C03 and Sch. 5; and in the second place
And does any act preparatory, etc. in this phrase the word were repealed by the Borma Independence Act 1947. s 5 and Sch

"0or should lie read for "and" (R v 119591. 21 I All E.R. 92. 2, Part I

C CA I Construed as one. i" every pair oh sach Act is to hie
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consttund as it contained in one Act, unless there is some mgnitest APPENDIX C
discrepancy; see for example Phillipsw v. Parnably. [19341 2 K.B.
299; 109341 All E.R. Rep. 2637, at p. 30 aridp. 269, respectively;I HALSBURY'S LAWS OF ENGLAND
s"also PreliminaryNoettilStttsiVo,3.TidEtonVlue1

Principal Act. Defoined in %. 1 11), affile, as thie Oftsd hra eL ~ratsThdEitnVuie1
Act 1911, p. 250. ante. SECT.. 4. OFFENCES IN RESPECT OF OFFICIAL SECRETS

Police Act 1890. Repaled by the Police Act 1904, s. 64 131
and Sch. 10, Part 1; see now s. 62 (b) of, and Sch. 8 to, that Act, Panaltiet; for spying. A person is by statute1  guilty of
Vol. 25, title Police. feony2 who, for any purpose prejudcicial to the safety or interests

Northern Ireland. As to "district inspector of the Royal Irish of the siate.3 (ll approaches4, inspects, passes over or is in the
Constabulary", wee the Constabulary Act (Northern Ireland) 1922 neighbourhood of or enters any prohibited place;4 or (2) makes any
(c. 8) (N.I.), s. 1 (4) (not printed in this work), sketch.5 plan, model, 6 or note which is calculated to Ill or might

*(Sch. 1 amrends the Official Secrets Act 1.911, pn. 250, ante; be or is intended to be directly or indirectly uoseful to an enemy;
1

Sc/i. 2 rep, by the S. L. R. Act 192Z~) or 131 obtains, collects, records, or publishes or communicatesg to
any other percon any %.ecret official code word or pass word, at any
sketch, plan, modal, article, or note or other document9 or infor-

THE FFIIALSECRTS CT 939mation which is calculated to be or might be or is intended to be
THE FFIIALSECRTS CT 939directly or indirectly useful to an enemy,

(2 &3Gmo. 6c. 121)

An At t amnd sctin sx o theOffcia Slrcres At, 920Memning of prohibited place. For this purpose a orohibited
An At t amnd ecton is f th Oi6c~l Scres At, 920place is defined as being. 12) any work of defence, arsenal, naval or

123rd ovembr 19~ air force establishment or .ýtation, tjctoiy, douckyaird, mine, mine-
*See the Introductory Note to the Official Secrets Act 1911, p. field, camnp, ship, or- aircraft be,.- ging to or occupied by or on

250, ante, behalf of Her Majesty or any telegraph, telephone, wireless or signal
Northern Ireland. This Act applies; see s. 2 (2), post. station, or office so belo-nginy or occupied, and anyv place belonging

to or occupied by or on b..half of Her Majesty and used far the
1. (Substitutes a new s. 6 in the Official Secrets Act 1920, p. 299, purpose of building, repairing, making, oi- sorong any munitions ot
antej war, or any sketches, plIans, models, or documents relating thereto,

or for the purpose of getting any metals, oil, or minerals of use in
2. Short title, construction, citation, and application io Nlorthesrn time of war; 12) any place rilot belonging to Her Majesty wheýre any
Ireland munitions of war,1 0 or any sketches, models, plans, or dlocu

(1) This Act may be cited as the Official Secrets Act, 1939, and ments
t t

1 relating thereto, are heing made, repaired, gotten, or stored
thisActandthe ffiialSecets cts 191 ad 190. hal be under contract with, or with any person on behalf of. Her Majesty,

construed as one, and may be cited together as she Official Secrets or otherwise on behailf of Her Majesty; 13) any place belonging to

Acts, 1911 to 1939. or used for the purposes of tIer -Majesty
1  which is for the timne

being declared by order of a Secretary of State to be a prohibited
12) It is 1f~o-rbV declared thlat this Act extends to Northern place1 3 

on the ground that infoimation with respect thereto, or
Irelnd;and it, -ipplcaton herof o Nrthen Ielad. hisAct damage thereto, would be useful to an enemy; and (4) any railway,

shal have etfe. t se~je,,t to the following modifications, that is to road, woy, or channel, or other means of cornrnitinication by land or
say, for referen:ý.er to a chief officer of police there shall heaeicuigay ok rsrcue riiqjaiteefo

a, sbsttutd rfermcss~adisric inpecorforrefrenes o a connected tfsirewith, or anyV place itself for clas, water, of electricity
Secretary of State thtve shall be substituted references to the wokoflhr,)s r uue faptbicaatrray
Minister of Home Affairs, on(; for the reference to the rank of works ohre ail v 'ionl~s for purue ot an pbliccharr toels, orlans,
inspector there shall bea . os*;tloted as reference to the rank of head plcwhr a. 'rsiea ianskte.moltta,

constbleor docuoren Es i orq .. i eto, are rimini) made, repaired, or stored
constble.otherwise trian , beharlf of Her Maje sty, which is for ihe time

being declared Iry ol der of a Sc~rretar y (of State to he a prohifbited

NOTES - ACT OF13 place fur the poruroses of this section, on the ground Inat informa
lion with respect therein, or the dlestroictiorm or obstruction thereof,

Constiuad as one. See. the note to the Official Secrets Act o nireecteeih ol ptsflt neen

1920 s.11, . 32, ate.Effect of commrunication with foreign agents. In any pro
Official Secrets Acts 1911 and 1920. ic.o, the Official Secrets cerirsaantaprsnnrseto h ttnrsdsrbrý h

Act 1911, p. 250, ante, and the Official Secrets Act 1920, p, 294, fact that he has been in commitnucat ion with or attempted to
anter; sari s£ 11 ) of the Act of 1920. p. 302, acres communicate with, a foreignf agent, whether within or without thre

United lKingdom, is mrvidercrp that he has for d purpo~se prtrjurtiiral to
the safety or interest% of the stater obtained or attermrtreCd to obtain
informaltion which t5 calcuilated to he. or nioghi h e or is ritended to

kw di'pn:tly or 1rndilrar 5 irst to .rri enemy
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Communication, etc., of information. A person is by stat similar as to be calculated to deceive, or falsel1i represents himself
Lutet

7 
guilty of a misdemeanour1 8 

if tie commits certain acts when to be a person who is or has been entitled to use or wear such
he has in his possession or control any secret official code word or uniform; or
pass word, or any sketch.1 9 

plan, model, 20 
article, note, dociu 12) Orally or in writng knowingly makes or connives at the

mest,
2 1 

or information, (1) which is connected with a prohibited making of any false statement or omission in a declaration or
place;22 or P) which has been made or obtained in contravention application or any document signed by him or on his behalf; or

of the Official Secrets Acts:
2 3 

or (3) which has been entrusted to 13) Forges, alters, or tampers with a passport, or any naval,
him in confidsrnce 2 4 

by a person holding office 2 5 
under the Sover- military, air force, police, or official pass, permit certificate, licence,

eign; or (4) which he has obtained or has had access to be" 'ise he or other official document, or uses or has in his possession any such
holds or has field office under the Sovereign or holds or has held a forged, altered, or irregular official document;48 or
conlra(:t 2 6 

made on behalf of the Sovereign, or because he is or has (4) Personates or falsely represents himself to be a person
been employed by a person who holds or has held such an office or holding office under the Oueen or employed by such a person, or
contract. In these circumstances an offence is committed if the to be or not to be a porsotn to whom an official document or secret
person concerned (1) communicates 2 7 

the code word, etc., to any official code word or pass word has been duiy issued or communi.
person other than a person to whorn he is authorised to communi- cated, or knowingly snakes a false statement to obtain, whether for
cate it or a person to whom it is in the interest of the state his himself or any other person, an official document, secret official
duty to communicate it; or (2) uses the information in his posses- code word or pass word; or
sikn for the benefit of any foreign power or in a way prejudicial to (5) Uses or has in his possession or under his control without
the safety or intere-*s of the state; or (3) retains the sketch, plan, authority a die, seal, ut stamp of, or belonging to. or used, made, or
model, article, note, or document in his posession or control when provided by, a government department or any diplomatic, naval,
he has nio right so to do or when it is contrary to his duty so to do, military or air force authority, appointed by or acting under the
or fails to comply with law ul directions with regard to its return or authority of the Oueen, or any die, etc., so similar to those
disposal; or (4) feils to ti.ke reasonable care 0,f or so conducts mnitri,med as to be calculated to deceive, or who counterfaits any
himself as to endanger the s sfety of the sketch, plan. model, article, such die, etc., or uses or has in his possession, or under his control,
note, document, secret offici si code or pass word or information, 28  

any such counterfeited die, etc.; or

(6) Unlawfully makes, sells, or has in his possession for sale
Communication of inforrsaticn relating to munitions. A per- any such die, seal, or stamp.

4 9

son is by ,tatute q ilty of a misdemeanour 2 9 
who having in his

"possession or contro' any skotch,30 plan, model, 3 1 
article, note, Wrongful retention, etc., of official documents. A person is

document,32 or inforniation r lating to munitions of war, communi- by statute guilty of a misdemeanourbO) who (1) for any purpose
cationrs 3

t it directly or indirectly to a foreign power or in any other prejudicial to the safety or interests of the state5
1 wrongfully

way prejsdicial to the safety and interests of the state.
3 4  

retains52 an official document,53 whether or not completed or

issued for use, or fails to comply with any authori,,d directions
Wrongful receipt of sketch, etc. A person is by statute guilty with regard to its return or disposal; or (2) who allows another to

o;f i irisdemeanour3
5 

who receives any sketch,36 secret official po5ssess an official document issued for his use alone, or communi
code word or pass o•uid, oi plan, m0e1l,

3 7  
t lic', note, ducou cares

54 
any secret official code word or pass word so issued, or

ment. 3 8 
or information, knowing or having reasonable ground to unlawfully possesses an official document or secret official code

believe, At the time of receipt, that the sketch, etc , is commn,- word or pass word isstred for the use of another, or who obtaining
cated

3 9 ro hini in contravensino of the Official Secrets Acts, unless possession, by finding or otherwise, of an official document fails to
he proves that the communication was ciontrary to his desire 4 0  

qive it to the person or authority by whom or for whose use it was
issued Or to a police constable

55

Harbouring spies. A person is iy statute guilty of a tmisde

ruearilut 41 who 11) hart.nours any person whom tie knows or has Obstrucsion of police, (etc., in prohibited places. A person is

teasonable qrounds hitr SrUpOSillg to be. a itrsoi about to commit hly statute quldty it ;I i1s idemeanour6 who if, the vicinity of a
or who has conmmitted an offence against the Official Secrets Acts; t riuhibited plice -e obstructs, knowingIly misleads, or otherwise
or who (21 krsowinuqly permits 0 ny such per ons to meet or assemble iittrrferes with. or impedses 'he chief officer or in superintendenrt or
ir pserises irs his occupation .,r u nrder nis control; or who (3) oi,,-r offi cer of police, or a member of Her Maiesty's furies sin
having harhoured soch person or permitted such p.ersons to meet or dilsy n relatioir to the prolhibited place 5

assemnble in o nn; sus ii his occupation itr under his control, wilfruly
Sonts or rlsauss it dicloc.se to a superirtenidenr of police42 any Power of police to obtitain inrnrmation Where a chief officer

information which i is in his power tn qiven in relation to any such of police9 is satisfied cthai there is reasonaile ground for suspecting

trerso;ss 4- that an offencebU has been committed and for helievinq that any

person is able To Iusnish mfornatioer as to the offence or suspected
Gaining admission to prohibited place. etc. A person is e oriffence, he may, hisorin iplid fc r and ohtsrreld the permiission of
44 - 4r,f

statute o qu-Iy ou a nisdeilseanouur ,Jho) for the purpose, out a Si-retrsiy isf Srlir', ctiilh)iiiie .ily 1upein terndin of ipoliice1t 'II
gaining inlorissron s ior helpihg ainolther 1,) gaim ar•issios i to a pun airy priliri rlf,r:ii)s hnot rlow the ranrtk (if iscir'itiir to require that

hisitled ptla:e46 or for ariy other lpurrpose prejudiciacl tri the safety Isersuri ts give any srolisrOlllrtsii isI his is)Wel ritatirig to the offense
uni irreirrss% of the stijte

4 
' does ;ry sit the followirig acts or srsprsc•itit ill , 0 - , it so') ir'sgirt id sin o rlrrsdef I,' his

(11l tlss ir wefis without !lwid authority any naval, iriI fessasiiss,1utshr iv•.iiir', In ,irstild at stc(h issrs)o)[ri'lsli tlr•e mi rrly hle
taiy, -rir for Ii pihic or outher ofthtial uniform or tany litsrfni sir spleieIl fri
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Where a chief officer of police has realsomvble grounds to immediate action is necessary, masy by a written order under his
believto that thte caem is one of great evir'erncy arnd that in the hand give to arty constable the like authority as mnay be given by
interest of the state Immediate action is necessary, Isa may ettercise the warrant of a justice. 2

thisi power without applying for permisilion but must forthwitil
reprt he ircnutnce t th Seretry f Sate 6 3

Exclusion of public durialg hearing. In addition and without
Any person who fails to comnplyi with any such f&4uirement or prejudice to any powers which a court may possess to order the

knowingly gives falses information is guilty of a mlsidemreanotur 64exclusion of the public from any proceedings, if, in the course of
proceedings before a court against any person for an offence under

Offensces by corparations. Where st person guilty of hri the Official Se-rets Acts or the proceedings on appeal, or in the
Itoffence under the Official Seacrets Acts is a company or corporation, course of the trial of a person for felon-, or rnrsdemneanour unider

every director and officer of the comnprny or corporation is guilty those Acts, application is irrade by the prosecution on thes qrnrirri
of the like offence, unless he proves that the act or omission that the publication of any evidence to be given or- of any state-
constituting the offence took place without his knowledge or osent to be made in the course of she proceedings would be
consent.615  

prejudicial to the national iafaty, that all or are ' ,portion of the
public shall be excluded during any part of the hearing, the court

Attempts, incitemrents, etc. A person wiro attempts to corn may make en order to that effect.7 3 The passing of the sentence,
mit an offence under the Official Secrets Acts, or solicits or incihes however, must in any case take place in public.7 4

or endeavours; to persuade another person to commrit an offence, or
aids or abets and does nay act preparatory to the commission of Production of telegramrs. If it appears to him to be expedi-

r that offence is guilty of a feony or a misdemeanour or a summery ant in the public interest, a Secretary of State may, by warrant
toffence according to what tha substantive offence is, and on convic- under his hand, require ainy person who owns or controls any

tion is liable to the same punishment anid to bes proceeded against in teiegraphic cable or wire or any apparatus for wireless telegraphy,
the amemaner s v hehad ommtte th ofenc. 6 6

used for the sending or receipt of telegramts tor or from any place

iut of the United Kingdom,'7 to produce to him or to any person
Punishment. The purnishment for the foregoing offences on named in the warrant the originals and transcripts either of all

conviction on indictment is, in the case of ari offence declared to be telegrams or of isiegrams of aoy specified class or description, or of
a felony, impreisconment for not more than fourteen years, arnd, in telegrams sent frots or adldressed to any specified person or place,
the case of a misden-eannur, imprisonment for not more than two sans or received so or from any place out of the United Kingdom
years.6 by means of any such cable, wire, or apparatus, and all other papers

relating to ansy such telegram.'
0
6

Consent of law officer, Prosecutions for offences under the
Official Secrets Acts can only be instituted with the consent of the Accommodation addresses. Every person who carries on,
Attorney -General or Solicitor General;La but a person charged with whether ilone or in) conjunction with any other business, the busi-
such an offence may be arrested or a warrant for his arrest issued ness of receiving fmr reward letters, telegrams, or other postal
and executed, and he may be remanded in custody or on boil, packets for delivery or forwarding so the persons for whom they ate
notwithstanding that the consent has not been obtained.6 9 Consent interideti must, as soon ats possible, sand to the chief officer of
is necessary, however, before any further or other proctredirigs are police tot the district. for registratiort ly him, notici! of thre lor-t,
taken. .9 tooqether with the address or adidresses where the business is cai rued

on.7 The thief officjrer of pol ice roust keep) a register of the nirarics
Powers of arrest. A person found committing an offence and addresses of such persons, and( rouist, if required by any person

having committed or attempted so commit or to be about to with at certificate oif rtoqistratrrsn 7 Every person so reglisteied inust,

commit arty such offence, may be apprehended arid detained in the front time to timne, furnish to the chie'f officer of polite nottice. of
saine way asa a person found comnmitting a felony, whether the any change of addlress n.r riew adreitss at whirct the businriess i%
olffence is a felony or not,.

7 0 cardiri rdsitiiti tifirittr ntyltieisryfr

A justice of the peace who is satisfied by information on oath 7main~taining the correctness of the prarf~icuars enteredl ini the
that there is reasonable rjround for suspecting that an offence under -egisler ;
the Official Secrets Acts has been or is about to be comnrmitterd, may A Iterrson who carrier. (iii such an biusirness moirst inter init
grant a search warrant authorising any constable named therein ton book keptf foi the potporse tIre fullrMIwrnr pirtic:0131r5 (1) the narirn
enter at any timne any premises or piece named in the warrant, if and ar ilt ess of ever y per sot i for vhorrt any po0sta ipacket, its reteivid
necessary try force, anid so search the prernise~s or place antI ever y sir whir Iris r lipetr i tuhu I rfitfi veti o i ti fwarrt in if swuft trpu.iclrts.
peeson found therein and to seize any sketch, prlan, model, article, (2) any instiritctrirrs that uniry hiVe inVertreCeivIs Ms tir th PIrerllvry
note or drocumrnet or anything of a like nature or anything which is or forwardrrrq of trostat pairkils. 131 ... tire case oft ,Ipstil hankel
evidence of an offence huvrsuig heen or being about to tie. corrmittent, rereivedn. the filie frir n whth its i ,)r ~ips antl the r art' if frpostring ias
whtich ha may find on the premrises or place or on any such persurn, shown try the A)tnntirak) andur the rdate ofI receipt antI the name and
and with regard to ort in connection with which he has reasonable address if tIre( senerri if shniwi onr thn ou tsride oft tre tpak et. aid. in
grournd for suspeercing tfhat arn offence htas been or is abourt tio bue thre cast, iif .1 retfistri ni parkvt. iThe late andt offierI ifgt iri

commritted 71and the ofirrr~tir itf 0-i recimetir irt takit. (4) in the ci~i, if eývery
A sopetint endent o~f police, tuo who3rns is dtupeuans that the case tuorstul fiulr kt dvi~i~vtiuf, itit dun f fr-tiviry amid Int- irirmi rind

is one it
1 great ernalnengiry nntd that in the intierests of the state addiress rIf thre pr si-r itnntr t to M -, I tr" irI , 1 ,, Ill,. i,s of
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every postal packet forwarded, the name and address to which and to be operated in any such existring or proposed planit 9 2 Such a
the date on which it is forward 7 8 Stich at person must not deliver a pe~son is liable ill, on conviction oit indictmnent, tol inpipisonment
letter to any person until that person iris signed a receipt for the for a term riot exceeding five years, or to at fine nuot exceeding
same in the boo0k, 0r, if that person is not the person 'zo whoml the C:500, or tc both, or (2), on summiary cotnviction, to 0111imsonrient

postal packet is address, unless the lastrnentioned person has left for a terml not exceeding three months, or to a fine not exceedinig
signed instructions 3s to the delivery thereof, and unless written 00100, or to both,.

9 4

instructions to that effect, signed by the addressee, are left with Communication of information in respect of any plant of a
such person, he mnust riot fo,,ward anit postal packet to another type ill use for purplores other than the production dr towr of atomic.
address.7 8  

energy is excepted unless the inrformaition discloses that plant of
The books so kept and all postal packets received oy a person that type ii, used or is proooscd to be used for Such production.

9 5

carrying ott any such business, and any instruction as to the delivery Where anly information has been made available to the general
or forwarding of postal packets received by any such person, must public otherwise than in the iterse (of the commission of this
be kept at all reasonable timeas openr to inspection by any police offence, anly suibsequent cotmiinication of that information does
constable,7 riot conscilsite an oiffence. 9 6 The above p~rovsi~on% do not apply to

A person who contravenes or fails so rcomply with any of the anything done by or to the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
foreguing trroaisions or who furnirhies any false information or AulthrodtV. 

9 7

nakes any false entry, is quilty of iin offence and is liable, 10: each
rich offence, oil summary conviction, to imprisonment for a termn

nont exceeding one month, or to a fine niot exceeding 1:IO, or to NOTES TO LAWS OF ENGLAND
botn 80

Official Secrets Act, 1911 (1 & 2 Gen. 5 c. 28), s. 1 (1l,
Extent of Acts arid place of trial. Subject as stated after- Offiicial Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & 11 Geo. 5 c. 15) ss. 10, 11, Schs.

wards 91  the Official Secrets Acts aipply toi all acts which are 1. 2. These iwo Acts and the Officiarl Sercrets Act, 1939 (2 & 3
of fences uinder their provi sions, when cormntit ted iii any part of Her Geo. G c. 121), are to tic Construed ats one; see ibid., s. 2 I1).
Majesty's dlomi nion s ior when conriritied by British officers ur Arc:hives of a foreiqir eirrbassy can he the sobhject of ,i ihargfe uinders
si, blects elsewlrer e. Au 0 offnce, it al legsdl to have been comm it ted the Acts;, an ernitioyoe of sucih an enmbassy enjoys imiunimity, wahich
out of thie Urnired K ingdorm, may he inriqiiired of, heard, arid deter canl be waved by the arniliss~rli , where thre ermployee has beeri
minneil in anyV comnpletent British Coiuirt in the place wvhere the dlisrmissed anid the inirrimiiity wai un, there -;in tie rio is temrsir n of
uoffence I.tar consinitted, iir ir. aiiy county or place in Englanrd iii immunrity for a reasoniaible time tin allowv tl-,a ev ernIifiYs.,, tii leave
whichi the accuseud is anppre'henided or rmay be in custody .83the eoriiitr' (H. v. A.B., 1 19411 1 1'. 13. 454, C. C. Al.)

Fort he piiiposes of dlie trial of a person for an of f':nee tinder- 2fliers is powe~r it) orii'cut irf nrisdrenmeannou if the circum
'he Offic:iail Secrets Acts, thre onffenice will be deiri ied to have bpeen stancues warranut such at linin (r u Oftficsia Secrets Act, 1911 ( I & 2

conimittedl Uit~lrmi at the place iii which the same 0orally was Ge6 5 c 28). sý 5). For the purishmslnent for felony irulr'r ft! Acts

comimitted~ or at any place in the United K inigdomu in which the See Sect ion onl purrisfhmnent, post.
oSerder may be found.iH4  

:i Is not necessary to plose " a f~itiiiua,',icu tenhiiiiii;to shim

a piurtpose preirruiciol to tihe sAfoy or interests; of thne state It is
Laws of British possessions. If fly any law nmade by the soffiCirnit it, froiii the' -itiirolistaiCesot Of 1' case,. or frorl the'

legislature of any British inrssessifn prnovisions are niade which corndurct oir 1F 'iwn cll iuoilv' of ther ,icrosunu is ptiiveul, it u~ppialsi
appear to be iif thei life effecti as those corntained in the Official Mtna surb w~is Iris fuir i iisu Whenreiany ,kve~uh (see noute 5),
riecrets Act, 1911,5 tfile operatron of the latter Act, or airy piart iirrjdl'l (set' noite 6), ii tirli'. intl, clolirilvitlsrr (yicinte 9), o. inlfor
thmereof, may hie suslienrted witfhin that possession, fry Order in niartiuli: ielating to r iiiii5i iii ;illy lirrrllibitilet plaiceu Is test, lorifr).
Council, son long as that lacy continiiis inn force there ariid 10 lonfier, or anythint Ill suclh au pkw(i0 ill ay 54c Oill oficiral codei Wordr uir fpas%
rind! the Order will trave rvffrirt as if it were enac~tedt ii the U'hi cial word is niauil, obltainedt :iiliitril, iol irilri, ~ibliislili oii cuwrimillr

Strcrets Act, 1911, W, I rime surspensritir, nirwesir, will riot exstendl trr rItcil (sn'mote 13) ly ,i-ymii toiei tirri a piirsrii I, tirig undel

the holder nf an( office uniter I-len Malesty~f; who is not appoirnted lawfu'l anuthoirity , it will Ill' ievoeidiu tr hay', heenl maidel, etc., loti
toi that molfi'ei fiy the clovemomeiri of that lei~mssusc .ill. It has bween such a titil finst 

irirlls the irrnirtla is 5 ftoved (Official Secrets iAct,
esliressy enracteid that the Officiaul Secrets, Act, 1920, 88 is nut tio 1911 (t & 2 Gen. 1, r 2ff). % 1 (2), it, amirnrird ily the Offiriul
apptly to Cinada, Australia (irmictidinrt Pafpua aiiid Norfolk Islanrd), Secriet Act, 1920 (10 & 11 Gnuo ) Pit ,5 10, Si-l 1) Siee R,
New Zealand. Siouith Almria, I ndia ani erl 'ikstllna O*Grady 11941), 78f Ci Atpp fR 3J

4 11( he illsrri ,Il lprorirlitle pIdar vun imra A% iii h

Communication of infoirmation concernirlg atomnic energy. A pireli-set iii thers Unne i srin tonihI l Atlii i, I iii gy Ar ithriit y. sir unoh

tierisoil i% by sltritt' guilty ofinn offeiii e whio, w'ilriil the i(,risen[ 1?
Itt the t uro Presidntmiu tf the Cuu~nr(i0, 9 0 

CUnnoliirnicatrs it)r any 'nthr," Sketihir rirrnifv illy photoir p Itiir irt oil' niov1' of i,'ti

li'rson. excepti one authiorisedl fly the L rald Presidenit toi receaiveiSo Itc Weitri J Ifilie iii itrilu1fil ltýfr1 'Itu'( (is Ar t . 1911(1 l& 2 Gin S
Inrfiirma~triii lilly sloct-rneit, iii wnri.ritio inhtruirt~i. plarn, model )I %Ff I

irthier iitii iiit)?InaIit whateve r whir II it lin hs kinriwlinig' dfe%,i lii', i Vpil' V' Mi-i0! iii,mw ru delirri fri p io i ni tod W ii', lbr
tents ofi rIlolrsteiit ill airy r'vistinrio 10tollo itd i 12)
tioltiiarI tr lo .be',i'i liii Ii;' 'i tisi- if rt jin-irt o u t i singI atrtiri 'r M-My c Iur r;r inh d fn-nny s-ilur whl the",

eneirgy.ý- 1,)iti lh imrririci ,, Methodui of olfrmatirir orf any tiiih oitil it hr wi Paim 11i lr 8,,nt 1 r Ar ip Hlr MithI liii
-Mauiiil iitni'nis li~t ori1 0 ),IVur tr issc% ,ipmated'I in prirrirst I., Ii.,t iy 00 lrii;-ii yni i" i.iiti,~rl
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defence of intent to misalead (R. v. Mt. (1915), '12 Tý L. R. 1, foreign aftent or consorted or associated with himn, or if the name or
C. C. A.), address of, or any other information regarding a foreign agent has

8 Expressions relating to communicating or receiving include been found in his possession or has been supplied by him to any
any communicating or receiving, whethei in Nhol, or in part, and other person or has been obtained by him from any other person;
whether tha sketch, plan, model, article, note, document, or infor. (2) "foreign agent" includes any person who is or has been or is
mation itself or the substance, effect or doscription thereof only be reasonably suspected of being or having been employed by a foreign
comomunicated or received; expressions referring to obtaining or power either directly or indirectly for the purpose of committing an
retaining any sketch, etc., include the copying or causing to be act, either within or without the Unitedil Kingdom, prejudicial to the
copied the whole or any part of the sketch, eic., and expressions safeity or ioterests of the state, or who has or is riesonably sus.
referring to the communication of any sketch. etc., include the pected of having, either within or without the United Kinl(dom,
transfer or transmission of the sketch, etc. l('fficial Secrets Act, committed or attempted to commit, such an act in the irnterest~s of
1911 (1 & 2 Geo. 5 c. 28). a. 1 2). a foreign power; (3) any adldress whether within or without the

9 "Document" includes part of a doc-iment (ibid., a. 12) United Kingdom reasonably suspected sit being an address isedc foir
1
0

-Munitions of war' includes she whole or any plart* of any tile receipt of comimunicationts inteniled for a foreign agent, or alty
ship, submarine, aircraft, tank or similar enginc, armns arid aminuni- address at which a foreigni agent resides, or to which he. resorts for
tion, torpedo or mine, intended or adapted foir use in war, arid any the purpose of giving or receiving communications, or at which he
other article, material or device, whether actual or proposedl, carries ott any business, is deemed to he the address of it foreign
intended for such use (ibid., s. 12; Official Secrets Act, 1920 I(l1 agent, and communications addressedl to Such arn additiss mie coin
12 Geo. 5 c. 75). s. 9 (2)). munications with a foreigin agent.

"1For the meanings of "sketch," "model," "41locument," see 1
7 Official Seciets Act, 1911, (1 & 2 Geo. 53 c. '28'), s. 2 I(l)

notes 5, 6, and 9. Official Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & 11 Geo. 5 c. 75), ss c), 10, Seti. I
4

2 Any reference to a place belonging to Her Majesty includes t"As to punishment foi the offense, see section onl punish-
a place belonging to arty department of the government of the meot post.
United Kingdom or of any British possessions, whether the place is 19 F or the niedninig of "sketch" see note 5.
or is not actually vested in Her Majesty ¶Officiie1 Secrets Act, 1911 ý?O1or thel inearning of "model" see note 6.
II & 2 Geo. 5 c. 28), s. 12). Any place Lalonging to or used for the 21 'or tIJ' liteanliri of "dlocument," see note 9.
purpose of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority is for 2

2See section 00 prohiblitetd pladci, tttC.
this purpose (dearned to be a place belonging to oý utsedf for the 2 Offenices under heins (2l. (3), and( 14) miay lie committed
purposes o V-iet Majesty; arid no person other than a constable or thonmibfthe code word, etc , dines not relate toi a prohibtited place
officer of customs and excise or inland reveAUe acting in the (R. v. Simingotyo, 119211 1 1K B. 451. C. C. A.).
execution of his duity as such. or art officer of any government ?4t is -lit necessary to prove sliet the ir I itiiatiln was
depar tment especially authorised by or on behalf of a mrinister may entrustei esrt'ciilly in confidirice toi hint WF. v, Cfiop ,itid 11oltmt'
exercise any right of entry (whether arising by virtue of any stasui- veood (1919). 83 J. P. 121. C, C. Al.)
tory provision or otherwise) upon any place belonging to or used 2 

FThis inclielis any oflfice iir empt~loyment ii iir tindet tinv
for the purposes of the authcority which is dleclared a prohibited dr1 ipaitinit it of the qtovennioen t of the! Un ited K ititltir m iiny

place (see inrfr-al, except with the coisent of the authority aiid British possession lC~fficiti Spcrets Act, 1911 (1 N 2 Geo. 5 c 2flt.
subject to arny conditions imposed by them i Atomic Energy Ai ithrur s. 121, aiiiolfntohmersllm (It f or anV nflfice itr employmient uno tilerrt
ity Act, 1954 (2 & 3 Elm,. 2 c. 32), s. 6 (3)). Any person aggrievedm Uttitied Kinqotit Atotittlt Energy Authority lAtontic Energy Ait,
hsy a ýefusx of consent or by ciinditiont imposed may apply to the 1954 (2 & 3 Flit, 2 c> 32). s 6 04), Sch. 3). A police officer holils
Lord 'resident of the Council who may authorise the esercisa of office tinder the Sitvi'wietii Iewi~s v Cittle, (19381 2 k R 454.
the right subject to Such conditions, ft any, as he osay think fit nt D. C I 11631I)2 /All f. 13. 36811.
impose (ibid., s. 6 (3) provii-ol. As to c(,mmu nical on of irifor- 26ii icul.'myciitdi ihteUiiel1.ii iii

million concerning atomnic energy, ret' section oni communiratin, Atomic I itirqy Autfihti i (Atrinic Freimqy Authority Ac t, 1,954 I?
tic.. posr. :3 FIII 2 ( 3 2) . , ( 14). SI 71 3

The following orders made undide thib power are in force; 2
See no,, 8

the Offic~ial Secrets (Ministry of Supplyl Order, 1947, S. R, & 01 '2110fi:,al i'irtets Act, 1911 0 & / Gen. 5 i 28) s 2 (1),
1947 No. 1357, the Offic 11 Secrets (Ministry of Supply) 'No. 2) Offc,,ial Soils ý Att 1920 (II0 & 11 Giti 5 ic 75). s-, P. 10, Srh 1
Order 1941, S. At. & 0. 19,17 No. 2355;' the Ott iciei Secretr IMiois- 2

'91or liuttislittent, size e( etitoi On piinislitett /)Orr,
try of Supply) Oider, 1449, S.I. 1949 No. 2315; the Official Secrets ;i O Etr the tit'.ioittq itto -A~etrh''"ý se'orite S,

JMinistry of 'Siupply) Order, 1950, No. 826; tfie Official Secrets 'I I fil th,, ittmitIti Of "'route
1

' sit tote It
I Prohibilted Place) Order 1954, S.1,. 1954 No 243; the Official Ii h tri rgti lititn''e oe9
.Secrets It'moltifiiei Place) (flo. 2) Order, 1954, SIf. 19.54 NriP 33~ 1  ir

1
4 Official Secrets Act 1911 (1 & 2 Geo. !) c 70),l ,I. At-10f 11ti.,ji S,'itt' Act, 1911 (11I & '2 ('oo 5c 2913. 20hA).

Official Secrets Act. 1920 110 At 11 Geo. 5 c. 751. s, 10. Sth. 1. Official 1;- rets At;, 1920 ( 10 & 11 Gert 5 r. 75), s 9.
1
5See s~ectiont of penalties for spying. antre. 1 

5 Fmo punsi hmtent, %t- .te'cnlon (,tt pImoh mmvii Jilows
6Official Secrets Act, 1920 il10 & 11I Geot 1 i 75l,. 2 I1l it 1 .w the i,ot'mitnq 'ts,' 4.Ii h'' set' no?,'

by b,bd., s. 2 121, fur the purposes of thu sectv otinbt wathou t F itt the nwainititm itt ' 'ttteil' no:'1t f6.
prlrjUdice to the gienerality of the statement int the text, the fitlow I tin tti tttheritlmt '1i,. t'e. ' ii'w-,,"v tori,' 9
trig pt rovisions apply ( see hbid., s, 2) (1I) a ptwstit ei, utnless he i "Se*, 0.ttP

orovest theC contrairy, sleeklilSti have been ini comrunicaticiot with a 4 0()111 to SI i% At' 19. t It1 2 Gi eo t) 8). 2 (2 1,
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Official Secrets Act, 1920 (110 & 1t Geo. 5 c. 75). s. 10, Sch 1. (7). Criminal hrivice Arct, 1948 (11 &a 12 Geo f6rc. 517). 1 1. [oi-
41 For punishment, see section ron punrishment post, power to fitle, see p). 494 err.' A mrisclemrearnorrr is punrishablei
4 2

.Superiozendent of police" Includes any police officer of summrarily bsy imprisonmeovt for I termn rot exc~eedingt three monuiths,
like or superior raink and any person upon whonm the powers rif a r- by I fine rliot excreedingq f,U, oF hIP froth riolpr i-riflhrrint and/ fine,
superintendent of police are for this Iurpose conferred by a Secre- but no rrrsdemepanoor urm hor so dlealt with suirrrarily exceipt with
tary cof State (Official Secrets Act, 1911 jI 1& 2 Geo. 5 c. 28), s, the contriri of tIre Attorney Cierers~l lihd, 118 (2)). As to
12; Official Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & 11 Geo. 5 c. 75), s. 10, Sch. "AttorneiyGenerarl," see note 68
1). 68 Official Secrets 1act, 1911 (1 & 2 Geo. 5 rc 28), s B; see?

4 3 Official Secrets Act, 1911 (11 & 2 Geo. 5 c. 28), s. 7; also the Olfrrcial Sercrets Act, 1920 110 & I1 I eo 5 rc 7541, s11
Official Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & 11 Geo. 5 c. 75), vs. 10, 11, Schs, (2)). "Alfnrncey-reirrral" Inmamr Attorney (ir Soliritri Genera) forr
1, 2. England (Official Secrets Arct, 1911 (1 &a 2 Geo. 5 rc. 2M, , 12).

44 fflicial Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & 11 Geo. 5 c. 75), s. 1 (1). Th.! rchief roff icr of poici re no S reportr tof the Dir ersnr of Po~lritic
(2) (c). Prosec i lions all offenc~es jil lcred ito have been rmmirnitted wa hin I is

4 5 Foi punishment, see section onl punishinent post. police distrirt (Prosecir ion uof Offenrces Rrmiulations. 1 946,
4Sesection definingj ptohibited place ante. S 0. & 0 194G) Nro 1467, req. 13 (2) la)(I)

47 It, the rvase of any prosecution involving *the prorof of iuch at 69( 0 it Sercrcts Act, 1911 (1 F, ) Ciec 5 ?: M, s. 1

prurp~ose prejurdic~ial to the safety and interests of the stale., s. 1 (2l '0, % G I A'. to porwers orf ;)rrest qenerLi~y, see rpi 342 r
of the Offircial Secr ets Act, 1911 (1 & 2 Geo. 5 1-. 28) (see note 3), st fl., ante, A piersonr mray lie. ait st NJ~fr r r the conrsenrt of the

aipplies (Official Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & I1 ICeo. 5 c. 75), s. 1 (3)).ý Attoirney Cieneral i), Sot ,licii, (eiirera) ti prucreri qs has freeI
4 

aDncufrneri inrcludes pai osf a documnent (Official Secrets rbttainerd; see p. 610. artre
Act. 1911 (1 & 2 Geo. 5 c. 28), s. 12). 71 Official Secrets Act, 1911 (1 &a : G-eo. 5 rc. 28), s. 9 (l)
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8 3 ()fiejal Secrets Act. 1911 (1 A 2 Gaoý 6 c. 28), %, 10 (21 iub~et to such conditions, as may be specified in the order (ib~id. s.
(applying the Criminal Jurisdiction Act, 1802 142 Geo. 3 c. 85)); 11 (3)). Fo. an order made undear this power, see the Atomic,
Official Secrets Act, 1920 010 & 11 Goo. 5 c. 75). s 8 (3). Energy (Disclosure of Information) (No. 1) Order 1947, S. R. & 0.
Administration of Justice (Miscatlleneout Provisions) Act, 1933 (23 1947 No. 100.

'14 Goo. 5 c. 361, s. 1 (4), Sch. 1; Crimsinal Justice Act, 1948(11 9 4 Atomic Energy Air% 1946 (9 & 10 Gr'o. 6 c. 80), s. 14 (1).

F & 12 G, 6 c. 58), ar. 31 (2). 03), 83. Sch. 10, Pt. 1. Otfirices Where a peronx convictud on indictment is a body corporate, the
cannot be to ied by any court of general or quartet sessions, or by provision limiting the amount of the fine does not apply, and a fine
the sheriff court in Scotland. or by any court out of the United may be imposed on the (xxly corporate of such amount as the
Kingdom which has not juriodiction to try crimes involving ithe court thinks just (ibid., s, 14 (2)). Where an offence hasl been
greatest punishment allowed by lav- (Official Secrets Act. 1911 (11& committed by a body corporate, every person who was at the time
2 Gao. 5Sc. 28). s. 10(13), Official Secrets Act, 1920 (10 & I11 Gao. a director, general manaeW, secretary or other similar officer is
5 c. 75), s. 11 (1)1 b)). deented to be guiilty of the offence., unless he proves that the

A4 bd., s. 8 (3). offence wee committed without his consent or connivance and that

851 & 2 C'-.. 5 c. 28; for the Acts to be constrUed as one he exroocised all such diligence to prevent the commisbsion as he
therewith, see nolý 1. ought to have exercised having regard to the nature of hit functions

OGFor the meaning of this expretsion. we not3 25. in that capacity andl to all the circumstances (ibid.. s. 141 (3)).
8 7Officijll Secrets Act. 19 11 (1 & 2 Geo. 5Sc. 28), s. 11. See Proceedings in respect of on offence undoer ibid., s. 11, cannot be

the Official Secrets (Commonwealth of Auftralia) Order in Council. instituted in F.,glanrJ except by. or with the consent of. the Direr.-
1915, S. R. & 0. 1915 No. 1199; the Official Secrets (Mauritius) tor of Public Prosecutions (ibid.. s. 14 (4)).
order in Council. 1916 (S, A. & 0. Rev. 1948, Vol. XVI, p. 11301; 9 5

1bid.. s, 11 (1) proviso.
the Official Secrets (Malta) Order in Council, 1923. S. R. & 0. 1923 961bid., 11 (4).
No. 650; the Official Secrets (India) Order in. Council, 1023, 9 Atomic Energy Authority Act, 1954 (2 & 3 Eliz. 2 c. 321,
S. Rf. & 0. 1923 No. 1517 (as to the effect of the creation of the s. 6 (4). Sch. 3.
Dominions of India and Pakcistan, see title Commnonvoirslsth and
Deperndenciers, Vol. 5. p. 530); the Official Secrets iStraits Settle
ments) Order in Council, 1936. S. R. & 0. 1936 No. 409 (as to the APPENDIX D

moriner Straits Settlement-., see title Common~wealth and Depend-
encies, Vol 5, p. 634; and, as to Penang and Malacca, se, the STATUTES OF THE UNITED STATES
Official Secrets (Penang and Malacca) Older in Council. 1960, S.I. VolIume 36
1950 No 1179). the Official Secrets (Jersey) Order in Council,
1952, S.I. 1952 No. 1034. CHAP. 226.-An Act To prevent rthe disclosure of national defense

An Order in Council dated 30ttr June 1890, as to the Isle of secrets,
Man. made uinder the Official Secrets Act, 1889 (52 & 53 Vict. c. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represerltatvtis cit the
5?) (repealed), is probably no lon,,er effective. United States of America in Congress assembled. That whoever, for

88 10 & 1 I beo. 5Sc. 75. the -usrpose of obtaining information respecting the national
8 9

1bid s. 11 (1) (a). Indian independence Act. 1947 (10 & defense, to wtitch he is not lawfully entitled, goes upon any vessel.
CI? er;. t. c 30), s. 18 (1). Newfoundland (Consequential Pro or enters any navy yard, naval 5tation, fort, battery, torpedo station,

visions) Act, 1950 (14 Goo. 6 c. 5), s. 1 (2), Schedule, Pt. 11. arsenal, camp, factory, building, office, or other place connected
99The lunctions of the Minister of Suppiy under the Atomic with the national defense, owned or constructed or in process of

Enerrqy Act, 1.946 (9 & t0 Geo. 6 c 80). were teansferri.. to the construction by the U.nited States, or in the possession or tinder ilhe
I nrd President of the Coirveil by the Transfer of Functiom, ýAItinic control of the Ulnited States or any of its authorities (- agents, andI tnetgyo ,nd lrtiadinactive Substances) Order. 1953. S.f. 1953 No whether situated withinu the Ilnitedl States or in any P1.14i:4- non
1673 The ILord P~esidlent may not withhold consent if ,.etisfred that contiguous to bit subject toi the unisdricticrt thereof, or whoever.
the information proposed to be communicaited is not of importance when lawfully or iunlassfuully upon any vessel, or in or near any such
for purposes of defence (Atomic Energy A-t, 1946 (9 & 10 Geo 6 plAce.r withuuiul pfolwie wilhothiruy. obtains, takes, or mnakces. or
c. 80). s. It (2)) ;rtternits t it) btain,. take or mtiake, any document, sketch, pohotoa

f9t Plant" includes any machinery, equipmenta or appliance graph, phuutuiraphic: negative. loio~n, model, or knowhvledgte of any
wheltionr affixued to land or not (Atomic Energy Act, 1946 (9 & 10 thing connected with the national defense to whichi he ts oct

CIrMu Ii L 80)ý s. 18 11)), enilitlio, o)r whoevort withoutr proper authority receives or obtains,
92',Atriiic energy" meant the energy released from atomoic or urndern it. A or agr ees to receive or rul,tain. Iron, any petso):i. any

nuilci. as a result of any paroce". inciudiny the fission process, but sorh document. sketuch, ;ihoiinnrurth, pihotugralr frc negatitve, plan.
does riot tinclude energy released in any Wen :ess of notural transito model, or knowledgfe oft anylthing connected with the national
tetiun co, radioactive decay which is nor accelerated or influencedi defense to which he is rnot errttledsl or whoever, without proper
bry external mean% (ibid.. r;s 11);if Any reference to tfle prodiur auithoiiiv rerceives or obtains. or iiniterrkes or aitwees no receive or
tuuriuo rin se in

t atomic frvreryy vs to Ile construed as including a obtain, from rny lwiesor. oiii such document, sketch, photograph.
refereo, e to the rarrying oiut of any process prerparatory ort ancillary photographic nogative. iiin. model,-1 or knowledgce, knowing the

tin su ch produc tionocr uise (ibid . s 111 (4ff senser to have ream ... solurhr im takerr ori made. or whoever . havinAj

4A tonicI Enargy Act. 1446 (9 & 1I) Gean 6 c 80). s I1 I (Il possession of cor runt rolnl i ver 'iry 5 icti friire t kec, loir

The Lord Dfevsditstt of the Council rsay bv order giant exemnption graph, phocltaogrpiru pea ,luan, ni .... el. o koorrviuleuln. wdlfinly

Iron, hths sir l ion in sich cit -sses of cavs. and rim) suvh extent and] ad rrt wthourtiP rperot- .rthor it y .i rr....ourricalS iiit trrnpti tc,
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communicate the -ame to any person not entitled to receive it, or
to whom the same ought not, in the interest of the national
defense, be communicated at that time; or whoever, being lawfully
intrusted wth any such document, sketch, photograph, photo.
graphic n-ieptve, plan, model or knowledge, willfully and in breach
of his trust, so communicates or attempts to communicate the

same, shah be fined not more than one thousand dollar, or impri-

soned not more than one year, or both.

SEC. 2. That whoover, having committed any offense defined in
the preceding section, communicates or attempts to communicate to

any foreiJ•g government, or to any agent or employee thereof, any
document. sketch, photogaph, photographic negative, plan, model,
or knowledge so obtained, taken, or made. or so intrusted to him,
shall be imprisoned not more than ten years.

SEC. 3. That offenses against the provisions of this Act com-

mitted upon the high seas or elsewhere outside of a judicial district
shall be cognizable in the district where the offender is found or
into which he is first brought; but offenses hereunder committed
within the Philippine Islands shall be cognizable in any court of said
islands having original jurisdiction of criminal cass, with the same
right of appeal as is given in other criminal cases where imprison-
ment exceeding one year forms a part of the penalty; and jurisdic
tion is hereby conferred upon such courts for such purpose.

Approved, March 3. 1911.



GENRATIO( OF A CLASSIIED DOCUMENT COST STUDY plant from one building to another. These are
BY only four of the 25 total categories utilized
EDWARD J. CASTRO in our study ranging from Document Origination

Responsibilities to the costs involved for
I wish to express my appreciation to purchase of sec~u'ity desks, locks and safes

Mr. Daigle for allowing me the opportunity to which safegaard classified informotion. The
speak to you today on a subject which I feel object therefore is to correlate the totae c-9sts
is of interest to all personnel who handle incurred for each category and arrive at a
classified documents, Specifically, the pIggle cost for generating and maintaining one
-3iaao-' in which to compute costs involved to Secret document.
generate and maintain onu 'Secret' document.

To arrile at a single per copy cost, the
MKmy of us, I am sure, are not fully study is divided into two broed cost area..

aware of the various elmeants and their re- entitled DIRECT and INDIRECT. Direct cost
spective costs that contribute, in one way or fauotsis coasist of all processing expenditures,
another, with the costs involved to generate such as Origination Processing, Sec;'etary Pro-
and maLitain one Secret document. I wish, in cessing and Document Control Processing, which
the next few minutes, to describe for you the have an intrinsic attachment to a document as
various job functions and equipment which it travels from the originator to Document Con-
concern t1iomselves to Secret document genera- trol for entry into the accountable Document
tion ani maintenance and the method in which Control System and, finally, on to the ultimate
to compute these costs in an effort to arrive recipient. The premise for direct costing is
at a si.ngle per copy cost. to isolate those itemn whose costs are an

integral part of the Document Control process
In August 1964, Lockheed, Sunnyvale pub- and to exclude supporting security costs which,

lished its first Classified Document Cost once lacrred, io not necessarily vary directly
Study - a study designed to reveal the speci- with document fluctuations.
fic costs involved to generate and maintain
one Secret document. Since publication, Indireel., ,ost s acompasses all other con-
however, five subsequent revisions have been tributing expenditures, ::.uh a.3 Socarity and
published, each refined in such a manner to Destruction personnel, Security Edication and
include current timings and cost expendi- Clearance Costs, and Material Costs that are
tures for each category utilized, The Cost related in one way or another .4lth. Soccet docu-
Study is concerned with Secret documents meats. External costs, however, such as
only; Top Secret and lesser classification fencing and perimeter patrols, are not included
categories have been omitted oince their in the indirect cost catego,'ie.3 since they are
volume and attributable work efforts are not considered normal plant protection :vifegards.
safficlant.

The first step in genorating a Doctument
A Document Cost Study is a compilation Cost Stdy is to determine the iteom kwhich

of cost o.penditures for various items which, directly, or indirectly, are involved In the
in one way or another, are iivolvel in the generation %id rtriintenance of Secret doctmnents.
generation and maintenance of Secret doc- Cnce the cutegorien liave beco letermined, the
uents. Examples of categoriesi which concern next step is to contact the respective per-
themselves to Secret documents are (1) Repro- soanel involved to determine, through estimates
duction Costs - the pe-,cent of timu expuldel or actual timings, the percent of time they
oy Reproduction Personnel in the reproduction, attribute in their job function to Secret
collating and binding of Secret documents; document generation and maintenance.

S(2) Classification Euingemont Rovlew - the tim
time required to review a document for clas- bi'ect costs, whi|h consi.-it of riglnator,
sification purposes; (3) Document User Re- Processing, Secretary Processing, Dccamnent
sponsibilities - the percent of time attri- Holder Responsibilities, Document Control Pro-
buted to the safeguard of classified informa- ceseing and Gourier functions, all play an
tion; (4) Transmission Costs - the percent active role In the generation an! maintenance
of Ubmb attrlba.Le I y company furnished of Secret documents. The docum.nnt originator
couriers to move clasalfied documents In- is responil'l,,, for r,'vlewing classification
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guidelines; determining the correct classi- generation and maintenanc,. Their concern in-

fication to apply to the paragraph and page; cludes, but is not limited to, the safeguard of

aud r-q~t•:, clarification or assistance on Secret documents within the Company; pickup and

classification matters from Classification destruction of outdated material; publication

management. of ciassiricatlon guidance ror using personnel;
reproduction of dociunents; adherence to secirit:

Tha Secretary responsible for preparLig and Document Control procedures and seclArity

Secret documents in final typi is concerned monitor and security coordinator responslbilit-

with safeguarding the material during typing ies.
of the document; stamping the appropriate
classification on each page; obtaining a con- Security Education an, Clearance Costs are

trol number from Document Control; and %is- concerned with the total time expended In basic
cellaneous time expensed directly pertaiing orie:ýntation relating to Secret Document gen-
to the generation of the document. eration and malntenaac.); preparation and re-

view of PSQ' s; fP gerprinting and miscellaneous

Document Holders are responsible for recordkeaping.
the receipt, verification and signature of

the 1),,- uiwit; security considerations and Material Costs consist of those items
safeguard nf the material while under his which indirectly assist in the generation,

custody; and dealings with Document Control transmission and safeguard of Secret documenta-

concerning procedural problems, audits, etc. tion. Document Control Manuals, destruction
equipment and EDP equipment are utilized by

Document Control Processing is concerned Document Control in the generation process.

with all phases of document generation and Stamps, postage 9.qd forms are concer:iel with

maintr.-!, - ý'rom reviewing the document transmitting correspondence either in-plant or

upon receipt from the originator for com- to an out-of-company facility. Security desks,

pleteness of required markings and entry file cabinets, vaults, safo.3 i.il "ocks are all

into the accountable D'crtit Control utilized to safeguard classified information.

Srst,-m to destruction. Each item in the Indirect Cost category

fhe Corier functicn of moving Secret is based on a percent in whizh it is sttlized

documents in-plant from one building to for Secret documents Again, rates of pay

anot• -ir is somewhat more involved. Not utilizod to dltermine labor charges should

only is it necessary to consider the time include the employees basic pay, cost of

expended In moving the material but compu- living adjustments, and fringe benefits. In

tation of vehicle utilization - its monthly the caje of Material Costs, the total cost

rental and maintenance costs - must be con- incurred for each Item can normally bi ob-

sldored. tai'i-1 %,ir Agh the department or organization
responsible fo- their purchase price and

Rates of pay utilized to determile quantity

labor charges should Incli de the employees
basic pay, cost-ot-living adjustments and Computation of irect coots per copy h•

f'r'nge ,m,'4f t . computed by divi',lna tj, +'+41 - • ,

documneots in the Document Control System into

Computation of Direct Coots per copy Is the combined anual expen-flt~ire for each

coimp:ted by raultiplying the combined total category.

costs incurred for eacb category by the per
cent of original and reproduced copios on To arrive at a single per copy cost, the

hand ir, the total duounent inventury. totals of the Direct and Indirect Cost cete-
gories are added together.

Indirect Costs, consisting in part of
personnel Piant Protection, Destruction, Throagh-.kt t!in past eight years, since

Classification MIuaagemneat, RfoproducLion, publication of oar first classified Document

Security, DOcUment Control Supervislon and Cost Study, we have found this publication to

Miscellaneous Supervision actively contribute be ao excellent means of requesting document

to tne costs incurred for Secret document originators to our'all w: ceosjive distribution
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of documents by citing the additive costs in-
volved for additionl copies. Along the same
line, the clAssified Document Cost Study is

iiUafulinIY Ai~terulIfel monetary savinsto
realized through document proceessin proc.-
Jurml elininations.

If you elect to generate a Cost Study of
your own, I hope you will find it as useful
as we have.

To asjst you In %he publication of a
Document Cost Study for your facility, I have
prepared an outline depicting the various
categories utilized in our latest 3tudy and
the method in which each category is computed.
If you decide to generate a Cost Study for
your r•cllity, feel free to call or write me
for clarification or asnistance. My name and
addrese are indicated on the outline. I will
be more than happy to assist you.

Thank you for your attention.

I
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EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CIASSIFICATION Within the ABC family, including con-

MANAGERS tractors, there is no specific organization

JAMES G. MARSH, SANDIA LABURATORIES slot specified for the classification function.
The ordl" requirement is that security and

The Atomic Energy Act of 1946, as classification will not report to the same
amended in 1954, established Atomic Energy administrative head. This Js a fundamental
Commission classification. This act resulted point. Obviously, it would be most undesirable
in a classification program quite different to have the production acceptance people report

from that of the Department of Defense where to the production manager, or vice ',ersa. No

Executive Orders cover classification and organizational strieture should allow soch a
security procedures. Perhaps this is one of potential conflict of interest, However,
the reasons why the ABC and DOD find them- being too rigid is not rewarding either.
selves at odds on some classification matters. The successful classification officer mus,

Perhaps another reason for the difference in work with both technical and administrative
-- •iattitude or philosophy is that much of the people constantly, and an harmoniously as

information classified by the Military is possible, to minimize security time and
operational data which tend to be fluid or dollar costs. This is particularly true

transient. Most of the information classi- in placing classified contracts.

Cfied under the Atomic Energy Act is technical A few words about Sandia laboratories

design information of a more permanent will help make clear why its Classification

nature. Division functions as it does. Sandia was

Of importance to AEC classification established in Albuquerque in 1945 as a part

management people is the fact that Restricted of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. It

Data and Formerly Restricted Date are exempt was intended that Sandia would handle weapons

from the downgrading and declassification development engineering and bomb assembly

provisions of Executive Order 11652. for the Manhattan Engineering District--a

A classification determination is a code name for the original atomic bomb pro-
quasi-legal judgement based on the beet ject. The University of California operated
available relevant technical information and Sandia as a branch of Los Alamos Scientific

supported by pertinent classification guidance Lnboratory located in Los Alamos, New Mexico,

derived from the Atomic Energy Act or other until 1949 when the University requested the

authority. Classification decisions or AEC to be relieved of nuclear ordnance engi-

judgements frequently impinge on security and neering responsibilities. President Truman

security regulations. When the classification asked the Bell System to assume responsibility

analyst decides that a body of information for operating Sandia. Sandia Laboratories

(usually technical) requires security pro- was designated as a subsidiary of Western

tection in view of approved local or program Electric Company, the manufacturing branch

classification guidance, security is respon- of the Bell System. Western Electric manages

sible for determining the means required to the Laboratories under a no-profit, no-fee

protect this information. Note the two dis- contract ns a service to the U.S. Atomic

tinct functions and responsibilities. This Energy Commission.

difference in functions and responsibilities Sandia's principal responsibility lies

suggests that probably it is unsound to have in research and development in nuclear ord-

the classification organization reporting to nance and non-nuclear aspects of nuclear

the security director. bombs and warheads. There has been a marked

This being the case, then just what place trend in Sandia Laboratories to concentrate

in the organizational structure should the efforts in research and development. As a

classificatiou official occupy? At Sandia result of this emphasis, Sandia has acquired

Laboratories, the Classification Division, a highly q~ulified scientific and engineering

whiJ,. I .upervise, reportE to the Technical staff.

Publication and Art Department. This has Clnasification Division personnel are

proven to be a reasonable aess from which to members of the Laboratory staff, The lob

operate. The Classificatio- Division is also structure consists of three levels of ana-

staff to the vice president who serves as lysts and a superviror designated classifi-

Chairman of Sandia's Classification Board. cation ndninlstrator. Jobs are evaluated

T'his vice president is also the top Jaboratory under a position evaluation plan which

authority on classification matters. In establishes the relative level of various

:iccordance with the new l:ecutive Order, I admnijistrative positions. Ratings are based

also serve as staff to the Laboratories Presi- onl ,)ob ki•owledge, problem solving anllity,

dent on matters relating to top secret authen- and dollar accountability. Perrons with

tLioation and control, proper Jthb 'ualifl at~ionr can enter tC A Job
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level commensurate with qualifications and Another characteristic difficult to
job experience. Our wage adninistration evaluate is judgement. Obviously, classifi-
people rank our positions high in both job cation managers or analysts do not last long
knowledge and problem solving requirements. if their judgement is poor. The prime
Hence we have a point rating which allows requisite for making good decisions is a
us to have a good salary range. Many agencies thorough evaluation of all relevant informs-
do themselves a great disservice by sub- tion before making the judgement. Another
merging the classification job in the security factor is individual motivation, Today,
structure reducing its importance and pay when good positions are hard to find, many
scale or GS level. The AEC, using consid- engineers with bachelor's degrees and even
erable care in establishing job requirements master's degrees are finding it hard to
and job descriptions, has established a compete in an environment which favors per-
flexible job structure which attracts and sons with PhD degrees. This, with the grow-
retains professional level people. ing professionalism in classification manage-

Let me briefly list the activities per- ment, now prompts the scientist or engineer
formed by Sandia's classification Division. to consider classification more seriously as

I. Provide advice, counsel, resolution a career than did his counterpart in years
on classification problems and past. Of persons I have interviewed, the
questions, best candidates have had broad educational

2. Prepare, coordinate, and justify backgrounds, skill in technical writing, and
new and revised classification the ability to elicit technical information
guidance, from the engineer or scientist. Many out-

3. Review documents, work projects, standing candidates for classification man-
material• and hardware as they are agement positions at Sandie Laboratories have
generated, been young ex-military men who have been

4. Conduct classification education connected with the former Field Coraand,
programs, on both general and specific Defense Atomic Support Agency Weapons School.
subjects. These young officers generally had a good

5. Prepare subcontracto-/consultant technical background plus a basic knowledge
guidance, education, and liaison. sf weapons, which cf course was of great.

6. Review older documents and projects benefit to our work. The AEC requires its
for downgrading or declassification, classification officers to have technical

j. Carry on intercontractor/agency degrees, but it is unsafe to feel confident
coumunication, that a technical degree assures either

One of the classification administrator's intere,:t or skill at classification.
mcat important jobs is to recruit and maintain The classification manager, to be most
a capable staff. This is a challenge in view effective, must have some knowledge and under-
.f the tight dollar situation, particularly standing of every project at his install-
in a laboratory such as Sandia which is stead- ation. Obviously, no man has enough in
ily" reducing the ratio of administrative staff depth technical information to be able to
to technical staff. 'Trough 14 years of answer all inquiries. Early in my career
classification management work I have hired in classiflcation management I learned
about a dozen classification analysts and that the best way to survive with a limited
interviewed many more. What I have looked technical background was to obtain Informa-
for in an opplicant is a broad educational tion from qualified Individuals by asking
background and strength In pure sciences or questions arnd more questions. Experience
engineerilng areas. It is most important that has shown that. most technical people are
a potential analyst communicate well both glad to expound on their areas of expertise
orally arid with the written word. Age is if you ask the right questions. However,
n-t necessarily a consideration. Hopefully, no one should try to bluff his way by
the individual should have quasi-legal Inclh- attempting to gi1ve the impression that he
nation for the process of making classifica- understands complicated technical problems.
tiono determinations is someýwhat akin to Once you have hired a candidate whom
making decisions in legal processes, you feel will make a top flight classifies-

An absolute essential in a job applicant tion analyst, how do you train him to
is patience and forbearance in dealing with optimize his capabilities and his worth to
the frustrations of classification. It is the organization? The first few months in

difficult to really asseis pernonal charac- the classiflcntion business are frustrating
terIstics during a short i1i. view, but one to many people becnuoe there is no prescribed
crn usually determine how thi , candidate wopld course m)! study. iskll In dlcrird on mbkyng
r•eact to the job situation. ar'd probleom solving,1 Icili-ried only by
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exposure and experience over a lengthy 6. Learn to use available tools in tnepericd. But, there are a good many things office--guides, files, manuals, aridthat the supervisor can do to make the outside agency information. Hebreak-in period both more palatable and should be acquainted with the draw-more useful. Here are a few tools and a ing files, the central technicalfew means of training a new classification files and their contents, and theanalyst. 
computer facilities. An analystThe newcomer should: with some programming skill will1. Acquire a knowledge of the basic find this ability useful.classification policies and pro- 7. Meet members of the Laboratory'scedures of the AEC or DOD, includ- classification committee, if oneing a working knowledge of the exists, At Sandia, the Classifi-Atomic Energy Act or Executive cation Board is made up of seniorOrders which set bia policies, members of the technical staff (the2. Have or acquire a general knowledge AEC designates them as Responsibleof all programs at his installation Reviewers with individual areas ofwith particular emphasis on class- expertise) who are available toified activities. advise on clAssificatior matters.

3. Cooperate and meet with other 8. Attend and participate in allorganizations, intluding in the classification education sessions
case of the AEC, the Operations conducted by the division includingOffice and the headquarters people new staff briefings, new supervisorand the integrated contractors, orientations, secretarial refreshers,He should attend working sessions and special topic presentations.
on joint programs with various 9. Attend meetings of AEC weapons con-using services and visit contractors tractors. There is a rather uniquewith classified subcontracts. group known as Weapons Contractors4. Try to attain a general familiarity Classification Conference whichwith the many related security includes all the AEC weapons con-regulations such as clearances, tractors and meets three or four
mail channels, and report marking, times a year. At these conferencesThis is not to say that the class- we air mutual classification prob-ification analyst should presume lems, listen to technical briefings,
to rmake himself an expert in security arid tour various AEC contractor
matters, but almost inevitably facilities. It is useful for people
during claseification orientation new in the profession to attend
sessions, questions are raised these meetings and listen to thewhich have security overtones, sometimes heated discussions. ItSandia's classification organization is also useful for new personnel toIs being drawn more and more into visit other cuntractors for a generaldiscussions relating to security orientas lor nod philosophical dis-markings as well as security matters. cursions. We welcome visits of newSome recent examples of this have classification people from otherbeen the implementation of CNWDI, contractor and government offices.the revision of AEC Manual Chapter Already emphasized are some of the per-2108 on weapon data reports, re- sonal attributes, skills, and educationteoition periods as they relate to necessary for succesc in classification man-the AEC's declassification program, agement. Once again emphasis is placed onand most recently, implementation the importance of competence in oral andof Executive Order 11652. written communications. Particularly in5. Be involved in face-to-face office classification, any rules or puidance thatdiscussions whenever possible, can be misunderstood probably will be mis-attend orientation and technical understood. Therefore, it must be a primarybriefings, and as soon as possible aim of the clansificati'n mrtager to assurebe given small projects under the that all written guidance relay what 'hedirection oT a senior staff person, manager intend, and be received by all users

with the same -,eanrIng,
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""

During the years I havoe been associated
with classification, T have had the pleasure
of kneeing many fine capable people. It is
fair to say, at least as far as the AE is
concerned, that the most auccossful classifi-
cation marxegemat individuAls in the practical
sense have been those 14th the bros4d technical
background and an outstanding ability to
communicate. Surprisingly enough, the most
frequent technical background of AM complex
analysts has been and in chemistry.

In summary, I emphasize that classifice-
tion and security can and must be treated as
two neparate functions, and the difference
ahould be uade tstood by management. Classi-
fication and security should be separated in
the organizational structure. Further, the
judgement that information (including material)
requires protection should be made by a knov-
ledgeable ciasaaifler with his opinion based
on competent techniual evaluation, as well as
the appropriate classification guidance. It
is not clear that there can be specific rigid
qualifications listed for a classifirstion
analyst, but certainly a broad educational

background with emphasis in some technical
area such as physics or chemistry is desir-
able, along with good judgement ad the
capability to communicate effactively.
Although no forw•- academic course of study
is available for classificaton managers,
any orgnization can improvise vyo to supply
the necessary on-the-Job training.
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